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7Preface
„Parler de livres et non de textes”1
(„Talking about books and not the text”) – this is book history
In most studies in the history of our country one does not know what the 
term “Hungarian” means in the title. In this case one must interpret it in 
the context of Early Modern Hungarian history. “Hungary” here means 
the Hungarian Kingdom although with the Istvánffy and the Mikulich 
Libraries we have entered Varasd County in the Croatian Kingdom. The 
Croatian Kingdom, however, belonged to the Hungarian Crown while 
keeping its political autonomy as part of the pact. The present study, on 
the other hand, will not touch upon the aristocratic libraries of the Prin-
cipality of Transylvania and no documents are known concerning aristo-
cratic libraries in the Partium Regni Hungariae from the period in question.
When deciding on the structure of the present study I had the idea to 
divide it into three parts, one would have been on “Croatia”, another one 
would have focused on “Western Hungary” while the third one would 
have been devoted to “Upper Hungary”. I decided to drop this structure 
but would like to mention this possible grouping here in the preface. 
In general, I strongly disagree when Hungarian researchers leave out, 
from historical research, the area, which today belongs to Croatia. Re-
gions which now are situated in Slovakia or Romania but were formerly 
Hungarian such as Partium, Transylvania or the Temes region cannot be 
disregarded. It is, however, questionable whether Dalmatian magnates 
should be included in this study since Dalmatian aristocrats lived in a 
fundamentally different cultural and educational context. On the other 
hand, the education, religious practices and readings of the nobility in 
Slavonia as well as Varasd and Zagreb Counties did not differ from those 
of the Catholic nobility in the Western part of the Hungarian Kingdom.2 
In the early modern period the nobles in Slavonia and Varasd and Zagreb 
Counties were, in general, bilingual (Croatian and Hungarian), knew Lat-
in, the language of the parliaments (both Croatian and Hungarian). Many 
of them studied in Graz or Vienna, therefore speaking German was com-
mon among them. Due to the proximity to Venice, the bilingual (Croatian 
and Italian) nature of the Dalmatian nobility, the frequent commercial 
contacts and marriages speaking Italian was more than just sporadic. The 
Zrínyis of the 17th century represented a link between the Croatian and 
the Hungarian culture for their contemporaries and for researchers to-
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day. They were recognized as authority figures and a bilingual noble cir-
cle formed in their households who spoke both Croatian and Hungarian 
and were interested in books.3 The same is true of the other magnates in 
the region, the Keglevich, the Both family, the Gyulays, the Frangepáns, 
the Erdődy family or the Draskovichs, etc. Most of them had lands and 
residences in Hungary and many of them also owned houses at the sea-
side.4
The question whether one could study the reading culture of the Hun-
garian and the Croatian nobility together stays purely theoretical due to 
the Ottoman conquest. No library is known from Slavonia from the ear-
ly modern period although Croatian literature claims that a pasha from 
Buda may have taken to Valpó Castle (Valpovo) a part of the Bibliotheca 
Corvina..5 There are, however, a few known documents from Counties Var-
asd and Zagreb based on which one can describe the education and cul-
ture of the nobility who lived in the region. It is not an exaggeration to say 
that researchers in cultural history studying noble families in Croatia are 
not spoilt by numerous sources. Some sporadic data, however, are telling. 
The Draskovich family library is such a case in the history of libraries 
in the region. Their name crops up several times but no one has found 
the 17th century catalogue of the family library yet. They must have had 
a rather important collection since they had ordered a printed ex libris 
around 16356 when the title of Count was accorded to them. They inher-
ited a part of Miklós Istvánffy’s library and generous donations came also 
from several family members when they were promoted as church offi-
cials. The Gyulay family that rose to prominence in the 16th century and 
gained lands in Croatia must have possessed a similarly rich library. Their 
printed ex libris survived from the beginning of the 18th century only7 but 
knowing how rich they were and what family connections they had it is 
highly probable that they had a book collection. We can list all the noble 
families where one or two books survived from this period but let us con-
centrate on the ones where we have sufficient information to judge the 
type of erudition they possessed.
I have often asked myself the question whether talking about Western 
Hungary as such makes sense. Is there a phenomenon within the territory 
of the Counties Zala, Vas, Sopron, Moson, Győr, Veszprém, unoccupied by 
the Osman Turks, which distinguishes this region from Upper Hungary 
or Partium or Transylvania? Western Hungary does differ in its cultural 
setup from these two latter ones,8 but one should be able to make a clear 
distinction between Western Hungary and Upper Hungary or rather the 
area what is now the Western part of Slovakia. The University of Miskolc 
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held a conference on this issue where the differences were analysed from 
various aspects starting out with the names used in the early modern pe-
riod until the 20th century.9
It was common that the majority of the population, especially Serbi-
ans, Croats and Hungarians, fled the invading Ottoman Turks and moved 
North.10 This is when the rich families of Szeged appeared in Nagyszom-
bat, Pozsony, Kassa, or Nagyvárad and other towns and this is when a 
considerable number of Croatian villagers moved to the Counties of Zala, 
Vas, Sopron and Moson. Church officials, often titular bishops, had their 
residences in Nagyszombat or Pozsony while the parliamentary sessions 
were mainly held in Pozsony. In the second half of the 16th century large 
numbers of Protestants moved into the same area from the Habsburg pat-
rimonial lands (Habsburgische Erblände) and later during the Thirty-Year 
War from Silesia, Bohemia, Württenberg, Palatinat, Bavaria or even Vi-
enna (Hernals). Townsfolk went mainly to Sopron, Ruszt or Kőszeg while 
ministers stayed at the lands of the local Protestant land owning mag-
nates.11 The immigrants whose mother tongue was Czech, settled down 
in areas inhabited by Slovaks in the Counties of North Nyitra, Trencsén, 
Turóc, Árva, Liptó, Szepes, or Sáros while the Habans moved as far as 
Transylvania and settled down wherever the landowner aristocrat made 
provisions for them. Therefore, this area was very complex in terms of 
ethnic composition, language and religion. This, however, does not make 
Ex libris of the Gyulay Family, 18th century
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a sharp difference between Western and Upper Hungary. There are no-
table differences in the organization of their Protestant churches.12 The 
Calvinist church did not spread in the Western part of Upper Hungary or 
in the Northern counties since the Hungarian population remained main-
ly Catholic while most of the Slovaks were Lutheran. In Western Hungary, 
due to the stance taken by the magnates who supported the churches, the 
separation from the Lutherans was a slower process.13 Prior to the Synod 
in Csepreg in 1591 this separation did not take place. Támás Balásfi ad-
dressed the faithful of both denominations in his book entitled The School 
in Csepreg (Csepregi iskola) written in 1616,14 which may refer to the fact 
that then the orientation of the school was not yet determined entirely. 
There is a clear difference though in the religious practices of the Ger-
man population.15 In Upper Hungary Germans lived mainly in towns and 
formed Lutheran communities. Most of the Germans living in Western 
Hungary, on the other hand, inhabited villages while in towns, especial-
ly in Kőszeg, there was a characteristic assimilation process going on.16 
The peasants of landed aristocracy living in Western Hungary as well as 
the different levels of nobles there were Germans, Hungarians or Croa-
tians17 while in the Northern counties these were Slovaks or Hungarian. 
The family relations of the nobility were not geographical in nature. One 
can see this by looking at the genealogical maps of aristocracy on the new 
website;18 every observation may be relevant for the families mentioned 
in this book since everyone was related to everyone.
Therefore, the area North of the Danube within the Hungarian King-
dom and the regions in the East North of the territories held by the Ot-
toman Turks do not yield clear-cut demarcation lines between different 
cultural regions.19 During the two centuries in question this classification 
may have differed from one period to the next. A considerable number of 
nobles and wealthy burgesses moved there to escape the Turks. Their cul-
tural heritage and institutions enriched this region, which the Slovak gov-
ernment in its cultural policy has been promoting as Memoria Slovaca (and 
not Memoria Slovaciae).20 This is not to say that we would like to adhere to 
the typology used by the Protestant, especially Calvinist church histori-
ans (where Catholic was equal to “labanc” (emperor related), Lutheran 
was identified with “German” while Calvinist meant “Hungarian”)21 but 
it is for sure that Hungarians were in majority in congregations West and 
North of Tisza (Cistibiscan diocese) and East of Tisza (Transtibiscan diocese 
– including Partium) while the Reformed Church of Transdanubia (Trans­
danubian diocese) was less present in the regions North of the Danube. 
The Northern counties were almost exclusively inhabited by Slovaks who 
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were either Lutheran or Catholic. The Calvinist Slovaks represented only 
a minuscule congregation while town dwellers were mainly Germans and 
Lutherans. The Hungarians and Slovaks along the line of Pozsony – Nagy-
szombat – Nyitra – Kassa remained mainly Catholic. It does not, however, 
mean that for a time there was not a strong Calvinist congregation in 
Nagyszombat or that Kassa itself was not Protestant.22 Aristocracy and the 
gentry following their example were diverse in its confessional nature, 
going through conversion at the middle of the 16th century and in the 
1630s and 1650s. Let me refer here to the fact that magnates in this period 
took charge of churches, sponsored church and cultural institutions and 
schools. Looking at the genealogy of aristocratic families one can see that 
they were almost entirely interrelated.
One should mention here that unfortunately, documents which would 
allow us to detail the reading history of every aristocratic family did not 
survive. One example for this is the Erdődys de Monyorókerék. There are 
several publications mentioned in the Retrospective Hungarian National 
Bibliography, which came out thanks to the patronage of this family. We 
are also aware of the studies several of their members had but no inven-
tory of their books is known. The Count Listi family is a similar example. 
We have managed to identify a few books by generations, which belonged 
to their book collection in Köpcsény.23
We know of the library in the Regéc Castle where there was a separate 
library on the second floor.24 Regéc became Menyhért Alaghy’s († 1630) 
possession in 1611 after the death of Ferenc Mágocsy. Alaghy had his resi-
dence in the castle until his death and his widow, Anna Erdődy stayed 
there until 1633. We do not know who had installed the library, we do 
not have its inventory of books, but it did exist. We also know that the 
Drugeth family had important book collections since a few books survived 
with their supralibros and hand-written possessor marks but not enough 
to be able to characterize the library or even to identify similarities with 
the book collections of other families. The Gvadányis received the title of 
a Polish Count in 1686, at the end of the period studied here and a year 
later the title was naturalized in Hungary. To mark their rise in prestige 
they had an ex libris printed.25 This means that they had a library we do 
not know anything about. The Ghillányis, who were awarded the Baron 
title in 1688, were a similar case.26 We are far from satisfied with the avail-
able sources with families where there are only very short inventories 
such as the Czobors or the Forgách family. In some cases, we have some 
data about a book collection of one of the branches of the family only like 
the Balassi collection (1739), which is, for the present study, also from a 
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rather late generation. The tableau depicted above of the libraries of the 
aristocracy of this period is, therefore, fragmented. However, the general 
impression we get of book history in this epoch is rather characteristic.
The present study is a kind of summary of the thirty-year long research 
at the Old Hungarian Department of the Humanities Faculty of the József 
Attila University of Szeged, led by Bálint Keserű, during which all the 
available sources were explored and published. These decades brought 
us close to the establishment of a Corpus catalogorum inventariorumque lib­
rorum in the Hungarian Kingdom in the early modern period.27 A lot of 
sacrifices have been made so that this basic research in humanities could 
be completed. We made do without recording all the relevant information 
as far as cultural history goes of the inventories we held in our hands, 
which is also the biggest shortfall of our project. True, we looked for an 
expert if we found an inventory of musical instruments, paintings or jew-
ellery. Other researchers, on their turn, approached us when they found 
a new inventory of books. But when we recorded the tiniest data in book 
history we disregarded other equally vital details in art, music, architec-
ture or cultural history and heritage in general, therefore we have only 
memories of the larger context of these books. We did not study material 
culture in its entirety but were only interested in the existence of books. 
Due to the number of archival documents studied we would need 60 more 
years so that we have a fuller picture based on the documents. The situa-
tion is, however, far from hopeless since other researchers have studied 
court culture as well. Interdisciplinary work is easier in a team the best 
example of which is the journal Századok, which dedicated an entire issue 
to the Nádasdy family.28 In the present study let me focus on libraries and 
books (reading material I hope) while everything else is but a comment or 
a complementary element.
No matter how easy it seems to decide who is an aristocrat it was anything 
but simple in Hungary in the early modern period. We are far from having 
databases where we could search which member of which family was an 
aristocrat, or where a branch of this or that family had their main resi-
dence during which period. Often one cannot decide where the books were 
held because the heading of the inventory is missing. Literature and legal 
practice often differ in their judgements as to who was an aristocrat and 
who wasn’t. I myself accept the data provided by the team of historians 
headed by Katalin Péter which have been posted on the http://archivum.
piar.hu/arisztokrata/ website. The other useful portal (http://genealogy.
euweb.cz/hung/hungary.html) was based on the finding of Iván Nagy of 
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the 19th century where literary tradition was also mixed in, therefore its 
data needs checking. Strange situations occur regarding which family is 
aristocratic. It looks easy, there are barons and counts and a few princ-
es as well as other officials but most of these titles were not hereditary, 
therefore one must be careful which generation or which branch of the 
family can be considered aristocratic and to what extent. Literature calls 
Palatine István Illésházy a count although he was never awarded the title 
(at least he was an aristocrat). At the end of the 17th century it was an im-
portant factor when titles were accorded whether the person in question 
was a Catholic or not. The best example for this is the Szirmay family 
since István who reconverted to Catholicism became a count while the 
Lutheran Miklós and András were not elevated to the aristocrats’ level. 
From the point of book history this is noteworthy since we can describe 
the family accurately when we are discussing the education and culture 
of the gentry. Pál Ráday, the chancellor of Ferenc Rákóczi II never became 
an aristocrat although everyone would think he was.
I must note here that I have not worked on genealogy. Beside the webpages 
mentioned above I used Iván Nagy’s classical book29 as well as the monog-
raphies written at the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries about aristocratic 
families.
It is also confusing when describing the book culture of a family when the 
books are known of only those members of the family who became high cler-
gy. In the present study we are not concerned in detail with the erudition of 
the aristocrats who were church officials although they are mentioned. We 
have different problems with this in each period. The library of Miklós Oláh, 
Archbishop of Esztergom, was not inherited by the church. Therefore, his 
heirs if they had been aristocrats would be mentioned in this summary. On 
the other hand, the book collection of Ferenc Forgách was not inherited by 
his family so the data concerning his library should belong to the study of the 
libraries of high clergy. The library inventory of Baron György Majthényi, 
lists the books he inherited from László Majthényi, Bishop of Szerém, Provost 
of Eger and Ság who resigned from these posts at the end of his life. His book 
collection should, no doubt be included in both the study of aristocracy and 
the one on high clergy.
Apart from the book inventories, considerable data could come from the 
hand-written notes and dedications in the surviving books. Dedications in 
general referred to the patronage of a family or a person but it is likely that 
the patron who financed the publication of the book received at least one 
copy; therefore it was potential reading material for him. These two groups 
of data will not be considered in detail here and we shall not discuss every 
book of each family, but we will refer to the nature and extent of patronage 
and to the quantity of the books and their contents. Due to the nature of in-
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ternational book history research, the picture one could gain from possessor 
notes in books for the books owned by a family is different from one period to 
the other. The incunabula available today and the books published in the 16th 
century can be considered as relatively well researched.30 This means that 
most of these books have been in the hands of researchers, their descrip-
tion is complete and include their provenience as well. Similar description of 
books that came out in the 17th century was, however, sporadic.31 The nature 
and the size of patronage in book history can be traced well based on the 
dedications of printed books. The volumes of the Retrospective Hungarian 
National Bibliography (RMK, RMNy) record this while RMNy also presents 
the history of each publication.32 A study focusing on book dedications was 
written by Pál Gulyás during World War II but all books in cultural history 
consider dedications as their source of data.33
In this study I refer to the handbooks of book history on rare occasions 
only when they have a special meaning for our topic. It does not mean dis-
respect for the authorities of Béla Ivanyi,34 Pál Gulyás’s,35 Máté Kovács,36 
Jenő Berlász,37 Csaba Csapodi,38 Gábor Kelecsényi,39 Edit Madas40 but this 
study is overloaded with notes already. I also do not refer to the publica-
tions of data, which came out in the Data Collection Series in Szeged. In 
the volumes from 11 to 20 (all in all 25 volumes) all inventory like sources 
were published. We shall make an exception only when a commentary on 
the contents of the inventory was also included in the section in question.
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Court and Book Culture in Noble Households
in Hungary in the 16th and 17th centuries – 
Avenues for Interpretation
Nobility in Hungary in the early modern age evoke in many people the 
stereotype of backwardness and lack of education. In Western coun-
tries this is due to the picture Hungarians have had since the Hungarian 
Conquest but especially since the genre of table of nations (Völkertafel) 
appeared.41 The general impression of the fierce and cruel fighters who 
gorge on food and drink has not changed much since then even if Hun-
gary took up Christianity, formed similar church institutions to those of 
Western Europe, organized its state and by the end of the 15th century 
grew to be a major player in European politics. The 16th and 17th centuries 
not only worked against the power position of the country leaving only a 
subordinate position open but left minimal financial resources available 
for the operation of its state, church and cultural institutions. What is 
more, the country became military campaign grounds several times dur-
ing this period that physically destroyed these institutions which, fault 
of unified central power, were re-built by local church or secular leaders 
who gave them different substance and changing religious faith.42
Not only Westerners have had a negative opinion of the erudition of 
the aristocracy and their entourage. Hungarian literature also created a 
dual picture. If someone is studying illiteracy or lack of schooling they 
find aboundant evidence for the backward nature of Hungary.43 These pa-
pers describe Hungary without any comparative context although in a 
comparative analysis there may not just be negative facts dominating the 
scene. The other approach is reading culture, studying libraries and the 
history of schools where researchers can see the positive aspects of phe-
nomena. Comparative analyses are more common in this field but setting 
aside Western European facts, Hungary is again in a more backward posi-
tion.44 In the present study we aim at including both sides, illiteracy and 
erudition although the intention is to present erudition and its contents.
In general, let me draw attention to two basic phenomena. One is the state 
of the income of nobility in Hungary and Transylvania and in connection 
with this the strata they formed. Landowners in Transylvania were in a 
disadvantageous situation due to their geographical position which de-
termined their economical and agricultural capabilities. Besides, the fer-
tile valleys of the rivers leading into Seklerland, Királyföld (Fundus Regius 
or Königsboden), or Transylvania were more often hit by raiders than the 
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regions in Western or Upper Hungary. The social structure of the Seklers 
were fundamentally different from that of the population in Hungary 
and they were in general poorer. An average Sekler cannot be considered 
gentry financially or from the point of reading culture of library histo-
ry.45 One should not oversimplify the picture though. The majority of the 
chancellors in Transylvania in the 16th century were erudite although in 
the 17th century the number graduating from a university abroad dimin-
ished both among them and among their councillors.46 The financial sit-
uation therefore is not the only factor to be considered when studying 
erudition. The changed opportunities for schooling and the problems in 
the operation of the educational institutions – let us not forget about the 
destructions caused by the Fifteen-Year War (1591–1606) and the cam-
paigns after 1658 had a fundamental effect on the education and culture 
of even aristocracy.
The other phenomenon which made a detrimental influence on the 
reading culture of nobility (and the whole society) in the period in ques-
tion was the small scale of local paper47 and book production48 as well as 
the total lack of book trade.49 This was not simply an acquisition problem 
for libraries. It meant that the erudition of aristocracy was entirely de-
pendent on the taste of the households as well as the financial interest 
of the book sellers. At a conference in October, 2008 the art and cultural 
product market in Venice was analysed in a complex manner to see what 
changes in taste the book trade,50 the collection of paintings and sculp-
tures, theatre life and concerts showed in the early modern period. In 
other words the change in taste, and not the desire to satisfy contempo-
rary art critics, altered creation itself.51 Hungary was very far from this. 
Even so if in the middle of the 17th century collection came into fashion 
and the thought to establish a museum surfaced. And the aristocrats of 
Western Hungary (especially the Nádasdys, and later the Batthyánys and 
the Esterházy family) employed not only the engineers, builders, paint-
ers, sculptors, musicians or etchers who happened to travel to the Car-
pathian Basin. The cutural image of their residences was planned. House-
hold regulations changed in this direction.52 One cannot, however, state 
that the Nádasdy residence in Sárvár53 or the Batthyány household in 
Németújvár54 were like this in the 16th century. This was not a common 
phenomenon then in Western Europe either. But the residences of Ádám 
Batthyány (Németújvár, Szalónak) may well be.55 Ferenc Nádasdy‘s centre 
in Pottendorff,56 his cultural activities as well as Palatine Pál Esterházy 
and his entourage’s were approaching this Western European model.57 
The Esterházy family managed to create the institutional framework 
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(gardens, a theatre, an opera, a treasury, a museum and a library) and 
court life equal to the European cultural centres in the second half of the 
18th century.58 We believe that the Nádasdys would have succeeded doing 
this earlier if the head of the family had not been sentenced to death in 
1671 for conspiracy against the emperor and if his estates had not been 
confiscated which broke the family.
The structure of the household and the finances of its institutions were 
basically dependent on the wealth of the family. It is not by chance that 
the Nádasdys, their wealth united with those of the Kanizsais, managed 
to lead the creation of Hungarian cultural institutions in the 16th centu-
ry59 or the Pálffy family after marrying a Fugger or the Thurzó family 
or the Mikulich, the Istvánffys, and the Zrínyis in Croatia could follow 
their example. It was also very important which generation of a family 
resided in an aristocratic, ducal or royal court wealthier than his which 
would have set an example for him. Aristocrats living near Vienna had 
better opportunities than the aristcrats whose lands were in the Eastern 
part of the country. One should not, however, draw hasty conclusions for 
the households of the aristocrats in Transylvania (or aristocrats by tra-
dition). A considerable part of the peregrinatio academica of aristocrats at 
the turn of the 16th and 17th century was made by the Kornis60 and the 
Bethlens61 of Transylvania. On the other hand, it is also true that until the 
end of the 17th century only Hungarian examples are known for „cavaliers 
tours” (Ádám Batthyány and his sons (Kristóf and Pál),62 István Nádas-
dy,63 or Zsigmond Széchenyi64). Since Transylvania was not a part of the 
Habsburg Empire naturally fewer aristocrats from Transylvania visited 
or stayed at the royal courts. Let us remember, however, that sources for 
Transylvanian households until the middle of the 17th century are miss-
ing.65 What we know is from oral sources. The dominance of the prince’s 
court and wealth was a drawback for the other aristocrats. On the other 
hand, the prince’s court set an example and offer a cultural program for 
them. When comparing the households of the aristocrats in Hungary and 
Transylvania one must bear in mind that the aristocrats and especially 
the Protestant aristocrats were forced to use more of their meager re-
sources to finance the culture and education of their environment than 
the contemporary Hungarian aristocrats.66 This remained often the case 
until the end of the 18th century or the beginning of the 19th century.67
The first element of the insitutional system at a residence was to or-
ganize education within the household. They employed a praeceptor to 
teach the disciplines although the representative of the church the aris-
tocrats supported (a priest, a minister, or a monk from a religious order) 
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may have taken charge of a part of the curriculum as well.68 This does not 
mean that the family did not finance parochial schools since the villages 
left to themselves would not have been able to provide all the conditions 
for elementary education (especially not a building suitable for a school). 
The other elements of education were informal and practical such as 
teaching husbandry, management of the estate, taking part in political 
life on the local, regional and maybe national level (very rarely interna-
tionally), acquiring connections, military skills (organising and leading 
military troops), the customs of the nations (especially the Austrians, the 
German and the Ottoman Turks), table manners, personal hygiene, court-
ship and dancing, etc. The ladies of the household learnt similar skills in a 
different framework.69 The next step of educating an aristocrat or a noble 
young man was to organize a study tour abroad.70 A trip like that was a 
unique opportunity to acquire and select books. The question here is to 
what extent, from what sources and in what way did they use books for 
this.71 We cannot assume that the nobility in Hungary studied the theory 
how to educate nobles when they established the means to educate the 
next generation or the members of their entourage. We do not see in their 
inventories books by Jean-Antoine de Baïf, François de la Noue or Antoine 
de Pluviel which had a deep influence on the schools of nobles such as 
the Académie d’équitation in Anger, Académie des exercices of Sedan, or even 
Richelieu or the Jesuits when they founded the Académie Royale de Paris or 
the Collège Royale á la Flèche. The nobility in Hungary did not have a first 
hand knowledge of the schools for noble young men in Germany or Den-
mark. The first such schools such as the Adelschule in Heidelberg (1593), 
the Collegium illustre in Tübingen (1594), the Mauritianum in Kassel (1596), 
the Ritterakademie in Sorö (1623) were all based on the French education-
al theories. Jakob Rathgeb translated into German François de la Noue’s 
books as well as Pierre de La Primaudaye’s Academia Gallica (the favour-
ite reading of Maurice I, the Learned, Elector of Hessen). Georg Engel-
hardt von Löhneysen’s books (Della Cavalleria and Aulico Politica) written 
in Geman and published in innumerable editions were in fact compila-
tions based on La Noue’s concepts (Johann Casimir before founding the 
Adelschule in Heidelberg consulted La Noue in peson several times). Dur-
ing the 17th century several Ritterakademie vagy Kriegsakademie were es-
tablished in the German speaking territories.72 In Italy the educational 
material of riding schools were enlarged with knowledge they deemed 
necessary for nobility, although the first Accademia Reale which followed 
the French model in its curriculum was founded in Turin only in 1678. We 
should add here that apart from the Jesuits, the Benedictines also opened 
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schools for young noblemen in Ettal, Kremsmünster, Saar/Mähren while 
the Piarists had a similar school in Warsaw.
The nobility in Hungary did not encounter these ideas, at least they did 
not read the above mentioned books and authors. The knowledge they 
deemed important, however, were represented by the authors of mor-
al philosophy or political theory. Let us not forget that Catarinus Dulcis 
led the first reform of the Mauritianum in Kassel around 1602 which later 
in 1618 became Collegium Mauritianum Adelphinum. Christoph Besold who 
was as popular in Hungary as Dulcis was an ardent supporter of the co-
operation in mutual courses between the University of Tübingen and the 
school for the nobility. That is the idea of res publica emendata was known 
from readings in moral philosophy or political theory. Hungarian nobles 
could meet the idea of educatio publica in books like these which champi-
oned the idea that nobles should not be educated in separate schools and 
they should do their studies with the rest of intelligentsia in the same 
higher educational institutions. This is how they encountered the idea 
of bibliotheca publica and the understanding of its usefulness. These ideas 
were present in Seneca73 or Petrarch’s74 writings as well as several other 
scholars. Let me mention here only Guilhelmus Peraldus whose book can 
be considered a popular reading in Hungary in the 16th and 17th centuries. 
The theologian and Dominican monk, Guilhelmus Peraldus, who later be-
came the Bishop of Lyon, in the sixth chapter of his Summa virtutum ac 
vitiorum referred to Hieronymus and wrote De superbia librorum.75 These 
thoughts were present also in the political theories of the state of the 16th 
century where they were discussed as important and not negligible issues 
for rulers and aristocrats. By the middle of the century they distinguished 
between nobilitas generis and nobilitas literata.76 They also added that they 
did not serve res publica if only they themselves became erudite and well-
read, but they also had to make the members of res publica learned.77 To 
achieve this end, said Christoph Besold,78 they had to participate in the 
life of publica institutio and choose the path of publica disciplina for their 
own education.79
Their knowledge in education or how to rule was basically acquired 
from history books. It is very difficult to differentiate between moral phi-
losophy and mirrors of princes or the moralizing chapters of historical 
epics. Knowledge of history therefore should always be considered as 
very important in our analyses.80
Similarly to education, agricultural knowledge or management skills 
were not acquired from books. Not even bailiffs learnt these from books 
although the apperance of György Perneszith with the Nádasdys,81 Tamás 
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Debreczeni with the Rákóczis82 or Peter Borbereki Alvinczi with the Apaffi 
family83 show the formation of economical intellectuals. In France Colbert 
had a book written about management of estates for nobility but neither 
Claude Irson’s Méthode pour bien dresser toutes sortes de comptes84 nor Gilles 
André de La Roque’s Traité de la noblesse85 could be read in Hungary. Certain 
pieces of political theory, however, which Hungarian nobles read, includ-
ed general economic elements.86 Noble families in Hungary in general had 
books. Each family member had personal books to different extent. Be-
sides school books, these were catechesis, books for daily religious prac-
tice and a few personal readings. We know of almost all aristocrats having 
a household library even if their inventories or catalogues of this period 
did not survive. Usually bills, notes made by their bailiff or inventories of 
an inheritance shed light to some parts of the library. Some books sur-
vived from many libraries but from the 16th and 17th centuries we know of 
hardly any families whose library would be known from its contemporary 
inventories and the majority of whose books can still be leafed through. 
Such exceptional cases are the libraries of Miklós Zrínyi, Palatine Pál Es-
terházy, and to a lesser degree Lord Chief Justice Ferenc Nádasdy.87 The 
library of an aristocrat was a book collection to be used by the household. 
Even when the library was intended to become a bibliophilic collection 
(as was the case with the Esterházy library in Kismarton) the books about 
building fountains in the garden could be used by the builders who may 
have recommended Esterházy to buy them.88 Apart from the Esterházy 
library and the Nádasdy book collection in Pottendorf, all other libraries 
were pragmatic satisfying the needs of the whole household. 
There were some special characteristics of acquiring books. Interested 
aristocrats or gentry found no book shops in Hungary. The offer of book 
binders was rather poor and usually included books used in daily religious 
practice or school books. We know of a few merchants in Upper Hungary 
and in Transylvania who traded in books but these targeted townsfolk.89 
The agents of the foreign publishers (mainly in Vienna, the Southern part 
of Germany and Northern Italy), even if they tried to establish a firm con-
tact with aristocrats in Hungary, were interested in selling the books of 
their own publishing house and had no rivals. It is worth mentioning here 
the connection between the Batthyánys and the Parisian Hugenot André 
Wechel who fled to Frankfurt and his sons-in-law, Jean Marne and Jean 
Aubry as well as their descendents.90 Another interesting fact is that Pal-
atine Ferenc Nádasdy was planning to open a bookshop in Vienna with 
the Moretus family from Antwerpen.91 Prince Pál Esterházy corresponded 
with Jan Blaeu. The students funded by the aristocrats worked well as 
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agents to acquire books for the library of their landlords. However, their 
tastes and their studies and the type of readings they were interedsted in 
made an influence on the libraries of their patrons.
Aristocrats had other opportunities to choose their own books.Obvi-
ously during travelling when they visited a city famous for its trade they 
could leaf through the books in the local book shops and could find pub-
lications they would never have heard of if they had not been there in 
person. We could list here many examples. The most well-known of these 
are the trips Boldizsár Batthyány, Miklós Zrínyi, or Ferenc Nádasdy had 
which had a decisive effect on their taste in book collection. A special form 
of travelling was when someone fought in military campaigns abroad as 
an officer in the army of the emperor. On these occasions they may have 
been able to visit a town and to acquire books there (e.g.: Ádám Czobor or 
György Csáky).92 Another opportunity to select books would have been for 
magnates when they bought an entire inheritance. There are, however, 
only indirect eviedence for such acquisitions when the aristocrat meant 
to help financially the illiterate or literate but poor widows. An example 
for this could be the acquisition of the books of bailiff István Jóna by the 
Zrínyi family library93 or the purchase of the library of the Physician Máté 
Csanaki by the Rákóczi family.94 There is an inventory of the books which 
were in two copies in Sárospatak, therefore these extra copies were sent 
to Transylvania to the school of the Prince or in Gyulafehérvár. When 
buying up an entire enheritance, the aristicrat purchased not just one or 
two books but many without selecting them.
The list of recommended books sent to the household by a book mer-
chant did not allow the magnates to leaf through the books but allowed 
them to have a personal influence on the thematic constitution of their 
library. The major drawback with this acquisition was that the merchant 
could impose his financial interests since he would not have recommend-
ed a publication of a higher quality in a given topic if his own publishing 
house or the one he worked for came out with a publication of his own 
in this theme. Book fair catalogues (Frankfurt am Main, Leipzig). which 
became popular from the end of the 16th century provided a better op-
tion. However, there is evidence of magnates owning one of these cat-
alogues only in a few cases. It must have been Jean Aubry, the Hugenot 
printer and refugee André Wechel’s son-in-law, who sent the catalogue 
of the Book fair in Frankfurt to Boldizsár Batthyány which we still have.95 
The documents, which prove the relationship between Ferenc Nádasdy, 
who was executed in 1671, and Balthasar Moretus were discovered and 
summed up in a monography on Nádasdy by Noémi Viskolcz. The count 
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had the catalogue of the publishing house in Antwerp and even lent it to 
György Lippay, Archbishop of Esztergom.96 At the beginning of the 18th 
century Pál Ráday selected the books he wanted to buy from the cata-
logue of the Leipzig Book Fair.97 All this does not mean that others did not 
know or use this channel as well.
Most often, however it was the bailiffs who purchased the books the 
members of the family asked for or the pieces they deemed interesting on 
their shopping trips. The aristocrats indicated the topic: buy me a history 
book or one on the newly discovered continents or an album present-
ing emperors. The person making the purchase decided on the spot what 
his employer might have had in mind. We have traces of such purchase 
from the 16th century. The correspondence of György Perneszith,98 or 
that of the Csányis99 prove the above mentioned reasoning and the Zrínyi 
household seems a similar case.100 Bailiffs did not travel far. From West-
ern Hungary and from the Western part of Upper Hungary the employees 
of landlords went mainly to Vienna or Graz, from the North to Cracow 
while the bailiffs of the landlords in Croatia traveled primarily to Venice. 
All printing centres nearby were Catholic, therefore books on Protestant 
religion, theology or church organisation could not be acquired this way. 
For them it was mainly the students they financed to go and study abroad 
who did the book purchase. Many album notes, diary entries or missile 
letters bear witness to acquitions of this kind.101 On diplomatic missions 
one of the jobs was also to buy books and travelling merchants could also 
be asked to purchase books. Students studying abroad often trusted the 
books they bought for their patrons to these travelling merchants so that 
they would take them home.
Maintaining, financing and developing institutions such as a printing 
shop, a library, a school or a garden was also the job of aristocrats. This 
may have benefited the library as well. An author whose book was pub-
lished due to the financial help of his patron or the printer of the book 
may have considered his duty to offer at least one copy of the book to 
their patrons. When outlining the library of an aristocrat one should not 
forget about the books dedicated to him as well as to the members of his 
family. The same way one should also consider the books published by 
the travelling printer the magnate in question offered residence to when 
sketching the cultural horizon the aristocrat had.
Besides providing tutoring to young people in the household, magnates 
played an active part in maintaining schools on their lands. Often the 
school building belonged to them as well. They funded the talented young 
people to study in secondary schools in Hungary and to go on study tours 
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abroad. Landlords made sure that there were teachers at school. They 
also developed the school library, donated or purchased or left books to 
the school. In 1588 Imre Forgách left to the Lutheran school in Trencsén 
his books he thought were useful there.102 Boldizsár Batthyány had a par-
ticular way of helping the Protestant school in Németújvár, shown by the 
notes written in the surviving volumes.103 He donated the books the local 
St. Augustine’s monastery had had to the Protestant school. The books 
were used and read by the teachers and the ministers of the village as 
well as the household. The majority of the manuscripts were, howev-
er, used for book binding in the second half of the 16th century and this 
is how Gedeon Borsa can talk about “the Németújvár style binding”.104 
Boldizsár Batthyány also donated the books he was less interested in, the 
ones mainly on theology, to the school on several occassions although his 
possessor mark and sometimes other indication of him using these books 
such as notes written in the books were there. Boldizsár and his son, Fer-
enc often invited ministers and teachers who were refugees and offered 
them shelter. They may have offered the landlord their books or the land-
lord may have helped them by buying their books for the school.105 There 
are a lot of examples from later generations. Ádám Batthyány gave the 
formely Protestant school to the Franciscans106 and supported Catholic 
schools such as Pál Pálffy’s in Malacka107 or the Rákóczis’ in Sárospatak.108
The question, however, imposes here: to what extent do the books the 
magnates donated to school libraries or monasteries belong to the cul-
tural horizon of the aristocrats in question. They must have known what 
school books contained and read the books concerning the daily practice 
of their religion. We cannot, however be certain that they read the ser-
mons in the books they helped publish. On the other hand, they heard 
these sermons at the ministers’ service and also from the conversations 
they had with the ministers or the priests. Aristocrats knew the books 
written by the authors of the Antiquity which were purchased abroad and 
taught at school as well as the collections of maxims. History books were 
very important for them, they knew the authors of the books on theology, 
they were aware of their line of thinking from sermons, conversations 
or religious debates. So they did know what they were donating. When 
studying the readings of lower strata in society one should take into con-
sideration oral teaching.109 Similarly, departing information in words was 
even more important with aristocrats since they had the opportunity to 
complement their knowledge in an efficient way by experts such as teach-
ers, ministers, scholars or other aristocrats.
When assessing the cultural and scientific knowledge a magnate had 
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one should consider the whole intellectual atmosphere of his household 
which was mostly based on erudition acquired through books. A traveller 
from Brugge described his visit at the Batthyány House in Pozsony and 
wrote that one of Ádám’ sons (Kristóf or Pál) presented to him Hungar-
ian culture and customs by playing the violin and dancing a Hungarian 
dance with his mother. By doing this the young aristocrat showed the 
visitor a part of his culture and education. He took it for granted that 
the visitor from Brugge might be interested in Hungarian specialties and 
knew that customs in the Low Countries were different.110 We of course 
do not know what this young man may have known of Brugge and its 
neighbourhood. He must have dicussed the differencies with his guest 
and if he did he must have had some knowledge about them either from 
books or from talking to someone who read about it or even visited the 
Low Countries. Therefore I do not consider it in vain to review the books 
and readings of the employees of their court who were in general no-
ble men. The employees could at times use the landlord’s library and it 
is not impossible that the landlord could use some of their books. The 
up-to-date education György Perneszith had characterized the openness 
and modernity of the Nádasdy household in Sárvár.111 The same goes for 
Tamás Debreceni whose economical knowledge influenced the Rákóczi 
household112 while Péter Alvinczi of Borberek’s the Apaffis’.113 We are es-
pecially lucky if there is information on the books the houeshold priest 
or the minister had even if their books did not remain there. The erudi-
tion of the Beythes enriched both the Bánffys and the Batthyánys.114 It 
occurred too that a priest left his library to the landlord who supported 
him as was the case with Francesco Orsolini who bequeathed his books 
to Pál Esterházy.115
Cases when books were mutually shared in a noble household should 
be paid special attention to since it proves that they acquired knowledge 
together and had conversations about books in a conscious way. It is hard 
to imagine that a magnate would not participate in these discussions.116 
The best example for these conversations, as in many other issues con-
cerning culture, is the Batthyány household in Németújvár and Boldizsár 
Batthyány himself. In his residence the members of the Beythe family 
created an active circle focusing on theology and sharing books while 
Boldizsár himself was also a member of the Humanists in Pozsony as was 
the Botanist Carolus Clusius of his household too.117 We should devote a 
separate study to the question that the majority of these circles were ac-
tive at the residences of high clergy although a few aristocrats can also be 
named besides the Batthyánys such as the society around Zsigmond Kor-
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nis in Transylvania118 and with the Listis119 who inherited a lot of excellent 
Humanist books from their relatives, the Oláhs.
The majority of the inventories we have does not distinguish between 
the books of the head of the family and the personal readings of the rest of 
the family. Sometimes they do. Sometimes one can even trace what kind 
of readings there were according to age. It is especially true for school 
books. This way one can compare the curricula of the Pálffy children from 
Upper Hungary120 with those of the magnate Miklós Bethlen121 and the 
gentry Zsigmond Rétyi.122 In principle, there could not have been a lot of 
difference since the curriculum in schools at the same level did not allow 
a lot of differences. On the other hand, if the family employed a praecep-
tor as was the case with the Pálffy family then one can argue that these 
aristocratic young men could study the unabridged version of the antique 
authors as was the case with the school edition (pro usu delfini), therefore 
they could complement their knowledeg with non-school readings.
The female members of the aristocratic families were also readers.123 At 
least they were offered an education partly based on books. It could have 
been about fashion124 and how to dress since we know of books on fashion 
from the 16th century. A special library created for a lady, however, is 
known only from the 18th century.125 Nevertheless, it is important to pay 
attention to data mentioning instances when women possessed books. It 
may have been due to an inventory made for an inheritance on the female 
side of the family or one prepared to list the possessions of a widow in-
cluding the books of the family. The books of Borbála Telegdi126 or Borbála 
Batthyány127 were surely listed as possessions while the readings of Judit 
Veér128 or Anna Bornemisza129 could very well be characterized by their 
inventories.130
In the last decades the historical study of the magnates’ libraries was, on 
one hand, linked with presenting the history of bibliophilia131 and, on the 
other hand, focused on the quuestion to what extent the owner of the 
book my have read the books he collected.132 The history of the libraries 
should be connected with the history of the collections of rarities, muse-
ums133 and taste.134 The books in the aristocratic households in Hungary, 
as we could see, served quite simply as readings for the family. Therefore, 
one should separate the books with special care to see which books were 
most probably used by the magnate himself. There are cases when this 
can be determined with good probablility. Boldizsár Batthyány’s book 
bills mainly show his own readings.135 It is not by chance that items on 
these book list figure among the books of the Protestant schools only ex-
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ceptionally. Personal diaries and correspondence from the point of view 
of readings mentioned there are of special importance.136
In connection with the above we should add here that there is a general 
bias when writing about the Hungarian reception of intellectual trends 
in the early modern period. One source for this prejudice comes from the 
fact that it is always more interesting to study books and oeuvres from 
any given period which are menioned in the Short History of Philosophy 
and Human Thinking”, books which were outstandng or non-conform in 
the period, whose authors were attacked and not valued but which proved 
to have a lasting nfluence. This attitude was reinforced after World War II 
when a topic in the history of the Middle Ages or the early modern period 
could be studied which was judged “progressive” or “anti-feudalistic”. All 
these trends could be termed as pre-enlightnment. The tableau, however, 
was colourful ranging from the experiments in dialectic logic of Nicolaus 
Cusanus through the enire Reformation, and especially the Anti-Trinitar-
ianism to the Philosophic Rationalism or the scientific scepticism. There-
fore, each data which proved the Hungarian occurrence of an author who 
could be termed as “progressive” in the above sense got over-analyzed 
and overvalued in the context of its period.
The effort to comply with a research topic which became fashionable in 
Western Europe or the Unites States of America lead to the same result. 
The fashionable theory in question was not judged valid after the careful 
study of all the sources available but data were searched to prove the the-
ory. When a book appeared once or twice in the readings it was termed 
especially note-worthy or a determining factor when it was merely inter-
esting.137 There must have been books on Rosicrucianism in Hungary at 
the turn of the 16th and 17th centuries but these cannot be considered as 
evidence for “Rosicrucian renaissance”. In the 16th and 17th centuries as 
statistical analiysis of the readings clearly show, very few people read the 
books of the authors we consider today as the pioneers of thinking since 
erudition in Hungary was formed by the books, published in big quanti-
ties, of the second or third-rate authors which reached Hungary. These 
were books by Catholic or Lutheran theologists or those of the Reformed 
Church. There were Rosicrucian books and Weigelian tracts in the neigh-
bourhood of the Batthyány family but it does not mean that the minister 
at the houehold knew what books these were. Even if he knew the land-
lord could only hear it from him if the author was “dangerous”, was right 
or is a heretic. It is therefore very important to know the probable acqui-
sition of the book because otherwise we might overvalue isolated or ac-
cidental phenomena. Most probably Ferenc Batthyány had no idea what 
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Weigelism meant because his books arrived in his houeshold with Johann 
Jacob Knaus and it was him who donated them to the school.138 It is prob-
able that Knaus had to leave Württenberg because of his non-conformist 
way of thinking. On the other hand, most probably Boldizsár Batthyány 
knew who Jean Bodin was and chose his book intentionally.139 This can be 
judged and considered probably due to the inventory of his books because 
no writing of his is known which would prove that he knew Bodin. There-
fore, I consider Dóra Bobory’s enthusiastic interpretation of this house-
hold as the beginning of Paracelsian thinking in Hungary exaggerated.140
When forming an interpretation one should always bear in mind that 
reading, taking care of the affairs of the church active on their land or 
understanding exactly what the church disputes were about, did not con-
stitute the main activity for magnates or the gentry. There were always 
exceptions but I do not believe that György Thurzó besides his activities 
to acquire lands, to win at legal procedures or to work as a Palatine had 
the time to get to know the details of the disputes between Wittenbergian 
orthodoxy and late Philippism as could be said based on the books of his 
library.141 We have no idea how thorougly he read through those books 
if he read them at all but his erudition in this matter is undisputable. In 
this respect it is isntructive to read the parallel studies of Mihály Balázs 
and Ildikó Horn on Transylvanian Unitarism or the Unitarian nobility.142 
Unfortunately there are few families where their books can be analysed 
through several generations.The few cases we can find, however, indicate 
that one should be careful when creating an interpretation. Can we follow 
connversion through the change of the books? How open or limited is a 
family member? Let me bring only two examples in the introduction. The 
Rákóczi library in Sárospatak must have been fantasticly modern, open, 
confessionally complex and secular to a sufficient degree. Surviving writ-
ings of György Rákóczi and Zsuzsanna Lorántffy do not correspond to this 
picture. Katalin Péter argued that Zsigmond Rákóczi who corresponded 
with Johannes Amos Comenius, the Czech educational reformer and re-
ligious leader who died young, played a big part in modernizing the li-
brary.143 It may be true but György Rákóczi took the books of his brother, 
the Catholic Pál to Sárospatak when he became the guardian of his de-
ceased brother’s children.144 The second example is the Esterházy library 
in Kismarton.145 If we list the books which were there until the death of 
Pál in 1713 then the library clearly had a Protestant profile. However, 
studying the books and their hand-written notes explains the phenom-
enon: these were the books of Protestant ministers who worked on the 
Esterházy estates when Esterházy converted to Catholicism. We do not 
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know what way these books came to the possession of Miklós Esterházy 
or one of his sons but they kept many of Pál Ceglédi,146 or János Kanizsai 
Pálfi’s books147 as well as volumes from the collection of István Beythe 
(maybe through the first two ministers) and from the library of the Prot-
estant school in Németújvár.148 If we only had the book inventory availa-
ble it would be tempting to overestimate this phenomenon. It is, however, 
commendable that the Esterházy family kept the books.
In the first paragraphs of the introduction I mentioned that the the 
functions at the households changed in time. Lacking the example and the 
cultural organizational force provided by a royal court aristicratic house-
holds had to play a considerably more improtant role even during times 
of religious conversions. One should bear in mind the fact that Catholic 
hierarchy was reinstalled only by the second half of the 17th century to 
the extent that high clergy centres and the institutions of the reinforced 
states could in part take over these jobs. When the church undertook to 
manage these institutions it did not necessarily meant that magnates did 
not have to bear the financial burden any longer; at least they were ex-
empt from the day-to-day handling of these jobs. 
It would make an interesting topic for research which religious order 
magnates chose to run the diverse cultural organisational tasks such as 
providing services as secular clergy, operating a school, or supervising 
a printing shop and if they decided to entrust another religious order 
with the job, as was the case with the Nádasdy family and the Servites or 
with the Esterházy family and first the Jesuits and later the Franciscans, 
what their reason was. From this aspect the situation of the magnets in 
the Western part of Hungary and in Transylvania differed and in genertal 
the situation of the Protestant and the Catholic arstocratic families were 
different. After the “decade of grief”, the Protestant churches needed a 
direct, day-to-day help for at least a century. In Transylvania the insti-
tution of the Chief Consistory gave aristocrats certain jobs.149 Therefore, 
when comparing the houeshold libraries one must always bear in mind 
these differencies.
As a summary of the introduction let us say that, when one studies the 
history of the libraries and reading habits of the Hungarian magnates one 
should take into consideration the fact that in the Carpathian Basin no 
collection of books could be established, equivalent in richness, moderni-
ty of the intellectual trends represented in the library and the influence 
the collection exercised, to the ones the German prince-electors or the 
European rulers had. On the other hand, the reading culture of certain 
members of the Hungarian aristocracy could be compared to that of the 
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contemporary European counts and we shall come back to this later in 
this study. It is important to emphasize too that the politicians who felt 
responsible for Hungary, which took up a considerable part of the nobili-
ty, could not just form a life style or establish a collection to satisfy their 
own tastes. They had limited possiblity for buying books. Publication 
within Hungary was very little while there was hardly any book trade. A 
few book merchants from Upper Hungary and Transylvania are known 
who dealt with books too among other things and targeted townsfolk 
mainly. The agents of foreign publishing houses, even if they established 
regular contacts with Hungarian magnets, were trying to sell the books 
published by their own firms and had no competition. The students stud-
ying abroad on funding received from an aristocrat acquired books for 
the library of their patron. However, their studies, tastes and erudition 
had an influence on the collection of their patron. 
An aristocrat in Hungary did not form his library to suit his own taste 
only. The same way aristocratic families when they established their 
household they did not do it to suit a contemporary model, although 
there are some examples for this too,150 but to be able to play the role as 
a church organizer, a patron of a school and its alumni by making their 
family library in part available for the scholars, teachers, ministers and 
students who lived closeby. They had to take over this role from the roy-
al court after the defeat in Mohács and in Translvania after the prince’s 
court and collections were distroyed. This, however, does not mean that 
the books of an aristocrat’s library were not different from the collection 
of another library or that the interest of the owner and founder was com-
pletely disregarded in his library. In the 16th and 17th centuries no private 
libraries can be listed which would have performed a representational 
function (that was to become common in the 18th century in a mansion or 
a country residence). This is true for these two centuries even if there are 
examples when the library was designed with stylish furniture, the books 
were bound in uniform binding while each volume was marked with a 
super ex libris and a professional librarian was hired when the library was 
rearranged. We have data of call numbers and book catalogues even in 
private collections beside having thamtic sections (ordo) within the li-
brary for each topic.151
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The Sources of Book Culture of the Nobility
Literacy in all the countries is primarily connected to recording posses-
sions and making use of these possessions. One could assume that for 
the nobility who were members of the political elite we have unlimited 
sources of information on these documents152 (although the survival of 
these documents may not be evident.) even if illiteracy was quite common 
among smallholders and gentry who did not have the means to hire clerks 
or bailiffs. It is especially true in Transylvania where the majority of the 
Seklers had financial difficulties in their daily living.153 A researcher of il-
literacy could mention people from among the gentry or the landowning 
aristocracy who could not read or write.154 One should be careful though 
since having a clerk for an aristocrat was part of his stature and he may 
not have signed his name only because he did not know how to write a 
letter himself but also because it was not comme il faut to correspond in 
their own handwriting. On the other hand, one should be careful not to 
overestimate the isolated data concerning erudition because the cultural 
profile of Hungarian nobility would be distorted.
The most important sources of reading history are inventories made 
for various reasons. Drawing up a list of the earthly possessions of a no-
ble man, however, primarily included and was limited to lands; movable 
properties, books among others, were far less common to itemize them 
one by one, especially compared to jewels, arms, furniture or luxurious 
robes, since they were less valuable. In general, we have very few sources 
detailing the purchases gentry or aristocrats made because documents 
about these were culled and disposed of from the 18th century on. Detailed 
inventories disappeared even for the inheritance of commoners as cus-
tomarily the full draft which was drawn up at the venue was thrown away 
and the final version including only the sum of the possessions of each 
heir was kept (in Latin: maculatorium – purum). Luckily for the research-
ers of reading history, Hungarian nobility had a penchant for litigation, 
therefore a lot of inventories prepared for litigation exist. Families con-
sidered books as valuable assets for the organization of the cultural life of 
their court. Hand-written notes in surviving old books provide valuable 
information concerning the establishment of the collection and the read-
ing habits of nobility. Catalogues were rarely made of the books in a pri-
vate library in the early modern period. The most fundamental reason for 
this is the fact that there were not many libraries which were big enough 
to need such a tool (a catalogue) to find a volume. The owner of the li-
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brary and his staff found their way among the several hundred, or rarely 
one or two thousand books without a catalogue. To prepare a catalogue 
they would have needed an expert who knew the collection as well as 
the system of contemporary science and was practical enough to find the 
book the most economical place in the given space while providing easy 
access (someone who would have numbered the books, would have left 
space for new books in the given discipline, respecting size and thematic 
order on the shelves). This person could have been called a librarian.155 
To order a catalogue assumes a high degree of intent in book collection. 
The fact that a few catalogues were prepared indicates the beginning of 
bibliophilism in Hungary.156 In most cases, however, the owner hired a 
clerk to make an inventory (a document with the heading “catalogue”) 
of all his books. These inventories mainly survived in family archives and 
were included in public archives only after the death of the owner in case 
of litigation. For this type of “catalogue” let me bring two examples here. 
One is the inventory of the books of István Csáky in Szepesvár in 1671.157 
The collection which numbered almost 300 volumes had a thematic clas-
sification (theologi, juridici, medici, historici et politici, philosophi, miscellani, 
scholars) at the time. The other example is the book inventory of Györ-
gy Berényi from 1690158 where the books were listed in alphabetic order 
(sometimes according to the title, sometimes according to the author’s 
first name or last name). Let us mention here that there is not always a 
clear-cut line between a “catalogue “and an unofficial book list prepared for 
various reasons as part of the inventory of all the possessions of the owner. The 
book list prepared in Sárospatak of the 168 books of Ferenc Rákóczi II159 
cannot be considered a catalogue since this is a simple list of the books 
as they came into the hand of the clerk. However, the reason why the list 
was prepared must have been the same as with the two former cases.
We have documents concerning rearranging a library. This took place 
in the Biccse household of György Thurzó where the inventory was pre-
pared when the room allocated for the library was installed.160 The in-
ventory was prepared by Samuel Hamel, secretary of the household. This 
fitted the career development of the aristocrat.161 It seems that the Pala-
tine considered important to acquire the books necessary not just for his 
daily activities but knew that a separate library had a representational 
function as well.162 He had his possessor mark installed in his books at the 
time of acquisition and when he was awarded a new title these possessor 
marks were later corrected. He had his library rearranged between 1610 
and 1611. His intention indicated the need for a catalogue although in the 
surviving books and inventories there were no call-numbers. We do not 
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know why Hamel did not complete his job or if he did why we have only 
the Index geminus.163 
On the other hand, we know of no inventory for Miklós Istvánffy’s li-
brary. The call-numbers of the surviving copies prove that he had an or-
dered library which must have had a catalogue otherwise the call-num-
bers made no sense.164 That library may not have served a representation-
al role but was the scholarly tool of the owner. The surviving books are, 
without exception, historical books and copies of printed volumes which 
he needed to write his book on Hungarian history.165 His library was a 
bibliophilic collection, thematically selective. One could classify it as a 
scholarly library (Gelehrtenbibliothek), but we know so little of this collec-
tion that it makes no sense to argue about this.
The poet Miklós Zrínyi took part in arranging his library although this 
was the job of Mark Forstall, in charge of writing the family chronicle. 
We have no information whether at the time of this rearrangement new 
furniture for the library was ordered. But it certainly happened in 1662 
at the time Zrínyi prepared his will. The classification of the books was 
modern and showed the type of erudition Zrínyi had. The books were 
numbered which allows us to follow the order of the library (the physical 
order of the books). The catalogue, however, is incomplete and shows the 
call-numbers of the volumes only rarely.166
Undoubtedly, the two largest book collections of the early modern pe-
riod in Hungary were the Nádasdy library in Pottendorf and the Esterházy 
library in Fraknó. No catalogues survived. The inventories prepared as 
appendices of the confiscation order of Ferenc Nádasdy are quite reveal-
ing of his library. It is unlikely that at the time of confiscation thematic 
classifications would have been worked out and books for the Emperor’s 
library and the volumes to be sent to the Servites in Loreto would have 
been selected later. The parts starting with Ex classe… of the inventory 
listing the books to be transported to Vienna indicate an ordered li-
brary.167 On the other hand, no call-number can be seen in the surviving 
books of Ferenc Nádasdy which would satisfy the criteria of a catalogue 
and would facilitate the search for the volume or indicate the existence 
of a catalogue of some kind. No call-number can be seen in the books of 
the Esterházy library in Kismarton or the ones which are in Moscow.168 
The call-numbers you can find were the ones that were applied at the end 
of the 18th and during the 19th centuries most probably at the time when 
the volumes from different residences were all transported to the library 
in Kismarton to create one book collection.169 Archival sources such as 
Sebastian Ferdinand Dobner’s notes170 on the geographical and hydro-
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graphical books of the library and the inventory prepared in 1756 listing 
the books which were given to the Franciscans in Kismarton from the 
Fraknó book collection,171 however, indicate that the Esterházy library 
was ordered in the early modern period. 
I have mentioned earlier that the institutions of book trade were es-
tablished belatedly. When reviewing the potential sources of the reading 
history of nobility we must return to this issue. Auction catalogues of pri­
vate collections provide excellent documents in Western Europe. The first 
library auctions we know of in Hungary took place in Debrecen in 1751.172 
The first printed auction catalogue was from Nagyszeben and was pre-
pared for the auction of the Bánffy library.173 These, however, are beyond 
the scope of the present study.
Inventories prepared for the probate court were prepared by officials 
for several reasons. Sometimes the family requested one of their employ-
ees or an official person at one of the chambers or a notary to draft the in-
ventory to avoid later litigation. The actual reason why the inventory was 
to be official varies from case to case. Let me mention in the introduction 
two examples. After the battle of Léva where István Koháry, Lord Lieuten-
ant of County Hont, General-Captain of Bányavidék died, his possessions 
in the Castle of Fülek were inventoried by his own men upon the request 
of the deceased’s widow. The short inventory, of course, listed only the 
books Koháry kept with him at the place of his service.174 Count Miklós 
Pázmány who died in Líšeň Moravia in 1667 left his books along with his 
other possessions to the Jesuits of Olomouc. These possessions were in-
ventoried officially to facilitate the probate.175 There are cases when we 
do not know whether the inventory was placed in the archives of official 
authorities because of the litigation or simply to secure the document. 
Ferenc Révay, Royal Councillor, Lord Lieutenant of County Turóc died in 
1651. The inventory of his books survived in the family archives176 while a 
copy was made for the Conventus Ecclesiae Beatae Mariae Virginis de Thurocz 
(they may have been the ones who prepared the inventory).177 
If children became orphans a guardian was appointed to secure their 
wealth and to arrange their education. It was customary to prepare very 
thorough inventories of the possessions and assets the orphans had so that 
the guardian could not abuse of the right of disposal. Despite this we know 
very few orphan’s books from these inventories. Among movables, books 
did not seem to be the ones most protected. To administer the estates of 
an orphan in the most conscientious way was mandatory for everyone. 
Therefore, when Ferenc Máriássy transported, from Makovica to the Ducal 
Treasury in Sárospatak, the possessions of Pál Rákóczi’s orphans (László 
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and Mária), the guardian justified the action at the Gyulafehérvár resi-
dence of György Rákóczi I. Among these possessions there were books.178
In a will or testament, the testator, expressed their wishes as to how their 
property is to be distributed at death. Inventories listed personal and real 
property which was appended to the testament if the itemized list was too 
long to be included in the will. The will or testament was prepared before 
the death; therefore, its appendix cannot be considered a probate inven-
tory of assets. An appendix like this was the inventory and catalogue pre-
pared for the library of Miklós Zrínyi.179
A confiscation order is one of the darkest events in the life of a family. 
To the immense joy of a reading historian an itemized list of the con-
fiscated property was drawn up on such occasions. Sándor Mikulich was 
found guilty in 1657 of raping young unmarried women. His assets were 
confiscated, among other his exceptionally big library in the Castle of 
Belec. Most such cases were due to political events and the turning of 
the wheel of fortune.180 After the Wesselényi Conspiracy, the Thököly up-
rising and Rákóczi’s War of Independence the properties of many noble 
families were seized. On the other hand, the news of their libraries and 
readings survived aere perennius and can be known.181
Litigation so characteristic of Hungarian nobility also yields informa-
tion for us. Inventories were made in great number during legal proce-
dures concerning contentious property and debts. Sometimes a legal proce-
dure helps identify a book list which does not include the owner’s name 
or a date. The adventurous life of Ádám Zsigmond Forgách came to an 
end at the military camp of Zsigmond Rákóczi near Brünn. Forgách was 
supposedly poisoned because he was raising the people against Rákóczi. 
His widow, Borbála Batthyány sued Ádám Forgách, the deceased’s brother 
and the legal procedure went on until her death in 1680. Not long after 
the death of Ádám Zsigmond Forgách his books in the Castle of Szalánc 
were inventoried182 and the items in the inventory are in the most part 
identical with the undated book list therefore the document found in the 
archives of the Batthyány family could be identified.183
Sometimes one can find interesting data about a magnate’s collection in 
the inventory of the institution’s library they supported provided that the 
donation had been recorded in some way. This could be a separate book list 
recording the donation, as was the one listing the books Imre Forgách gave 
to the Lutheran school of Trencsén in 1588,184 or it could take the form of a 
separate shelf named after the donor. Parts of the library at the Secondary 
School of the Reformed Church in Székelyudvarhely were named Theca Beth­
leniana and Theca Apafiana after their patrons.185 No one from the nobility is 
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known who had borrowed a book from a public library and this act had been 
recorded but there were instances when they had borrowed a book from a 
magnate’s private library. Elek Bethlen borrowed books and manuscripts 
from Mihály Teleki186 when he was writing his book on history.187
One can encounter a booklist among personal documents. András Szir-
may’s readings (1707) are known from his diary188 entries while Pál Teleki 
was corresponding with his alumnus, János Técsi and this is how he learnt 
what books Técsi could purchase (1698).189 Some examples are known of 
notes recording the act of lending someone a book190 or sending the books 
for binding.191 Pál Ráday made notes of a book fair catalogue from Leipzig 
and prepared a list of what books he meant to buy (1729).192 Pál Teleki re-
corded the title and the price of the books he bought during his trips in 1697193 
and we also know an inventory of books to be sold from the Teleki library 
in 1735.194 Among other things, book bills can also be considered a source 
indicating the readings of the nobility in the early modern period. The 
books of Boldizsár Batthyány in part known from this source.195
Among the inventories listing the possessions of an owner recorded by non­
official persons several book lists survived but as was indicated earlier it is 
difficult to distinguish them from the catalogues of collections number-
ing a few hundred books. A list can be considered a catalogue if the books 
are listed thematically or alphabetically. If they are not ordered, then the 
book list in question can be classified as „an inventory for various purposes”. 
When writing about „catalogues” we mentioned the inventory prepared 
at the library of Ferenc Rákóczi II in Sárospatak as an example for this 
and the document with the heading of „Elenchus Bibliothecae Comitis Pauli 
Balassa” from 1739196 are also of this type.
Special attention is accorded to the inventories the owner himself pre-
pared which were a rare hobby among noblemen. We can encounter a 
case like this when a magnate retired or was forced to withdraw from 
public life and spent his time arranging his affairs. An example for this 
could be Ferenc Bónis who prepared a book list of the books he kept in 
his house in Kassa in 1665197 or András Szirmay’s inventory from 1707.198 
Another typical case was when an aristocrat decided to write a book and 
therefore arranged his library to help him with this work. An example for 
this was András Dobai Székely who translated Cicero and recorded the 
titles of his books in his mansion in County Szepes in 1666.199 
When someone wants to evaluate the erudition of nobility, non­invento­
ry sources of reading history could also be beneficial. Magnates could relate 
their experiences in letters (like István Illésházy)200 and contemporary 
writers could mention libraries (ranging from the Corvinas to the anec-
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dotes of Dienes Hermányi about Mihály Teleki’s passion for collecting201). 
Quotes from authors who were magnates or nobles have never been ana-
lysed systematically although literature concerning Bálint Balassi, István 
Ecsedi Báthory or Miklós Zrínyi mentioned several times that these au-
thors quoted from books which did not figure on their booklist or there 
is no knowing whether some of them possessed books. Besides studying 
quotations, there is also the question of source analysis. For example, 
Henrik Fodor summed up the complete literature Istvánffy used and add-
ed new conclusions when analysing the sources of Istvánffy’s Historia.202 
Zrínyi’s ideas were discussed in numerous articles independent from his 
books or completed by data which could be gained from this source. The 
most thorough analysis is that of Emil Hargittay who found quotations 
from 110 authors in István Csáky’s book entitled Politica philosophiai Okos­
kodás­szerint való rendes életnek példája (the example of a decent life led 
according to political-philosophical thinking)
When cataloguing books that we still have, several former libraries of 
magnates or nobles have appeared and still appear. Possessor marks re-
veal their owners. Numerous articles detail the reading habits of well-
known personalities such as Miklós Zrínyi since he used to write margi­
nalia in his books,203 underline words or react to the sections he read in 
different ways. Printed ex libris is also a similar source of information. For 
some it is a graphic design, a piece of history, for us it shows the need 
to express the owner’s bibliophilism besides expressing the fact that the 
owner possessed the books. If a possessor mark was printed it meant that 
the owner had sufficient number of books to be considered a library. It is 
worth noting that among the owners of these printed ex libris there are 
hardly any whose book inventory we are aware of. Before 1720 the follow-
ing noble families had printed ex libris:204
Pál Balassa, before 1705 (he has a book list)
Count Bethlen (de Bethlen) the coat of arms of the count line, after 1697 (a 
fragmentary book list)
Count Czobor (de Czoborszentmihály) family, after 1652
the Draskovich family, after 1635
Prince Esterházy family, after 1687
Pál Esterházy, 1687–1704 (he had a book inventory)
the Forgách family, Count line, after 1675
the Ghillány family, Baron line, after 1688
Count Sándor Gvadányi, after 1686
Count Gyulay family, after 1701
the Heinzely family, after 1659
the Horváth (Szentgyörgyi) family, after 1631
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Miklós Istvánffy, 1575
the Izdenczy family, 17th century
Ferenc Nádasdy, 1646 (several ex libris)
Count Zrínyi family, 17th century
Miklós Zrínyi, 1646, 1652 (he had a book inventory)
It is worth noting that besides magnates, some gentry’ families also con-
sidered it important to mark their collection with a printed ex libris (Hein-
zely, Horváth, Izdenczy).205 Unfortunately, there are few book collections 
that survived almost entirely. If the books exist and can be leafed through 
and if there is an old call­number in them then we can make an estimate as 
to how big the library must have been (the libraries of Miklós Zrínyi and 
Miklós Istvánffy were mentioned above in this regard). Often fragmented 
data appear during archival research, unrelated to studies on book his-
tory, which complement the picture gained from the systematic study of 
the sources. In our series on Book History Databank (Adattár XVI–XVIII. 
századi szellemi mozgalmaink történetéhez, vols 11–20.) these pieces of infor-
mation are added to the rest of the data.
At the end of the introductory section on source typology let me empha-
size that the best way to form the basis of an analysis in reading history 
one should work with all types of sources. A good example for this is the 
reconstruction of the above mentioned Zrínyi library or that of Boldizsár 
Batthyány’s collection of books. 
Ex libris of the Zrínyi Family, 16th century
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The Royal Court – the Court of the Prince of 
Transylvania
The lack of a royal court in the early modern period was a determining 
factor in Hungarian history and it had a huge impact on the development 
of the cultural institutions. The decentralization could have been advan-
tageous but it was unable to exert its beneficial influence due to the con-
stant warfare and the insufficient economic power of the country and 
its leading families. Even if the estates of the Rákóczi family were larger 
than those of the Duke of Berry or the Prince of Orange or the Bourbons 
before ascending to the throne, the lands of the Rákóczis were dispersed 
from Fogaras to Szepes County, therefore a concentrated economic power 
could not be felt even in peace, let alone during wars.
Until the lost battle near Mohács (1526) the role model of the royal court 
had an influence in Hungary in determining changes in the civilization 
and culture. Historical research during the last two decades re-evaluated 
the importance of court culture from the Anjou period and its aspects 
concerning literature, art and culture as well as book history. Monu-
mental exhibitions played an important part in this re-evaluation. Fon-
tevraud206 enlarged the picture the exhibition on King Louis the Great207 
and Agnes Kurcz208 had drawn about Hungary in the 14th century. The 
King Sigismund period was almost entirely re-evaluated by the exhibition 
held at the Museum of Fine Arts209 and questioned Csaba Csapodi’s ap-
proach that was very negative in terms of book history.210 The big exhibi-
tions held in 1990,211 2002212 and 2008213 enriched the picture depicting the 
Hunyadi era in Schallaburg.214 Lately Árpád Mikó raised the issue of re-
evaluating the Jagiełło period215 although the monography of Péter Kulc-
sár already formulated this need.216 The GWZO in Leipzig (Leibniz­Institut 
für Geschichte und Kultur des östlichen Europa) formed a research group for 
the study of the Jagiełło period.217 At the turn of the 15th and 16th centuries 
several magnates and high priests had a household which radiated a cul-
tural atmosphere towards those surrounding them and which transmit-
ted the example set by the royal court. A group of magnates kept a con-
nection with the Humanists in Vienna, corresponded with Erasmus and 
Aldus Manutius.218 When reviewing the patrons of the books published 
and sold by printers in Buda one can see the active role played by Hun-
garian magnates and high priests in providing books for the country.219 
The development in the erudition and culture of the lesser clergy and the 
secular intelligentsia,220 the appearance of the Humanist type schools and 
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the change in the curricula at parish schools and in secondary education 
are phenomena yet to be studied.221 These, however, indicate that more 
had been lost in the battle of Mohács than we thought.
It seems to make no sense talking about the role in book history played 
by the royal court in the early modern period. However, it is undeni-
able that the afterlife of the Bibliotheca Corvina and the fact that the is-
sue stayed on the agenda shows the influence of the non-existent royal 
court. The question for us here is not when King Mathias’ library was 
destroyed or if there was a considerable number of remaining books in 
Buda during the Ottoman rule but the real issue is whether anyone had 
any information on the state of King Mathias’ book collection since there 
were several attempts to acquire these books. By the end of the 18th cen-
tury the Bibliotheca Corvina figured high on the Hungarian national agenda 
(and has stayed there ever since) as György Aranka put it: „What is often 
said proverbially is the following: King Mathias is dead and our hope for 
national scholarly endeavours passed away with him. This ruler whose 
mind was greater than his birth right would have had it, started to build 
a royal library in Great Hungary; which all fell to prey. What remained 
did not become a part of a national collection. It would be time to find the 
dusty and insect bitten volumes, each one of them a piece of the hidden 
treasury of our country, to bring to light and to gather together for the 
benefit of our home country and it would be time to set up a Hungarian 
library and other types of regular libraries.”222 The Bibliotheca Corvina in 
the 18th century became a national issue to prove the existence of Hungar-
ian national culture independent from the Habsburgs.223 In the 16th and 
17th centuries, however, gathering the volumes of the Bibliotheca Corvina 
could have been the symbol of who would be able to unite the country.224 
Even if we do not accept Csaba Csapodi’s standpoint on the afterlife of the 
Bibliotheca Corvina one could still follow the periodization Csapodi set up 
in the history of Mathias’ library.225
Klára Zolnai226 like Csapodi determined four periods in the 16th and 17th 
centuries: the phase of destruction after the Ottomans took Buda; the pe-
riod in the last third of the 16th century when a considerable number of 
corvinas were reported to be in Buda; the efforts in the first half of the 
17th century to recover the books; and the period after the Ottoman Turks 
were expelled when the remaining books were examined. For us here the 
first three periods are important to see how the Hungarian nobility took 
their stance in these questions.
We have several narrative sources which survived (Ursinus Velinus, 
Miklós Oláh, Martin Brenner, Johannes Alexander Brassicanus etc.). 
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These sources described the destruction of the library not without using 
dramatic turns of Humanist rhetoric.227 The basic viewpoint in these writ-
ings was the mourning of the manuscripts and the aspiration to publish 
as many texts of the codices as possible as soon as possible making use of 
printing. Martin Brenner from Beszterce published the first three tenth of 
Antonio Bonfini’s Hungarian history with support received from Pál Ist-
vánffy.228 Brenner also came out with Brandolinus Lippus’ tract dedicated 
to King Mathias and Queen Beatrice thanks to the donation of Miklós Ge-
rendi, Bishop in Transylvania.229 In the dedication of both books Brenner 
set Mathias as an example and asked for discipline and perseverance to 
stop the discord so that the country could be freed from Ottoman rule.
In the second period at the end of the 16th century there were more and 
more sources which indicated that King Mathias’ library or a consider-
able number of codices may have remained in Buda (David Ungnad, Ste-
fan Gerlach, Salomon Schweiger, Reinold Libenau etc).230 
István Szamosközy’s writing is among these documents which Csapodi did 
not know at the time he wrote his book.231 In his ars historica, Szamosközy 
compared methodologically the pieces written about Hungarian history by 
Antonio Bonfini and Giovanni Michaele Bruto. With his paper, Szamosközy 
aimed to convince Prince Zsigmond Báthory to publish in printed format 
Bruto’s manuscript, otherwise it might easily get lost or destroyed and fu-
ture generations cannot learn from it.232 It is worth noting that the repre-
sentative of late Humanism, Szamosközy and János Baranyai Decsi encour-
aged the prince to take up arms against the Ottoman Turks.233 For this they 
needed the example of King Mathias and the Hunyadis. It is worth noting 
the fact that these pieces survived in a colligation of manuscripts Miklós 
Istvánffy had ordered when he was writing his history of Hungary.234 
The third period includes the first two decades of the 17th century in 
which period we know that several attempts were made to acquire the 
corvinas from Buda, the ones taken away by the Ottoman Turks and the 
ones that had been taken away from Buda by others. An outstanding cor-
vina is Pietro Ransano’s codex on Hungarian history the manuscript of 
which was given as a gift to Tamás Bakócz.235 In the second half of the 16th 
century it was published in printing in Nagyszombat236 then it was owned 
first by Péter Révay and from 1612 on by Palatine György Thurzó who 
rearranged his library in 1611. Thurzó used his library as a piece of pow-
er representation following the model of King Mathias.237 Several of his 
books, including the Ransanus codex, were acquired by Gáspár Illésházy 
and were later bought from the Dubnic library of the Illésházy family by 
Miklós Jankovich.238 
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Austrian Count and General Michael Rudolf Altham,239 was an envoy of 
Emperor Mathias II at the court of the Ottoman Empire and at the court 
of Prince c Bethlen in Transylvania. The count wrote to the pope on April 
8th, 1618 and asked him to offer the Ottoman the Turkish books in the 
princely court of Tuscany in exchange for the Bibliotheca Corvina.240 Sever-
al other letters attest to the fact that both the pope and the Jesuit order 
made efforts to obtain the books.241
It is known in Hungarian literature that both Gábor Bethlen and later 
György Rákóczi I made several attempts to acquire the books from Buda242 
and so did Mihály Apafi I who managed to get one volume.243 Both Beth-
len and György Rákóczi I included the King Mathias cult in their cultural 
policy244 and enriching the Library of the Principality in Gyulafehérvár 
with Matthias Corvinus’ books would have been the apotheosis of these 
efforts as well as the representation of the Transylvanian Principality as 
the agent to re-create the formerly unified medieval Hungarian Kingdom. 
Mihály Apafi could only enlarge his own library with this one Corvina245 
since the Book Collection of the Principality perished in 1658.
The history of the library of the court of the Principality in Gyulafe-
hérvár was short, hardly a century and not well-known.246 Queen Isabella 
Sforza, King János Szapolyai’s wife must have taken books with herself 
from the royal library in Buda since the Leon Battista Alberti-corvina got 
to Olomüc from the Zápolya Library.247 
Ex libris of the Illésházy Family, 16th century
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The princes of Transylvania took great care to enrich the principali-
ty’s library. Prince János Zsigmond Szapolyai in the 1560s had supralibros 
installed in his books. In 1563 he had acquired the books of Menyhárt 
Balassa’s secretary, Józsa Bódog whiles the books of the medieval library 
of Nagyvárad, which either belonged to the Order of St. Augustine or to 
Márton Haczaki, also enriched his collection.248 Among his books the only 
surviving volumes are a book by Marcus Antonius Sabellicus, one by Com-
mines,249 as well as a dedicated copy of Petrus Ramus who politely de-
clined the offer to teach at a planned college in Szászsebes.250
István Báthori temporarily collected the books in Várad at his princely 
court for the Jesuit school in Kolozsvár. Jakó drew attention to the fact 
that the books which got to Győr with Demeter Náprágyi belonged in part 
to the Library of the Principality, among other items the collections of Pál 
Gyulai who was executed in 1594.251
We can safely state that the auction inventory of the Library of Prince 
András Báthory listed books which had never been in Transylvania. The 
collections of 207 books were sold at an auction in Heilsberg in 1608.252
All the Transylvanian chancellors of the 16th century (Mihály Csáky, 
Ferenc Forgách, Imre Sulyok, Farkas Kovacsóczy, István Jósika),253 were 
university graduates and a considerable number of fiscal officials were 
also well-educated. The execution of the members of the conspiracy 
against Zsigmond Báthory in 1594 was a turning point in this respect.254 
The scholars living near the princely court at the turn of the 16th and 
17th centuries such as István Szamosközy or János Baranyai Decsi would 
not have been able to write their books without using a rich book col-
lection. We mentioned the note Szamosközy made about the Bibliotheca 
Corvina. In that writing in 1598 Szamosközy listed critical text editions,255 
so not during his study abroad trip, but while he was writing his book 
in Gyulafehérvár. On the other hand, he also reported the barbarian de-
struction of the library of the principality during an uprising against 
Prince Zsigmond Báthory’s shuttlecock policy.256 Therefore, Gábor Beth-
len, Prince of Transylvania, had to start from scratch when he founded 
the library of the court. It was not in vain since the notes to the Curtius 
translations prepared by Pál Háportoni Forró were not made in Hápor-
ton, but in Gyulafehérvár where the author spent quite a long time while 
writing it. The authors and editions he mentioned indicate a rich library 
at hand.257 Forró in his dedication addressed to the prince wrote about 
the library when praising Prince Bethlen for being a patron to scholars 
and academics ardently helping humanities. “Your Majesty showed his 
love for these when he founded a library full of wise books at his siege 
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in Gyulafehervar by which your Majesty followed the praise worthy role 
model of King Mathias.”258 Gábor Bethlen is known to have carried books 
with him when he left his capital. István Milotai Nyilas wrote about his 
memories in the following way: „he is carrying on carts with him a good 
selection of books like a small library which he reads. He is very ambitious 
with his nice library in Gyulafehérvár and is involved in acquiring books 
and publishing books, which are dedicated to him, at his Majesty’s own 
costs.”259 From among the epic sources, let us cite here the story of János 
Szalárdi: „He set up a library with beautiful books in different disciplines 
for the College that he established at the costs of many thousands Thalers. 
One of the clergymen was entrusted with taking care of the library. When 
a scholar needs a book in the records the librarian lends it and diligently 
collects it in due course with no damage to the book. In return, the librar-
ian has a salary to compensate for his work.”260 Let us add here, that Gábor 
Bethlen, during his military campaigns, confiscated books too and took 
them to the capital of his principality. He was aware of the power of the 
printed word and therefore ordered Nicolaus Mollerus in 1621 to move 
from Nagyszombat to Kassa so that he did not only print Catholic tracts. 
When returning from this military campaign he established a print shop 
in the capital of the Transylvanian Principality first with mixed letter 
types (Mollerus used Nagyszombat and Kassa letters), and then new let-
ter types introduced by Márton Meszléni from Kolozsvár and from 1628 
on by Jacob Effmurdt from Silesia. This print shop became the most im-
portant officina of Transylvania in the 17th century; its publications must 
have enriched the Library of the Principality.261
Five books out of Gábor Bethlen’s library are known to have survived.262 
His love of books, and his clear-cut cultural policy – he meant to estab-
lish a court culture in the Hungarian language and therefore created al 
the cultural institutions such as a school, a library and a printing shop, 
needed for this – were well-known among his contemporaries and later 
historians. Looking at the contents of the five surviving books it is no sur-
prise that the prince read them. These were Abraham Ortelius’ geograph-
ical book, Antonio Guevara’s mirror for princes, two copies of the funeral 
oration for his wife’s funeral and the book written by Péter Alvinczi, the 
preacher from Kassa, dedicated to Bethlen. Three of these five volumes 
are bound with the prince’s own special binding and with his superlibros. 
His seconde wife, Catherine of Brandenburg, had made also bindings in 
high quality.263 We know of one of his other books, namely a Bible, which 
he gave as a present to Palatine Miklós Esterházy.264
The relationship of the library of the Collegium Academicum,265 the sec-
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ondary school of the Reformed Church founded by Gábor Bethlen to the 
Library of the Transylvanian Principality has not been clarified yet. Zsig-
mond Jakó in his ground-breaking study argued that the prince opened 
his own library for the school. He based this claim on the fact that school 
regulations mentioned the library only after 1656. He assumed that the 
separation of the two libraries must have taken place in 1653.266
More is known of the library of György Rákóczi I. More will be said of 
his family collection in Sárospatak later but similarly to his great prede-
cessor he also took great care of the Library of the Principality in Gyulafe-
hérvár.267 When in 1638 he purchased Máté Csanaki’s (1595–1636) books 
that had remained in Gdańsk he took them to Sárospatak. However, 104 
volumes, the ones which had copies in Sárospatak, were sent to Transyl-
vania.268 Presumably these books were sent to Gyulafehérvár and enriched 
the collection there with volumes on editions of the church fathers’ writ-
ings, but mainly with medical books as well as volumes on chemistry and 
occult philosophy.
In 1658 the court in Gyulafehérvár shared the fate of that of Buda in 1526 
and later in 1541. The role of the prince’s court in organising cultural and 
educational life was taken over by the magnates households. A fragment 
of either the Library of the Principality or that of the Collegium Academi­
cum of the Reformed Church was saved and taken to Nagyszeben. These 
books were incorporated into the library of the newly-founded College of 
Nagyenyed in 1662269 along with the books of Isaac Basire (1607–1676).270 
Basire, King Charles I’s court preacher, fled to Transylvania from England 
following the king’s execution. In his memories with some exaggeration 
he mentioned the peril of 20000 volumes in Gyulafehérvár.271 The names 
of the different library sections in the Nagyenyed College mention Ba-
sirius (Theca Basirii)272 but do not mention the other books from Gyulafe-
hérvár.
One of the political aims of Leopold I, Holy Roman Emperor and Hun-
garian King was to unite the Kingdom of Hungary under Habsburg rule 
and to occupy the whole territory.273 Acquiring the relics important for 
the Hungarian states274 such as the remaining volumes of the Bibliotheca 
Corvina would have been a symbol that he was the only one capable of 
expelling the Ottoman Turks from the country and not the Hungarian 
states or the Prince of Transylvania no matter how much support this 
latter would have received from Protestants.275 The treaty of Vasvár could 
also be seen as a gesture for the Ottomans. Leopold may have thought that 
in return his envoys could inspect the remaining corvinas in Buda. Pe-
ter Lambeck, cited by many, suggested in his diary of 1666276 neither the 
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princes of Transylvania nor the Jesuits knew what exactly they wanted to 
acquire so they must have seen only printed documents in bad state and 
unilluminated paper codices. From the point of view of our present study 
it makes no difference though since what matters for us now is the fact 
that they were intending to get any remaining documents or books. Also, 
the fact that the remaining volumes of the Bibliotheca Corvina enriched the 
Emperor’s collection became part of the positive image Europe had of the 
reconquest of Buda. Julius Pflugk’s inventory of the remaining books was 
published as early as 1688: Epistola ad Vitum a Seckendorf praeter fata Bibli­
othecae Budensis, librorum quoque ultima expugnatione repertorum catalogum 
exhibens.277 Probably not all books were transported to Vienna since those 
involved in the retake of Buda, for example Luigi Ferdinando Marsili, may 
have taken some books home.278
Several plans were designed to modernize the administration, economy 
and cultural life of the Kingdom of Hungary and the Principality of Tran-
sylvania incorporated into the Habsburg Empire. The Hungarian states 
had ideas and among the magnates Pál Esterházy especially was keen on 
doing this job. He became disillusioned because his efforts were to some 
degree ignored; therefore he created his own cultural policy. This met 
the ideas of both the Catholic and the Protestants aristocrats to the ex-
tent that the population of the country needed the re-establishment of 
cultural and educational institutions with the active participation of the 
churches. One of the fundamental elements of this institution system was 
to have libraries. Except for the aristocracy the knowledge of the popula-
tion of the country was limited to what they learned in school. Therefore, 
institutions and their libraries acquired a more prominent role than in 
Western Europe. The king’s and the magnates’ role as a model in educa-
tion and culture was very much in need, although too different degree in 
different parts of the country.279
Hungarian research in cultural history is yet to provide a detailed study 
of the influence of the royal courts in Vienna280 and in Prague (in absence 
of a Hungarian royal court) played on the culture, education and book 
collection habits and patronage of especially the aristocracy around the 
royal courts and the nobility holding offices.
At court these magnates and nobles met the aristocrats of other parts of 
Europe and the court was the venue where they built their network. The 
influence of the Polish court is also to be studied.281 
Hungarian aristocrats also paid attention to the diets in Bohemia, 
Moravia, Poland and Austria and even participated there in person. Most 
recent research raised the issue of connections of this kind for example 
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the groups focusing on all the cultural components of the baroque court 
in Hungary, at the University of České Budějovice, at the University of 
Leipzig and the basic research at the National Archives of Vienna.
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Libraries of Aristocrats
The Istvánffy Library in Vinica and Paukovec
The Istvánffys of County Baranya started to rise as officials in the Jagiello 
era.282 István Istvánffy († 1517) was King Louis II’s Master of the House-
hold, an educated man who married the lawyer Nicolas Dombai’s daugh-
ter. His son, Pál Istvánffy († 1553) went on a study tour in Padova and lat-
er studied humanities and law in Bologna. His Humanist connections are 
known.283 Martin Brenner published the first parts of Antonio Bonfini’s 
Hungarian history under his patronage.284 The Bonfini manuscript he ac-
quired was later used by János Zsámboky when he was preparing the 1568 
edition in Basel.285 Pál Istvánffy is remembered in Hungarian literature 
for his epic poems.286 He was on János Szapolyai’s side, participated at his 
wedding in Székesfehérvár when Szapolyai married Isabella, the daugh-
ter of the Polish king (Sigismund I the Old) and Bona Sforza. Pál Istvánffy 
married twice, both times from aristocratic families. His first wife was 
from the Garay family while the second one, Hedvig, Iván Gyulay’s daugh-
ter who was a citizen of Croatia from 1502 on. Pál Istvánffy acquired the 
Castle of Vinica through Hedvig Gyulay. The family moved from County 
Baranya287 to Kisasszonyfalva in Vas County to flee the Ottoman Turks. 
This is where Miklós Istvánffy (1538–1615) was born from Pál’s second 
marriage.288 Miklós Istvánffy rose fast thanks to his talent and patrons. In 
1569 he became royal councillor, secretary of the Hungarian Chancellery 
(1569–1581),289 in 1582 both his brother (István) and him became barons 
and Miklós was appointed as Palatinal Governor of Hungary. Miklós held 
the office of Royal Master of the Household between 1587 and 1608, from 
then on until his death he was Captain of the Yeomen of the Guard. He 
travelled to Poland as an envoy of Emperor Rudolf II and was a royal com-
missioner in Transylvania when Zsigmond Báthory resigned as Prince of 
Transylvania in favour of the Habsburgs. 
Miklós Istvánffy also married someone from an ancient Croatian aristo-
cratic family when he led Erzsébet Bajnai Both, granddaughter of Viceroy 
(banus Croatiae) András Both to the altar. However, Miklós spent longer 
periods in Croatia only when he was old. His library was in Vinica, a castle 
South West from Varasd but there are reasons to believe that he had a 
household in Paukovec that was closer to Zagreb as well. We do not know 
anything about his father’s books,290 Miklós must have inherited them. 
The young Miklós owed his thorough education to several outstanding 
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Humanists. He started his career at Archbishop Pál Várday’s household 
and then became the secretary of Archbishop Miklós Oláh until Oláh’s 
death.291 He studied in Padova between 1552 and 1556 under Oláh’s pa-
tronage. This is where he met and became friends with János Zsámboky. 
He was predestined to become a historian. When returning home, Miklós 
kept his foreign connections alive and was a member of the Ellebodius 
Humanist circle in Pozsony. Its members more strictly speaking were 
Miklós Oláh, István Radéczy, Nicasius Ellebodius, Miklós Istvánffy Miklós 
and Georg Purkircher but occassionally Boldizsár Batthyány and the bot-
anist Carolus Clusius from the Low Countries visiting Batthyány were also 
involved.292 It is curiosities in reading history that by studying this circle 
we can also do research in the history of the shared use of books.293 The 
possessor note et amicorum294 indicates this shared use of books. Istvánffy 
could have met Zsámboky and other Hungarian lords and intellectuals 
of Humanist interest in Vienna295 as well as András Kecskés who hosted a 
Humanist circle and inherited a part of Archbishop Miklós Oláh’s books.296 
It is unknown where Miklós Istvánffy kept his books during his active 
political career. It may have been in Vinica or Paukovec297 where he wrote 
his master piece about Hungarian history. It is more of a problem, how-
ever, that we know only a fragment of his library. In his ground-breaking 
study published in 1959, Jenő Berlász wrote the historiography of Miklós 
Istvánffy’s book collection, reviewed all the books of the library known 
until then, hypothesized about possible volumes of the book collection 
and measured the pros and cons of possible venues for the library.298 
Berlász pointed out the fact that in the surviving manuscript rolls (his-
torical sources, rare printed papers and copies of ancient Greek authors) 
there are „shelf marks”. According to these shelf marks the folio-sized 
manuscripts were held at the 180 and 190 range. He emphasized the fact 
that behind these shelf marks there must have been an ordered and well-
kept library containing several hundred volumes. The recently identified 
books proved that he was right.
The shelf mark appears on the prints we know of and the highest one is 
2320(!). There are several shelf mark in the range of 500 and 2000 which 
means that the Vinica/Paukovec book collection was twice as big as the 
Mikulich library in Belec and two or three times larger than the Zrínyi 
Library in Csáktornya.
Györgyné Pajkossy started to publish complementary information in 
1970 and mentioned Istvánffy’s Hieronymus Cardanus volume.299 When 
Jenő Berlász added new information to his own article300 he could only 
present the manuscript in the Archives of the Academy in Zagreb.301 He 
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also published new data concerning the history of this library. Berlász 
raised the question whether the Hilarius Corvina of the Croatian National 
Library302 may have belonged to the Istvánffys before it got to the Dras-
kovich family and later to its present place at the Croatian National Li-
brary. This is very important for the present study since if it is true what 
we wrote regarding the afterlife of the Bibliotheca Corvina in the previous 
chapter then we have found another piece of evidence for Pál Istvánffy or 
his son, Miklós’ conscious cultural policy. A strong king who would lead 
the fight against the Ottoman was the ideal for the circle of nobles we 
mentioned in the introduction as well as for the Prince of Transylvania 
in this period.
Jenő Berlász presented in detail the possible ways of spreading the 
books of the Istvánffy library were scattered and his hypotheses were all 
justified. Vitruvius Pollio’s fundamental book on architecture found its 
way from the library of the Hungarian historian (Istvánffy) to the library 
of County Arad with a possible detour in Upper Hungary since the Arad 
County Public Education Association bought it at the beginning of the 
19th century there as well as the Csákys’ Library.303 Another of his books, 
Nicolaus Reusner’s Turkish text book was found in Zagreb in the Zrínyi 
library.304 In his first study published in 1959 Jenő Berlász enumerated the 
Humanist network Istvánffy had and he pointed out that Istvánffy must 
have received or bought the books written by these authors. He also men-
tioned the correspondence Istvánffy had with Carolus Clusius from whom 
he requested books.305
We have mentioned above his connection with the Humanist circle in 
Pozsony and the fact that Boldizsár Batthyány belonged to the same circle. 
Németújvár was on Istvánffy’s way going home to Vinica. The book the 
magnate gave as a gift to István Beythe, Batthyány’s pastor in 1570 was 
unknown in the Istvánffy literature until recently. It was Reginaldus Gon-
salvius Montanus’ book written to expose the cruelties committed by the 
Spanish inquisition,306 which became the main source for Gáspár Heltai’s 
book entitled “Háló” (Network).307 The book survived in a colligation pre-
pared by Beythe but the other writings in it are not from the Istvánffys.308 
István Beythe wrote on the cover page of the Gonsalvius book the fol-
lowing: „Magnificus dominus Nicolaus Istwanfy in signum amicitiae dono dedit 
1570. Sapien. Cap. 5. Tunc stabuit justus in magna constantia, aduersus eos qui se 
angustiauerunt etc.”. The University Library of Budapest holds the book he 
was given by Boldizsár Batthyány. It is Philippe de Mornay’s (Mornaeus) 
De veritate religionis christianae religionis liber…, a pamphlet which the his-
torian acquired in 1586 as he wrote on the recto of the flyleaf: Magnificus 
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Dominus Balthasar de Batthian Magister Dapiferorum Nicolao Isthuanfi dono de­
dit Januarii 1586.309
Klára Boross published this data too in her ground-breaking study cit-
ed above in which she characterized the reading habits of the Humanist 
circle in Pozsony.310 She proved in detail and based on data the paths the 
books took, as presents and as pieces of heirloom. Klára Boross accepted 
Mrs. Pajkossy’s view that the Nicasius Ellebodius books which were tak-
en from the Jesuits in Sopron to the library in the capital had originally 
been from the Istvánffy Library. They are marked with a shelf mark in 
Istvánffy’s characteristic handwriting. The research is not over yet since 
Gábor Farkas, when arranging the old books of the University Library, 
found new volumes which also belonged to the Istvánffy Library. Mrs. 
Pajkossy listed several authors in whose books she either saw Istvánffy’s 
notes or his well-known supralibros on the book binding.311
One should pay attention to the fact that Miklós Istvánffy had his books 
bound in a uniform manner and therefore can be considered as a biblio-
philic book collector. On the binding his coat of arms is surrounded by 
a note referring to the highest office he held: Nicolaus Isthvanfi de Kisaz­
zonfalwa Sacrae Caesareae Regiaeque Maiestatis Consiliarius ac Regni Hungari­
ae propalatinus. Thus, all the books which feature this subralibros on their 
binding were acquired after 1582. The fact that Istvánffy ordered an ex 
libris earlier in 1575 indicate that he regularly and in a conscious manner 
enlarged his library. The writing around it is the following: NICOLAVS 
ISTHVANFFII S. CAES. M | SECRETARIVS | AETATIS SVAE XXXVI | ANNO 
DOMINI M.D.LXXV.312 Istvánffy proved to be bibliophilic when he consid-
ered it important to write a note himself into the book he received as a 
present from Boldizsár Batthyány in which he recorded that the book was 
a gift. A part of the almost fifty books of his library that have been iden-
tified so far remained bound by the publisher and apart from the shelf 
number there are few instances when there is a possessor mark.
It would naturally be difficult to depict the profile of a library which 
numbered several thousand volumes. It would equally be hard to charac-
terize the owner’s readings and education. From this point of view, it is 
lucky that only fifty book titles of the collection are known. Jenő Berlász 
assumed that Istvánffy must have had a copy of all the important writings 
concerning Hungarian history in his library. The same way he must have 
acquired the major Turcica literature as well. He copied or ordered to be 
copied certain prints which indicates the difficulty in purchasing books. 
The fact that for example he copied himself Claude de Lagrange (Claudius 
Grangeus Biturigus) rare book entitled De bello Melitensi a Solimano Turcar­
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um principe gesto…313 while staying in Gyulafehérvár shows how rich the 
Library of the Principality must have been. It is important to point out, 
based on the study of the Istvánffy Library as well as the Mikulich and 
later Zrínyi book collection that at the turn of the 16th and 17th centu-
ries’ interest grew for French writers in History and Political Theory. It 
is because the number of the European peace plans concerning the Ot-
toman grew at that time as well as the possibility for cooperation with 
the Habsburgs. I believe that Péter Pázmány’s efforts to convert Hungary 
to Catholicism and make Hungarians side with the Habsburgs would not 
have been so successful without this climate in which there seemed to be 
a way for the unification of the country. Among the few books we know 
Istvánffy had there are Richard Dinoth’s Adversaria historica,314 Michel 
Hurault’s book on the state of France (Michel Hurault was an ardent sup-
Ex libris of Miklós Istvánffy, 1575
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porter of Henry IV of France and the writer of anti-Spanish pamphlets)315 
and Annalium et historiae Francorum… scriptores published by Jean Aubry316 
who had excellent connections in Hungary. Istvánffy followed the devel-
opments in French philology of the first half of the 16th century. This is in-
dicated by the fact that Istvánffy purchased the critical edition of Adrien 
Turnèbe Varro’s De lingua Latina.317 He owned a book on China written in 
Italian318 and a book in Spanish by Juan Maria Cordero,319 which is an ex-
cellent example for Istvánffy’s thorough knowledge in Turcica. From the 
cover page one cannot detect that the volume contains the translations 
of Nicolas Moffan’s Soltani Solymani Turcarum imperatoris horrendum facinus 
scelerato in proprium filium, natu maximum Soltanum Mustapham, parricidio 
and that of Erasmus of Rotterdam’s epistle entitled Consolatoria de morte 
filii declamatio. Apart from the historical books several of his handbooks 
of the 16th century survived such as Conrad Lychostenes’ complementa-
ry writing to Conrad Gesner’s Bibliotheca,320 Janus Gruterus’ Lampas321 or 
Matthias Quad’s Enchiridion cosmographicum in German.322 There are other 
historical writings in German from his library which survived, e.g.: the 
Recess of the Augsburg Diet in 1582.323 We can leaf through some of his 
medical books324 but undoubtedly, he was interested in rhetoric and phi-
lology, and was most attracted to ancient and early Medieval Greek edi-
tions of Plato, Pindar, Sophocles, Constantinos Lascaris Artemidoros and 
Joannes Chrisostomos, etc. He may have inherited his Humanist books, as 
was mentioned above, from his grandfather or his father. Several of the 
surviving volumes may have been owned formerly by Nicasius Ellebodius. 
One can therefore characterize the author of a book on Hungarian his-
tory325 as someone with a thorough and detailed knowledge of history, 
classical philology and of Humanist erudition.
Let us speak about his reading habits. His surviving books prove that he 
read a lot and on the margin put markings, added a few words or correc-
tions similarly to Miklós Zrínyi. The best example for this is the above-
mentioned handbook entitled Appendix Bibliothecae Conradi Gesneri… per 
Conradum Lycosthenem…326 where, at several instances, he added lines to 
complement the knowledge of the author. He added the following sen-
tences to the section on the 14th century traveller, Jean de Mandeville 
in a 15th and 16th century bestseller: „extat liber Ioannis de Mandeuille mili­
tis peregrinationum impressus Moguntiae, anno 1475 sed in(...) sunt falsa fere 
omnia. Inter alia scribit apud Turcas esse homines qui absque patre et matre 
nascuntur(?) cum quibus ipse fuerit locutus et conuersatus.” This note reveals 
two things; Istvánffy was interested in all the writings about the Ottoman 
Turks even if they were depicting magic births and he had and read the 
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incunabulum327 most probably at home (or he may have made notes on 
it elsewhere and at home he wrote a note into the Gesner book although 
this is less likely). He noticed a serious typo with the name of Thurae de 
Castello and crossed out Thurae and on the margin, wrote the correction: 
Bonaventura de Castello (which makes more sense). He wrote the following 
note to the name of the Dalmatian Tranquillus Parthemius Andronicus: 
„Tranquillus iste Andronicus nunque docuit literas Lipsiae, sed fuit Secretarius 
Ludovici Griti tam Constantinopoli quam ubique usque ad obitum eius. Mortuus 
est Sebenici in Dalmatia anno 1572.”
Miklós Istvánffy left a part of his books and his household in Pauk-
ovec to the Jesuits in Zagreb. According to the Historia Domus of Zagreb 
„Moriens [Istvánffy] magnam nobis Bibliothecae sue partem Zagrabiam trans­
scripsit, uti videre est in ijs libris quos ad tanti viri memoriam ejus liberalitate 
nos accepisse fatemur in Bibliotheca.”328 The remaining books were inherited 
by his daughters since his son died before growing up. His daughter Éva 
married János Draskovich, Orsolya became the wife of János Lipcsey while 
Katalin was betrothed to György Keglevich. They all married into the best 
aristocratic families in Croatia. The books can only be followed in the Já-
nos Draskovich line. János’s son György who later became the Bishop of 
Győr, donated some books to the Jesuits of Sopron. The Litterae Annuae of 
Sopron from 1637 has a note written by György Dobronoki on this which 
was published by Jenő Berlász in his above-mentioned study: „Bibliothe­
cam ab avo suo materno Nicolao Istvanffi ad se devolutam Collegio donavit Sopro­
nii”.329 After the decree of Queen Maria Theresa that removed the Jesuits 
from all institutions of the monarchy, Jesuit libraries were dispersed. The 
same fate fell to the libraries of the aristocratic families which survived 
until the 20th century; some of these must have had books from the former 
Istvánffy book collection. It is to be hoped that thorough catalogue work 
and with the help of IT technology further books will turn up from the 
library of the Hungarian magnate and historian.330
The Mikulich Library in Belec
The Belec Library of the Mikulich raise a number of interesting questions 
not strictly related to our topic but we must touch upon them. The his-
tory of the castle is well researched and fortunately some of the Croatian 
studies have been translated into Hungarian. However, the statements 
made in these articles are not referenced with archival or other sources. 
The history of the castle, which is situated in Varasd County, is primarily 
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known from local history331 and archeological studies.332 The most thour-
ough study was written by Emilij Laszowski.333 In the early modern period 
the castle belonged to the Keglevich. PersonalisTamás Mikulich (dies in 
1649) was offered the castle in 1635. Tamás Mikulich was a very wealthy 
man, therefore it is no wonder that he collected huge treasures and an im-
portant library in the Castle of Belec. His son István died at the same time 
he did in 1649. A lot of complaints were filed against his other son, Sándor 
at the Viceroy’s office and the diet in 1655 put his affairs on the agenda334 
and entrusted György Erdődy (Act CXV) to investigate. Sándor Mikulich’ 
wealth was confiscated and taken away in 1657 by order.335 Some of the 
historians (Nadilo) wrote that with a bigger sum of money he fled to Otto-
man territory where he was killed. This seems to be contradicted by the 
document according to which Francofurti decima die Aprilis Anno 1658 con-
firmed the inventory and the true or false nature of the statements made 
during the inventory.336 Let us mention here the fact that the castle was 
bought by György Erdődy, the man in charge of the investigation from 
the royal treasury. The inventory had a bad reputation at the time and 
the emnployees of the royal treasury were reputedly scandalous thieves.
The book inventory is incomplete. Mikulich expected the sentence, 
therefore had made a thorough inventory of his treasures but unfortu-
nately these inventories are unknown. Therefore we do not know wheth-
er a complete inventory exists or not. What is striking, however, is the 
size of the library. The number of books listed and left in boxes in Belec on 
October 24th, 1657 by Imre Ordódy, Councillor of the Treasury was 85 and 
further Nro. 22 pro pueri Alexandri studiis valentibus. 15 more books were 
found in the castle, 4 more books (Bible and books of devotion) were given 
to the St. György Parish and 4 old medical books (libri quatuor medici an­
tiqui) were offered to the poor girl (quaedam misera puella). The inventory 
said 2 copies of one book and 7 copies of another book. That is 137 books 
altogether. The next inventory was confirmed by Mikulich on April 10th, 
1658 when he made a statement as well. The inventory lists the books as 
126 items337 but at the end it says that there are altogether 1080 books the 
value of which was 4126 Rheingulden (Numerus librorum Mille Octaginta). 
Miklós Zrínyi owned half as many books while Johann Weichart Valvasor, 
a member of the Royal Society of London who resided in this period in 
the nearby Wagensperg in Carinthia had 1530 volumes (2600 writings).338
Before examining the contents of the books let us mention here that 
Mikulich did not find it fair that the 4 medical books were returned to 
„the poor girl” since the father of the girl gave them to him.339 This epi-
sode shows how even the owners of rich libraries seized every opportuni-
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ty to enlarge their collection. It is surprising how little we know of either 
the father, Tamás or the son, Sándor Mikulich’s studies.340 Considering 
the fact we know of the father, he must have studied law and we believe 
that the library was basically built by him. One of the books of the son is 
known, according to the note he was a magister. At the end of the book 
there are moralising notes in his handwriting.341
It is not impossible that the first inventory was made of the books Imre 
Ordódy (the executor) selected for himself.342 The fact that the two book 
lists, in most part, are overlapping makes it plausible. In any case, the 
councillor had a good taste and so had Tamás and Sándor Mikulich since 
the identifiable titles indicate several curiosities (it is almost impossible 
to identify the editions). It was a multi-lingual library which clearly shows 
that book purchase was possible for Croatian nobility from Graz as well as 
Venice. The fact that after the legal procedure Sándor Mikulich could live 
in Frankfurt indicates that he was well connected there and also that the 
international book market in Franfurt offered opportuntunities.
We find only three books in Hungarian among the items on the first 
list. A New Testament, a Horologium Principum of Antonio Guevara, and the 
main work of Péter Pázmány, so called Kalauz. Unfortunately, the topic of 
Italian books is not always clear, the clerk mentions them as liber italicus. 
It is interesting, even surprising that he had Orlando Furioso by Ludovico 
Ariosto, Battista Guarini’s Il pastor fido and Don Quixote in Italian trans-
lation (liber italicus authore Quixote de la mancha). The term Liber italicus 
rythmicus is indicative. In connection with this let us mention Hermann 
Finck’s Practica Musica which was a a hundred-year-old classic then. The 
situation is similar with the German books. The clerk making the invento-
ry put down liber germanicus and may have indicated the topic. They were 
legal and military books, one focused on artillery. The collection was very 
strong in legal books from the classics of Roman Law to the 17th century 
tracts and the law of war. The history books were contemporary in most 
part although there was a book by Antonio Bonfini and a few classics from 
antiquity. The books on the reign of King Louis XIII and Antoine Aubery’s 
Ministerium Cardinalis Richelii et Mazarini343 indicate that they were bought 
by Sándor Mikulich. The latter one was published after Alexander’s father 
died. Besides books from contemporary Catholic theologi, there are a few 
medical books (liber medicus) and the contemporary Daniel Berkringer’s 
Institutiones oeconomicae didactico­problematicae344 which indicates the 
modern thinking of its author. 
Analysing the second inventory is easier since the clerks described the 
books in thematic units. This may refer to the fact that the books were 
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ordered thematically in the Castle. This hypothesis is confirmed by some 
notes in the books such as Historici diversi, magni libri … quadraginta, Mi­
nores historici centum, Chimici viginti, Astrologi Sexaginta libri.
It has not been recognized so far how modern Mikulich’ thinking was. 
The fact that they separated history and politics is an indication for this. 
Unfortunately, out of the 1080 books only a hundred is known from the 
inventory by their author and title. Item 74 is described in the following 
way: Quadraginta libri politici aristocratici, democratici etc., denique pro diver­
so statu modernorum temporum, mirabiliter discurrentes politice instruentes. I 
think we would not be far from the truth if here we listed Miklós Zrínyi 
or Miklós Pázmány’s modern Italian history and French political theory 
readings.345 In the history section there is a bilingual (Latin and Croatian) 
book depicting the life of Emperor Ferdinand II.346
The modern books of the thematic section on Spirituales contains Jesuit 
authors (Roberto Bellarmino, Carolo Caraffa in Italian) although it is sur-
prising how many books were spiritual and how much they emphasized 
personal devotion. I cannot decipher the item Concionatores decem neoteri­
ci, in 40 libros distributi since the term neoteric means something else from 
one period to another.The terms libri spirituales manuales diversi, sexaginta, 
és a libri orationum devotarum centum, on the other hand, are unambiguous. 
If we recall the moralising note based on St. Augustine, Sándor Mikulich 
wrote at the end of the book on papal power (which later was acquired by 
the Zrínyi library and thus survived)347 one could believe that that poor 
girl lied or if she did not then Mikulich, the politicus, did not act in harmo-
ny with his belief. 
Based on the identifiable books an interesting phenomenon can be no-
ticed. Several of the contemporary magnates were thinking in a similar 
way as Péter Pázmány and under his influence converted to Catholicism. 
The role the Jesuits played in re-building the Catholic Church is unques-
tionable. It is, however, also true that the magnates showed interest in 
the work of other religious orders as well. Some of them turned toward 
the Franciscans (Ádám Batthyány, the older Pál Esterházy). The Nádasdys 
gave donations to the Servites (Loreto and in the 18th century Vátszent-
kút). On the Nádasdy and Esterházy estates the Cistercian order gained 
ground while the Zrínyis were more connected to the Pauline order and 
the order of St. Augustine. I do not wish to overstretch this point but the 
Mikulich library had the most important writings of many religious or-
ders, even those which were contemporary such as the book on the life of 
St. Norbert which was published in the printing shop of their Monastery 
in Strahov when the relics of St. Norbert were transported to Prague.348 
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The Mikulich owned Sigismundus Ferrarius’ history books of the Hun-
garian Dominicans,349 another one about reclaiming the houses for the 
Cistercian order after these had been occupied by other orders (this latter 
could only have been bought by Sándor since it came out after the death 
of his father)350 and a very rare book by the Jesuit Théophile Raynaud 
about the Carmelites.351 They also owned books by Benedictine nuns, the 
visions of Bridget of Sweden and Elisabeth of Schönau352 as well as books 
from several Jesuit, Augustine and Carmelite authors. Therefore Sándor 
Mikulich must have had a wide perspective if he studied this huge library 
even in part.
The whole inventory indicates how boring the work was for the clerks. 
The number of books in each section (e.g.: such as school philosophy 
books), is rounded 30, 40 or 60. There are 80 medical books out of which 
30 hebraistae lapidum et animalium. It is noteworthy that the Belec library 
had Pietro Andrea Mattioli’s very expensive botany book as well.
To sum it up, one can say that the Mikulich library was one of the biggest 
book collections of the period similar to the Nádasdy library in Potten-
dorf. The Nádasdy library contained books which came out a generation 
later but the Belec library was modern in terms of the literature of the 
first half of the 17th century. It may well be that Hungarian historiography 
has overlooked the Mikulich and had eyes for Miklós Zrínyi only. There-
fore no serious research has been made to explore the Mikulich family’s 
activities and careers. Maybe new documents will turn up in Zagreb or 
Frankfurt which will allow us to get to know them more thoroughly.
The Zrínyi Libraries in Csáktornya
Among the magnates in Croatia the Zrínyis (Šubić Zrinski) are the most 
well-known in Hungarian historiography.353 Historians tracked the fam-
ily back to 1066 to the land-owning Šubić near Zára (Zadar). The family 
became a symbol of resistance against the Ottoman and acquired estates 
more to the North. In the 16th and 17th centuries they were related to all 
important Hungarian and Croatian aristocratic families354 (the Frange-
páns, the Draskovich, the Guthis the Országhs, the Gyarmathi Balassa, the 
Ghimesi Forgách, the Batthyány, the Nádasdy, the Thurzó, the Széchy, 
etc). Miklós Zrínyi (1508–1566), the Hero of Szigetvár,355 Croatian Viceroy, 
became maybe the most well-known member of the family in Europe. His 
son, György Zrínyi (1549–1603), was Master of the Treasury while his son, 
György Zrínyi (1598–1626) was appointed Viceroy. His children, Miklós 
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(1620–1664) was a Hungarian poet while Petar (1621–1671) wrote poetry 
in Croatian. Both of them became Viceroy of Croatia. With the death of 
Miklós’s son, Ádám died the Zrínyi aristocratic family.
The poet Miklós Zrínyi’s library has been researched in a monography 
(1991) in an up-to-date way with a complete bibliography of literature 
up to 1991.356 It presented all available documents and all the surviving 
books. An international exhibition was held between 2005 and 2007 from 
the books of the Zrínyi library at four locations (Zagreb, Bratislava, Mar-
tin, Budapest) and the catalogue was translated into five languages.357 In 
our present study let us give the broad outlines of the history of the li-
brary and attempt to add to Tibor Klaniczay’s ground-breaking and sub-
stantial piece358 by analyzing the contents of Miklós Zrínyi’s readings.
Only a few book collections in Hungary are known from the 16th and 17th 
centuries which would show bibliophilism as a common thread running 
in a family through several generations. Miklós Zrínyi’ library in Csáktornya 
was not one of those although we do have some data concerning his an-
cestors’ erudition.
In sources concerning Miklós Zrínyi’s grandfather, György, one refer-
ence has been found which states that he had a book or a pamphlet. In his 
letter written to his brother-in-law, the Humanist Boldizsár Batthyány 
on December 12th, 1571 in Monyorókerék he wrote the following among 
other things: „Furthermore, I know that you ex litteris understood and 
heard about military sea operations. I am sending you again how the fight 
took place as it was written down. This has been sent to me from Ven-
ice. Because one of my bailiffs from the seaside happened to be in Venice 
and this writing was sent through him. You can trust that I sent you this 
in print.”359 There is not much more known of the poet’s father, György 
Zrínyi’s360 books. He must have had Christoph Lackner’s Galea Martis since 
the author presented him a copy. Then he gave it to his farm-bailiff, István 
Jóna. Along with several other books of Jóna’s this one returned to Miklós 
Zrínyi’s collection. György Zrínyi received a Lyon edition of Curtius Rufus’ 
Alexander the Great story in 1618 from István Szilágyi, a presbyter of a St. 
Mihály church. 15 books from Bailiff Jóna’s library was acquired by Zrínyi 
the most modern of which was published in 1633, therefore the books 
could not have been included in the Zrínyi library before that date.361 
Zrínyi may have got hold of them after the death of his bailiff the year of 
which we do not know.
Before presenting the book collection of the poet Miklós Zrínyi, let us 
say a few words of the printed ex libris which survived from the 16th cen-
tury with the inscription Comitum de Zrinio.362 Regarding the debate among 
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researchers about the different ex libris of Ferenc Nádasdy in the 17th cen-
tury, the question came up whether the coat-of-arms engraving may have 
been prepared for the Zrínyi album.363 Several prints could thus be made 
of the incised design which later may have been used as ex libris. This 
proved not to be true since the coat-of-arms in a separate leaf was pre-
pared with a different inscription and is the mirror image of the printed 
one which contradicts the rules of heraldry. It is also worth noting that 
the letter type of the inscription in the ex libris prepared for Miklós Oláh 
is identical to the one used for the Zrínyi coat-of-arms print.364
It is obvious that the poet did not inherit a lot of books; his library was 
the result of his own bibliophilism. The determining impulse must have 
come during his study trip in Italy. We can take it for granted that he 
brought home a lot of books with him just like other Hungarian students 
studying abroad and young aristocrats travelling in foreign countries. 
He had great opportunities to select these books on the book markets in 
Italian towns. As a memory of his visit of Rome in 1636 Zrínyi kept Pope 
Urban VII’s book of poems dedicated by the Pope himself. He may have 
discovered several representatives of contemporary Italian literature 
during this visit.365 The fact that a substantial part of the surviving books 
was published before or around the time of this visit in Italy is a telling 
proof how important this study trip must have been in the history of the 
library.
He must have started his book purchase following this trip. We do not 
have documents attesting to these purchases but the names of those who 
may have assisted him in acquiring him books in Venice, Vienna or Graz 
(Alessandro Moro also managed the financial dealings of the Viceroy of 
Croatia in Venice, engraver Giacomo Piccini was in direct contact with 
the Zrínyis, Marco Ginammi, a publisher and book merchant in Venice, 
Zammaria Turrini who published the Croatian version of Zrínyi’s Adriai­
tengernek Syreneja (The Siren of the Adriatic Sea) in 1660, Matthaeus Cos-
merovius who published the Syrena in 1651). 
37.98% of the books owned by Zrínyi came out in Italy out of which 
68 % was from Venice. 21.93%, of his books were from Germany, 5.07% 
were Swiss (in Latin, French or Italian languages), while 4.52% were from 
Austria. 8.85%- of Zrínyi’s books came from France, 11.55 % were from 
the Northern part of the Low Countries while 3.58 % from the Southern 
part of the Low Countries. Taking away the 3.18% sine loco books, the 
rest, 3.34% of all his books were published either in Hungary, Bohemia, 
Spain, Sweden, Denmark or England. If we consider the town where the 
books were published then the picture is what it normally is: the cen-
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tres of European book print and trade are listed in order: Venice, Frank-
furt am Main, Lyon, Amsterdam, Rome, Leiden, Vienna, Köln, Basel, An-
twerp, Strasbourg, Paris and Bologna. The rest of the towns where the 
books were published were represented by fewer than ten books.
The statistics above refer to all the books Zrínyi owned not just the 
ones he acquired through commercial channels. He acquired a significant 
number of books according to the possessor marks from their former 
owners. The books which used to belong to the Zrínyi library and we still 
have them; have many names in them most of which are unknown to us. 
There are, however, several well-known former owners from among the 
contemporary Hungarian and Croatian magnates which are an indication 
that aristocrats, besides political and military campaigns, spent time to 
enquire about one another’s books and they borrowed from each other or 
acquired a collection or the most valued ones for themselves.
One way of enlarging one’s library in that period was to purchase a book 
collection after the death of its owner or to be left the library and thus 
these books were incorporated into their collection. According to the pos-
sessor marks only one book collection enriched the Zrínyi library this way 
that of the Listi’s, among which about a hundred could have been taken 
to Csáktornya.366 It is worth evoking the story of Konrad Gesner’s Historiae 
animalium liber. In 1576 it belonged to legal scholar Zachariás Mossóczy,367 
Bishop of Tinnin according to the possessor mark. Between 1643 and 1650 
György Branik of Újhely368 owned it from whom Zrínyi must have got the 
book because in an undated note which must have been written after 1650 
János Listi III claimed that the Viceroy gave him the book as a present. 
Along with the rest of the Listi books this one returned to the library in 
Csáktornya.
A connection, even if to a smaller degree, can be detected between the 
Zrínyi collection and the Draskovich library which included a part of 
Miklós Istvánffy’s manuscripts and printed book collection after Istvánffy 
died without a male heir. Thanks to his first wife, Eusebia Draskovich, 
Zrínyi was welcome in the Draskovich households and the books kept 
there must have attracted his attention. Maybe through this family rela-
tion he acquired one of Istvánffy’s books or the book may have been ac-
quired by the Listi library first and then by Csáktornya since there is their 
usual mark. Zrínyi also borrowed books from Draskovich and lent them 
some himself.369 The same way some of the books of Péter Erdődy, György 
Ráttkay, György Thurzó, György Lippay, Gáspár Bánffy, Martin Lippich or 
Sándor Mikulich were shelved in the Zrínyi library. We could keep listing 
several more names and could think through the relationship between 
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the owner of the book and Zrínyi. However, the notes do not say whether 
the volume was bought, lent or given as a gift. The examples above are the 
ones where we do know, at least in part, the history of the book collection 
where the book formerly belonged.
The library was installed in Csáktornya although it is not to be excluded 
that Zrínyi took some books with him to his other households (Vienna, 
Zagreb) and probably he did not work in his library but in his study. We 
do not have the detailed plan of the Csáktornya household or the loca-
tion of the library in it at the time Zrínyi lived since the only visitor who 
described his house was the Dutch Jacobus Tollius and he wrote only a 
short note about it. Maybe he installed the library after 1638 next to the 
archives. According to an inventory prepared in 1670, the books were 
stored there in four cabinets. The order and the instalment of the books 
on the shelves can be detected from the notes in the surviving volumes. 
The nearly 500 books were arranged according to their size. This order 
probably made the search of books difficult. It may have been one of the 
reasons why the poet had a catalogue prepared according to thematic 
arrangement in 1662 although the inventory may have been made in re-
lation to his will dated April 6, 1662 in which Zrínyi did not mention his 
library but ordered the arrangement of his archives. It is not unfounded 
to claim therefore that the Catalogue, dated October 10th, was in some way 
connected to measures taken in relation to the will. Zrínyi must have par-
ticipated in deciding about the thematic groups but the book list was pre-
pared by one of his clerks. The thematic sections which are characteristic 
for the poet are the following: I. Historici antiqui Romani et alii; II. Historici 
omnis generis et nationis mixtim; III. Historici Pannoniae et Orientalium; IV. Po­
litici; V. Militares; VI. Geographi et Cosmographi; VII. Poetae Latini; VIII. Poetae 
Itali; IX. Scholastici; X. Domesticae, Oeconomicae; XI. Miscellanei.
Comparing this thematic order to those of his contemporaries, the fol-
lowing points are noteworthy: history is differentiated, national and East-
ern history are connected, political and military literature are separated 
from each other and from history, and classical and contemporary poetry 
are set apart. These show that the thematic order (ordo) was decided by 
the user of the library since contemporary cataloguing did not usually 
make these differentiations. By separating the Hungarian related books 
Zrínyi, in fact, made the first collection of Hungarica. This type of separate 
collections became common practice from the 18th century for scholars, 
such as Mátyás Bél, David Czvittinger, Johannes Deccard, Péter Bod, etc. 
and for aristocrats such as László Radvánszky and Gedeon Ráday. 
Miklós Zrínyi was not bibliophilic in the sense that he did not demand 
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his books to have a decorative outlook. He did not have them bound in 
uniform leather, or marked them with an ex libris wearing his coat-of-
arms. Both of his books that survived are the way they were published; 
in simple white parchment, in pork or goat leather binding and there are 
quite a lot of unbound, uncut volumes in paper cover. He kept the leather 
binding of the books of their former owners and did not have their fragile 
pages repaired. If, for some reason, he valued some of his books more he 
had them bound in red leather. Binding took place after he read and made 
notes in the books and the knife of the binder often cut out parts of the 
notes Zrínyi made.
Zrínyi, however, had his ownership recorded in his books which is 
shown in his ex libris featuring his portrait. Elias Widemann prepared the 
first such ex libris in 1646 with the poet’s motto Nemo me impune lacesset. 
This can be found in the biggest number in the inner cover page or on 
one of the blank pages of the Zrínyi books. Another print of the same 
engraving appeared in the series entitled Comitium gloriae centum...of the 
year 1646,370 containing the portrait of a hundred magnates. Another one 
was made in 1648-1649 but was inserted into one book only. Often Zrínyi 
himself wrote his motto on his ex libris: Sors bona nihil aliud. On his new ex 
libris made in 1652 by also Elias Widemann he used this motto. 
Miklós Zrínyi, 1652
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Zrínyi probably regulated the use of the library and hired someone we 
do not know who to manage it. There is information from Mark Forstall 
– the future bishop of Kildare in Irland – that the library could be used 
by people other than the household staff members.371 Tollius, the visitor 
mentioned above could also see it but probably István Vitnyédi, the so-
licitor visiting the Viceroy from Sopron or the Croatian noble man(?) and 
scholarly priest Juraj Krizanić who stayed in Nedelic and other aristocrats 
from the neighbourhood were also allowed to read the books there.
The books themselves show signs of being used almost exclusively by 
the owner, politician and poet Miklós Zrínyi. In the surviving books we 
can find the possessor marks of the former owners or Miklós Zrínyi’s. He 
liked making notes on the margin in his characteristic handwriting, even 
a poem was written as a note into a book. These notes were published in 
the above-mentioned monograph about his library although researchers 
were studying them for a long time. A doctoral dissertation was prepared 
about them between the two world wars.372 When Zrínyi was writing a 
tract and he found the book he was just reading interesting for the tract, 
he made a quasi-abstract of it. Zrínyi paid special attention to books about 
Hungarian history during the Ottoman era, especially where members of 
his family were mentioned and made special marks so that he could later 
find the sections easily.
The thematic section Theologici was completely missing from the li-
brary, researchers hold different views on why it was so. On one hand, 
we can draw the conclusion that these provided knowledge not primarily 
relevant for a politician.373 On the other hand, it is unlikely he did not 
buy or receive or was left such books. As Boldizsár Batthyány gave his 
books on theology to the Protestant school in Németújvár, the same way 
Zrínyi may easily have donated religious books and tracts on religious 
debates to a church institution. The most probable such institutions may 
have included the Augustine order, Mark Forstall himself,374 The Pauline 
Monastery in Szentilona who kept the family tomb or the Franciscans 
who Zrínyi installed in Csáktornya in 1658.375 Zrínyi remembered the lat-
ter as well as the Order of Friars Minor Capuchin of Zagreb and Pettau 
in his will. Studying Zrínyi’s writings indicates that he acquired Catholic 
theological knowledge through either his Italian readings or theological 
studies in harmony with his political ideas of society. I am of the view 
that these thoughts should be considered when one is describing Zrínyi’s 
readings. On the other hand, a man can go „from active but unconscious 
heroism to contemplative heroism” (coining Pál Ács’s phrase)376 who kept 
the family tomb or the Franciscans who Zrínyi installed in Csáktornya 
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in 1658. Zrínyi‘s daily duties required him to become a hero and he was 
forced to make a compromise which a conscious and erudite politician 
may have experienced as a acrifice even without reading books on the-
ology, especially because his national hero ideals embodied by literature 
he knew from other sources than theology. His daily duties and the need 
to forge political alliances led him to theoretical readings. When talking 
about alliances in the 17th century it would have been hard to leave out 
the church. The church on its turn expresses their interest in theology to 
justify their actions. Therefore, I find Sándor Bene’s arguments important 
which leads me back to the hypothesis that Zrínyi must have had some 
knowledge of theology.377
More than half of the books are in Latin, one third is in Italian, the rest 
is French, Hungarian, German, Czech, Spanish or multilingual (Latin-Ital-
ian, Latin-Greek, Latin- French dictionaries). It is worth noting that the 
large number of Italian books is due to the fact that the poet had a lot of 
books which originally came out in Latin, French, or Spanish in Italian 
translation.
A lot has been said above about the signs that indicate the way the owner 
of the library used his book collection. Each book was acquired because 
Zrínyi was specifically interested in them. Let me refer here only to three 
groups which are outstanding among contemporary Hungarian libraries 
in terms of their up-to-datedness and relative richness. These are books 
in military science,378 political theory and contemporary Italian poetry. 
Tibor Klaniczay termed Zrínyi’s erudition of modern European scope and 
presented it through Zrínyi’s reading in contemporary literature and 
mainly in political theory and politics. The financial documents of the 
Zrínyi estates have, in part, been published in Hungary379 and Croatia.380 
On the other hand, I have not yet read an analysis made by an economic 
historian on the influence of the books in the section of Domesticae, oeco­
nomiae of the Zrínyi library upon the practical management of the estates. 
The contemporary European magnate libraries of Zrínyi’s time did not 
feature such a thorough classical (from antiquity and the Middle Ages) 
as well as contemporary manuals on agricultural estate management. His 
were mainly in Italian but also in Latin. This section also included Italian, 
French and Hungarian cook books (while there are no German, English 
or Flemish cook books).381 The section entitled Miscellanei is indeed mixed 
and is as interesting as Lymbus is for archives. This section includes con-
cise medical books (not ones focusing on a sub area), manuals on min-
erology and selected books on philosophy. Clearly, Zrínyi did not want 
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to delve into details as far as philosophy went except ethics related to 
politics and governance. Being a true Baroque personality, when it came 
to taking sides between the real great philosophical stances of his times, 
namely Descartes’ deep studies in one area or Athanasius Kircher’s sapi­
entia universalis, he decided not to choose between the two. Zrínyi made a 
compromise and went deep into studying the issues within his own com-
petence and commitments while acquiring knowledge universalis in the 
domains outside his sphere in which he could not in any case have an 
influence.
We believe that discussions with the staff of his household assisted in 
enlarging the scope of Zrínyi’s thinking. We find it even more important 
to highlight the fact that Zrínyi’s house chaplain, the Augustine Mark 
Forstall382 could keep his books with himself. This bibliotheca of 33 vol-
umes and manuscripts allowed the presence of modern Catholic theology 
in the household of Csáktornya. His books were authored by Augustines, 
Benedictines and Franciscans but primarily by Jesuits. We do not know 
how much Zrínyi read of these books. However, they were at his disposal.
After the death of Miklós Zrínyi, his brother Péter moved into the man-
sion in Csáktornya so the two households cohabited for half a decade. The 
division of the heritage between Péter and Miklós’ widow did not have 
a consequence for the library. Péter Zrínyi’s collection stayed in Ozaly and 
him, most probably, kept books in his house in Zagreb too. He took, how-
ever, a small collection with him to Csáktornya as well as his wife. Kata-
lin Frangepán, who being a writer herself,383 must have kept books with 
her. The affairs of Viceroy Péter Zrínyi turned fatal by the beginning of 
1670 when he was sentenced to confiscation of property and death along 
with Ferenc Nádasdy and Kristóf Frangepán. At spring 1671 the officers of 
the Habsburg army led by Paris Spankau looted his house in Csáktornya 
while Miklós Erdődy “visited” his house in Zagreb. The property of Miklós 
Zrínyi’s widow and among others the library was kept intact.
This sad and tragic event resulted in a lot of inventories and this is how 
we know that there were 200 books in Ozaly in 1672 (libros maiores et mi­
nores circiter No 200.). These books were transported to Károlyváros after 
which they disappeared along with the rest of Péter Zrínyi’s belongings. 
The copies of Adrianszkoga mora syrena (The Siren of the Adriatic Sea) written 
by Miklós Zrínyi, translated to Croatian by Péter Zrínyi were confiscated 
at another time. The lands he owned near the River Mura were confiscat-
ed in two parts. An invaluable appendix of one of the inventories from 
1671 survived and is available today: Libri. Secundum cathalogum adiunctum 
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ut littera A. The booklet appended contains a 95-item list of Péter Zrínyi’s 
confiscated books.384 
The clerk writing the inventory translated the Italian, German, French and 
Croatian titles into Latin. Oftentimes he referred to the topic of the books 
in general terms or copied the title from the spine. The authors’ names 
were sometimes so distorted that it makes identification impossible and 
it must have been the result of dictation. The books were mainly in Italian 
and Latin and were mainly medical books: 21 items on surgery, anatomy, 
pharmaceutics and horse care. Antique authors such as Aesop, Cicero, 
Curtius Rufus, Sallustius, Seneca, Valerius Maximus, Vergilius, Tacitus 
represent a similarly significant proportion with 21 items. Compared to 
his brother’s library, he was not well equipped with books on military 
science, politics or history although we do not know what books Péter 
Zrínyi had in Ozaly and Zagreb. Péter Zrínyi was a great figure of Croatian 
poetry, therefore it is not surprising that he kept books on rhetoric and 
Italian literature such as Marino’s La Sampogna and Gerusalemme liberata 
close to him. Péter Zrínyi’s interest in encyclopaedias of natural philoso-
phy and esoterism, characteristic of the period, – he owned 8 items in this 
Péter Zrínyi, 1650
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category – was similar to his brother’s. A book on office management, 
an inventory on postal stations, Cesare Vecellio’s album on the history 
of fashion as well as albums of several towns, including that of Venice 
indicate the modernism of the library. Among his books on history (all in 
all there were seven items) three were about the French while the rest fo-
cused on the Ottoman Turks and the surrounding regions. His interest in 
law is no surprise although only 2 items figure in this category. The regu-
lations of the University of Leuven must have been brought home by his 
son, János Zrínyi (1650–1703) from his study trip in the Low Countries. Já-
nos must have used the French grammar in the list as well as the volume 
Selectiora linguae Gallicae. A code of law in Venice and a Venice guide book 
in Italian refer to Zrínyi’s connection to Venice. The most intriguing item 
is the one we did not manage to identify in 1991due to the lack of pre-
cise description. Item 21 of the book list Schola veritatis aperta Italica in 16 
actually is Liugi Giuglaris’ book: La scuola della verita aperta a prencipi … con 
occasione della regia educatione data al serenissiomo Carlo Emmanuele 2. duca di 
Sauoia.385 This book indicates that the magnates and nobles in Croatia at 
the middle of the 17th century had a copy of the the curricula of schools 
for noble young men since Giuglaris’ book about a balanced state of mind 
and virtues was a school book used by the academia for nobles in Turin 
and in a similar school in Naples.386 Item 52 of the inventory was the book 
of Senator Carlo Ruini of Bologna. This was not just about horse anatomy, 
horse diseases and how to care for them but it also taught young nobles 
the etiquette by advising them on how to care for and live with horses.387 
Item 58 must have been a similar – unidentified – book in German: Equo­
rum Thesaurus Germanicus.
Peter Zrínyi, similarly to his brother, was a well-educated, well-read 
man, open to the world who spoke several languages. The big part of his 
libraries in Ozaly and Zagreb were looted by soldiers, his books in Csák-
tornya were confiscated by the Chamber and no books have turned up 
since then. Only one book is known with the possessor mark of Péter 
Zrínyi, an Odyssey which was misplaced among Miklós Zrínyi’s books be-
fore 1662.
Regarding Péter Zrínyi, let us return one more time to our line of 
thought about the Croatian nobility. Sándor Bene in several studies wrote 
about the transition from a croatus, or a croato­hungaricus identity to the 
beginning of the formation of a definite Croatian national identity. Bene 
wrote about this most markedly in his book about the life and books of 
György Ráttkay388 and in another study in which he listed nobility, high 
positioned clericals and knights who were actors in this process of the 
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formation of a Croatian national identity in the second half of the 17th 
century.389 Ráttkay dedicated his book entitled Memoria regum et banorum 
regnorum Dalmatiae, Croatiae et Sclavoniae to Péter Zrínyi.390 The Viceroy 
must have been in personal contact with Johannes Blaeu, the map pub-
lisher in Amsterdam, who published Giovanni Lucio’s description of Dal-
matia and Croatia twice with a dedication to him.391 Establishing family 
history (Mark Forstall), searching for ancestors, forming a gallery of the 
ancestors, establishing a library and a collection of curiosities. Of course, 
all these were not simply a question of collections for the nobility in Croa-
tia or for Nádasdy or for the Hungarian magnates; it was also an issue 
regarding their search for national identity.
Ádám Zrínyi was born in 1662 in Vienna in either Miklós Zrínyi’s town 
house or that of the Löbls (therefore he is registered as „Viennensis” at 
the University of Vienna). His parents were Miklós Zrínyi and his second 
wife, Mary Sophie Löbl. The short monography of Emilij Laszowski, the 
expert on Ádám Zrínyi’s life came out in Hungarian.392 When reviewing 
his library, Gábor Hausner went through the old and the newly discov-
ered documents393 analysed his erudition and view of history.394
A depiction we have of Ádám Zrínyi shows a young man born more 
for the library, court life and diplomatic missions and less for the battle 
scene. He took his father and the Zrínyi legacy seriously. First, he was 
educated in Varasd and Verőce in his mother’s household, then in Vien-
na at the Jesuit College. The remaining volumes of his library are mainly 
schoolbooks from this period. His secondary education results were out-
standing and attention often centred around him because he was a Zrínyi. 
He was enrolled at the University of Vienna from 1673 and after his year 
of poetry and rhetoric his talent was recognized here as well. Josephus 
Gallicius gave him a copy of his book Geometria militaris with a dedication 
to the young Ádám, it is today kept in Zagreb.395 Then he studied law. 
Through his mother he was a member of the Austrian court aristocracy, 
became Master of the Horse, a high court dignitary, and Emperor Leopold 
I showed signs of his attention to him several times. Ádám Zrínyi was 
always offered space in publications greeting the Emperor and his wife. 
His legal disputation, Disputatio juridica seu assertiones de tutela et cura, was 
published in Vienna in 1679 under the auspices of Emperor Leopold I.396 
Ádám Zrínyi stayed in Vienna until the summer of 1679, then returned 
to his estates near the River Mura to inspect the state of his estates there 
before going to Leuven to continue his studies at the university there. 
The notes made during his studies in Leuven survived and can be seen in 
the Bibliotheca Zriniana in Zagreb. From his manuscript Manuscriptum ex 
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iure civili we know that at the beginning of 1680 he stayed first in Brussels 
and in March he went to Leuven and was graduated as a baccalaureus from 
the Law Faculty there. The last entry in his note book in Leuven was on 
January 16th, 1681. From his two-volume French manuscript on De la forti­
fication militaire it seems he also studied military fortification and bought 
a few books in French as well during his study trip. Most of his books are 
in legal studies. One must, however, bear in mind that during his life the 
whole Zrínyi library was always at his disposal to enrich his knowledge.
Ádám Zrínyi became major in 1680 when he returned to Csáktornya and 
started the life of a magnate. He managed his estates, participated in po-
litical life and at battle at the head of his soldiers. He identified with and 
took over Péter Zrínyi’s activities to support and finance the publications 
of books in Croatian. A telling data is that he was an actor in keeping alive 
in Croatian literature Péter Zrínyi’s Adriai tengernek Syrenaia (in Croatian 
Adrianszkoga mora syrena). In 1683 he was in contact with Pavao Ritter 
Vitezović, a key figure in creating a Croatian national identity in the 17th 
century.397 Vitezović was the author of Oddilyenje Sigetsko written about 
Miklós Zrínyi of Castle Sziget, which first came out in Linz in 1684 and in 
Vienna in 1685.398 The Linz edition of 1684 started with a eulogy of Ádám 
Zrínyi. In the same year Ádám Zrínyi married Katharina Maria Lamberg 
from an ancient Austrian family. His life, however, centred on the battle 
field in these years. He participated at the liberation of Vienna and then 
in battles in Hungary. On August 19th, 1691 he was fatally wounded in the 
battle of Szalánkemén and was buried by the Pauline order in the family 
tomb in Szentilona. 
The Zrínyi library probably stayed in Csáktornya until Ádám’s death 
since he must have enriched the family collection in the ancestral home, 
although probably he had books in his house in Vienna as well. No cata-
logue remained from the inventories made at his death although there 
is a conspicuous numbering on the books which would indicate a new 
listing around 1695 and which allows us to estimate his book collection 
in Csáktornya to number around 800 volumes. The library in Vienna was 
probably added to the big collection in Csáktornya when his widow left 
the ancestral place in 1692 for good and took the library with her into her 
second marriage to Vöttauba (Bítov), to the z Vlašime estate of her sec-
ond husband, Maximilian Arnošt. Two girls were born from the marriage 
which ended the Jankovský z Vlašime family’s male line. Count Heinrich 
Josef Daun acquired Bitov through his marriage to the younger daughter, 
Maria Leopoldina after which the state in Bitov was inherited in the Daun 
family.
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Scholarly attention turned to the library in the second half of the 19th 
century only but the impoverished family sold the whole collection to 
Samuel Kende Viennese second-hand book merchant. The Croatian Na-
tional Academy of Science bought it from him in 1896 and today it is kept 
in a special collection of the Croatian National Library. (Unfortunately, 
the Hungarian state had no money for culture even in the middle of the 
Millennium celebrations of the Hungarian Settlement in the Carpathian 
basin). 
The Bánffy Residence in Alsólindva and its Book 
Culture
Protestant churches in the period of their establishment and consolida-
tion in the Western part of Hungary owed a lot to the intermarrying and 
closely affiliated aristocratic families. In addition to the Zrínyi, the Nádas-
dy, the Istvánffy, the Batthyány, the Thurzó and Révay families, it was up 
to the Bánffys of Alsólindva to influence the changes in religion to steer 
it away from extremism while maintaining all the institutions of cultural 
life. Since there is no contemporary list left of the Bánffy library, their 
book culture can only be described through studying the history and the 
publications of the printing shop they patronized as well as examining 
the Protestant intellectual circle of their household. We must also men-
tion the visits of secular intellectuals in Alsólindva.399
The ancestors of the Bánffys arrived in Hungary in the 12th century and 
by the end of the 15th century its members held important positions.400 In 
the 16th century the (Alsó)lindva and the Bolondóc lines were recorded 
in genealogy. In the Lindva line the highest dignity was held by János 
Bánffy who was Palatine between 1530 and his death in 1534. His son, 
István Bánffy (1522–1568)401 Lord Chief Justice and the Lord Lieutenant of 
Zala County (1560–1568) was Protestant. János’s grandson, Miklós Bánffy 
(1547–1593),402 Supreme Cupbearer became a pillar for the Protestant 
church in the region. Similarly, to other magnates in Hungary, Kristóf, 
the head of the family (1577–1644) at the beginning of the 17th century 
who became Lord Lieutenant of Somogy and Zala counties (1622–1643) 
while holding the position of Keeper of the Treasury and later Supreme 
Cupbearer, converted to Catholicism. Literature claims that the conver-
sion to Catholicism took place in 1598 when he called Simon Bratulich, 
a Paulian friar to his household.403 Although Kristóf Bánffy had 12 chil-
dren from his two wives he survived all of them. With him the branch of 
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Alsólindva ended.404 Alsólindva was acquired for a short period by Ferenc 
Nádasdy but after his decapitation and the confiscation of his property 
(1671) the Esterházys took it over. In the meantime, the Bolondóc branch 
of the Bánffy family also ended with the death of the Protestant László 
Bánffy, Master of the Royal Horses and Lord High Commissioner (died in 
1584) following the early deaths of his sons.405
Paul Eber’s Calendarium historicum was published several times in Wit-
tenberg and enjoyed popularity in Protestant circles. Many copies re-
mained which shows that, like the Bible, these were used to record impor-
tant events in people’s family life. István Bánffy who converted to Prot-
estantism bought a copy published in 1551 and for generations events 
in their families and the ones close to them were recorded in it, often 
from memory. It became a source of information for the period between 
1522 and 1617 for the study of this family and for the period they lived 
in. The original had been considered lost for a long time so only the text 
published in 1841 was known.406 Fortunately, the original was found and 
the pages on the family genealogy were published by Béla Tantalics in fac-
simile and in newly transcribed formats.407 Books from the Bánffy Library 
have been lost but it is reasonable to assume that they possessed copies of 
the books published in Alsólindva as well as the ones dedicated to mem-
bers of their family or written in their household.408
In 1571 István Báthori prohibited the publication of Protestant books 
on his estates. This was the year when Rudolf Hoffhalter came of age and 
moved his press to Alsólindva, owned by Miklós Bánffy. In 1574 Hoffhal-
ter was ordered to leave upon Maximilian II’s decree and was taken in by 
György Zrínyi in Nedelic.409 Four publications are known from the years 
in Alsólindva, of which three were teachings written by György Kulcsár,410 
the minister at the household while the fourth one was a chronicle of the 
victory at Szigetvár written by Ferenc Tőke.411 There is no copy left of this 
latter work. 
Most probably György Kulcsár was originally from Slavonia. His fam-
ily fled the Ottoman Turks and moved North to Zala, he himself to Up-
per Hungary.412 He was appointed as schoolmaster (magister) in Miklós 
Bánffy’s house on August 28, 1573. Kulcsár, however, experienced his stay 
in Alsólindva as an “exile”. The school he taught in must have been there 
since the 14th century as a parish building.413 Four Protestant teachers 
preceded him there according to the diary of the Bánffys: György Rácz 
of Orbona (from 1544?), András Zuhodolyi, Farkas Bakács of Szentgyör-
gyvölgy and István Beythe. The last one was a teacher there between 1559 
and 1564, and then moved to Sárvár to the Nádasdys for a short time.414 
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In 1565 he was called back to Alsólindva as a minister where he stayed 
until 1574 when he moved to Sopron and then to Németújvár. His succes-
sor was György Kulcsár as a minister in Bánffy’s home until his death in 
1577.415 Mention must also be made of Ferenc Tőke who lived in Alsólind-
va between 1553 and 1556. Whether he was a schoolmaster or a minister 
is not known but he wrote two of his books there.416 One of them was 
most probably published by the Hoffhalter press (Historia obsidionis regiae 
Sygeth),417 while the other one (the story of Francesco Spira)418 came out as a 
part of Péter Bornemisza’s hymn-book in 1582. 
When listing the intellectuals living in Alsólindva mention must also 
be made of Gáspár Ráskai who visited the Bánffy family between 1551 
and 1552. It is here he wrote Egy szép história az vitéz Franciscórul és az ő 
feleségéről (A Nice History of Brave Francisco and his Wife) that came out in 
Debrecen in 1574.419 An other intellectual who is thought to have stayed 
in Alsólindva is Nicholaus Mednienski who is also mentioned as “rector 
Beckoviensis” and secretary to László Bánffy in the collection entitled Li­
bellus exercitiorum poeseos scholasticorum by the Lutheran teacher Valenti-
us Mader of Trencsén.420
Apart from the above-mentioned books, the Bánffy Library must have 
had copies of the books dedicated to various members of the family. The 
relationship between the Bánffys and Péter Bornemisza is also worth not-
ing. In the first part of his five-volume book (Postilla), Bornemisza men-
tioned the support he received from László Bánffy and his wife Borbála 
Somy while he dedicated the second volume to them.421 One of the first 
successes of the Fifteen Years’ War was the battle at Gyurgyevó on Octo-
ber 30th, 1595. Péter Pellérdi, the major-domo of Zsigmond Báthori, the 
Prince of Transylvania gave a description of this victory in a letter ad-
dressed to an aristocrat in Hungary. The letter was published in Németúj-
vár in 1596 by the Joannes Manlius press dedicated to Kristóf Bánffy, the 
lord of Alsólindva, the neighbouring estate.422
In every aristocratic household there were several alumni and bailiffs 
in charge of farm management. The cultural pattern was laid down for 
them by the magnate’s family and they themselves bought books de-
pending on their financial means and personal inclination. It was a good 
marker of the intellectual level of the aristocratic household if there were 
some literate bailiffs around the magnate’s family. Several examples can 
be cited, such as György Perneszith423 or Ákos Csányi424 at the Nádasdys’, 
or István Jóna at György Zrínyi’s household.425 Tamás Komlós of the vil-
lage called Böde in County Zala was such a major-domo for László Bánffy. 
One of Komlós’ books survived in the Franciscan library of Németújvár: 
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Alexander de Villa Dei Doctrinale, cum commentariis Hermanni Torrentini… 
Venetiis, 1519, printed by Petrus Lichtenstein for Urban Keym, a mer-
chant of Buda.426
As mentioned above, at the beginning of the 17th century Kristóf Bánffy 
converted to Catholicism. Three of the books he owned are known from 
this period.427 Baron Balázs Apponyi, Deputy Lieutenant of County Nyitra 
(died around 1637) presented the newly converted Bánffy with King Da-
vid’s “psalm paraphrases”428: Spectabili ac Magnifico Domino D. Christophoro 
Banfi De Lindua Sacrae Caesareae Regiae Multis Consiliario et Cubiculario Deb­
itae obscurantiae causa Author dono dedit manu propria.429 Blasius Apponyi’s 
father, Pál Apponyi (1546–1624) was Lutheran and a great patron of the 
Lutheran church and school in Appony. Upon the advice received from 
Péter Pázmány, the Apponyis became Catholic again which may have 
been connected to Blasius Apponyi’s elevation to the Baron rank by Em-
peror Ferdinand II in 1624.
The second book, Enchiridion, written by Martinus Azpilcueta’s, a theol-
ogist from Navarre, was bought by Kristóf Bánffy.430 Someone may have 
advised him to purchase it so as to prepare for his conversion to Cathol-
icism since this book was a manual for missionaries and priests on an 
evangelic mission.431 Kristóf Bánffy purchased the third book clearly not 
for himself but for a Catholic parish he was going to establish: Pontificale 
secundum ritum sacrosancte Romane ecclesie.432 This volume is interesting for 
other reasons as well. The note shows that Bánffy travelled to Darmstadt 
in 1608 which was not known by scholars before.433 Experiencing Catholic 
German environment which he had not known before must have contrib-
uted to his decision to convert to Catholicism. So, in 1608 that is after 
Trent he purchased a manual that was published in 1520 to learn about 
Catholicism. 
In the household in Alsólindva in the 16th century a Protestant intel-
lectual circle of excellent Humanist education was formed which, thanks 
to the financial resources of the magnate, created several cultural and 
educational institutions such as schools, churches, a printing shop, and 
a library. The Protestant Late Humanist intellectuals who lived around 
Alsólindva at the turn of the 16th and 17th centuries cooperated well due to 
the network of like-minded magnates and their households.
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The Batthyány Household in Németújvár and its Book 
Culture
The Batthyány Library in Németújvár stood out among the 16th and 17th 
century Hungarian aristocratic libraries the books and history of which 
we know. The household in Németújvár became one of the most influen-
tial cultural establishments by the turn of the 16th and 17th centuries with 
its international humanistic network, its members active in the scientific, 
cultural and church life of Hungary with its school, its press and not the 
least with its library.434
By the second half of the 15th century the Batthyánys became strong 
enough to hold high positions.435 Boldizsár Batthyány I’s (around 1452–
1519) highest title was Deputy to the Lord Chief Justice (1518–1520) while 
Boldizsár Batthyány II (? – after 1525) was appointed Lord of the Bed-
chamber at the end of his life. Ferenc Batthyány I (1497–1566) held the 
title of Master of the Royal Horses and Lord Lieutenant of Vas County 
(1525–1543). Boldizsár Batthyány III (1537–1590)436 Lord Lieutenant of 
Transdanubia from 1568, his son, Ferenc II (1573–1625),437 Master of the 
Royal Horses, Lord Lieutenant of Transdanubia and Lord Lieutenant of 
Sopron County. Boldizsár III’s grandson, Ádám (1610–1659),438 held the 
title of Chancellor of the Emperor, the King’s Councillor and Lord Lieu-
tenant of Transdanubia. The family owned several palaces and mansions 
but besides Szalónak, Rohonc, Dobra and Körmend, they lived mainly in 
Németújvár in the period concerned.
Similarly, to many aristocratic families in Hungary at the middle of the 
16th century, Boldizsár, the head of the family, converted to Protestantism. 
The young man involved in Protestantism lived in France between 1559 
and 1561 where he witnessed the first stages of the Huguenots’ persecu-
tion. Seeing the violence and following the ecclesiastic disputes in print, 
his Helvetian beliefs were reinforced.439 In this area where the population 
was of various religions the separation of Protestant churches lasted very 
long, up until the first third of the 17th century. In the Batthyány house-
hold during the lives of Boldizsár and Ferenc, his son, the Calvinists were 
predominant. After Ferenc’s death a “Lutheran turn” is said to have taken 
place. Ádám Batthyány decided in 1629 to convert to Catholicism and in 
1640 he invited Franciscan friars to Németújvár. 440
A number of prominent figures visited Németújvár, stayed or settled 
down there for shorter or longer periods441 due to several factors: the 
changes in the Batthyánys’ religious views, the location of the Batthyány 
property – situated at the border of the Austrian hereditary provinc-
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es, the Kingdom of Hungary and the Ottoman Empire – and most of all 
Boldizsár’s intellectual openness442 as well as the entourage accompanying 
Ferenc and Ádám’s brides. The Protestant school supported by Boldizsár 
and Ferenc, the press and Ádám’s “school within the household” were 
all attractive institutions for contemporaries. Given the tight framework 
of the present study it is impossible to give a complete list of all these 
persons but the most prominent ones should be mentioned.443 Among the 
Protestant ministers István Beythe, István Pathai, and János Pálffy of Ka-
nizsa stood out but the refugees from Styria, Carinthia, Bohemia, Pfalz, 
Württemberg and Bavaria who visited the household or were employed 
on the estates should not be forgotten either.444 Many of them donated 
books to the family and the school’s libraries.445 With Ádám Batthyány’s 
conversion to Catholicism a new network was built around the household. 
Among the Catholic ecclesiastics residing in Németújvár the Jesuit Mátyás 
Vernich, the parish priest Mihály Lónyi and the Franciscan friars Antal 
Nagy, Sámuel Kéri and Gregorius Malonfalvay deserve mentioning. It is 
to be noted that the modernity of Ádám’s household and the education of 
his sons (Kristóf and Pál) were noticed by foreigners of his time.446
Further enlargement of the family library was provided in the 16th cen-
tury by the extensive network of scholars. We can call it “a humanist cir-
cle” for a good reason since David Chytraeus,447 Carolus Clusius,448 Elias 
Corvinus,449 and Johann Kepler450 visited Németújvár. Among the corre-
spondents, the scientist Felizian von Herberstein, the physicians Nicolaus 
Pistalotius, Joannes Homelius and Cesaro Franco and the architect Pietro 
Ferrabosco451 were the most outstanding. Miklós Istvánffy, the historian 
probably visited Németújvár since he gave a book as a present to István 
Beythe and received a gift of a book in return from Boldizsár Batthyány. 
The Batthyány household featured in Nicodemus Frischlin’s network 
since it was in Németújvár he published his comprehensive book dedicat-
ed to Ferenc Batthyány on education that was popular in this period.452
It is also due to the lively intellectual life that Johannes Manlius (1540?–
1605?) moved his press to Németújvár in 1582 first until 1585 and then from 
1595 to 1597.453 He published altogether 22 books during these periods, in-
cluding scholarly books such as Carolus Clusius’ work on the plants of Pan-
nonia or András Beythe’s herbarium454 in addition to occasional publica-
tions, calendars and protestant disputes. Manlius also published books un-
der the patronage of Boldizsár Batthyány’s brother-in-law, György Zrínyi 
in Varasd (1586–1587), in Monyorókerék (1587–1592) and in Németlövő 
(1592–1593). After his second stay in Németújvár he worked in Keresztúr 
and Sárvár (1601–1605) under the patronage of the Nádasdy family. 
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Several documents concerning the history of the Németújvár Library 
have survived but unfortunately the catalogue of the family’s library has 
not turned up yet. On the other hand, we have bills drawn up by Erhardt 
Hiller (Vienna), Erhardt Widmar (Graz) and Jean Aubry (Frankfurt am 
Main), stating the books Boldizsár purchased. This list of the titles is com-
plemented by the books which survived in the collection of the Protestant 
school of Németújvár saved by the Franciscan friary there.455 The passag-
es in his correspondence where books were mentioned bear witness to 
Boldizsár’s taste in books. That taste was different from that of contem-
porary Hungarian aristocrats in several respects.
In this region the medium for written culture was German and Italian 
beside Latin. The Batthyány household ordered books, paper or modern 
everyday items (such as furniture, cutlery, new seeds, or plants, etc.) 
mainly from Graz or Vienna but also often from Venice through the 
bailiffs of the Zrínyis, their relatives. Boldizsár Batthyány and the gen-
erations of his family in the 16th century were of French orientation – a 
unique phenomenon among the Hungarian magnates of their time.456 Let 
us examine this „French orientation” here.457
The portrait Péter Ötvös drew of Boldizsár Batthyány in line with tra-
ditional literature emphasized the fact that the experiences the magnate 
had in France as a young man between 1559 and 1561 had a decisive ef-
fect on him in several respects. Visiting the royal court did not simply 
affect his taste but made him a committed Protestant.458 Ötvös went as 
far as claiming that the roots of his crypto-Calvinism are to be found in 
France.459 Since all the scholars highlighted Boldizsár Batthyány’s French 
orientation we were wondering whether the reconstruction of his library 
proves the claim that he was oriented towards French culture. Let us ex-
amine it closer.
Hungary in the 16th century was not particularly receptive to French 
ideas or thoughts coming from France even if the Huguenot refugees at 
the University of Heidelberg as well as the French-Helvetian centres at 
the end of the century had important Hungarian connections. Boldizsár 
Batthyány died in 1590, and the influence of the „Heidelberg hub” was felt 
by the entourage of his son’s household.460 On the other hand, when map-
ping French orientation, beyond the traditional cultural centres in France 
such as Paris and Lyon, one must bear in mind the Southern Walloon ar-
eas of the Low Countries that then belonged to the kingdom of Spain, the 
“Frans-Vlaanderen”, Geneva as well as the refugee centres formed, after 
the Saint Bartholomew’s Day massacre, in the German Electorates and in 
the Northern part of the Low Countries. In our study we’ll examine the 
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Gallica (considered as such by its region, for linguistical reasons, by its au-
thor or by its subject matter) present in the Németújvár household, that is 
let us review all the books or publications in the Batthyány library which 
came out in France, in French about a French topic or by a French author. 
A special attention should be accorded to the personal network Bold-
izsár Batthyány had. His correspondence, his household, the list of the 
people he invited all proves that he did not just read in French. The most 
well-known French visitor in Németújvár was Charles de l’Écluse (Carolus 
Clusius) who contributed to the education of intellectuals from Hungary 
with his publications and, during his stay in Leiden, by forming cordial 
relationships with Hungarians. 
From late autumn in 1559, Boldizsár stayed in Paris for more than a 
Boldizsár Batthyány, cca. 1580
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year. It makes sense therefore to examine the local publications that 
came out around this period and the years preceding it, to see if they 
featured among his books and if so when Boldizsár Batthyány purchased 
them according to the information of hand-written notes and archival 
documents. We should state that no document proves that any of his 
books were personally bought and brought home from Paris by Boldizsár 
Batthyány himself. There is only one book which can be leafed through 
in Németújvár today which makes us believe that Batthyány personally 
knew André Wechel, the Huguenot publisher who later settled down in 
Frankfurt and with whom Batthyány kept the contact.461 This volume 
contains two writings by Franciscus Duaraenus. One of them is about the 
church while the other one argues the importance of independence for 
the French church from the Pope (published in 1557).462
In the first two thirds of the 16th century, publishers in Basel and Paris 
competed in bringing out critical editions of antique authors or near con-
temporary Humanist writers. Among the remaining or identified 670 
books of Boldizsár Batthyány’s library there were several such books, 
nearly 80 % of which were from Basel from publishers such as Amerbach, 
Frobenius, Oporinus and most of all Petrus Perna or even from Venice. 
There are, however, several books published in France or written by a 
French author. We know that four of these were offered to Boldizsár Bat-
thyány by Carolus Clusius: a Terentius published in Zurich in 1555 with 
the commentaries of Petrus Menenius of Lyon and Marc-Antoine Muret 
which Clusius bought in Antwerp in 1559.463 The second and third books 
were a Latin grammar by Thomas Linacer published in Paris in 1561464 and 
a book on rhetoric written by Hadrianus Cardinalis and published also 
in Paris in 1534.465 Clusius purchased the fourth book, the Quintilianus 
writings published by Robert Estienne and Simon Colines in Paris in 1542 
which Clusius had bound in one volume before giving it to Boldizsár Bat-
thyány as a gift.466
Boldizsár purchased two commentaries on Cicero, written by Paolo 
Manutio, Simon Du Bois and Hubert Susanneau, from Erhardt Widmar, a 
book merchant in Graz in 1584–85 in a Frankfurt edition (1580, published 
by André Wechel), and a Strasbourg edition (1576, published by Josias Ri-
hel).467 He also bought from the same book merchant a Greek grammar 
(published in Köln in 1560)468 written by Nicolaus Clenardus in which René 
Guillon made notes as well as a Plautus, edited by Justus Lipsius and pub-
lished by Jean Macé in Paris in 1576.469 The choice was probably made 
more for the publisher than the place of publication.
André Wechel founded his printing shop in Frankfurt as a Huguenot 
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refugee. He, his sons-in-law, Jean Aubry and Jean Marne, as well as their 
descendants kept in touch with the Batthyánys.470 Jean Aubry correspond-
ed with the magnate and arranged a considerable part of Boldizsár Bat-
thyány’s book purchases. In 1586 and 1587, Aubry sent to Németújvár a 
Lyon edition of Calepinus’ dictionary (published in 1584);471 a 1555 Lyon 
edition of Dionysius Halicarnassaeus by Sebastian Gryphius;472 Vegetius’ 
De re militari annotated by Guillaume Budé473 and published in Köln in 
1580; and Marc-Antoine Muret’s Greek Chrestomathy with commentaries 
and notes, published in Paris in 1586.474
In classical philology Batthyány knew Geoffroy Tory’s edition of Beros-
us Babilonicus (Paris, 1511)475 and this writing, detailing the history of 
Babylon, survived in a colligation that contains books by antique authors 
published during the first 15 years of the 16th century. It may have be-
longed to the Augustine monastery in Németújvár (although it has not 
been proved yet) and Boldizsár Batthyány acquired it from them and not 
because of his French orientation. „M. S.”, the owner of the book before 
Batthyány, had an edition that came out in Leipzig in 1539 bound to the 
Sallustius edition published in Lyon also in 1539 by Sébastien Gryphius.476 
Let us mention here the Herodotus edition by Valla in Geneva477 for the 
nationality of its publisher, the Huguenot refugee Henri Estienne; as 
well as François Pollet’s Historia Fori Romani, a book in the history of law, 
published in Douai in 1572.478 Guillaume Du Choul’s book on archaeology 
and history is also interesting. Batthyány bought this book about Greek 
and Roman religions and military education from Aubry in French in the 
1580s.479
We can conclude that in selecting the edition of antique texts and ac-
quiring the books written by prominent personalities in French Human-
ism and classical philology, Boldizsár Batthyány’s Francophilia cannot be 
detected. In his collection, books by rival publishers in Basel and Venice 
are more in number while most of the books described above came as 
a present or were chosen for other reasons. The fact that he knew the 
above-mentioned authors, publishers and books and could form an idea 
for himself about this area of French culture and intellectual history is 
important. The presence of the two French books in classical philology 
indicates that his attention turned to French authors when analysing an-
tiquity from a historical perspective, which may have been the intention 
of the book merchant Jean Aubry.
Medical books form a section in the library in Németújvár, which is 
worth for our attention. The majority of these are, in some way, French 
related. Among them there are a few which are rarities even in France. 
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We can claim that the oldest among them found its way to Németújvár be-
fore Boldizsár Batthyány was born from the above-mentioned Augustine 
monastery. The medieval medical manual ((Speculum medicinae) published 
in Lyon in 1504 by François Fradin was written by Arnaldus de Villanova 
and is a part of a colligation the other piece of which is an incunabulum 
from Venice (De conservatione sanitatis) in which there is a prescription in 
Hungarian in a note written by hand at the beginning of the 16th century. 
480In 1577 Batthyány bought an interesting colligation from Jean Aubry 
about the debate among Jacques Aubert, Joseph Du Chesne (Quercetanus) 
and Jean-Antoine Fenot concerning minerals and metals used in healing 
wounds and diseases. All the three pieces bound together in this volume 
were published in Lyon or Basel in 1575.481 Joseph Du Chesne was quite 
known in Hungary and several of his books can still be found but the writ-
ings of his partners at the debate were rarely present in the Carpathian 
Basin. A collection containing ancient Greek, Hebrew, Arab and Roman 
texts (De transfiguratione metallorum, et occulta, summaque antiquorum phi­
losophorum medicina) concerning this debate was published in Paris by 
Guillaume Guillard in 1559.482 In 1571 Aubry sent it to the Hungarian mag-
nate.
Erhardt Widmar from Graz dispatched a volume to Németújvár in 1585 
which contained several pharmaceutical writings bound together which 
were mainly about the dosage of medicine. In this colligation, apart from 
Arabic and Italian authors, tracts written by Guillaume Rondelet and 
Pierre de Gorris can also be read. This very rare edition was published 
in Lyon in 1584 by Jean Mareschall.483 Gabriel de Minut’s book de morbo 
Gallico was also published in Lyon in 1587 by Barthélemy Honorat.484 This 
book and edition was quite common in contemporary Hungary. 
Books written by Theophrastus Paracelsus as well as writings sup-
porting and debating his views were very popular in this period. André 
Wechel made several editions of these which were sent to the Hungar-
ian magnate’s household along with a list of the publications he advised 
Boldizsár Batthyány to buy.485 Wechel and his sons-in-law may not have 
influenced Batthyány’s taste in reading for business reasons only. Jean 
Aubry for example also sent a book to him in 1588 about palaeontological 
findings in France in the second third of the 16th century written by Jean 
Chassanion.486
Based on the medical books of Boldizsár Batthyány’s library the ma-
jority of which are considered gallica by librarians, one cannot detect 
Boldizsár’s special interest in French books. These books represented a 
very small part of the libraries of contemporary magnates – the one in 
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Németújvár was no different-in this regard. Boldizsár may very well have 
left the choice to Wechel and Aubry in this domain that, on their turn, did 
have a special French orientation. 
We would like to mention here Dóra Bobory’s excellent doctoral thesis 
about Boldizsár Batthyány’s erudition in medical books which is worth 
of international attention,487 and her analysis in Hungarian.488 If you pick 
a single thematic group when characterizing the erudition of the owner 
of a library, however, one risk overestimating the importance of the the-
matic section in question and not consider it in its right proportion to 
the rest of his areas of interests. The erudition of Hungarian magnates – 
and Boldizsár was no different in this regard – was typically not science 
related no matter how tempting it would be to speak about Paracelsian 
thought in Hungary.
An interest in history is to be expected from an active politician. The 
most common type of books in the libraries of Hungarian nobles489 and 
magnates490 were in history, mainly chronicles from Hungary and the his-
tory of the neighbouring countries and Ottoman Turks. Rarely, there are 
books in historiography and political theory in contemporary invento-
ries and book lists.491 From a language point of view, after Latin the sec-
ond most common language is German, then Italian and Hungarian. The 
Hungarian nobles very rarely owned history books in French in the 16th 
century.
Boldizsár Batthyány read a considerable number of books on contempo­
rary European history and many of these, especially the ones on French his-
tory and the wars of religion, were in French written by French authors or 
published in a region where French was the dominant language.492
Gieronimo Benzoni from Milan published his book about the new world, 
the discoveries and the French expedition in Florida in Italian which was 
translated into Latin by Urbano Calveto. Boldizsár bought this Latin trans-
lation in a Geneva edition (published by Eustache Vignon in 1578).493 Elias 
Corvinus informed Batthyány in the summer of 1575 that he received 
from his book merchant in Prague two two-volume books in French in 
cosmography. Elias Corvinus sent these books to Németújvár. The first 
two-volume book was the translation of Sebastian Münster’s writing re-
vised and parts added by François de Belleforest, published in Paris by 
Michel Sonnius. The second two-volume book was André Thevet’s La cos­
mographie universelle also published in Paris by Pierre Huillier.494 
This purchase indicates that Boldizsár Batthyány liked to read in French 
because these books would have been available in Latin in a modern edi-
tion.
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In Hungary it is common to find in the magnates’ libraries portraits 
of contemporary famous people and their short presentations. Erhardt 
Widmar sent to Boldizsár Tobias Fendt’s book (Monumenta Illustrium per 
Italiam, Galliam, Germaniam, Hispanias, totum denique Terrarum Orbem eru­
ditione praecipue, et doctrina Virorum, figuris artificiosissimis expressa) with 
engravings made by Jost Amman in 1585.495 French personalities too fig-
ured in the book,
To push back the Ottoman Turks from European territory was a daily duty 
for Boldizsár Batthyány. These were jobs he had to perform being a state 
dignitary and as a landlord he also defended his own estates. The history 
of the Ottoman Empire and the history of the wars against the Ottoman 
must have been daily readings for him. French plans to expel the Ottoman 
abounded and took form in a way which was important for Hungarian 
politicians only in the last decade of the 16th century and at the beginning 
of the 17th century. Boldizsár gained information from Italian and German 
publications in this regard. Two French books he owned in this category 
are known: Pietro Bizaro’s book on the wars on the Mediterranean Sea 
came out in Paris translated by François de Belleforest and published by 
Nicolas Chesneau. Boldizsár bought the recent edition from Jean Aubry 
in 1573.496 The same translator rendered into French Matteo Bandello’s 
three-volume writing on contemporary events (concerning Ottomans in 
parts only). This book came out in Anvers in 1567–1569, published by Jean 
Waesberghe.497
In this thematic section of contemporary history French orientation is 
therefore scarcely detectable but it indicates that the magnate liked to 
read in French because it was easier for him than reading in Italian or 
German. Therefore, he bought certain comprehensive manuals in French 
if he was aware of a French translation. His interest in French history, how-
ever, was more dominant than just the result of convenience and prefer-
ence for a language in which it was easier for him to read. 
Boldizsár Batthyány owned books written by French classical authors 
of history such as Philippe de Commines, Jean Froissart, and their suc-
cessor, Claude de Seyssel in an excellent Latin translation by Johannes 
Sleidanus. He bought these books from the Viennese book merchant, Er-
hardt Hiller at the beginning of the 1580s in Andreas Wechelius’ edition 
(Frankfurt am Main, 1578).498 A comprehensive summary by Johannes Go-
ropius (Gallica, Francica), that was very popular then, in the edition of 
Christoph Plantin published in Antwerp in 1580 survived with Boldizsár 
Batthyány’s hand-written notes. The book was bound in Németújvár so it 
must have arrived unbound (in cruda) and was a recent purchase.499 The 
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library in Németújvár had several copies in different editions of Jean de 
Serres’ comprehensive analysis of the state of contemporary religion and 
church in France (Commentariorum de statu religionis reipublicae in regno 
Galliae), bound in different interesting colligations. This book dealt with 
events which took place during the reign of Kings Henry II, Francis II and 
Charles IX. Jean Aubry sent the first part to Batthyány in 1571 (published 
in Geneva in 1570 by Jean Crespin)500 while the second part (published in 
Geneva in 1571 by Jean Crespin) arrived in Németújvár only in 1577.501 
In the meantime, however, the book was published in XII volumes (four 
parts) in Leiden between 1571 and 1575 by Johannes Jucundus. Boldizsár 
bought all of them502 and the last part he purchased separately and had 
three interesting tracts bound to it.503 In one of them Henri II. Estienne 
told the „true story” of Catherine de’ Medici while in the other two an 
author writing under the pseudonym of Matagonis de Matagonibus dis-
proved the charges of two Jesuits (Antonio Matharelli and Papirio Masso-
ni) against the Huguenots. All three appeared in Geneva in 1575 published 
by Eustache Vignon. From among highly anti-Jesuit writings Batthyány 
acquired the one which was published in Geneva in 1567 by François Per-
rin under a pseudonym (the author has already been identified). Its im-
print reads as follows: „Luce Nouvelle, par Brifand Chassediables”.504 Ger-
man catalogues claim that the author of the pamphlet (La Mappe­Monde 
Papistique) the pseudonym of whom was Frangidelphe Escorche-Messes 
was, in fact, Théodore de Bèze, although a manual about the history of 
edition published in Geneva identified the author in 1996505 as Jean-Bap-
tiste Trento and the critical edition of the text also came out in 1998.506
Boldizsár Batthyány received as a present the comprehensive book on 
French history, written by Martin and Guillaume Du Bellay from Sigfried 
Rybisch Councillor of the Chamber, in Pozsony in 1572.507
The news of the St. Bartholomew’s Day massacre arrived in Németú-
jvár fast and in 1573 Jean Aubry sent Boldizsár several publications in 
French and Latin: the correspondence of Guy Dufaur de Pibrac and Stani-
slaus Elvidius (published in Paris in 1573 by Frédéric Morel),508 François 
Hotman’s short factual tract, along with the French king’s explanatory 
letters (s. l. 1573),509 Wolfgang Prisbach’s reply to the statements made 
by the French official propaganda (published in Heidelberg in 1573 by 
Michel Schirat),510 and the anthology published by Petrus Perna in Ba-
sel in which well-known contemporaries protested against the events 
in Paris.511 The last two publications came out under the name of a false 
printing shop. The role palyed in the St. Bartholomew’s day massacre by 
the Jesuits caused a lot of criticism. The letter written by Paulus Albutius 
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was published by Gotthard Vilarmus in Paris in 1573 which Aubry sent 
to Boldizsár Batthyány the same year.512 It is characteristic for Boldizsár 
Batthyány that he gained information as fast as he could. He received 
the Latin edition of the correspondence between Pierre Carpentier and 
François Du Port already in 1573 from Aubry513 in connection with the 
Massacre of the Huguenots without waiting for the French translation 
that came out a year later.514 He was well-informed all his life and kept 
purchasing books about the St. Bartholomew’s day events. He bought the 
German translation of Nicole Gilles’ book at the beginning of the 1580s 
from Hiller. The translator was Nicolas Falckner and the book came out 
in Basel in 1572 at Nikolas Brylinger’s printing shop. I guess the French 
translation was sold out by then and was unavailable.515 He purchased 
from Aubry Jean Berger’s book on political theory about the French wars 
of religion in a European political context (Discours modernes et facecieux 
des faicts advenus en divers pays pendant les guerres Civiles en France. Lyon, 
1572, Pierre Michel).516
In 1573 the election of the Polish king was a sensation in Europe so no 
wonder Boldizsár had books about it. In 1573 he received a book in French 
from Aubry with Henry’s speech at the Diet in Warsaw on April 10th, 1573 
with commentaries by Jean Monluc.517 He had a book at Németújvár by 
Innocent Gentillet about the events which happened to King Henry in 
1574.518
Unfortunately, none of his bookbills survived from the years between 
1574 and 1576 although it is unlikely that he would stop getting infor-
mation about events in France through books. On the bill issued by Jean 
Aubryin 1577 we can find again French historical books. These were about 
the events of the wars of religion and King Henry III’s short reign in Po-
land (writings by François de l’Isle, François Rasle, Louis Regnier de la 
Planche, Louis Villebois, Jean Bodin).519 Boldizsár also acquired the pam-
phlet written under a pseudonym (Georgius Ebouff) by András Dudith 
about the year 1576 of the wars of religion which was published with an 
imprint containing a false printing shop (Carthurii, 1577, Amadaeus Me-
nalca).520 
Later not just pamphlets were written about the near past events in 
France but with the help of historical perspective also analyses came out. 
The revised version of Henri Lancelot Voisin de Lapopelinière’s book was 
published in French in 1584 in Paris about the events after 1560. Jean Au-
bry sold the book to Boldizsár Batthyány.521 The library at Németújvár 
had two copies of Théophile de Banos’ historical textbook in Latin (De 
postremis motibus Galliae). He may have received one of the copies as a gift 
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from Johannes Zebenitz who was proud that Melchior Junius, the rector 
of the Academy in Strasbourg dedicated it to him.522 
Mention should be made of two rarities in Boldizsár Batthyány’s book 
collection. One of them was Discours sur la mort de la Royne de Nauarr.523 The 
collection of poems was published in 1572 to commemorate the queen’s 
death on June 9th, 1572. Aubry sent it to Batthyány. The other book (or 
picture?), Figure du meurtre de L’Amiral, may be identified with a booklet 
which was published in Frankfurt am Main in 1570524 about the murder 
of Captain B. Corbelly (not an admiral) and his servant by Sainct Martin 
d’Estraulx in the Bourbon province.
The French orientation of Boldizsár Batthyány can thus be detected in 
the history section of his library by the contents or the language of the 
books. The section on historiography and the history of law belongs to this 
section. In general, we can state that reading theoretical books was not 
characteristic for the nobility in Hungary in the 16th century and, there-
fore, Boldizsár Batthyány was an exception among his contemporaries in 
this regard too. In this topic he read Italian and German authors mainly 
in Latin although he owned the French translation made by Yves Brinon 
(Paris, 1577, Jean Borel) of Machiavelli’s Istorie Fiorentine.525 Aubry sent 
him this book in 1588 but Innocent Gentillet’s anti-Machiavellist tract 
(Discours sur les moyens de bien gouuerner) he received already in 1577.526 
This book was published in Geneva in 1576 and 1577 again. Along with 
this book Boldizsár Batthyány also bought Jean Bodin’s Les six livres de la 
republique.527 Among the books purchased in 1588 there is one (Discours de 
la Gloir)528 which is hard to identify.
The debate about the virtues of a monarch, about right governance, 
and the rights and duties of the subjects of a monarch, that was going 
on in the last third of the 16th century echoed in Hungary as well. The 
books translated into Hungarian were published after Boldizsár’s death 
and the presence of the most popular books by Antonio Guevara or Justus 
Lipsius in Németújvár has not been proven yet (these books either did not 
survive – or else they did in the family’s private library and no archival 
document proves that they were there in the library).
Among the historiographies written about Roman history Batthyány 
had Jean Le Preux’s De magistratibus Reipublicae Romanae529 while from 
among the theoretical books written in the 16th century and published 
in France he owned Francesco Patrizi’s writings in Latin about ethics and 
the philosophy of law (De Institutione Reipublicae; De regno et regis institu­
tione).530 Books about the theological aspects not unrelated to political 
trends in his time also figured among Boldizsár Batthyány’s readings. He 
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purchased Théodore de Bèze’s much debated book De iure Magistratuum 
in subditos et officio subditorum erga Magistratus only in Latin translation. 
Batthyány had it bound together531 with the one entitled Vindiciae, contra 
Tyrannos: sive de Principis in Populum, Populique in Principem, legitima potes­
tate which came out under the pseudonym of Philippe de Mornay and a 
false impressum (Edinburgi, 1579). 
Rabelais’ Gargantua and Pantagruel can be considered literature although 
Batthyány surely did not take it as an entertainment. A German edition 
was sent to him by Elias Corvinus in 1575532 while Batthyány bought it in 
French from Jean Aubry in 1577.533
From French literature he owned an Amadis novel both in German and 
in French. The German version was sent to him by Elias Corvinus in 1572534 
while Erhardt Hiller acquired the French edition later, probably in the 
1580s for Batthyány.535 The fact that Boldizsár Batthyány read Rabelais 
and the Amadis novel is interesting since no other magnate is known from 
the 16th century to have read them in Hungary. The French orientation of 
his thinking and erudition, however, is indicated clearly by the fact that 
he purchased the books, which he already had in another language, in 
the original French too. It may also show that he enjoyed these books in 
French much more than in German for they were very much connected 
to their linguistic environment. The romance Chevalier des Cignes about 
the son of a ruler in Constantinople by Nicolas de Herberay he only had in 
French in his library.536
Gabriel de Minut’s tract entitled De la Beauté, discours divers pris sur 
deux fort belles façons de parler537 can be considered rhetoric, literature 
but it is even more a philosophical writing where the author was trying to 
prove with the virtues of a lady near Toulouse that natural beauty and 
natural goodness were virtues that belonged together. There is hardly 
any French philosophy in Boldizsár Batthyány’s library. Philosophy it-
self was represented with antique authors and ethics and historiogra-
phy. That he was interested in this latter is shown by the fact that he 
bought Nicolaus Contarenus’ book entitled de Perfectione Rerum from Au-
bry in 1588.538
French legal books were very much linked to common law; therefore, 
it is no surprise that outside of France they were sold only if there was a 
scandal which raised issues in the philosophy of law and ethics. The only 
legal books Batthyány had were legal books for the purchase of which 
he needed his excellent connection to the Wechel printing house. This is 
how the description of a marital litigation in Toulouse written by Jean de 
Corras539 got to Németújvár and also four further books (in philosophy of 
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law, in part connected to the interpretation of digestas, in part to cases in 
France and Naples) which were published in Lyon.540
The books on theology in the Németújvár library were up-to-date,541 
near contemporary editions. From the above-mentioned Augustine mon-
astery a few older books remained but not in a considerable number. The 
incunabula editions of Guilielmus Parisiensis’ commentaries to the New 
Testament were such old books542 but also the Psalms and the Song of 
Songs published in Lyon in 1517 by Jean Cambray and edited by Jacques 
Perez and Josse Bade. It could also be connected to Boldizsár’s interest in 
Humanism since these were excellent examples of Biblical philology from 
the beginning of the 16th century.543
Péter Ötvös in his above-mentioned portrait of Boldizsár Batthyány 
touched544 upon this question: when did the son of a Lutheran magnate 
first meet Helvetian theology? We believe that it is only through his Fran-
cophilia that his attraction to the Geneva theology can be understood. 
Therefore, we left a short summary of the books to the end of the pres-
ent study which can be connected to Huguenot thinking and Helvetian 
theology. In general, let me mention that despite his excellent knowledge 
of the French language Boldizsár Batthyány acquired books in theology 
mainly in Latin even if the original piece was written in French. He had 
one book in French and one in German about Helvetian theology although 
among his books on Lutheran theology there were more in German.
The other conspicuous phenomenon is that he owned 20 different books 
by Théodore de Bèze, that is Boldizsár paid a special attention to Béze 
while Jean Calvin is represented among the surviving documents with 
only one short writing in German about holy communion545 and a small 
booklet in which he wrote short pieces about the immortality of the soul 
and against the Anabaptists and the Pseudo-Nicodemite about the same 
subjects with commentaries by Martin Bucer and Philipp Melanchthon.546 
This book was sent to Boldizsár by Elias Corvinus in 1572. From among the 
Helvetian authors, Benedictus Aretius was represented by many pieces 
(12 volumes) and the magnate must have liked the books written by Cas-
parus Olivetanus. Huguenot and Helvetian books were published mainly 
in Geneva and Lausanne but there were quite a few editions which came 
out in Heidelberg, Frankfurt or Antwerp.
Boldizsár Batthyány had 11 Helvetian interpretations of Christian faith 
(de fide christiana) and about Christian ethics (de ethica christiana) writ­
ten by Beza, Benedictus Aretius, Lambertus Danaeus, Pierre Boquin and 
Jean-François Salvart.547 Let us highlight here Petrus Ramus’ de religione 
christiana, published in Frankfurt by André Wechel in which Theophilus 
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Banosius’ Ramus biography was also included. To this book Wechel had 
added in a publisher colligation Caspar Olivetanus’ writing entitled Expo­
sitio symboli apostolici.548
16 volumes represented Helvetian textual criticism of the Bible and 
commentaries among which 12 were written by Benedictus Aretius, 3 by 
Beza and 1 by Caspar Olivetan.549 Editions published in Basel and Venice 
at the beginning of the century stemming from Humanist textual criti-
cism as well as Lutheran interpretations were more in number on the 
shelves of the Németújvár Library. We believe that the Swiss editions did 
not influence only Boldizsár’s views but also that of his entourage, pri-
marily the teachers at the Protestant school and mainly István Beythe.
We can find six books of Helvetian orientation among Boldizsár Bat-
thyány’s books about the church (de ecclesia) and about the alliance be-
tween God and the faithful (de foedere) written by Johannes Palmerius, 
Philipppe Du Plessis-Mornay, Urbanus Rhegius, Franciscus Duaraenus, 
Andreas Gorrotius and Caspar Olivetanus.550
Issues concerning the Holy Communion (de coena) were represented in 
the writings of Petrus Martyr Vermigli (in French)551 and Jean Calvin (in 
German).552 About the sacraments (de sacramentis) Théodore de Bèze’s well-
known book was available for the magnate.553 About heretics (de haereticis) 
and marriage (de matrimonio) he bought books also by Théodore de Bèze.554
Reviewing the books and the editions, which can be considered Gal­
lica by their themes in the Batthyány library, we can state that Boldizsár 
indeed had a French orientation in his erudition. Not because most of 
his books were French one way or other but because he turned towards 
French history, religion and religious persecutions with special attention. 
Beyond this, he also got to know and maybe enjoyed French literature 
thanks to his excellent knowledge of French. Apart from Venice, Basel, 
Wittenberg, Frankfurt and Strasbourg, it was from the publishing houses 
in Paris, Lyon and Geneva where he acquired most of his books. André 
Wechel and his son-in-law Jean Aubry did a lot to keep alive the magnate’s 
interest in French topics. Overall, no other library is known in Hungary 
from the 16th and 17th centuries which were so much French oriented. The 
next one will be that of Ferenc Rákóczi II.
Very little is known of the books purchased by Ferenc Batthyány, Boldizsár’s 
son. His relationship with contemporary Hungarian intellectuals such as 
Bálint Balassi, Christoph Lackner and Albert Szenci Molnár are known. 
His household remained open to refugees. His wife, Eva Poppel Lobkowitz 
(1585?–1640) and her entourage, which brought modern thinking to the 
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Batthyány estate, broadened his cultural horizon. When the Thirty-Year 
War broke out, several Protestant ministers came from Bohemian, Pfalz 
and the Silesian territories who were also well received.555 Eva Poppel was 
an educated lady although we only know of one book of hers on herbs.556 
Her correspondence with her husband attests to her being well-read.557
Ferenc Batthyány and his widow stood by the Protestant Church in 
Western Hungary when it organized itself into two churches during the 
ever-stronger catholic attacks.558 Disputes among ministers of the Luther-
an and the Calvinist faith became the strongest when Ádám Batthyány 
converted to Catholicism and stopped supporting Protestants. Ferenc 
Batthyány knew how important it was to establish a printing press to 
serve the church he was the patron of. Therefore, upon the advice of 
János Kanizsai Pálfi, he bought the printing office of the Viennese Johann 
Fidler 1615.559 It was operated by Mathaeus Bernhard of Szepesváralja be-
tween 1617 and 1619. Sources mention four publications from this period. 
A copy of one of these is known, István Patai’s book introducing Helvetian 
faith.560 The publications were Calvinist (the printing shop was supervised 
by Imre Beythe, István Beythe’s son). The next publication was printed in 
Pápa in 1624 and the printing shop was active until 1632 there. In 1626 
Eva Poppel, the widow of Ferenc Batthyány rented out the printing office 
to Johann Sigismund Wechel (this is how his name appeared on the pub-
lication) who was a descendent of the Huguenot André Wechel, printer 
in Frankfurt. He must have been the brother of the Viennese book mer-
chant Andreas Wechel who also visited Ferenc Batthyány’ residence in 
Németújvár.561 The printer dynasty had been connected to the Hungarian 
Protestant aristocratic family since Boldizsár Batthyány’s stay in Paris. 
It is not by chance that the translation of Calvin’s Institutio made by Al-
bert Szenci Molnár came out in the successful printing shop of this family 
in Hanau.562 Fifteen publications of the Protestant printing office in Pápa 
are known. Beside books by important Helvetian authors of the period, 
calendars and alphabets were also produced there. Let us mention here 
the name of János Samarjai who was the most important Hungarian rep-
resentative of Irenism,563 the contemporary tolerant branch of theology. 
The press was inactive in Németújvár in 1634 which indicates that Ádám, 
after converting to Catholicism, took it home from Pápa. Nevertheless, it 
was given to the Protestants (most likely thanks to the Protestant widow 
Eva Poppel) and later Wechel operated it in Tejfalu (1637-1645), and his 
son, András in Somorja (1650) and then in Kőszeg (1651–1668?).564
Ferenc Batthyány’s household meant to follow contemporary Protes-
tant households in their modernity. It must be for this reason that the 
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house rules of the Wolfenbüttel household were acquired.565 The intel-
lectual atmosphere of the Batthyány residence remained religious. The 
magnate and his wife, partly out of necessity, handled issues of religion at 
their estates while the dominant figures at the household were Protestant 
ministers. The number of sermons and the languages used at the funeral 
of Ferenc Batthyány shows this well: at the funeral of the magnate who 
died on September 13th, 1625, twenty Hungarian, seventeen German and 
five Croatian sermons were heard.566
Ádám Batthány was still underage at the time of his father’s death, and 
had the rights to direct his estates only with restrictions. He had a bad 
relationship with his mother which was a burden on his youth. His con-
version to Catholicism made things worse between them. András Koltai 
analysed his readings thoroughly,567 therefore let us just mention here 
the most important statements he made. Similarly to other young aristo-
crats of his generation, Ádám read books on traditional theology, chroni-
cles and law. He also had books in contemporary modern literature, mili-
tary strategy and fortification. Following in his father’s footsteps, he paid 
special attention to Hungarian culture and bought very many Hungarian 
publications (the proportion of books published in Hungary was higher 
on the list of his books than on those of his contemporaries). Beside his 
mother tongue and Latin, he read in German, he must have known some 
Italian and he also owned Czech books. Apart from his many Hungari-
an books, it is surprising how many German books he had especially if 
their number is compared to the number of Latin books. The presence 
of German literature shows that Ádám enjoyed reading in German and 
not just as a schoolboy. He had an outstanding modern map collection as 
well as guide books about towns which indicate his interest in geography 
and bibliophilism. His collection of medical literature and books on herbs 
greatly exceeded daily necessity. It may have been inherited from the 16th 
century but among the numerous manuscripts on herbs in German, Latin 
and Hungarian there were also ones in Czech. The publications prove that 
even if he inherited some of these books he did not stop collecting them. 
The inventory mentioned his fathers’ books separately; therefore it is for 
sure that he kept the family library. There were several writings about 
personal religious practice in the collection from medieval classics such 
as Thomas Kempis to contemporary devotional books. Ádám Batthyány 
was also important as a patron since he financed Hungarian Catholic lit-
erature and the publication of occasional prints.568
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The history of the family library in Németújvár can be traced in archival 
documents. Among their books the ones we know are the volumes which 
were given to a public library by a member of the family. With no sources 
available, the library of the Batthyánys disappeared from our eyes from 
the second half of the 17th century. We have no knowledge of the book 
collection of Ádám’s sons and grandchildren. The next book list is from 
around 1750 with the readings of Count Ádám Batthyány III (1697–1782), 
deputy to the Lord Chamberlain, Master of the Treasury and Lord Cham-
berlain.569 The majority of the 118 books are French literature, political 
theory, history and German and Italian books of similar topics. We do not 
know which mansion of theirs housed this collection. It is for sure that 
the family library of the ducal branch of the Batthyánys was transported 
to Körmend570 after the Ottomans were expelled but maybe as early as 
1680. It stayed there until the end of World War II. Since then no more 
trustworthy data have been available.
Ádám Batthyány, 1651
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The Nádasdy Households in Sárvár and Pottendorff 
and their Book Culture571
In the first half of the 16th century several new families rose to aristocratic 
rank and, especially after the battle of Mohács that took a heavy toll on 
Hungarians, several of the illustrious medieval families died out in their 
male line or lost their importance in leading the country.572
The ancestors of the Nádasdy family originated from the time of the 
Hungarian Conquest. The role they played then is proved by charters 
from the times of the Árpád Dynasty.573 However, they did not achieve 
key positions in the country’s life until Tamás Nádasdy married Orsolya 
Kanizsai. The Kanizsai family passed on their properties in the female line 
so the road to the highest positions opened for Tamás Nádasdy with his 
legendary marriage for love. He became Major-domo (1532), Keeper of the 
Treasury (1536–1543), Croatian Viceroy (1537–1548), Lord Chief Justice 
(1543–1554) and Palatine (1554–1562). He had to assume the responsibil-
ities that went with these titles since organizing the defence against the 
Ottomans fell mainly to the Nádasdys (their lands were situated on the 
borderline of the Ottoman Empire). Tamás was appointed Captain Gener-
al and his son Ferenc (1565–1604), “the Black Beg” named and feared by 
the Ottomans,574 became the Chief Bailiff of Vas and Sopron Counties as 
well as the Chief Master of the Royal Horses and between 1598 and 1604 
Captain General of Transdanubia. His son, Pál (1598?–1633) also held the 
title of Captain General of Transdanubia while acquiring new ones such as 
Royal Supreme Chancellor and Councillor. In 1625 he was given the title 
of count. The family became very influential with his son, Ferenc (1623–
1671) who was Lord Lieutenant of Vas, Zala, and Somogy Counties, Royal 
Councillor, Supreme Major-domo and Lord Chief Justice from 1655 until 
his death. In 1671 he was charged with conspiracy against the emperor 
and executed after being stripped of his titles and possessions. The major 
part of his fortune was acquired by the Esterházys. The family survived 
through his children and relatives from the side branches of his family 
and played an important part in expelling the Ottoman Turks from Hun-
gary as well as in reorganizing the Catholic Church and the Hungarian 
cultural institutions in the 18th century.
Tamás Nádasdy was the first Protestant in the family. He belonged to the 
circle around Chancellor László Szalkai and was a friend of Miklós Oláh, 
historian and humanist, Archbishop of Esztergom while keeping in touch 
with several well-known figures of contemporary humanism (Ursinus Ve-
linus, Georgius Logus, Jacobus Piso, Petrus Nannius etc). Instead of the old 
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castle of Léka,575 and the fortress of Kanizsa that he acquired through his 
marriage and which were uncomfortable and dangerous as a residence, 
Tamás Nádasdy established his main household for himself and his entou-
rage in Sárvár.576 The young ladies in waiting living in the household sur-
rounding Orsolya Kanizsai learnt many social skills (conversation, danc-
ing and table skills, etc.) and acquired practical knowledge concerning 
supervising the household and farming, especially gardening (caring for 
the flowers and plants, tending the vegetable garden and the fruit trees). 
The Protestant school established in Sárvár-Újsziget, the church and the 
parish – home to the new religion, Lutheranism – and the press founded 
in 1539 were all Hungarian cultural institutions which made the Nádasdy 
residence outstanding among contemporary aristocratic households.577 
The College of Csepreg became a more important school than the one in 
Sárvár. It was looted by the Emperor’s soldiers in 1621 for having support-
ed Gábor Bethlen, nevertheless was active until 1643.578 These institutions 
and the intellectuals working there needed books, which were purchased 
by the magnate or his learned baillifs (such as György Perneszith, Ákos 
Csányi, Gábor Szentgyörgyi).579 György Perneszith deserves mentioning 
since his will including a booklist of 62 items survived.580 The description 
of the contents of his library may give an insight into the one in the resi-
dence of the aristocrat Tamás Nádasdy.
Regarding Perneszith’s book collection, let us mention here that it was 
typically Humanist but included Protestant books as well. Antique authors 
played an important part in his library for various reasons. One of these 
was that for magnates, ethical writings from ancient times served as a 
source of ethical and moral knowledge. Books by the church fathers of the 
early Middle Ages were present in great numbers in the book collections 
of Hungarian households probably due to their Humanist editions while 
the appearance of writings in various trends in theology side by side in 
Perneszith’s library also indicates that it was a transitional period. Books 
by Luther and Melanchthon – mainly the humanist writings– as well as 
Calvin were in the book collection. The library was not rich in books on 
cosmology and sciences although there were a few items of these too. 
History is represented by chronicles, mainly of Hungary and the neigh-
bouring regions. There is a total lack of modern studies on the theory 
of the state, on politics, philosophy, military strategies, or fortification 
but a small holder noble man would not have needed these.581 Compared 
to the Perneszith collection, the Nádasdy Library must have been richer 
in contents. Literature on medicine was, by all means, well represented 
there, since the family correspondence on their regular health problems 
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is known as well as the fact that these problems were tended by Gáspár 
Szegedi Kőrösi, one of the leading doctors of contemporary Hungary.582
Phillipp Melanchthon recommended Mátyás Dévai Bíró (1500? –1545) 
to Tamás Nádasdy who became Dévai Bíró’s patron.583 Nádasdy support-
ed Péter Mélius Juhász who later became the most influential Calvinist 
preacher, as well as the chronicler bard-minstrel Sebastien Tinódi Lantos. 
The most well-known scientist in the household was undoubtedly János 
Sylvester (1504?–1552). His work defined scholarly disputes on Hungari-
an literary language and grammar for centuries.584 All four known books 
published by the press established in 1539 were written by Sylvester. The 
press was operated by Johannes Strutius (Strauss), and later by Benedek 
Abádi.585 The first title published was his Grammatica Hungarolatina, then, 
upon Nádasdy’s request, a bull by Pope Paul III came out in Hungarian 
followed by a paraphrase of Genesis written in Hungarian verse.586 Since 
no copies remained of these latter two, the first book printed in Hungary 
in Hungarian is considered Sylvester’s major achievement, the complete 
translation of the New Testament published in 1541 and financed entirely 
by Tamás Nádasdy.587
The Palatine’s son, Ferenc Nádasdy, who was born in later years of his 
father’s life, is mainly known in history as a soldier, although literature 
emphasizes his thorough knowledge of modern military strategy, which 
he could not have acquired only through practice.588 Many contempo-
rary publications appeared depicting his battles589 – these must have 
been present in the library at Sárvár – while Elias Berger, the chronicler 
of the household, dedicated a whole book to his military virtues.590 The 
household of the “Black Lord or Beg” feared by the Ottoman Turks did 
not lose its splendour after the death of the father, Tamás Nádasdy.591 
The magnate participated at the theological and church organizational 
disputations which took place on his estate, among others at the Synod 
of Csepreg in 1591 where the followers of the Calvinist and the Luther-
an confessions decided to part and to build separate churches.592 Tamás 
Nádasdy himself stayed in the Lutheran church and financed the studies 
of young men wishing to become ministers. These young men sent their 
printed theses, dedicated to the magnate, to Sárvár.593 Assumptions can 
be made of Nádasdy’s intellectual horizon based on the study of the books 
and knowledge of István Magyari (? – 1605), the minister of Nádasdy’s 
household, since the minister must have used the library in Sárvár as a 
source of his books.594 The publications of the printing shop financed by 
Ferenc Nádasdy – which must have enriched the family library – were 
meant to serve the above-mentioned confessional disputations and the 
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fight against the Catholic campaign lead by Péter Pázmány. Johannes 
Manlius operated the press in turn in Keresztúr (1599, 1601, 1603–1605) 
and Sárvár (1600, 1602).595 Besides almanacs, he published a Lutheran 
Agenda (1598)596 and articles of faith (1598),597 as well as István Magyari’s 
books (1602).598 With the support of Nádasdy, the press played its part 
in the late Humanist intellectual movements at the turn of the 16th and 
17th centuries. A Latin-Hungarian-German dictionary came out (Blasius 
Szikszai Fabricius, (1602),599 as well as many translations of contemporary 
Lutheran theologians: Aegidius Hunnius (Tamás Esterházy, István Kürti, 
1602),600 Gottfried Rabe (János Fabricius, 1603),601 Andreas Osiander (Mi-
hály Zvonarics, 1603).602 Furthermore, it was in this press that most of the 
funeral poems and sermons written upon the death of the patron Ferenc 
Nádasdy (1604) were published.603
At his death, his son Pál was still underage so the widow Erzsébet 
Báthory managed the family’s business.604 In his will, Nádasdy requested 
György Thurzó, the next Palatine to be the guardian of his children and 
counted on the solicitous attention of György Drugeth of Homonna, the 
husband of his daughter, Katalin. The guardian of his children, however, 
turned out to be Imre Megyeri, another relative of the Darabos branch 
of the family. The next generation of the Nádasdys had strong ties to the 
Révays (Pál married Judit Révay, while Erzsébet, Katalin’s daughter be-
came the wife of László Révay.) They were also related to Miklós Zrínyi 
who married Anna, the sister of Pál and Katalin.) The history of the trial 
of Erzsébet Báthory charged with numerous murders and cruelty has still 
not been satisfactorily clarified, even less the influence it must have had 
on her son Pál.
No catalogue has survived of the library in Sárvár from the times of Pál 
and Ferenc Nádasdy so new acquisitions can only be assumed per analo-
giam. Pál stayed Lutheran until his death and his most influential advi-
sors were his two distinguished ministers, Mihály Zvonarics and István 
Lethenyei. Pál Nádasdy settled down Protestant refugees from abroad, 
such as Wolfgang Mangelburg and Gregor Gerber.605 Pál Nádasdy financed 
the study of the above-mentioned Lethenyei so no wonder Lethenyei ded-
icated his books to him.606 The disputations of four more students of Wit-
tenberg appeared with dedications either to him or to his widow, Judit 
Révay.607 Pál Nádasdy was a patron of the emblem books of one of the 
most interesting figures of Hungarian late humanism, Christoph Lackner, 
Mayor of Sopron, both abroad (Frankfurt am M., 1617),608 and in Hungary, 
in the press financed by the Nádasdys.609 
Even after the death of Ferenc Nádasdy (1604) the former Manlius press, 
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whose printer was Imre Farkas at the time, kept operating in Keresztúr 
from 1608 to 1620 and later in Pápa until 1643 when Ferenc Nádasdy, 
Pál’s son converted to Catholicism and thus the press remained without 
a patron.610 It was this press that published Pál Nádasdy’s prayer book,611 
several almanacs, and the Lutheran Agenda, while it’s most significant 
publications were the ones which concerned the most important issues 
in theology (the Holy Communion and Irenic theology) and debates in 
politics. The debaters participating in the disputation were Imre Zvonar-
ics, Mihály Zvonarics, and István Lethenyei on the Lutheran side, János 
Kanizsai Pálffy and István Pathai on the Calvinist side and Péter Pázmány, 
the Archbishop of Esztergom representing the Catholics.612 
Ferenc Nádasdy followed the tradition established by his great-grand-
father in his household in Sárvár. Promoting the Lutheran church613 and 
its establishments and being a patron of the contemporary humanist lit-
erature were the most important aspects of his cultural policy.614 He an-
nounced his conversion to Catholicism at the synod of Csepreg in 1643,615 
which meant that the Protestants of Western Hungary lost their last im-
portant patron, since Miklós Esterházy and Ádám Batthyány had already 
answered to Péter Pázmány’s call. 
Ferenc Nádasdy, 1651
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Despite the conflicts among the Catholic aristocrats at the head of the 
country at the middle of the 17th century, they were unanimous in their 
intention to define Hungary as a kingdom of the Habsburgs with a Chris-
tian church with its own saints and heroes, established independently 
from the Habsburgs.616 This relates to Nádasdy’s search for his ancestors 
and their presentation including the very interesting element, his very 
early interest in the Finno-Ugrian origin of the Hungarians.617
During his travel to Bavaria618 and Rome619 he had a first-hand experi-
ence of the richness of the collections in the households he visited. In 1653 
along with Pál Esterházy he participated in the crowning celebrations of 
Emperor Ferdinand IV. On their way home they visited several towns 
(Freising, Ulm, Passau) and the Elector of Bavaria also received them in 
Munich. The art and antique collection of the Wittelsbachs served as a 
model for both later on. Nádasdy sent his son, István on a Kavalierstour 
between 1669 and 1670.620
Nádasdy moved his household to Pottendorff.621 He established presses 
both here and in Lorettom, another estate he had in Sopron County where 
he published books partly to satisfy the needs of the local Catholic com-
munities (in Lorettom it was the Servites) and partly to publish his own 
writings.622 He widened the network of his household a great deal and 
became an active patron of literature and the arts while being a publisher 
himself. His best-known book entitled Mausoleum depicting the Hungari-
an kings in verse, rich in engravings, was first published in Nuremberg in 
1644623 and three years later also in Pottendorff.624 He financed the pub-
lication of many books in Amsterdam, Vienna and Frankfurt am Main, of 
which the most important were the ones related to Hungarian history. 
Péter Révay’s still useful book on the Hungarian crown came out in two 
editions in 1659 in Frankfurt financed both times by Nádasdy.625 He pub-
lished two academic disputations on Saint Ladislaus, the Knight King, and 
the Miles Marianus.626 Miklós Falusy wrote one of them (1648),627 while Fer-
enc Pakay the other (1667).628 
On September 3rd 1670, Ferenc Nádasdy was arrested and charged with 
conspiracy against the emperor and on 30th April 1671 he was executed in 
Vienna.629 By then, his library was one of the biggest private book collec-
tions in Hungary. Alfred Sitte wrote630 that the library was worth nearly 
10.000 Golden Florins. When the book collection containing 1080 books of 
Sándor Mikulich was confiscated, the clerks noted the total value as 4,126 
Rhenish guilders:631 therefore, the size of the Nádasdy library can safely 
be estimated as 2,500 volumes, similar to the size of the book collection 
Miklós Istvánffy had.632 The library was in a separate room in the resi-
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dence and the order (ordo) must have been established by an employee 
hired for this purpose. There must have been a catalogue which has not 
turned up yet.
Several people wished to acquire the Pottendorff Library of the mag-
nate who was sentenced to death and confiscation of property. The first 
selection was made for the Imperial Library although the books did not 
reach the Library in Vienna until 1678.633 Another part was given to Paul 
Hocher von Hochengrün, Imperial High Chancellor while the rest was of-
fered to the Servite monastery in Lorettom. Out of this latter lot, further 
books were selected for and taken by the emperor’s library in 1678.634 Lat-
er, the son of Ferenc Nádasdy managed to reclaim a part of the books 
transported to the Imperial Library and in 1722 he had more than 500 
books.635 He left this book collection to the Augustine monastery in Léka. 
With Joseph II’s decree of the dissolution of contemplative monastic or-
ders, and the closing down of both monasteries in Lorettom and Léka, a 
part of the books was transported to the University Library of Budapest 
in 1787 while the bigger part disappeared. The same fate fell to the library 
of the Servite monastery in Vátszentkút donated to them by Imre Nádas-
dy in 1764 through which their formerly modest book collection really 
became a library. The old stock of the Österreichische Nationalbibliothek 
was culled several times and the surplus items were sold. Thus, the Nádas-
dy Library of Pottendorff containing more than 1000 books was scattered. 
So far only 400 books have been discovered. Since a thorough analysis is 
expected to be written by Noémi Viskolcz let us highlight here only the 
most important points.636
Archival sources reveal a modern collection in many languages (Lat-
in, German, Italian, French and Hungarian). Theological books still held 
an important position in the library but these were mainly written by 
contemporary authors. There were books on history, modern theory of 
the state and politics, while numerous works of literature and art books 
enriched the collection. The books were lined up in thematic order on 
the shelves so we venture to say that it was the first library in Hungary 
where the intention was to create a treasury as well as establish a useful 
and diverse library.
The original order in the library is known only from the inventory of 
the books selected for Vienna.637 Noémi Viskolcz’s above mentioned study 
mentioned that the classification of the theological books was conspicu-
ously detailed while the secular books could not be considered modern 
regarding their thematic sections. It is, however, not known how many 
books there were in each thematic section. It is possible that Nádasdy, 
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who was very modern in collecting other items in his cultural manage-
ment, had more books in secular topics and only one of his employees 
must have been a person who graduated in theology. The thematic sec-
tions mentioned several times were the following:
I. Scripturistae, II. Sancti Patres, III. Concionatores, IV. Contorversistae, V. Huma­
nistae, VI. Theologi Speculativi, VII. Juristae, VIII. Medici, IX. Philosophi, Politici, 
Mathematici, X. Historici profani, XI. Historici ecclesiastici.
It is interesting to note that political theory was classified under philos-
ophy and was not considered as an independent area of knowledge in 
opposition to Zrínyi. Just a reminder, the thematic sections of the Zrínyi 
library was the following:
I Historici antiqui Romani et alii; II. Historici omnis generis et nationis mixtim; III. 
Historici Pannoniae et Orientalium; IV. Politici; V. Militares; VI. Geographi et Cosmo­
graphi; VII. Poetae Latini; VIII. Poetae Itali; IX. Scholastici; X. Domesticae, Oecono­
micae; XI. Miscellanei.638
The theological section was up-to-date since besides the books selected 
for the Imperial Library by Peter Lambeck, the selection at the Servite 
monastery is also known by item. As an outstanding result of the French 
research in patristics and philological study of the Bible in the 17th centu-
ry, a new critical edition was completed from the writings of the church 
fathers as well as the Biblia Regia series that came out by the middle of the 
century. Very few people could afford to buy these because of their price. 
The yong prince, Zsigmond Rákóczi decided to purchase them only when 
the publication of the Várad Bible was in preparation and it was necessary 
to learn about the new solutions in the translation.639 There is no Prot-
estant theology in the collection that is if Nádasdy inherited such books 
then no one, who prepared an inventory of the books selected, wanted to 
take them away. 
The section on Humanistae was valuable but could be considered mod-
ern only at the turn of the 16th and 17th century. Two items are to be noted; 
an Arabic and a Chaldean manuscript as well as the poems by Pope Urban 
VIII which Zrínyi owned with a dedication from the pope to himself and 
was classified as Poetae Latini in Csáktornya.
Nothing special can be mentioned among legal and medical books other 
than that they were methodically collected, with editions from the 16th 
century followed by ones from the 17th century. This section gives the 
impression that Nádasdy purchased or had someone buy everything he 
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heard of. This applies for all thematic sections. It is impressive to envi-
sion all the books of an author, such as Claudius Salmasius or the Jesuit 
polyhistor, Athanasius Kircher who was in contact with Hungarian high 
priests and aristocrats,640 on the shelves of the Hungarian magnate. Let us 
draw attention here to Giovanni Battista Riccioli’s modern book entitled 
Geographia et hydrographia reformata which complemented Kircher’s books 
on hydrography.641
The section on secular history shows more interesting items. The book 
entitled De agrorum Conditionibus et constitutionibus limitum…would indicate 
a book on modern agricultural management. However, it was published 
by Andreas Turnebus in 1554. It is an important writing which could be 
applied in practice. 
Nádasdy’s connection to Johannes Blaeu from the Low Countries642 and 
the Moretus, a printer family from Antwerp are known from literature.643 
Blaeu dedicated the new map of Hungary published in 1664 to him. His 
Atlas maior was also acquired by the Hungarian Lord Chief Justice.644 The 
presence of the books published in Antwerp is obvious; he wanted them 
to open a book store in Vienna. Nádasdy’s collection of maps must have 
been outstanding judging even from the sketchy inventories. He also ac-
quired bigger albums containing a lot of engravings which shows his taste 
in bibliophilism. One of the most well-known of these was the series pre-
senting the countries of Europe and prepared by Matthias Merian. The 
eight volumes of Merian’s another manual Theatrum Europaeum was also 
in Pottendorf. The inventory shows several albums presenting various 
countries and towns. The history section must have been rich in Vienna 
because Lambeck chose few of those. Hungarian historians such as Bon-
fini, Istvánffy, and Ráttkay were there. Books in Turcica seem to be scarce. 
We, however assume that these two topics together with the history of 
the neighbouring countries and the publications of Hungarian church or-
ganisations were represented in Nádasdy’s book collection.
The language of the books based on archival documents and the sur-
viving books was different than it was in the library of Miklós Zrínyi. 
Among the modern languages Nádasdy may have known German the 
best although he had a few books in Italian and in French. The surviving 
books indicate that he was not a note taking reader as he left few traces in 
his books. His possessor mark was not inserted into all his books. Noémi 
Viskolc identified his book binder, a master called Jakob Kobiz from Wien 
Neustadt who intended to create a unified profile for Nádasdy‘s library. 
His printed ex libris indicates Nádasdy’s bibliophilic intention. There 
was a debate among researchers whether among the engravings depict-
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ing Ferenc Nádasdy’s coat-of-arms that were stuck into the books which 
one could be considered as ex libris and which not. Elemér Varjú drew at-
tention to Nádasdy’s ex libris in 1895.645 Another engraving turned up later 
in Mátyás Bél’s Apparatus stuck into the book646 which researchers also 
called his ex libris.647 Noémi Viskolcz discovered that the engraving was 
made for Laurentius Chrysogonus’s Mundus Marianus (Vienna, 1646) ded-
icated to Ferenc Nádasdy and occurs nowhere else as a possessor mark.648 
When one considers the bibliophilism of Ferenc Nádasdy along with his 
huge collection of paintings649 and his treasury650 maybe we can state that 
it was the first Hungarian collection in the formation of which there was 
a definite intention to collect valuable objects and not just readings and 
objects to use.651 The motto in the engraving published in the above-men-
tioned Mundus Marianus edition (I hope he chose it himself) expresses his 
relationship to books the best: Quae sursum sunt sapere, sapientia est.
Ex libris of Ferenc Nádasdy, cca. 1660
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The Esterházy Libraries in Lakompak, Fraknó and 
Kismarton652
Ferenc Esterházy de Galánta (1533–1604) married Zsófia Illésházy from a 
family which was considered one of the major supporters of the Lutheran 
Church in Hungary.653 Their son, Miklós Esterházy (1582–1645) rose fast 
in rank and from gentry he became a magnate. Miklós inherited sever-
al positive traits from his father, among them the awareness that cul-
ture was important.654 Miklós converted to Catholicism in 1610. He was 
homo novus among the magnates. In 1613 he was offered the title of Baron 
while in 1626 he became a count and a member of the Order of the Golden 
Fleece. Through his marriages and talent, Miklós acquired huge wealth 
and in 1625 the states elected him palatine of the country. His first wife, 
Orsolya Dersffy (1583–1619), who Miklós married in 1612, gave birth to 
István (1616–1641) who died young. Miklós married for the second time 
in 1624 and betrothed Christina Nyáry (1604–1640). Their son, László 
died in the Vezekény battle along with three other Esterházy boys from 
a side branch. Miklós’ third son, Pál Esterházy (1635–1713), who became 
the head of the family young, undertook a difficult job. He married twice 
just like his father. First he betrothed Orsolya Esterházy (1641–1682),655 
his Brother István’s only daughter, in 1652 and then in 1682 Éva Thököly 
(1659–1716). He was elected palatine in 1681 and in 1687 Leopold I, issued 
a princely diploma elevating Pál to a Prince of the Holy Roman Empire. In 
1712, the title of Prince was extended to his male descendants. His niece, 
Orsolya bore him László Ignác (1662–1689) who did not bear the title of 
prince but in any case he became a priest while Mihály (1671–1721) did as 
well as Éva Thököly’s son, Joseph (1688–1721). From the princely branch 
let us mention only Pál Anthony (1711–1762) and Miklós (1714–1790) who 
were important in the history of the library and in cultural history.656
Ferenc Esterházy’s children had different career paths. Tamás (1570–
1616) became a Lutheran minister in Nagymagyar.657 His father, before 
converting to Lutheranism, belonged to the household of Anthony Ve-
rancsics (1504–1573), Archbishop of Esztergom and historian. The years 
spent there had an impact on him.658
Miklós Esterházy can be considered an author whose writings, especial-
ly his political ideas, were widely read.659 Around 1620, he made Lakom-
pak his residence where his son, István was brought up and this is where 
his book collection was held although we do not have its contemporary 
catalogue. The official petitions and memoranda he wrote as well as his 
correspondence attesting to his political views660 indicate that the books 
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we analysed as modern readings in political and state theory when dis-
cussing the libraries of Miklós Zrínyi661 and Miklós Pázmány662 were not 
unknown to Miklós Esterházy. These books were considered fundamental 
for modern political thought in all of Europe. The young magnate invited 
Jesuits into his household in Lakompak who assisted in the education of 
his son and also served on his estate.663
In this summary of library history, it would be difficult to differentiate 
between the data concerning the libraries in Lakompak and Fraknó, due 
to the lack of archival documents but there will be attempts at separating 
the sporadic information from this respect. Miklós Esterházy acquired 
the estates in Fraknó and Kismarton in 1622.664 It is, however, not known 
when he moved his central household to Fraknó but in the 1630s this is 
where he received the decision-makers in Hungarian political life. Most 
probably this is when he moved his library from Lakompak to Fraknó but 
it is also possible that this did not take place until the death of his son in 
1641 or his daughter-in-law, Erzsébet Thurzó (1621–1642). 
Miklós Esterházy, 1645
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From documents concerning Miklós Esterházy’s household in Lakom-
pak (1627)665 the following turns out: „Every day before lunch those who 
have the skills are required to read a story or a book the Lord (Miklós 
Esterházy) gave them at least for an hour; furthermore, they have to 
practice this activity after lunch for an hour or two.”666 We do not have 
the catalogue for his library in Lakompak, some of his readings; however, 
have been identified thanks to his possessor notes. Besides these possi-
ble readings, volumes from his brother’s library may have remained in 
his keep as well. Theresia Gabriel and Stefan Körner assume that a part 
of the Erasmus, Luther and Melanchthon publications held in Kismarton 
and Moscow today, belonged to his brother, Tamás Esterházy de Nebojsza 
(1570–around 1615). However, no written documents have been found 
to support this claim. Tamás Esterházy studied in Wittenberg between 
1591 and 1595. He used Györgytte de Montenay’s album book as his al­
bum amicorum which today is held in the special section of the Bibliotheca 
Zriniana.667 His books are not owned by the Esterházy today although it 
is possible, that the books written by Aegidius Hunnius, his professor in 
Wittemberg belonged to him. Tamás translated Aegidius’ writing entitled 
Articulus de ecclesia vera et hujus capite Christo (Frankfurt am Main, 1596) 
into Hungarian and dedicated it to István Illésházy’s wife, Katalin Pálffy. 
The bulky book (Az igaz anyaszentegyházról és ennek fejéről, a Krisztusról) was 
published in Sárvár in 1602 financed by István Illésházy.668 This is not sur-
prising considering that Thomas’ mother was from the Illésházy family.
The books with Miklós Oláh’s possessor mark may have been kept in 
Lakompak which was the inheritance of Miklós Esterházy’s first wife, Or-
solya Dersffy (1583–1619). Her parents were Ferenc Dersffy de Szerdahely 
and Orsolya Császár († 1593) who brought Lakompak into the marriage as 
part of her inheritance through her father. Her father was Miklós Oláh’s 
nephew, Miklós Oláh-Császár († before 1574). It is probable therefore 
that the books Archbishop Miklós Oláh left to his nephew may have been 
placed in this residence along with the rest of the books.669
Since the majority of the population on the Esterházy estates were 
Protestant therefore the magnate started a staunch recatholization pro-
cess through which a part of the book collections of several Protestant 
ministers identified by the possessor marks in them, were taken to the 
household library. This story is documented through the hand-written 
notes in the books that can be seen mostly in Kismarton and some item 
in Moscow today.670 Written data prove that such and such book belonged 
to such and such teacher or minister serving in one of the villages. How 
did Esterházy acquire these books? The village or a part of it belonged to 
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the landlords, often the parish and the building used as a school as well. 
The ownership of the church building was more complicated but regard-
ing libraries this is less important since book collections were rarely kept 
in Protestant churches. Apart from hymn books and bibles, catechisms 
and books of daily religious practice were stored there only if there were 
religious meetings of this kind there. If the landlord changed their reli-
gion as was the case with Esterházy’s conversion to Catholicism in 1610671 
then the Protestant minister had to move out of the vicarage and a Catho-
lic priest would move in while the schoolmaster either remained in the 
village and converted or left. The school building was then used by the 
Catholic Church and a monastic order would often move in. This change, 
however, does not explain why books would have remained in the build-
ing and why these would have been gathered in the library of the land-
lord. We know of cases when the school library belonged to the landlord 
and stayed in the building when the landlord converted to Catholicism 
as Ádám Batthyány did in 1629 in Németújvár. Then the Protestant book 
collection was handed over the Franciscans when they moved into the 
building and they preserved the collection. Nevertheless, it is unclear 
why the Protestant teachers’ private book collections remained with the 
library (see the books of the Beythe family). Studying the book collec-
tion in Németújvár shed new light on the mechanism how the Protes-
tant books got to the Franciscan library. In several books there are notes 
from different villages which prove that the books were in use after the 
reconversion of the Batthyánys in 1629 not just in Németújvár but in oth-
er villages within the Batthyány estate as well. This indicates that 1) the 
ministers serving on the estate borrowed books from the school library 
and 2) they lent books to one another. These books then were returned to 
their owner or not. If the book was taken to the estate of another magnate 
it may have enriched his library when he changed his religion. Otherwise 
it would be hard to explain why there are a number of books from the 
school in Németújvár or the ones that belonged to István Beythe among 
the books of the Esterházy library in Moscow. Sometimes even the name 
of Boldizsár Batthyány occurs in the notes.
When tracking the books one cannot avoid mentioning what was called 
visitatio librorum (Büchervisitation). This phenomenon is well-known from 
Tirol of the 16th century or Bohemia of the 17th century during which land-
lords appointed a delegation, often from Jesuits, who visited the houses in 
the villages and confiscated the Protestant books there.672 They either of-
fered Catholic books in return or not. There are no records of such events 
from the Batthyány or Esterházy estates but cases are recorded when Jes-
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uits interrogated the people who did not want to convert to Catholicism.673 
It is not impossible that these interrogations included the confiscation of 
Protestant books which then were held in the Lakompak book collection. 
This could very well explain why there are so many books that formerly 
belonged to Protestant professors and ministers in the Esterházy library. 
This is but a weak hypothesis since it is also possible that Pál Esterházy as 
captain of the Pápa castle674 acquired Pál Ceglédi and János Kanizsai Pálfi’s 
books although this has not been supported by documents either.675 No 
archival data show that the widows of the deceased ministers might have 
sold Esterházy or his agents their books due to their financial problems.
The books the publication of which was funded by Miklós Esterházy 
may have been part of the library in Lakompak as well. Let us mention 
one example: The Jesuit Mátyás Hajnal compiled a prayer book on the 
palatine’s request for his second wife, Baroness Christina Nyáry (1604–
1641).676 Her book of herbs was also mentioned in contemporary sources 
although it is not surprising that there is such a book of daily use in a 
magnate’s household.677
Two pieces of Palatine György Thurzó (1567–1616) were also kept in 
the library which may have come with Erzsébet Thurzó, Krisztina Nyáry’s 
daughter from her first marriage who was betrothed to István Esterházy, 
Miklós’ son from his first marriage. One of these books is Andreas Ebo-
rensis’ collections of moral maxims678 while the other one is a colligation 
of Lutheran university theses (Leipzig, Wittenberg, Jena, Halle) bound to-
gether with the rector speeches of Imre Thurzó in Wittemberg.679
Only ten volumes exist today that show Miklós Esterházy’s possessor 
mark. He did not date his notes therefore we can guess the time of ac-
quisition only based on the title he was using. Wherever Esterházy wrote 
dominus the note was made before 1625. Where he included palatinus but 
not count then he purchased that book between 1625 and 1626. In 1626 
he became comes so then he would add this title to his name. When he 
purchased the Jesuit Diego Alvarez de Paz’ three books680 and Hieronymus 
Torrez’ selection and commentaries of Saint Augustine (Confessio Augus­
tiniana)681 and Mihály Ghislenius’s commentaries of the Song of Songs he 
was neither count nor palatine.682 Esterházy acquired Guillaume Baile’s 
Catechismus, seu epitome, complectens tractatus IV. capita, et controversitas, re­
ligionem spectanstes683 and Johann Gualther’s text book of the history of the 
church684 after 1626. Esterházy got hold of Thomas a Jesu’s book entitled 
Thesaurus sapientiae Divinae that listed and refuted the different kinds of 
heresy685 in 1629. Then Boldizsár Corderius sent him his selection of the 
Luke Gospel commentaries of Greek Church fathers with his dedication.686 
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In 1639 Miklós Esterházy received a rarity, the Augsburg edition (1488) 
of János Thuróczy’s Hungarian history, from his brother-in-law, István 
Nyáry.687 Esterházy published political pamphlets such as his „Admoni-
tions” addressed to György Rákóczy I, published in Vienna in 1644, in 
which he warned the prince not to take up arms against the emperor on 
the side of the Protestant powers.688
Miklós Esterházy received a book as inheritance from Miklós Böjthe, 
Prebendary of Esztergom who wrote the following under section 30 in his 
will dated April 23, 1639: „Habeo inter ceteros meos libros duos manuscrip­
tos, unum in membrana literarum gloriosi illius herois Joannis Huniadi ad 
summos pontifices, cardinales aliosque principes christianos sui tempo-
ris datarum literarum exemplaria complectentem, illum lego excellentissimo 
principi comiti Nicolao Esterhasi regni Hungariae palatino, meo quidem 
judicio tanti principis bibliotheca dignissimum.”689 This was the collec-
tion of letters that János Hunyadi wrote to popes, high clergy, kings and 
princes asking for help. It can also be considered as part of the palatine’s 
library.
Stefan Körner characterized Miklós Esterházy’s library in his above cit-
ed study as a symbol of religious tolerance. I believe that the presence of 
Protestant books in the family collection in Lakompak and later in Fraknó 
should not be interpreted this way. It was due to the family’s Lutheran 
legacy, the Counterreformation movement and the Protestant books they 
inherited from the Thurzós. Esterházy was a politician and knew that he 
had to cooperate with non-Catholic aristocrats to help solve the problems 
of the country. From his acquisitions and sporadic data, however, one can 
discern a thinker and a statesman who wanted to understand social phe-
nomena and scholarly issues from the point of view of Catholic theology 
ad church. His daily political actions and pamphlets indicate such a man.
Regarding his Protestant books the issue of the Library in Regéc should 
be touched upon. After the death of Ferenc Mágocsy in 1611 Regéc was 
acquired by Menyhért Alaghy († 1630) who took up residence there. 
Between 1630 and 1633 his widow, Anna Erdődy had her household in 
Regéc. After her death, Ferdinand II gave Regéc and the estate to Miklós 
Esterházy as a compensation for his military expenses. György Rákóczi 
I, however, occupied it in August, 1644 and the imperial army destroyed 
it during the Thököly wars in 1685.690 Due to the frequent changes in 
ownership, several inventories were made of the castle. This is how we 
learnt that there was a library room on the second floor.691 Unfortunately, 
among the inventories only the one ordered by György Rákóczi I in 1644 
listed books692 adding that these were found on the ground floor in the 
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store room next to the archives in the West wing. Rákóczi presumably 
sent some of these books to Sárospatak but the real question is whose 
books these were. Alaghy and his wife was Catholic as was Esterházy 
when the mansion and the estate were donated to him and in any case 
he did not live there. Among Palatine Miklós’ brothers, visits by Daniel 
Esterházy (1606–1663) and Pál (1587–1645) were recorded. Most proba-
bly they did not keep their books in Regéc and they also converted to 
Catholicism693 while the books consisted of Protestant books, writings on 
theology mainly by Calvinist authors which is not surprising given the 
fact that the majority of the population in the neighbourhood was of the 
Reformed church. The Mágochy family could be considered as the owners 
of this collection. However, one of the books, Johannes Scharpius’ Sym­
phonia prophetarum et apostolorum, was first published in Geneva in 1625 
when the fervent Catholic Menyhért Alaghy owned Regéc while Johannes 
Polyander’s Contra-Remonstrant writing came out in Leiden in 1640. Ist-
ván Sós in his excellent study694 reviewed the staff and listed the bailiffs, 
the castellans, the provisors (which then was a profession for intellectu-
als) there and mentioned a parson (Márton Fekete). This latter one can 
be excluded as a possible owner but the question is unanswered why the 
possessions of the staff would be inventoried when there is a change in 
ownership of the place. This book collection can be seen as the core of a 
library for an educated and widely read Calvinist intellectual. It included 
a Latin-Greek dictionary, Nicolaus Clenardus Greek language commentar-
ies, a Latin-Greek New Testament, and ten Protestant Bible commentaries 
or writings on theology. The Graduale could be both Calvinist and Catho-
lic. Since the books were found in the room next to the archives and the 
clerk preparing the inventory mentioned some registers written by Mátyás 
Szluha in a black box full of letters, it would be possible that they inventoried 
his books. Miklós Esterházy appointed Mátyás Szluha bailiff in 1639 and 
perhaps that does not exclude him being of the Reformed faith. Alterna-
tively, the books may have belonged to Miklós Aszalay who was bailiff be-
tween 1621 and 1633 but according to István Sós’ data Aszalay left Regéc 
in 1633 to study in Graz and then became an assistant to the palatine. 
We do not have data suggesting that he converted to Catholicism. Asza-
lay and his family were staunch supporters of the congregation of the 
Reformed faith in Fóny. On the other hand, he never returned to Regéc, 
therefore he could not have taken the Polyander book there. While it is 
still unknown who the owner of the Regéc book collection inventoried in 
1644 was it clearly did not belong to Miklós Esterházy and he never owned 
it full or in part. 
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Returning to the Jesuit profile of the Lakompak library we can say that the 
overall impression we have of the books of István Esterházy who died young 
is very similar. He owned two Jesuit commentaries of Aristotle,695 Melchi-
or Lacerda ’s reference book of rhetoric,696 the Jesuit Jeremias Drexel’s 
Opera spiritualia,697 a writing by the Jesuit professor in Douai, Antonius de 
Balinghem, a calendar to propagate the Virgin Mary cult698 which offers 
a reading for each day of the year, and presents a shrine where the Holy 
Mother is venerated. István Esterházy received the Hungarian sermon 
book of the Jesuit György Káldi in 1639699 and he owned the two most pop-
ular Florilegia of the period written by Janus Gruterus and Joseph Lang.700
László Esterházy, Palatine Miklós’ son who died in the battle of Vezekény, 
started to purchase books in the 1640s but only six of these are known. 
Among these only Pierre Emotta’s manual is a book on theology.701 Church 
history in Hungary is represented by Sigismundus Ferrarius’ history of 
the Dominican order in Hungary.702 László purchased Solomon Neugebau-
er’s Selectorum symbolorum heroicorum centuria gemina703 not anticipating 
that he himself will soon enter the pantheon of heroes. Bartholomaeus 
Gavantus’ book about antique rites,704 Sebastian Castellion’s excellent edi-
tion of Homer705 and Mario Nizoli’s dictionary of Cicero706 that is often 
used by researchers even today, may have helped his studies in classical 
philology.
Miklós Esterházy was a patron to sodalities (sodalitates) and after his 
death his son, László took up this job with enthusiasm. During this centu-
ry, publications of sodalities in Pozsony, Nagyszobat and many in Vienna 
came out under the patronage of one or the other member of the Ester-
házy family. They did not stop at patronage, they even held positions in 
these sodalities.707 Several of these publications can be seen today at the 
National Archives, in the Esterházy Family Archives or in Kismarton.708 
Some of these are rarities or a unique copy.
Pál Esterházy who became the head of the family in 1652 at the age of 17 in-
herited huge estates, several mansions and great responsibilities. His life 
considered very long in this period attests to the fact that he did meet the 
expectations. Besides developing the treasury and the Ancestors Gallery, 
he also enlarged the library not only through new acquisitions and pre-
serving the family heritage but he also established and financially sup-
ported a whole system of cultural institutions with a carefully planned 
cultural policy.
Pál Esterházy, the busy politician and magnate meant to play a part in 
improving culture and education is Hungary. He chose the Holy Virgin 
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cult as one of the central elements of his efforts. His schooling helped to 
prepare for this since he studied in the Jesuit secondary school in Graz 
with princes Ferdinand and Leopold. Then he continued his studies at 
the University of Nagyszombat between 1649 and 1652.709 His literary 
oeuvres concentrated on the propagation of the Holy Virgin shrines and 
the processions and pilgrimages.710 He gave a substantial support for the 
publication of these writings which came out illustrated with high qual-
ity engravings. In his library the reference books on the cult of the Holy 
Virgin were all there.711 Pál Esterházy also published prayer books and 
compiled a musical composition entitled Harmonia Celestis as a coronation 
of his knowledge in church music.712 His biographers highlight his musical 
expertise but Pál Esterházy was also interested in dance and liked theatre 
performances (as a student he played in some). As a poet he has also an 
oevre considerable.713
There are no areas of court culture where his achievement would not be 
recognized and acknowledged, the pieces of art under his patronage (en-
gravings, paintings, sculptures and musical compositions) and the build-
ings and gardens left their marks in our cultural history.714 Inheriting his 
father’s passion for collecting, he continued to develop the treasury.715
Similarly to the Zrínyi, the Nádasdy and other aristocratic families, Pál 
Esterházy devoted a special attention to the history of his which con-
tained some legendary elements not uncommon in the period. The Tro­
pheum domus Estoriane,716 his family history was undoubtedly one of the 
major achievements in printing at the end of the 17th century that depict-
ed the glorious past of the Esterházy with several hundreds of engravings. 
Printed family trees that were put together from several engraved pages 
enjoyed great popularity in and were prepared in this period. In the Frak-
nó castle one can visit the Gallery of Ancestors even today since not just 
engravings were made of the family members but also paintings. Besides 
his family, presenting the past of the Hungarians became very important 
for Pál Esterházy especially in the second part of his life.717 He planned to 
publish the egy Topographica Regni Hungariae since he knew well that Hun-
gary had to be brought into European public awareness as an independ-
ent entity718 and it was not sufficient to write scholarly books. The atten-
tion of decision-maker aristocrats is best captured by grandiose and spec-
tacular visuals. After the expulsion of the Ottoman Turks, Pál Esterházy 
set off to modernize Hungary with great enthusiasm. Esterházy’s merits 
were recognized and in 1687 he received the title of prince. However, the 
emperor started to ignore his advice since Hungary as a strong country 
would not fit well the politics of the empirical court. Pál Esterházy wrote 
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a book entitled Mars Hungaricus and left his vision to future generations 
in manuscript only.719
The household in Kismarton acquired the last institution it needed by the 
end of Pál’s life. In 1711 Johann Baptist Hübschlin (1677–1713) established 
his printing shop which operated until 1715.720
Throughout his life, Pál Esterházy paid a special attention to the enlarge-
ment of the family library. This is indicated by the different types of notes 
in the nearly 2500 books we know of today. In most of his books we can 
see only a hand-written possessor mark but we also know the printed ex 
libris he ordered after he was elevated to be a prince. This can be seen in 
80 books. At the Early Printed Books Archive of the National Széchényi Li-
brary an engraved leaf with the Prince Esterházy coat-of-arms was found 
which was catalogued as ex libris. Both the ex libris found in his books and 
the separate sheet ex libris, features the prince1y coat-of-arms. It is not 
known when exactly they were made.721 A special book binding designed 
Ex libris of Pál Esterházy, cca. 1687
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on Pál Esterházy’s request is not known. A considerable part of the books 
is in the original binding of the publishing house but books in various 
quality leather binding can also be found in great numbers among the 
preserved volumes.
During Pál Esterházy’s lifetime the family acquired a lot of new estates 
and palaces. Most probably in each of these there were books in the pos-
session and use of the family member who resided there. As an example 
let us mention his nephew, the executor of his will, Pál Antal II (1711–
1762) who established a book collection already as a student in Leiden.722 
The books then got mixed up and can be seen among the books which 
survived the centuries.
Pál preferred his household in Kismarton from the beginning of the 
1600s and moved the library here from Fraknó. We do not know when 
this move was made exactly, probably not before the Ottoman Turks were 
expelled from Hungary and the wars ended. The inventory made after his 
death mentions the library in the West tower.723 The bills, Johann Blaeu 
issued between 1661 and 1663 we still have, did not list the books the mag-
nate bought.724 However, judging from the amount paid, there must have 
been quite a lot of publications.
The library grew and sometimes incorporated bigger collections and 
the members of the family who resided in Kismarton also bought books. 
Publications were also needed for the constructions; the engineers may 
have asked help from the magnet. After the construction was completed 
the books were catalogued in the library.
In connection with Lakompak, we have already seen that a part of the 
Humanist library of Miklós Oláh, Archbishop of Esztergom was includ-
ed there. The history of his library, however, is linked with the Ester-
házy book collection in other points as well. It is known that Oláh had 
a library both in Vienna and Nagyszombat although smaller collections 
were also held in his other residences and palaces. In his will he left his 
books to János Listi († 1577)725 and his son as well as the students of the 
school in Nagyszombat. János Listi was the husband of Miklós Oláh’s ille-
gitimate daughter, Lucrecia. In 2007 Edina Zvara summed up all we know 
of the books of the Listis. After the publication of her paper, volumes with 
Miklós Oláh’s notes were found which were inherited from Oláh by the 
Listis. The Listi library was held in Köpcsény. János Listi sold the mansion 
and the estate in 1676 to Pál Esterházy. It is not impossible that some of 
his books were acquired by Esterházy then.
Among Pál’s children, from his first marriage his son László Ignác 
(1662–1689) became a priest, Prebendary of Pozsony and then Provost of 
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Rátót. Some of his books were found which allow us to assess his educa-
tion. He owned manuscripts detailing dialectic and the different parts of 
logic of Aristotle and a study about the angels (De angelis) written by Franz 
Voglmaier, Professor of theology. László Ignác also had 12 volumes of lec-
ture notes he took at the theology courses at the university. There were 
also two printed text books, the philosophical writing of János Kéry726 
and a philosophical course of Johannes Poncius based on Duns Scotus’ 
system.727 Among the books we have found the most noteworthy for me 
is the three-volume book written by Galeazzo Gualdo Priorato entitled 
Historia del ministerio del cardinale Giulio Mazarino.728 The historian Priorato 
was very well-known in Europe, there is hardly any country the history of 
which he did not write about and he depicted the Zrínyis fight against the 
Ottoman in great detail.729 It is not surprising that Miklós Zrínyi owned 
three of his books,730 his son, Ádám had one.731 The biography Priorato 
wrote about Emperor Leopold was among the books Ferenc Rákóczi II had 
in Sárospatak.732 László Ignác Esterházy did not have the Mazarin monog-
raphy in French although it had several editions since 1688. He purchased 
the Italian edition at the age of 22 which indicates that he already had 
a good command of Italian by then and also that he earnestly prepared 
himself for the tasks an aristocrat had to do.
In 1700 the parish priest of Kismarton, Francesco Orsolini left his li-
brary to the prince in his will.733 He must have known the collection which 
he meant to add to and also he intended to make sure his books were in a 
safe place. Today, however, we have only one book out of the 91 inherited 
by Esterházy. 
Several lessons can be learnt if one takes a look at archival sources one 
by one. These have all been published:
1700 Parish priest Francesco Orsolini’s books inherited by the prince734
1718 Ferdinand Dobner’s notes about Pál Esterházy’s books735
1756 Inventory of the Library in Fraknó when the books were handed 
over to the Franciscans executing the last will of the prince.736
Let us have a few words about the sources and their relationship with 
the catalogue prepared when the books were handed over to the Fran-
ciscans. Let me state first that Pál Esterházy’s will, donating his library 
to the Franciscans, was executed only selectively and the majority of the 
palatine’s books remained in the family library. We do not know what the 
libraries those were in the different palaces and mansions of the family 
during Pál Esterházy’s lifetime contained but the will did not apply to 
them. The palatine’s intention was clear, he left his books to the Francis-
cans of Kismarton:737 „Bibliothecam quoque habeo sat pulchram, et non parvo 
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labore conquisitam, quam intendo cum certa fundatione apud Franciscanis Kis­
martonij deponere, ut quivis doctorum virorum eo profectus librorum illorum 
lectione frui possit, ita tamen ut exinde nullo modo apportentur quin potius ex 
illa a me fienda fundatione dicta Bibliotheca augeatur et conservetur: quodsi hoc 
propositum meum differetur successor meus id effectue mandet et ipse supre­
mam habeat super illam inspectionem et habeat authoritatem Bibliothecarium 
constituendi et libros ad legendum cum restitutione tamen infallibili accipiendi.”
If not all books were ceded to the Franciscans one would think that 
the family kept the non-theological books. However, volumes of the Or-
solini library can rarely be found among the books handed over and un-
til today only one book has been found from the call numbers ranging 
between 14022 and 15906 on the booklist prepared by Johann Harich in 
1937738 with the possessor mark of Orsolini, the Italian priest. The items 
of both inventories do not prove the opposite of our claim since these 
are items such as the decrees of the Council of Trent or school books in 
Canon law which could have been in several copies in any contemporary 
collection. The catalogue prepared by Korkmazova and Ponomarev does 
not indicate a note from Orsolini either.739 From what we know today we 
can safely state therefore that Orsolini’s books were not included in the 
library of the Esterházy family, they may have remained at the rectory in 
Kismarton or a religious order under their patronage might have received 
them.
The inventory prepared by Ferdinand Dobner reveals a lot about the 
selection that was made in Pál Esterházy’s library. This inventory was also 
prepared after the death of the palatine but exclusively about his books on 
geography and hydrography. It is conspicuous that none of them features 
in the inventory made in 1756 where there are only 8 items in the Geo­
graphici thematic section. I believe it is not going too far to claim that the 
books that were judged interesting or which did not have another copy in 
the libraries of their other palaces were picked out of the Pál Esterházy’s 
bequest. Hydrography is not an independent section in the 1756 invento-
ry and none of the item on the Dobner list occurs there either. This would 
explain why there were so few items in the following thematic sections in 
the inventory prepared in 1756: Militares et Geometrici (18 items), Historici 
diversis Animalibus (2 items), Libri Botanici (3 items), Astrologi, Mathematici 
et Chymici de Methalis (16 items). However, the same logic would not justify 
the fact that the Topographici section remained relatively rich (45 items).
Knowing the thematic constitution of the contemporary Franciscan li-
braries, we must agree that most of the books would not have been suita-
ble for a Franciscan collection since their use would not have been guar-
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anteed and according to Pál Esterházy’s last will, they would have had to 
provide access to and usability of the books. The analysis of the catalogue 
and the Dobner inventory confirms our belief that the Franciscans re-
ceived a selection of books only.
The two book lists contain 1516 items (1457 titles can be found in the 
catalogue prepared in 1756 and further 59 in the Dobner inventory). 
The thematic grouping of the books is conspicuous at first glance. This 
thematic differentiation is very modern since the contemporary librar-
ies during Pál Esterházy’s lifetime and at the middle of the 18th century 
applied a more traditional order (ordo librorum). I refer here to the very 
logical merging of military science and geometry or the differentiation 
between botany and zoology or geography and topography. The moder-
nity of the thematic sections (ordo) and the relative out datedness of the 
books also indicate that these books do not present Pál Esterházy’s com-
plete library. 
The proportion of the books in each thematic section is interesting:
Ecclesiastici 348
Ecclesiastico-Historici 63
Haeretici 334
Scholastici 160
Iuridici 49
Medici 100
Politici et Historici 220
Militares et geometrici 17
Historici de diversis animalibus 2
Botanici 3
Antiqui oratores 70
Astrologi, mathematici et chymici de methalis 16
Geographici 50 (8+42 Dobner)
Topographici 47
(Hydrographici 17 – Dobner)
Most of the sections do not homogeneously cover books in fields corre-
sponding to their thematic section. Our interpretation is that the use of 
the library formed this. The Historico­Ecclesiastici section contains books 
only on the early history of Christian church and Catholic Church history. 
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This is complemented by writings about the lives of saints, the presenta-
tion of shrines, as well as books to prepare and propagate pilgrimage to 
shrines. The higher proportion of books on Virgin Mary shrines and the 
cult of the Holy Virgin are not surprising. Let us highlight the fact that the 
books written by Pál Esterházy are not included among these books (al-
though Harmonia Caelestis will feature in the following section). The family 
owned several books that presented churches in Rome and the city itself 
but according to the catalogue these were older publications from the end 
of the 16th and the beginning of the 17th centuries and exclusively in Latin 
that is surprising since in other sections there were books in German, 
French and Italian. 
Books on theology are listed under Ecclesiastici and included the works 
of church fathers, various Bible editions (there is one in French among 
them), books written by medieval theologians and writings by Catholic 
authors from the 16th and 17th centuries, polemical treatises to refute 
Protestant doctrines. Not surprisingly, the majority of these authors were 
Jesuits. Hungarian authors, however, are few among them: György Káldi, 
Péter Pázmány, András Illyés, János Telegdi, Tamás Balásfi, Elek Révai, 
Mihály Vörösmarti, Gergely Martonfalvi, Miklós Tamási, István Illyés. 
This section is relatively modern.
The Haeretici section is of special interest. If the books were selected be-
fore handing them over to the Franciscans, then it was quite cynical to 
leave this thoroughly and thoughtfully arranged section untouched. Oc-
cassionally there were mistakes in the selection since Lorenzo Valla’s El­
egantiarum libri 6., Aldo Manuzio’s Institutionum grammaticarum libri 4., or 
Urbano Bolzanio’s Grammaticae institutiones were left in this section while 
they should have been classified under scholastici. On the other hand, the 
fact that Johann Carion’s Cronica was put here and not among the historical 
books proves that the selection was thorough. It is, however, even more 
conspicuous that the large section named haeretici is dominantly Luther-
an with books in the highest number such as Luther’s complete works in 
several editions (and not just the complete writing series), books written 
by Johann Brenz, Nicolaus Selneccer, the theologians of Rostock, the later 
Orthodox Lutherans, the ones from Tübingen, Lucas Osiander, Jacobus 
Andreae, and Martin Chemnitz. Melanchthon is represented with many 
writings but no Philippists are there. Among the followers of the Helvetian 
faith, Calvin occurs only once, Theodor de Bèze several times, Rudolphus 
Gualtherus, the Irenics of Heidelberg, especially David Paraeus. The most 
modern among them is Gulielmus Amesius with his writings against Bel-
larmino. Theologians from the Lower Countries or the Protestant authors 
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of the second half of the 17th century of any intellectual trends are not 
present, for example Pietist or Puritan books which were widely read in 
Hungary in those times. The same applies for Hungarian authors, there are 
books by Tamás Félegyházi, János Debreceni, Péter Alvinczi, and the most 
modern one is János Samarjai’s Harmonia haeretica Ungarica. There is a very 
interesting item: Biblia Ungarica Gabrielis olim Betlen. 
Why does this section consist of such old books? Pál Esterházy was cer-
tainly not interested in Protestant theology, therefore he did not purchase 
these books published during his lifetime either in Europe or in Hungary. 
He may have inherited the books from his father; the above-mentioned 
Bible may have been a gift from Gábor Bethlen to Miklós Esterházy. Even 
so, the question what way the family acquired these Protestant books re-
mains unanswered. Did they buy them? Unlikely. The ones known and the 
possessor notes in the volumes which we still have seem to prove, as was 
analysed above in detail that these books were from Protestants living at 
the Esterházy estates or lands that were acquired by the Esterházy.
We still have some of these books for which the Franciscan order is to 
be thanked since they preserved the second most important Protestant 
collection on theology even if this one is not as rich and large as the li-
brary of the Protestant school in Németújvár.
My impression is that it was perhaps the thematic section on Scholastici 
that described Pál Esterházy’s erudition most. These books were themati-
cally diverse and contained school books of high quality such as grammar 
books, dictionaries, text books on rhetoric and dialectic, school authors, 
in a great number and in several editions, used for language learning. 
Philosophy was dominant, especially logic and ethics. Books on theol-
ogy were naturally represented there by theology manuals such as Bro-
chmann’s Systema universiae theologiae, collections of maxims, and school 
books on particular issues in theology (de incarnatione Dei, de trinitate, etc.). 
Modern books preparing one for life, for the political arena or for ruling, 
history and law as well as language books were missing.
Legal books were inventoried under Iuridici and Canonici. The number 
of Hungarian law books was sufficient since not many books in law were 
published in Hungary during this period. It was only natural that the de-
crees of diets in Austria and Hungary were available for the family. The 
amount of books in Canon law, on papal bulls and regulations in the in-
ventory must have been enough, too. The most interesting item in this 
thematic section was a colligation of a perhaps Hungarian student (Pau-
lus Berentz)’s disputations defended under the supervision of Christoph 
Besold.
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Keeping the thematic section Politici et Historici as one could be consid-
ered not modern since Miklós Zrínyi (1620–1664) kept these two disci-
plines apart in his library. As an author and thinker, Pál Esterházy was 
not particularly interested in the theory of state. He most certainly leafed 
through these books but for him politics and the theory of state did not 
stand apart from history. Especially since in this section there were main-
ly books on contemporary historical events and chronicles of countries 
from the 16th and 17th centuries so Esterházy may have considered this 
section the literature of politica practica. Most of these books were pub-
lished in Pál’s lifetime. Books according to language distribution are not 
all that outdated since beside Latin writings there were also books in Ger-
man, French and Italian. On the other hand, there were no books in this 
section which would not have been present in the libraries of other mag-
nates (Zrínyi, Nádasdy, Batthyány, Rákóczi). This section reminds us of 
the historical readings of an average Hungarian wealthy nobleman also 
because Esterházy owned the writings on Hungarian history, such as Bon-
fini and Istvánffy and others, in manuscript format. A good example for 
this is Ferenc Forgách’s historical writing of which 41 copies are known 
today. Esterházy owned Miklós Istvánffy’s copy.740
The thematic section Militares et Geometrici is incomplete to a large 
degree and cannot be considered modern even if there are 2 items in 
German and 1 in French. It is out of the question that only these books 
were available in these fields in the prince’s library. Military command 
is missing altogether as well as Italian books on fortification written by 
engineers, otherwise well-known in Hungary. Let me mention also that a 
thematic section on architechtura normally would not be missing from the 
library of an aristocratic family that built so many palaces. Furthermore, 
these books are not just missing from the inventory but they are not rep-
resented in the surviving books either. 
As opposed to the previous thematic section, geographical books (geo­
graphici, topographici, hydrographici) listed in the 1756 inventory as well as 
the Dobner list indicates a modern collection. These are modern books 
published during Pál Esterházy’s lifetime, richly illustrated with pictures. 
This part of the collection included the description of European countries 
and states, ruling monarchs and their families, several sea atlases and 
books on shipping. The section on hydrography had books on the differ-
ent seas and oceans, underground waters and draining systems. 
Summing up the archival sources, we can state that the inventory pre-
pared in 1756 as well as the Dobner list tell us a lot about Pál Esterházy’s 
library but when holding the books that we still have in hand and leafing 
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through them it become clear that the family handed over to the Francis-
cans only the books in Latin that were typically old and not interesting 
for them.
Some volumes of the palatine that survived the centuries help recon-
struct the picture we have of the readings of prince who lived in the 17th 
century close to the imperial court and had family ties with the aristocrat-
ic families of the empire. The order of the library (ordo) was determined in 
the 18th century therefore the current placement of a book in a thematic 
section is not necessarily what it would have been in Pál Esterházy’s time. 
Nevertheless, the sections indicate well the richness the library offered in 
terms of potential readings. French is the dominant language, followed by 
Italian, Latin and German (the proportion of this last one is surprisingly 
low). It would be hard to assess the French or Italian language skills of the 
Esterházy but it is certain that they purchased books in a wide range of 
subject matter from eroticism to literature or to medicine. Their books 
in Hungarian represent a small group but it is apparent that the prince 
and his entourage as well as the authors of these books made sure these 
volumes published in Western Hungary or in Vienna in Hungarian or 
written by Hungarians would reach the palatine. It is conspicuous how 
rich the library was in books written about Hungary or the Hungarians by 
non-Hungarians. We have mentioned Nádasdy’s hungarica collection. Es-
terházy had all the opportunity to establish a similar one himself. He had 
a very important collection of small prints (published in Vienna, Pozsony 
and Nagyszombat) which included the publications of sodalities, calen-
dars, and political propaganda the preservation of which is difficult due 
to their size. Let me mention here a rarity, an eight-page-long propagan-
da leaflet distributed by the Viennese court about the execution of Ferenc 
Nádasdy which remained uncut in Kismarton: Nadastische Berewung, und 
letzte Seuffzer wegen begangener Missethaten, Gleich vor dem Todt. Im Thon: Ge­
lobet seyst du Herz Jesu Christi, etc. Gedruckt zu Wienn, bey Johann Jacob Kürner.
The text editions of all antique authors an educated man could list were 
there in the library even in several editions as well as the writings of the 
great Humanist generations at the end of the 15th and the first half of the 
16th centuries and the most modern achievements in classical philology of 
this period. Almost all the big publishing houses were represented there 
(Venice, Basel, Paris and then in the 17th century Leiden). It is apparent 
that Pál complemented the editions his father purchased with their most 
up-to-date scholarly editions. Very many antique authors whose books 
were used for entertainment or for uplifting moral readings were pub-
lished in modern vernacular. Esterházy usually bought the French trans-
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lation of these, sometimes the Italian version but typically not the Ger-
man one. He also had classical philology, the scholarly interpretation of 
texts, in Italian and French. Let us mention here as an example René Ra-
pin’s two volumes: Les comparaisons des grands hommes de l’antiquité, qui ont 
le plus excellé dans les belles Lettres… és Comparaison de Pindare et d’Horace…741
The text editions of medieval saints (mainly in French) and church fa-
thers were available in several complete series. A lot has been said about 
theology books. As was mentioned above, the Protestant books had previ-
ously belonged to Protestants living in their estates and from the second 
half of the 17th century no more books were acquired. In comparison, sev-
eral trends of Catholic theology were represented among the books with 
a strong Jesuit presence. For me it is surprising that in spite of the strong 
French influence Cornelius Jansenius’ only book the library had was his 
Thomas a Kempis edition and commentary742 which Esterházy got as a 
gift from Simon Forgách.743 Esterházy was interested in the connection 
between religion and politics and bought many books in the philosophy 
of religion or politics of religion if there is a discipline like that. Giovanni 
Battista Comazzi’s Politica, e religione trovate insieme nella persona, parole, 
ed azioni di Giesu Cristo, secondo l’evangelio di S. Giovanni…744 is worth noting 
if we consider the fact that the palatine also owned his Istoria di Leopoldo 
primo imperadore de romani CXXII.…745 Let us not go into details here but a 
study was written about the Zrínyi brothers and the Academy of the Un-
knowns (Accademia degli Incogniti),746 a learned society of the philosophy 
of religion. Esterházy may have heard about it when reading Francesco 
Carmeni.747
History is a section in the library which spans from antiquity to Ester-
házy’s times in great detail. Books concerning the Ottoman Turks are 
many in number but contemporary or near contemporary events can also 
be studied in detail. There were several peace treaties as well as their 
commentaries which may have served the palatine with lessons for cur-
rent politics. It is especially interesting that Esterházy owned the text 
and the interpretation of the Peace Treaty of Nijmegen that ended the 
essentially commercial Franco-Dutch War in 1679. What he knew about 
the historical background may have been linked with the economic or 
with a modern word macro-economic knowledge.748 Oeconomia was a 
separate thematic section in the library. Esterházy ordered books in this 
field, the then popular „Monsieur de Rosny’s” books,749 even when he was 
old. Historical books, it seems, were arranged by countries on the shelves 
accompanied by chronological aids. Series of acts of diets not only from 
Hungary were also placed there. 
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Manuals of law from Roman and German town law to the law of war 
were available but not French Common Law or the decrees of Italian city 
states. As a curiosity let me mention that Esterházy owned a book con-
taining the decrees of Luzern.750 
Historical knowledge was complemented by a vast geographiai section. 
Esterházy owned impressive Atlas series published by Mercator, Ortelius 
and Blaeu but those entering the library could gain much deeper knowl-
edge. Readers of his library, for example, could learn about ebb and tide 
from Mathurin Eyquem (Le Pilote de l’onde vive, ou le secret du flux et reflux de 
la mer; contenant la cause de ses mouvemens, et celle du point fixe…),751 or how 
to use globes from Nicolas Biontól (L’usage des globes celeste et terrestre, et 
des sphères suivant les differens systèmes du monde …)752.
The choice in theory of politics was much more modest although there 
were surprising items. In general, the library had treatises in Latin from 
the beginning of the 17th century, including books on unio christiana be-
fore the Thirty-Year War. There were also interesting books from the 
second half of the century, the political assessment of current events in 
countries, especially in Austria753 and France. 754Several pamphlets from 
France during the reign of King Louis XIV reached Kismarton, indicating 
the palatine’s sensibility. Let us pick one of these, the writing of an un-
known author which had several editions: La cour de France turbanisée et 
les trahisons de masquées…755 Around the time the Ottoman Turks were ex-
pelled from Hungary, several secret and far from ethical diplomatic steps 
were taken which did not harmonize with the propagated ethics of the 
Holy League, to prepare for the new power balance in Europe, including 
secret negotiations with the Ottoman. I do not know how aware Pál Ester-
házy was of all this when he acquired this pamphlet. 
He also owned a boom written by Claude Fleury on Les moeurs des Israe­
lites, ou l’on voit le modèle d’une politique simple et sincère pour le gouvernement 
des etats et la réforme des mœur.756 Knowing the fact that due to his family’s 
policy a strong Jewish community lived in Kismarton and as well as in six 
neighbouring villages757 his interest in them is understandable although 
unique among his Hungarian contemporaries. 
Esterházy had excellent manuals and encyclopaedias. Furthermore, he 
acquired a book about the debate on these. Louis Moréry’s grandiose Dic­
tionnaires historiques was first published in 1674 followed by many editions 
even in the 18th century. Anthèlme de Tricaud and Alexis Gaudin reacted 
to its new edition of 1704 which was prefaced by Pierre Bayle, a great 
authority in the field (Remarques critiques sur la nouvelle edition du diction­
naire historique De Morery, donnée en 1704).758 Among scholarly journals, Es-
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terházy subsribed to the Journal des savants from 1665 and he also owned 
many publications of the Académie des Sciences et des Arts.
The Kismarton library was a real literary book collection with a nice 
selection of 16th and 17th century French and Italian (and a little German) 
literature and with a separate group for contes és nouvelles. There were 
also a considerable number of memoirs, Eastern stories and curiosities. 
There were gems among them such as Germain Brice’s description of Par-
is that enjoyed great popularity for a very long time (Description nouvelle 
de ce qu’il y a de plus remarquable dans la ville de Paris).759 It is almost em-
barassing to note that during the Ottoman occupation or in times of the 
Rákóczi War of Independence, the Hungarian palatine bought François 
Ogier’s Apologie pour Monsieur de Balzac.760 (This book may also have be-
longed to one of the „Western relatives” and therefore, might have been 
included in the library much later.) If Pál Esterházy truly read it then his 
cultural policy program and his relationship with the church should be 
reconsidered. In the literary debate that took place in France in the first 
half of the 17th century the role the church played was not questioned but 
several authors such as Guez de Balzac argued for a freer expression of 
well-educated spirit and opinion and for the development of the language 
on national lines. Authors like him attacked in a soft manner Richelieu 
and the extreme part the Jesuits and the church played. No one, how-
ever, denied the importance of deep personal spirituality.761 At the same 
time, I have not found a trace of the debate that took place in France in 
the second half of the century about Querelle des anciens et des modernes, 
among the books in Esterházy ’s library although authors like Balzac were 
precursers to that. 
Esterházy did not have books by Racine although Racine’s writings 
would have suited his spirituality more than Molière’s.762 He did not own 
any books by Corneille either, although he did have his biography written 
by Adrien Richer.763
I would mention erotic literature and the galanteries. These were fash-
ionable readings in European aristocratic circles and they reached Hun-
gary by the beginning of the 18th century. The Journal amoureux, La France 
galante, L’amour à la mode were, of course, not books illustrated with erotic 
or pornographic pictures but literary pieces which talked about courtship 
and love freer.764
It indicates the ricness of household life that chess was not just played, 
they also read about it since the French edition of one of the books about 
chess written by the „bestselling author” of the period, Gioachino Greco, 
the Calabrese was available in Kismarton.765 
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Esterházy had several books concerning hygiénia. He even had a book 
that advised the moderate consumption of chocolate, coffee and tea (Da-
niel Duncan’s Avis salutaire à tout le monde, contre l’abus des choses chaudes, 
et particulièrement du Café, du Chocolat, et du Thé).766 Cooking and the culture 
of food is also something which characterized a civilised household.767 
Therefore, it is natural the library had several cook books. Riding and 
tending horses had become an art by this period, no wonder Esterházy 
had several books about it written by Carlo Ruini,768 Cesare Fiaschi,769 Gun-
daker, the Prince of Lichtenstein,770 Pirro Antonio Ferraro,771 the Master 
horseman of one of the best known rider school in Naples and Scipio Maf-
fei.772 Managing and organising the household should, however, be left 
to the Germans. In Christian Weisens’ book Esterházy may have found 
guidance (Kurtze und eigentliche Nachricht, wie ein sorgfältiger Hofmeister sei­
ne Unergebene zu der Wolredenheit anführen soll…).773
We could list books from the field of astronomia, magia, physica, chemia, 
or matemathica but instead let us mention here a few books about special 
subjects which were characteristic for the modern Esterházy household. 
Medicine is represented in a complex way ((medicina, pharmacia, veterinar­
ia), therefore many books were purchased from antique classical authors 
to 17th century medical encyclopaedias in Latin for the prince’s library. 
What is especially interesting is that specialized medical books were pur-
chased in French.774 The thematic section on architecture was equally 
modern. Besides several classical manuals, books written by German and 
Italian authors (Ferdinando Galli Bibiena, Paul Decker) were also available 
if they needed them for a construction.775 
The development of technical civilisation did not inspire cultural-
philosophical debates in this period although engineering achieved great 
progress. There were several publications in Pál Esterházy’s library in 
which he could read about technical developments from Kaspar Schott’s 
thick volumes776 written in Latin to German books on engineering.777 Sci-
ence was not a new discipline in this period although the discoveries of 
the previous two centuries thoroughly re-wrote Plini’s Historia naturalis. 
Descriptions of new observations were also ordered.778 Kristóf Fatsar’s da-
tabase of garden history reviewed the reference books in horticultura that 
were used in Hungary.779 The gardens of the Esterházy palaces fill several 
chapters in garden history in Hungary. It is important to point out that 
Palatine Pál Esterházy purchased these reference books.780
We divided the characterization of Palatine Pál Esterházy’s readings 
and erudition into two parts for good reasons. Our first goal was to prove 
that the magnate’s last will was not executed in the spirit of the mag-
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nate’s wish. The justification for this must have been that the Franciscans 
did not need the books described in the second part of the analysis. Our 
second goal was to draw attention to the importance of handling sources 
together and to show how little we know the profile of most aristocrats 
and noble families’ erudition. We do not have complete catalogues for 
anybody. Only a fragment of the books in these former libraries exist to-
day. We know only a part of the books that belonged to Ferenc Nádasdy 
despite the numerous archival documents. We only have impressions of 
the Batthyány library. 
We can, however, assess the size of a contemporary aristocrat’s library. 
On the whole, the number of books gathered in a book collection must 
have been 1000 or 2000. A special interest (for example Miklós Istvánffy, 
the historian’s passion for history) or the accumulation of books through 
generations or wealth may have increased this number, as we have seen 
above, to around 5000.
Pál Esterházy, cca. 1650
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The Thurzó Libraries
The Thurzós may be the most important family connecting Polish, Aus-
trian, Hungarian magnates and the Fuggers, the most influential bank-
er dynasty in the early modern period.781 The history of their libraries 
followed diverging paths, therefore we must dwell more on genealogical 
connections. When mentioning the birth and death dates we shall add the 
place of their residence as well to show that the family was spread across 
the whole region. From this it will be clear that this family married not 
only aristocrats of birth within their family to keep wealth together but 
also the newly emerging banker aristocrats. The way was open for them 
towards high clergy positions and back as well. 
The family owed its rise to György Thurzó who lived at the middle of 
the 15th century. His son, János II (Jan) (Lőcse, 1437–Nagybánya, 1508) 
was appointed Chamber Count (Kammergraf) of Körmöc. His first wife, 
Urszula Bem was Polish while the second one, Barbara Beck was Ger-
man. Let me mention only five of his many children. János III (Jan) (1466–
Breslau, 1520), Bishop of Breslau between 1506 and 1520, his brother 
Szaniszló (Stanislaw) (1476?–Olmütz, 1540), Bishop of Olmütz between 
1498 and 1540. The two bishops were renowned for the constructions 
they made and their patronage.782 The third son of János Thurzó III was 
Jerzy Thurzó III (Cracow, 1467–Augsburg, 1521), Major-domo in Cra-
cow, Chamber Count of Körmöc. He was the first one to marry from the 
Fugger family. First, he led to the alter Anna Fugger (1481–1535) but 
divorced her because she bore him no children and married her sister, 
Katharina.
Their son, Kristóf II Thurzó (died about 1540) married Zsuzsanna 
Erdődy. Their son was Szaniszló (Stanislaw) II (Augsburg, 1531 k.–Augs-
burg, 1586). The inventory of his library in Augsburg survived. Stanislaw’s 
brother, Elek (around 1540–Lőcse, 1594), Lord Lieutenant of Szepes, mar-
ried Borbála Zrínyi in Bajmóc in 1569. Regarding the library in Szepesvár of 
their son, Kristóf III Thurzó (1583–Lőcse, 1614), there are some data; how-
ever, no catalogue is known. This Kristóf was Lord Lieutenant of Szepes 
between 1603 and 1614 and a knight of the Golden Fleece.
János Thurzó II’s fourth son, Elek Thurzó (around 1490–Lőcse, 1543), 
among his other titles was Palatine of Hungary between 1532 and 1543 
when the Ottoman conquered Buda. The magnate who was famous for 
his connections with Humanists kept in touch with professors of the Uni-
versity of Vienna such as Erasmus and Aldus Manutius.783 There are a few 
data regarding his library in Sempte. The fifth child of János II we would 
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like to mention here is Katalin (†Augsburg, 1535) whose husband, Ray-
mund Fugger (1489–1535) was a relative of her mother.
János Thurzó’s brother, Theofil (around 1457– around 1503) married 
Borbála Kassai Magyar and had a son called János Thurzó VI (around 
†1530) who married Anna Abaffy. They had a son called Ferenc Thurzó I 
(1512–1576), Bishop of Nyitra between 1534 and 1557. Later declared him 
an apostate married twice and had several children. His second wife was 
Katalin Zrínyi (1548–1585). Their son, György Thurzó V (Nyitra, 1567–
Biccse, 1616) was Lord Lieutenant of Árva County between 1585 and 1616, 
became a count in 1606 and Palatine of the Kingdom of Hungary from 
1609 until his death. The catalogue of his library in Biccse is known. His 
first wife was Zsófia Forgách. Their son Imre (Biccse, 1589–Nikolsburg, 
1621) became Lord Lieutenant of Árva from 1616 and the rector of the 
University of Wittenberg between 1616 and 1618. György Thurzó V’s sec-
ond wife was Erzsébet Czobor.
The network the Thurzós built through their marriages included fami-
lies, beyond the ones mentioned above, the Draskovich, the Perényis, the 
Amades, the Illésházys, the Jakusiths, the Nyárys, the Balassas, and the Es-
terházys just to mention only the most important ones. Comprehensives 
studies help understand their importance in cultural history784 and in the 
history of libraries.785
Unfortunately, we know little of the library in Sempte and only from 
passing remarks. A data from 1533 mentions that András Báthori depos-
ited some books in the library of Elek Thurzó in Sempte.786 Knowing the 
role Elek Thurzó played in the Humanist centres of the neighbouring 
countries such as Cracow, Prague, Breslau, Olmütz, Vienna or Venice, it is 
quite probable that they had copies in his library of the books written by 
Humanists and dedicated to members of his family. The book collection in 
Sempte must have grown even after his death because, despite the heretic 
nature of its books, it was purchased for the university library in Nagy-
szombat that was founded by Péter Pázmány in 1635. The diary of the Je-
suit College in Nagyszombat recorded in 1636 the following: 12. Novembris… 
Ibidem fuit et eminentissimus Dominus Cardinalis (sc. Pázmány) cum illustrissimo 
Comite Georgio Erdődi. Ibidem eminentissimus donavit nostrae bibliothecae libros 
haereticos, qui sunt Semptaviae in bibliotheca Thurzoniana.787 In the end, they 
could not install the books which were therefore stored temporarily right 
before the death of Péter Pázmány in the house of Miklós Telegdi of the 
Archbishopric. In 1637 the following was recorded: 7. Martii… Haereticam 
bibliothecam mille et amplius florenorum a Bibliotheca Thurzoniana hodie im­
petravi ab eminentissimo, qui dedit licentiam auferendi et cum locus in collegio 
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non esset, posui ad domum nostram Telegdianam… Libri autem supradicti fuerunt 
831.”788 The Library of Sempte then counted at least 831 volumes since we 
do not know whether all the books were transported to Nagyszombat or 
not. Therefore, nothing is known of the contents of the books beyond the 
fact that the Jesuits call them heretical books. It is certain that these were 
not exclusively Palatine Elek Thurzó’s books and let us remember that a 
heretical press operated in Sempte thanks to Péter Bornemissza.789
We have an inventory of the Thurzó Library in Augsburg prepared when 
Szaniszló Thurzó II. (1531–1586) died.790 The only remarks historians re-
viewing the books on the list have made was that it was a Humanist library 
and it was debatable to what extent it was part of the history of libraries 
in Hungary. Szaniszló Thurzó may have retired to his residence in Augs-
burg only by the end of his life taking all his books with him but it may 
well be the case that none of these books had been in Hungary before. The 
111 volumes in the inventory, however, do shed light to Thurzó’s read-
ings. What does this Humanist feature mean? First, it is worth noting that 
35 items are editions of Greek or Latin authors, especially historians al-
though the great poets are also represented. Among philosophers Thurzó 
only had Seneca. It is worth noting of the Greek authors that almost all 
known historians such as Polybius, Xenophon, Diodorus Siculus, Appia-
nus Alexandrinus, Herodianus, Herodotus, Dictys Cretensis, Plutarchus, 
Theophrastus were there. Thurzó acquired editions of Caesar, Tacitus, 
Livius, Sallustius, Justinus and Curtius, although Roman culture is mainly 
represented by literature while there are no books on Greek literature. 
History dominates the near contemporary books on the inventory. The 
Protestant Thurzó owned the chronicle of Johann Carion as well as the 
history written by Johannes Sleidanus, the description of Poland by Alex-
ander Gwagnin, and the recently published history of Belgium by Philippe 
Galle. Regarding Hungarian history, Thurzó owned the Bonfini edition of 
Zsámboky, a copy of the Tripartitum791 and two handwritten collections of 
the decrees approved by the Diets. About the Ottomans Thurzó read the 
European bestseller, Bartolomej Georgijević’s De Turcarum moribus epitome 
as well as Johann Böhme’s well-known book entitled Mores et ritus omnium 
gentium. Beside Hungarian legal books, two books in law are mentioned; 
Institutiones Juris (Justinianus) and Conradus Lagus’ popular Methodus Juris 
published in many editions.
Regarding cosmography, Thurzó owned Ptolemaeus’ major book as well 
as the one written by Sebastian Münster (although this one is more of a 
vision in world history) and a very modern atlas Abraham Ortelius en-
titled Theatrum orbis terrarum.
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Thurzó must have liked Erasmus since he had copies of Adagia, Apoph­
tegmata, Colloquia, Encomium moriae, as well as the New Testament according 
to this inventory. From among the editions of antique authors we cannot 
tell how many were Erasmus editions since the book list only states Ci-
cero, Lucanus, etc. We also know that Erasmus’ prayers and his writings 
connected to these were also among Thurzó’s readings although these 
short pieces were not well-known in Hungary.
His religious readings are worth mentioning. The few Thurzó owned 
are translations of psalms (Eobanus Hessus and a Greek edition) and 
outstanding pieces among prayers. I am not talking about devotional 
literature since these pieces require philosophia christiana in Erasmus’ 
sense. The first one entitled Precationes ad imitationem Psalterii792 is a very 
interesting piece. Its author, Wolfgang Capito, a Protestant reformer and 
a follower of Erasmus from Upper Germany, one of those who drew up 
the Confessio Tetrapolitana (1530: Strasbourg, Lindau, Memmingen, Kon-
stanz) and translated several of Erasmus’ books into German. The Domini­
cae praecationis explanatio793 is yet again not unrelated to Erasmus. The 
Humanist of the Lower Countries wrote 10% of the books published by 
Sébastien Gryphe of Lyon. Gryphe at times published imitatio style writ-
ings without mentioning the author.794 When identifying the edition, the 
item Praecationes Erasmi Roterodami was revealing for the previous item 
as well since this one was also published by Gryphius.795 The last item is 
Otto Brunfels’ Praecationes Bibliae SS. Patrum796 where there are two short-
er pieces by Erasmus. When reviewing the entire book collection, we can 
seriously argue that the Lutheran spirituality of Szaniszló Thurzó was 
based on Erasmus. His historical readings were dominated by Wittenber-
gian historical views (Carion, Melanchthon), with a deep knowledge of 
antique world history.
It seems that he enjoyed reading literature as well. Besides Hungar-
ian, Slovakian, Latin, Greek and German he also spoke Italian. His taste 
in literature was up-to-date. He read Petrarch, Ludovico Ariosto’s Orlando 
furiosa and the Italian translation of Feliciano de Silva’s Spanish novel en-
titled Amadis by Mambrino Roseo. He owned a legal book in Italian which 
we cannot decipher what it might be (Gli Costam le legge et vsanze de legonti).
Jenő Berlász wrote in two of his studies that the books of the Szepes­
vár Library of Kristóf Thurzó III were inventoried without mentioning the 
purpose of the book list.797 The document he referred to (Inventatio rerum 
bellicarum …) dated from 1607 and it includes only the following: „Libros 
quoque varios in una Ladula praeduxit et simul cum ipsa Ladula dicto Domino 
Stanislao Thurzo, idemque ad se recepit.”798 The relative mentioned is Pala-
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tine Szaniszló Thurzó III. (1576–1625), and it is not specified exactly what 
books were included in the inventory.
We are luckier with the Biccse book collection of Palatine György Thurzó 
since the books were rearranged and catalog799 when the residence was 
reconstructed800 and the library was set up with new furniture.801
The career path of György Thurzó, the son of Ferenc Thurzó and Kata-
lin, the daughter of Viceroy Miklós Zrínyi, was what was expected of 
someone with his background. He was appointed Lord Lieutenant of Árva 
County for life in 1585 and became Royal Councillor in 1598. In 1601, he 
became Lord Lieutenant of Transdanubia as well as Érsekújvár. In 1606 he 
and his male descendants were entitled to hold the title Count while in 
1609 he was elected Palatine.
The Thurzós and especially György Thurzó was the most important pa-
tron of the Hungarian Lutheran Church. György Thurzó did not convert 
to Catholicism. Several Slovakian and Hungarian congregations owed 
their schools to him while he financed the study tours of a lot of alumni 
abroad so that local congregations would have a minister or a teacher.802 
His widow, Erzsébet Czobor followed in his footsteps and the secondary 
school in Biccse owed a lot to her patronage even if it is known that she 
learnt how to write only after she got married.803 It is not by chance that 
the renowned theologist professor in Wittenberg, Friedrich Balduin dedi-
cated his book to her written against Péter Pázmány.804 Thurzó had excel-
lent connection with the University of Wittenbeg and it is partly due to 
this that his son, Imre became rector of the university relatively young.805 
Although György Thurzó was clearly committed to the Lutheran Church, 
he remained loyal to the Habsburgs and was trusted by both Emperors 
Rudolf II and Mathias II.
His patronage in Hungary was extensive. In his household there was 
an active literary life although discussing church related questions and 
financing new books published in Hungary were dominant. Influential 
poets and writers such as János Rimay (1569/73–1631), János Fanchali Jób 
who collected contemporary Slovakian and Hungarian poems or preacher 
Eliáš Láni (1570–1618). Albert Szenci Molnár (1574–1634) and historian 
Illés Berger (1562–1644) visited the residence and offered a copy of their 
books to their host as it can be witnessed in the index of these volumes. 
The residence in Biccse acquired political importance during the Thurzós 
because important personalities of political, cultural and religious life in 
Hungary came to pay a visit to the high-ranking members of the family.806
Let us mention here György Thurzó’s trip to Venice in 1597 since pick-
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ing up books in person did not happen often in a magnate’s life. Venice 
was an ideal place to purchase books for the library. It is true that he did 
not write any of his book related experiences into his diary but the opti-
mistic reading of this would be that buying books was for him an ordinary 
event, not something to mention.807
Recently a letter dated from 1615 written by Daniel Schultz, the printer 
in Cracow to György Thurzó808 surfaced which proves the connection be-
tween the magnate and the university and publishing centre in the South 
of Poland. Therefore, the role played by the book traders and printers of 
Cracow in developing the Thurzó library has proved correct.
The library of the household took place in the Rotund in the South-West-
ern part of the residence; a part of its furniture can still be seen. The li-
brary, besides being actively used, was a part of power representation 
for Thurzó. He made efforts to acquire rare manuscripts with success as 
Demeter Náprágyi (1559–1619) when visiting him offered the magnate a 
manuscript of Francesco Barbaro’s De re uxoria from the 15th century.809 
Petrus Ransanus’ historical book entitled Epitome rerum Hungaricarum 
came out in 1579, published by Lukács Péchi in Nagyszombat.810 Thurzó 
managed to buy the book from Péter Révay, Royal Crown Guard so the 
Petrus Ransanus codex811 that was considered a Corvina, became a jewel 
of the Palatine’s library. Thurzó was also aware of the symbolic signifi-
cance the King Mathias legacy meant for his contemporaries.
The books which survived say a lot about his book collecting habits. 
The size of the library as known from archival sources must have been 
600 volumes (450 items) and only a quarter of it survived.812 If we add 
the publications dedicated to the members of the family and the books 
which exist today but which did not figure in the index knowing that in 
a thesis colligation booklet there could have been a hundred pieces, we 
can calculate the number of the books of the library to be between 800 
and 1000 books. Thurzó wrote his motto (Vive ut vivas) in his books and 
often a few words about the circumstances of the book purchase. He had 
his books bound and you can often see supralibros in the volumes. Even if 
he purchased the book bound he inserted his initials on it.813 Being bibli-
ophilic, he followed his rise in ranks in his supralibros. At the beginning G 
T D B was the abbreviation included, that is Georgius Thurzó de Bethlenfalva. 
As Lord Lieutenant of County Árva it became G T D B P C A, that is Georgius 
Thurzo de Betlenfalva Perpetuus Comes Arvensis although sometimes he used 
the following in this period: S A C, that is Supremus Arvensis Comes. After 
Thurzó was appointed Palatine, S A C was modified into: C G T R H P, that 
is Comes Georgius Thurzó Regni Hungariae Palatinus. In his books he acquired 
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after 1609 you can find only this latter superlibros and following the rear-
rangements of his library in 1610-11 this was included in many formerly 
purchased books as well. We are going into details to this extent because 
we would like to show that Thurzó was not just building a library in his 
household for his personal use but it was also a way of representing the 
high ranks his ancestors and himself possessed.814
His secretary in Kassa, Samuel Hamel rearranged the library in 1610 
and started to prepare a catalogue along with an Index geminus. The first 
part listed the books alphabetically by the first name of the authors while 
the second part inventoried the books by their size. I agree with Mária 
Ludányi that the catalogue and the index were not the same document.815 
Unfortunately, we do not have the catalogue. Hamel described the pro-
cess of the work he did. The books were arranged thematically and the 
groups named: Iuridici, Theologici, Historici, Medici, Physici, Philosophici, Eth­
ici, Logici, Oratores, Grammatici, Poetae. Hamel added the location of these 
thematic groups and wrote about the problems he had when keeping 
books of the same field but of different size close together. He numbered 
the books and wrote a mark on them which he entered into the catalogue. 
In the surviving document there are no marks, therefore there must have 
been a catalogue for which Hamel prepared this Index geminus: Nam ma­
jores majoribus omnium facultatum libros immiscere oportuit, et ita inverti ordo 
debuit. Attamen licet confusi, et indistincti positi sint. Nihilominus cathalogus, 
subito, ubi unusquisque liber at Author inveniendus, suo numero et symbolo, in­
dicabit, ut non longe de eo disquirendum sit. Some more information can also 
be gained from the letters. Hamel did the job with the help of a person 
named Daniel. Hamel kept talking about a book binder about whom Mária 
Ludányi wrote that Hamel travelled with him from Kassa. Ludányi pre-
sumed that this book binder could have been Johann Fischer, the printer. 
Reading the letter in question, it is unclear for me where this book binder 
was from but he went to Biccse, assessed the work which needed to be 
done, they agreed to sign a contract, and the book binder took away the 
books and then returned them when the binding was ready. I believe this 
book binder was from Lőcse. Hamel wrote in his first letter right after 
arriving in Lőcse that he called for him. On September 27th, 1611 this 
book binder still had some books to bind and Hamel was waiting for these 
so that he could enter them into the catalogue. When he left Kassa he 
took some books with him (Cassouia cum libris discessi) that may have been 
prints that had been published in Kassa as well as volumes the Palatine 
may have asked him to take home. In his second letter, Hamel mentioned 
the fact that nothing had been done to the books from Késmárk because 
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there was no one who could help. (Expecto Prouisorem (Gábor Kardos), ex­
pecto Danielem, expecto Sawochkium (György Závodszky), qui omnes absunt, 
et absque illorum presenti nihil cum libris Kesmarkianis … diponere possum.) 
The same way Hamel could not handle the books in the upper room (in 
conclaui superiori) which had been poured water on when there had been 
a fire (per incendium solo aquatae sunt). Hamel also mentioned that he had 
sent money to the alumni in Wittenberg and named a merchant in Leipzig 
(Letzelter) who would help in cashing the promissory note. A connection 
like this in Leipzig could have helped purchasing books as well.
It looks as if later several people entered the purchased books into the 
catalogue as well as the index (there are several handwritings in the man-
uscript) although not all since there are books that survived and yet they 
do not figure in the inventory. Furthermore, publications financed by 
György Thurzó and his wives, Zsófia Forgách and then Erzsébet Czobor 
are not all included in the catalogue although it is hard to imagine that 
the patron would not have received a copy of the publication they helped 
publish.
Notes inform us that Thurzó received other gifts from his visitors. Györ-
gy Thurzó was nine when his father died and eighteen when his mother 
deceased. Imre Forgách (1539/40–1599) was named as his legal guardi-
an and perhaps it is not by chance that Thurzó later married Forgách’ 
niece. In 1587 he received from his guardian the antique historian, Al-
exander Appianus’ book as well as a volume written by Paolo Giovio, the 
Italian Humanist historian in which he could read about the fights the 
Hungarians led against the Ottoman Turks. Forgách also gave him Martin 
Cromer’s history of Poland. Dániel Kubinyi offered his patron Hartmann 
Schedel’s very popular chronicle, one of the first books illustrated richly 
with engravings at the end of the 15th century.
The library of Palatine György Thurzó was split in the probate after his 
death between his wife, his daughters and only son, Imre Thurzó that is 
reflected in the possessor marks in the books. Due to their complex family 
connections parts of the library were incorporated into the collections 
of their relatives. As was mentioned earlier, Imre Thurzó was educated 
as an academic.816 There is no question about his erudition but when de-
scribing his readings, one can only say generalities that were character-
istic for his contemporaries. From documents regarding his studies we 
could list the authors his teachers made him read, such as Jan Paludini, 
Jeremias Spiegel. One can also draw conclusions from the quotations and 
the knowledge present in Emeric’s essays on rhetoric which survived.817 
The books of his father’s library were at his disposal but we have no data 
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of the book collection he had in his own household. It is for sure that the 
knowledge Imre had, helped the palatine to further develop his library. 
As we are going to see, Thurzó’s library, very rich in Lutheran books on 
theology and church organisation, was unparalleled by other book collec-
tions in Hungary.
Let us come closer to the readings of Palatine György Thurzó and, tak-
ing into consideration the thematic groups Hamel made (since we do not 
know in which group Thurzó would have put a certain book), let us create 
thematic groups out of the titles available and of the surviving books. 
The palatine was well-educated and spoke several languages since besides 
Hungarian, Slovakian, and Latin he also read in Czech, Polish and most 
probably in German (the index lists two German books).
Hamel did not highlight any comprehensive handbooks therefore let 
us mention here that the library in Biccse had most of the widely read 
books of the period such as Conrad Gesner’s Bibliothec or Abraham Buch-
holzer Chronologia, Henri Estienne’s excellent Lexicon Ciceronianum as well 
as several Multilanguage dictionaries. 10 known Bible editions are known 
among Thurzó’s books so if during the debates in the household a phil-
ological proof was needed to support a statement then the best editions 
were at hand. Let me mention here the complete series of the church fa-
thers (Basel editions judging from the books we still have) and the church 
history written by Cesare Baronio. We must also add that among the 
books on theology there are several Catholic books as well.
The collection is quite rich in legal books since besides the Czech and 
Moravian diaetalis acts, the index lists Carolus Sigonius’ description and 
commentaries of Roman law and there were Digests, Institutiones on the 
shelves as well as Justinianus commentaries written by Claudius Canti-
uncula, Equinarius Baro, Franciscus Balduinus, Franciscus Hotman, Jo-
hannes Crucaeus, Joachim Mysinger, and Antonino Conti.
History is rich. Beyond antique historians, the most common titles are 
histories of the neighbouring territories (the Czech, the Polish, the Otto-
man Turk, the Habsburgs, Venice and the Russians). They had editions of 
Johannes Dubravius (Bohemia), Martin Cromer (Polonia), Reinhold Heiden-
stein (Heidenstein Reinhold Borussus, Heydenstein Reinhold Solescius) 
(De bello Moscovitico) which were the most widely read books in the field 
but also publications about the Polish electing their king, Austrian and 
Czech agreements, and the description of the coronation of the emper-
or. We could have mentioned Francesco Guicciardini and Paolo Giovio’s 
comprehensive history when listing the handbooks. Thurzó had the clas-
sic Antonius Sabellicus’ book on Venice and regarding the Ottoman he 
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owned Johannes Leunclavius’ ground breaking book as well as Nicolaus 
Reusner’s textbook which was there in almost every noble library. About 
Hungary and Transylvania, Thurzó had only Antonio Bonfini in two edi-
tions, Veit Marchtaler’s writing about Zsigmond Báthory’s deeds during 
the Fifteen-Year War and the above-mentioned Petrus Ransanus manu-
script.
Thurzó was interested in faraway continents because he owned Jacques 
Le Moyne’s Historia Americae besides Pietro Belloni’s depiction of Asia and 
Egypt. He also acquired Abraham Ortelius’ Theatrum orbis terrarum and a 
very popular book written by Georg Braun with engravings about towns 
(Civitates orbis terrarum).
Presumably Hamel classified political tracts as history or as philosophy 
or as Ethici as Moral Philosophy. Thurzó had both Machiavelli’s The Prince 
and an anti-Machiavellian writing by Alessandro Sardi. Pierre Matthieu 
and Raoul Boutray’s Historiopolitographia was a recently published book.818 
The councillors of King Henry IV sums up contemporary Europe not as 
moral philosophy but providing guidance to readers about the intentions 
of different political forces. Étienne Forcadel’s book (De Gallorum imperio 
et philosophia) is, in part, like this. It is worth noting that these latter two 
books were rarely read by Hungarians.
György Thurzó found the most important teachings primarily in for-
mer and contemporary kings’ mirrors since he had so many of these.819 
Samuel Hamel also noted this therefore beside Philosophici he created the 
group Ethici. The library had Antonio Guevara’s Horologium principium as a 
classic of Neo-Stoic king mirrors. We can add King James I’s Admonitions 
to his son as well as Mambrino Roseo’s Institutio principis christiani in Latin 
translated by Adam a Stang which came out fresh in its first edition in 
1608. It was Roseo from Perugia who translated Guevara’s writing from 
Spanish into Italian and wrote books in moral philosophy. Justus Lipsius’ 
Politica can be mentioned here in its general line of thought even more so 
since the moral philosopher from Leiden was very much present in the 
readings of contemporary Hungarians.820 Thurzó could have discussed his 
views with János Rimay, Mihály Forgách or Péter Révay when they met.
The book written by the Augustine Bishop, Aegidius Romanus (De 
regimine principum) was also an important book in moral philosophy and 
the Florentine Antonio Albizi’s Christianorum principum stemmata can 
also be mentioned here. Among the complete works by Erasmus, Thurzó 
owned the one on Christian Prince. The book (De institutione principis chris­
tiani) written by Girolamo Gagnoli from Piemonte who was contemporary 
to Erasmus showed signs of legal erudition of its author and his conclu-
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sions were not independent from Humanism in the Lower Countries. The 
widely-read book by Hartmann Schopper, the Late Humanist poet from 
Pfalz, entitled Speculum vitae aulicae belongs to this group (king’s mirror, 
moral philosophy) from several aspects.
Thurzó collected outstanding pieces in moral philosophy of the end of 
the 16th century and the beginning of the 17th century and his view of 
history was based on these. Let us not forget Johann Carion or Philipp 
Melanchthon’s world history, Paul Eber’s books or the influence of the 
Wittenberg school. He had all these books at hand.
Theology was even more important in Thurzó’s library. It cannot be 
claimed to be one-sided, however, Lutheran theology is predominant. 
Among Catholic authors, we could mention here the Jesuit Augustinus 
Marloratus’ commentaries of the New Testament as well as Johannes Oso-
rius’ five-volume collection of sermons. There is also an interesting doc-
ument821 which could have represented for Thurzó a good example for 
religious intolerance if he read it. The Jesuit Henry Garnet was executed 
in London in 1606; therefore the Catholic Church can rightly see him as a 
martyr who did not stop administering the sacraments when confronted 
with a hostile crowd.
Roberto Bellarmino was reputed and feared as a debater among Hun-
garian Protestants. Mihály Vörösmarti converted to Catholicism under 
the influence of his books.822 Péter Pázmány distributed many copies of 
Bellarmino’s books in the country. Thurzó owned an Anti­Bellarminus 
written by Samuel Huber. Among the religious disputations that docu-
mentedly took place in Biccse, the one on Holy Trinity may be one of the 
most interesting one. Thurzó may have been familiar with the name of 
Francesco Stancaro because of the years he spent in Transylvania. The 
colligation Thurzó may have read included the Lutheran and the Helve-
tian viewpoints of Alexander Alane (Alesius) and Josias Simler respective-
ly.823 
From among the theological questions, Thurzó was most interested in 
debates about the Holy Communion (de coena) and he bought the books 
about this topic written by the church fathers as well as the Humanist 
Joachim Watt (Vadianus), and the Lutheran Tilemannus Heshusius from 
Helmsedt. There were several smaller tracts in his book collection about 
the soul (de anima) and its immortality from antique classical authors such 
as Aristotle and the church fathers but also from the Lutheran Petrus Mo-
sellanus and an author whose name must have been misspelt because we 
did not manage to identify him Balthasar Ostann(!) Oratio de statu animae 
post mortem etc. It is no surprise that he read about ordination (de ordina­
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tione) since the ministers in his church were all ordained for centuries in 
Brieg, Silesia. The classic and competent authority in this matter was un-
doubtedly Philipp Melanchthon but in case of doubt, Thurzó could turn to 
a book written by the above mentioned English author, Alexander Alane 
who was converted to Lutheran faith by Melanchthon.
Theologians of the Reformed church such as Heinrich Bullinger, Wolf-
gang Musculus, Jean Calvin, and naturally Théodore de Bèze were repre-
sented by several books, almost their whole oeuvres were present in the 
library.
It was only the Lutheran authors who had more books in Biccse. Vol-
umes written by Martin Luther, Philipp Melanchthon, Aegidius Hunnius, 
David Chytraeus, Andreas Osiander, Lucas Osiander, Johann Brenz, and 
Martin Chemnitz as well as the collections of sermons by Johann Span-
genberg filled many shelves. Unfortunately, Samuel Hamel did not specify 
the contents of the colligations of theses from Marburg and Wittenberg, 
only indicated what the volume was about. We know of thick colligations 
where a hundred theses were bound together. 
Samuel Hamel classified dictionaries and school grammars in grammati­
ci but we do not know what exactly he meant by oratores but he placed an-
tique books here such as Suetonii de illustribus grammaticis et rhetoribus and 
Franciscus Sylvius, the known commentator of Cicero’s speeches but it is 
not probable that funeral speeches were classified here. In a letter writ-
ten to Thurzó he mentioned logici, however no such item can be found in 
the index. This also refers to the fact that there was a catalogue to which 
the index was made but was not entirely completed.
The thematic group poetae is also meager since the literature section of 
the library in its current reconstruction means primarily antique litera-
ture. It is worth noting, however that Thurzó had an ode (De expugnatione 
Polotei) written by Jan Kochanowski, which I could not identify with an 
existing book although several items in literature seem to have known it.
Medical books are numerous and represented by excellent authors. The 
list of the authors started with Dioscorides followed by great physicians of 
the 16th century with a book on anatomy by Andreas Vesalius and Giovan-
ni Battista Gelli. Everybody knew Vesalius but Gelli’s book was translated 
into Latin by Johann Wolf only half a century later in 1609.824 The edi-
tion of Amberg was purchased by the palatine which indicates the region 
where Thurzó acquired books. Leonard Fuchs was represented with two 
books; Eobanus Hessus with his classic writing entitled a de tuenda bona 
valetudine, while Benedetto Vettori featured in the library with his consilia 
medica. A disciple of Nicolaus Stupan participated in a debate about the 
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„Hungarian disease in Basel”825 and we do not know how this book ended 
up in the palatine’s library. Johannes Jessenius probably offered his book 
entitled De sanguine, vena secta dimisso, iudicium 826to Thurzó himself. 
Samuel Hamel made no note about mathematics but let us mention that 
there were three popular manuals there in the index in this field: Conrad 
Dasypodius and Johannes Taisnier’s Opus matemathicum and Jacobus My-
cillus’ arithmetica.
Mária Ludányi, in her study mentioned above several times, did not 
undertake to analyse thematically Thurzó’s books since this was not the 
purpose of her study. She, however, pointed out that the palatine must 
have been very much interested in astronomy and occult studies. We do 
not know for sure who was interested in the significant number of books 
identified in these fields based on the index. Samuel Hamel did not create 
a thematic section for either astrologia or astronomia but he created a sep-
arate group for physica and maybe he placed these books there. Cosmog-
raphies start with Ptolemy, then comes Sebastian Münster and Gerardus 
Mercator’s ground-breaking Cosmographiae chronologia. Astrology is first 
represented by Johannes Regiomontanus’ book dedicated to King Mathias 
then a colligation of Albumasar (Abu Bakr Ibu Al-Khasil, al Kharashi) and 
Geronimo Cardano’s writings. The movements of the stars are depicted by 
several authors. Thurzó owned three books by Henricus Decimator and 
a new and rare edition of the writings of Georg Peuerbach and Johannes 
de Blanchinis with commentaries prepared by Nicolas Pruckner who was 
also the editor of the book).827 From among manuals on astronomy we 
managed to identify two: Francesco Giuntini (Junctinus)’s Speculum as­
tronomiae and the complete oeuvres of Luca Gaurico.
This section is completed to some extent by Johann Dinckel’s very rare 
book that details the connection between poetry and the position of 
the stars and cites literary pieces about stars.828 Johann Reuchlin’s well-
known book entitled de arte caballistica and Johann Heinrich Alsted’s Ar­
tium liberalium et facultatum omnium systema mnemonicum also belong to 
this section.829 This latter one was one of the efforts in combinatorial logic 
at the beginning of the century; it required modern thinking on the read-
er’s side.830
Let us complete the picture about Thurzó’s readings with Hungarian 
authors without listing all the items. We will only indicate from what 
sources the magnate might have received a complimentary copy. Being 
a palatine, a lot of people might have wanted to impress him with their 
achievements. As I mentioned above, Thurzó, his wife and his son fi-
nanced the publication of several books a copy of which he must have re-
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ceived as a gift. It is not surprising that a copy of the religious disputation 
booklet of Jan Paludini831 was present in Biccse since the author was the 
instructor of Imre Thurzó. János Erdődy’s thesis booklet of Parme832 could 
have been sent there since they had family ties. The same goes for the 
greetings for Imre Thurzó’s wedding833 and the books dedicated to Ferenc 
Forgách, Archbishop of Esztergom. Intellectuals in Upper Hungary were 
in personal contact with the Thurzós such as Sebestyén Ambrosius Lám834 
who lived near the Thököly household in Késmárk or Elias Berger.835 It 
may also be true that an interest in the book made one of the members of 
the family buy a book. Georg Werner’s De admirandis Hungariae aquis836 may 
be such a book since bathing started in Hungary in the early modern peri-
od as well as bath culture and social life at baths. The palatine must have 
received the decrees of the Synod of Nagyszombat in 1611837 ex officio.
To sum up the erudition of Palatine György Thurzó let us highlight 
three characteristics. The first one was the readings of a landlord and a 
politician who prepared himself to support the Lutheran church. The sec-
ond area was that of the statesman who was harmonizing historiography 
with contemporary chronicles and political life. The third characteristic 
was an interest in contemporary intellectual trends and their roots in the 
past and here we are referring to his interest in astronomy and related 
fields.
The Books of the Zay Family
The book inventory of Ferenc Zay, who joined aristocracy in 1533 as a 
Baron, was prepared in the same year possibly because he was raised to 
a higher rank. Ferenc Zay (1505–1570)838 was Janus-faced according to his 
contemporaries. On one hand, he was a merciless soldier, Lord Lieutenant 
of Kassa and Upper Hungary, and a diplomat (1553–1557) unwavering in 
his loyalty to Ferdinand I of Habsburg. Zay amassed great wealth. On the 
other hand, he was known as an erudite and well-read person whose am-
bition was to become a historian. Unlike others among his contemporar-
ies, he wrote his chronicle in Hungarian.839 His biography was written by 
Lajos Thallóczy in 1885 with a romantic view of history characteristic for 
the period and using a method where he referred to the documents con-
sulted in the family archives as ones he saw there (and not using a refer-
ence number that could be identified today). We are, therefore, left with 
unproven statements made by Thallóczy about the history of the family 
because no documents have been found regarding their cultural life. Fer-
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enc Zay’s father, Péter Zay and his mother, Borbála Lankai Kamarás were 
both known in literature840 as wealthy and literate land-owning gentry. 
The estates of the family were in Slavonia and they moved from there 
to the North, to Upper Hungary due to the Ottoman invasion. Alleged-
ly János Zay enrolled at the University of Cracow in 1493 while Mátyás 
Zay in 1508. This, however, cannot be proved by the most up-to-date edi-
tion of the university register, the matricula841 although there are several 
Johannes and Matthias in the list. Thallóczy’s claim that Ferenc Zay at-
tended the University of Padua too is unconfirmed by any document.842 
Thallóczy also mentioned that „according to his contemporaries” Ferenc 
Zay spoke excellent Italian and German and „carried with him Macchia-
velli Discorsi all the time”.843 Thallóczy referred to the inventory that was 
prepared in 1553 (Registrum librorum Magnifici Domini Francisci Zay) but was 
published only in 1984 by József Bessenyei.844 Researchers highlighted the 
presence of Erasmus’ books when describing Zay’s readings.845 Slovakian 
researchers rediscovered the Zay library and re-published the invento-
ry846 that had had two previous editions, and analysed the volume on Rus-
sian history847 Ferenc Zay had.848
The books in the library are surprisingly modern for landowning gentry 
of the period. The writings of ancient authors were listed by mentioning 
the name of the authors and maybe a word indicating the title but on the 
whole this thematic group gives the impression that these books were not 
school editions. This group is mainly represented by historical writings 
and major books in moral philosophy. The tableau made up of eight Lat-
in authors is rather representative. Greek historians, however, are only 
represented by the myth of Polydorus of Troy. Zay must have been very 
much interested in the Trojan War since he owned an anthology of Tro-
jan mythology, a chronicle written by Guido delle Colonne, an 18th centu-
ry Italian lawyer from Messina, as well.as two editions of the Aeneid. As 
far as Latin authors are concerned, apart from Virgil, he may have read 
Ovid’s two books (metamorphoses; de Ponto), Terence’ dramas and the Nat-
ural History written by Pliny the Elder (Historia naturalis). Another theme 
Zay was interested in was rhetoric. He owned books by several antique 
authors such as Aristotle, Cicero (epistolarum familiarum; ad Herennium; 
orationes), and Quintilianus. Grammar books written by Varro, Nonius 
Marcellus, Priscianus as well as Melanchth’s Greek grammar and elementa 
grammaticae closely belong to this thematic group. Cato and Cicero repre-
sented antique ethics with a Stoic touch.
Let us set out two authors who were represented in the Zay library in 
the biggest number. There were six volumes by Cicero while nine writings 
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by Aristotle could be found in his book collection.849 The person who made 
the inventory rarely mentioned the names of the commentators. Howev-
er, Thomas Aquinas is named in connection with Aristotle while Georgius 
Trapezuntius is mentioned along with Cicero. 
From among medieval authors, let us mention the Christian Juven-
cus Hispanus from the 4th century (Historia evangelica), Albertus Magnus, 
Thomas Aquinas (de caelo; de ente et essentia; philosophia naturalis), and Jo-
hann Lintholcz, the Scholastic philosopher from Leipzig. It is interesting 
to note that Zay owned John Pecham (Johannes Pisanus)’s de perspectiva. 
This could also be interpreted as Ferenc Zay was interested in reading the 
critiques of Saint Thomas’ views on theology and natural philosophy in 
part in the above-mentioned book by Albertus Magnus and in Pecham’s 
writings.
As was mentioned above, Zay was known for reading Macchiavelli. How-
ever, among his books in the theory of state there were writings by Aris-
totle and Cicero only. He acquired books by contemporary historians such 
as Marino Barleti whose biography of Skanderbeg, a book on America (No­
vus orbis descriptio), as well as Johann Carion’s universal history could be 
found in the collection. His contemporaries listed in the inventory were 
Erasmus of Rotterdam with three books (these were his correspondence 
with Philippo Beroaldo, a philosophical piece and his Adagia) and Philipp 
Melanchthon with seven books. The Daniel commentary and the Carion 
chronicles broadened Zay’s horizon in the philosophy of history while the 
Greek grammar, the elementa grammaticae and the dialectica widened his 
Humanistic knowledge. The Loci communes indicates an aristocrat inter-
ested in Protestant thoughts as well.
The 31 titles listed in the thematic group „libri sacri” does not only in-
clude sacred literature. There are service books, prayer books, and cate-
chisms and there are a few authors favoured by Humanists such as Mel-
anchthon’s Colloquia puerilia and Loci communes.
Ferenc Zay’s library was an excellent Humanist collection in which the 
major books of devotio moderna were held side by side with Humanist writ-
ings while Protestantism also appeared. Unfortunately, no data has been 
found about the books of the Zay generations after him from the period 
between the 16th and the 18th centuries.
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The Pálffy Libraries
The other aristocratic family which was related to the Fuggers besides 
the Thurzós, were the Pálffys. They were a military family, one of their 
forefathers, Lőrinc died in the battle of Mohács in 1526. His great grand-
children, the sons of Péter Pálffy (Thomas, Miklós and István) became 
aristocrats in 1581 when they received the title of Baron.850 From among 
them from the point of view of book history, we are most interested in 
Miklós (1552–1600). He was Lord Chief Justice, Lord Lieutenant of Coun-
ties Pozsony and Komárom, Captain in Chief of Érsekújvár, and he spent 
all his life in battles at the frontlines. In 1583 he married Maria Fugger zu 
Kirchberg und Weisshornt (1566–1646), the daughter of Markus Fugger 
(1529–1597). In 1599 he received the title of Imperial Count. Their sons 
were István II (1585–1646), Lord Lieutenant of County Pozsony, Captain 
in Chief of Érsekújvár and Bányavidék, from 1635 Count; Pál (1589–1653), 
Count from 1634, Knight of the Golden Fleece, Lord Lieutenant of Pozsony 
and Palatine (1646); and János II (1599–1672), Lord Lieutenant of County 
Komárom, who became a Count in 1636.
Elek Thurzó sold the castle and estate of Vöröskő to Anton Fugger 
(1473–1560) in 1535. Miklós Pálffy received them as the dowry of Maria 
Fugger in 1583.851 Several Hungarian researchers852 and later the eco-
nomical historian Jacob Strieder853 claimed that Pálffy placed a part of 
Anton Fugger’s books in the Vöröskő residence but the monographer of 
the Fugger libraries, Paul Lehmann who visited Vöröskő in person could 
not support this with documents.854 As Lehmann wrote Maria Fugger did 
not inherit books from her father since Anton Fugger sold them to the 
Bavarian Elector in 1571 due to his financial difficulties. This is how his 
collection became the basis of what is the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek today. 
Despite all this, Slovakian researchers insist that the Pálffys had a huge 
library in Vöröskő as early as the 16th century.855 Eva Frimmová listed the 
volumes of the former Fugger libraries which survived within the terri-
tory of Slovakia but unfortunately, she did not publish the hand-written 
notes. These are probably from the Fugger library purchased by György 
Lippay. The books of this library unfortunately got scattered and volumes 
re-surface from Szeged to Turócszentmárton, from Kolozsvár to Kismar-
ton in almost all old book collections. Eva Frimmová wrote also that after 
the death of the Humanist „Ludovico Carino” his heirs sold the whole 
library in 1569 for 600 Guldens to the Pálffys.856 She also claimed that Hans 
Dernschwam bought twelve Greek codices for the family. No reference is 
offered to support these claims. 
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It is certain that no catalogue has survived of this 16th century library 
although we do know the accounts made of the books purchased for the 
sons of Miklós Pálffy (1552–1600), István, Pál, János and Miklós for their 
studies in Vienna. These were antique authors popular in their times such 
as Cicero, Horace, Sallustius and Caesar, schoolbooks (Rudimenta grammat­
icae, Syntaxis, Prosodia), and books for daily religious practice. There is a 
Bonfini, a Hungarian New Testament, Canisius and a few German books 
among them.857 During his studies, Miklós greeted his fellow student, Fran-
ciscus Maximilianus Calchus from Milan with a poem when Calchus was 
participating at a debate at Professor Georgius Clainer’s in Ingolstadt. This 
small print858 must also have been held in the family library just like the 
book written by András Monoszlói (1552–1601) entitled De cultu imaginum, 
az idvössegre intö kepeknec tiszteletiröl valo igaz tudomany…859 that was dedicat-
ed to Miklós Pálffy, Lord Lieutenant of Pozsony. Conquering the castle of 
Győr back from the Ottoman Turks in 1598 was an event of European wide 
importance. No wonder that contemporaries published eulogies in Latin 
and in Hungarian to praise the outstanding general Pálffy.860 It is probable 
that the Pálffy letters and eulogies were also there in the family library.
Let us mention here an interesting book regarding the residence in 
Vöröskő. Eva Frimmová assumed that this book was part of the library 
in Vöröskő, this may be true. Szaniszló Thurzó, Bishop of Olmütz medi-
ated between Anton Fugger who wanted to purchase the residence and 
the outstanding Humanist Johannes Dubravius, secretary to the bishop. 
Dubravius most probably visited Vöröskő because in his book De piscinis et 
piscium, qui in illis aluntur, naturis, libri quinque861 that he dedicated to Fug-
ger he recounted his memories of the castle. In the tract he assessed the 
state of the castle and suggested to establish fishing ponds.
The other branches of the Pálffy family also had libraries at their resi-
dences such as the households in Borostyánkő, Bazin és Bajmóc. However, 
nothing is known of their books in the 16th and 17th centuries. The mov-
ables, 16 books among them, were inventoried in the house in Királyfalva 
of Miklós Pálffy and Maria Fugger’s son, István Pálffy in 1644.862 What is 
striking at first sight in this small collection is the languages these books 
were written in. There were 9 in German, 5 in Latin and 2 in Hungarian. 
Out of the two Bibles one was German again. It is probable that the Ger-
man books were brought by his wife since he married Graf Johann Chris-
toph Puchheim von Göllersdorf’s daughter, Eva Susanne in 1618. Probably 
the inventory was prepared after his wife’s death in 1640 during the pro-
bate. The Hungarian books were collections of sermons by Péter Pázmány 
and György Káldi. The Latin writings were books by Johannes Chrysosto-
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mus and Nicephorus Callixtus. There was also Istvánffy’s Hungarian his-
tory and a publication for the funeral of Charles V. The German prayer 
books must have belonged to István Pálffy’s wife although it is strange 
for a Catholic to have the psalms with Luther’s commentaries. His wife 
must have arrived with her German staff, therefore they had a Geman 
cook book (Kochbuch). Libri Germanici duo in quarto de Navigatione Hollanda 
must have been exciting and entertaining readings in Hungary or Austria, 
hundreds of these were published during this period. The Levinus Hulsius 
collection was wide-spread but editions especially of America, illustrated 
with engravings by Matthias Merian were also popular.
From a letter written by István’s brother, Pál in 1640 it turns out that 
the Royal Crown Guard occassionally wrote poems. Unfortunately, we do 
not have them. The letters also prove that the years the Pálffy brothers 
spent studying were rich and productive and that, on their turn, they 
provided similar thorough education for their children. Péter Ötvös pub-
lished the letters which portray the study years for a young aristocrat 
in the first half of the 17th century.863 It is a great pity they did not write 
about their readings and the books they bought for their children.
Palatine Pál Pálffy, István’s brother (1590–1653) was depicted by biog-
raphers as someone who could influence the rival groups of the magnates 
with his extraordinary personality.864 The fights were generally serious 
in religious matters regarding church organisation. Contemporary pub-
lication often portrayed him as one of the main supporters of Catholic 
Church. In 1628 Joannes Ignatius Veszleniczy published a eulogy prais-
ing him865 while the pupils of the Jesuit secondary school of Szepeshely 
dedicated school dramas to him.866 Pál Pálffy was a patron not only for 
institutions but he also financed the studies of some students in need 
of funding.867 These small prints and other books dedicated to him must 
have been part of the palatine’s book collection. Bonaventura Hocquard, 
General Lecturer of the Seminary of Franciscan Order in Pozsony, dedi-
cated his book on theology published in Vienna to him.868 The Lutheran 
Zachariáš Kalinka refuted this book in a writing published in Trencsén in 
1652.869 It is hard to believe that Pálffy would not have had in his collec-
tion publications presenting pictures of the Pieta sculpture in Pozsony 
which he himself had had installed, depicting the miracles of the ghost 
that appeared in his house. The description of these miracles written by 
Mihály Kopcsányi (?–1646), Bishop of Vác, appeared in 1643 in Latin, Hun-
garian and in German.870 Another German edition came out in Augsburg 
later.871 Pál Pálffy established a Franciscan monastery in Malacka, not far 
from his estate in Plavec, and donated books for the library of the order.872 
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He was closely connected to the monastery since he had his heart kept in 
a silver box in the crypt of the church in Malacka. Pál Pálffy’s wife, Ferenc 
Khuen continued his husband’s efforts for re-catholisation and founded 
a Piarist monastery and church in Pirivigye.873 She turned to Václav Opa-
tovský, Polish head of the order with whom she discussed the steps that 
needed to be taken in the Bajmóc estate. She also made a foundation of 
25,000 Gulden for the cloister and the school. Ferenc Khuen also donated 
books to the cloister in Privigye, among them fifteen incunabula and a 
book from the 16th century.874
Most of the Hungarian aristocratic families in the 16th century became 
Protestant. The most well-known Protestant among the Pálffys was 
Miklós Pálffy’s sister, Katalin Pálffy (1542–1616), who married first János 
Krusith (Ján Krušič), then the first Protestant palatine, István Illésházy 
(1540/41–1609). The collections held in their residence mentioned above 
do not give any clues regarding her education but István Illésházy’s col-
lection in Trencsén and the book dedicated to Kata Pálffy do.875
Several Pálffys (Ferdinánd, Tamás and Miklós) studied in the Jesuit sec-
ondary school of Pozsony and at the University of Nagyszombat during the 
first years following its establishment.876 During these years several of their 
occasional poems and thesis booklets were published which must have also 
been present in the family library.877 In the manuscript holding of Vöröskő 
the notes they took during their university years (1635–1777) survived. 
Several members of the family published their occasional poems or poems 
in print. Tamás Pálffy (?–1679) who held important church positions and 
was a patron878 himself published several sermons, especially funeral ora-
tions.879 A part of the manuscripts is from the Franciscan cloister in Malac-
ka which was supported by Miklós Pálffy (1710–1773) in the 18th century.
The Illésházy Libraries
When the Illésházy libraries are mentioned researchers think right away 
of the famous collection held in the residence in Dubnic (Máriatölgyes) 
which was catalogued at the end of the life of József Illésházy (1700–1766) 
and which became one of the most valuable libraries in the Reform period 
thanks to the bibliophilic generations of János Illésházy (1737–1799) and 
his son István (1762–1838). The family donated the book collection to the 
National Széchényi Library of the Hungarian National Museum in 1835.880 
Unfortunately, nothing is known of the history of this library in the 17th 
century.
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The first magnate of the family was István Illésházy (1540/41–1609), a 
nobleman who was an attendant in military affairs of Miklós Pálffy before 
becoming a Baron in 1587. In 1584 he was appointed Royal Councillor and 
then Seneschal, Lord Lieutenant of Counties, Liptó (1582) and Trencsén 
(1594). In 1582 he married Katalin Pálffy (1542–1616), János Krusith’s 
widow. This marriage brought him the wealth adequate for his position. 
He acquired the estate of Trencsén in 1600. In 1603 he was charged with 
high treason. Illésházy did not present himself when he was convoked 
and fled to Poland with a significant amount of his valuables. When he 
returned he joined forces with Bocskai and played a role at the Vienna 
peace treaty. In 1608 the states elected him the first Protestant palatine 
of Hungary.881 His heir regarding library matters was his nephew Gáspár 
Illésházy (1593–1648) so let us follow his line. He was the one who built 
the residence in Dubnic and his descendants kept this household as their 
main residence. Gáspár inherited the title of Lord Lieutenant of Counties 
Liptó and Árva and became Imperial Royal Councillor. His son, György 
Illésházy (1625?–1689) being a Lutheran, studied at Rózsahegy, was Lord 
Lieutenant of Counties Trencsén and Liptó, Imperial and Royal Council-
lor, Lord of the Bedchamber and Royal Chief Naperer. Around the middle 
of the century he converted to Catholicism. 
Few documents inform us of the Illésházy libraries in the 16th and 17th 
centuries.882 When analysing the readings of the magnate in exile, Péter 
Ötvös reviewed the dedications to István Illésházy.883 As an active patron 
of the Lutheran church institutions, he contributed to the publication 
of writings of ministers and teachers who lived near his estates and fi-
nanced their studies. It was owing to his patronage that Leonard Mo-
koschinus’ thesis booklet came out.884 Similarly, his wife, Kata Pálffy, is 
known to have been a patron to Péter Bornemisza and contributed to 
the publication of the Hungarian translation of Aegidius Hunnius.885 As 
a member of the Diet Illésházy received all related publications (Articuli 
Posoniensis), which was true for all magnates. During his exile in Poland he 
also read and as Péter Ötvös pointed out he recounted his readings to his 
wife from time to time.886 His belongings were confiscated from Novem-
ber 9th, 1603 on; his books at the Trencsén residence were inventoried as 
well.887 In fact, the 84 items on this booklist serve as the only concrete 
basis to characterize his erudition. Similarly, to György Thurzó, besides 
Hungarian and Latin he could read in three Slavic languages since he was 
surrounded by people speaking these languages and he spoke German 
as well. He did not speak Polish or Czech probably, but he may have had 
basic skills in speaking in Slovakian. The books in this small collection 
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can be grouped into the following thematic sections: theology, history, 
and early and late Humanism. His views of history were influenced by 
the Wittenberg school. This section included world history by Johann 
Carion, Philipp Melanchthon, and Caspar Peucer. A book written by their 
Hungarian counterpart, István Székely and Melanchthon’s Daniel com-
mentaries can also be classified here as well as the following books: Paolo 
Giovio’s tableau of European history of the middle of the 16th century, 
János Thuróczy’s Chronica Hungarorum, and Leonardus Uncius’ collection 
of Hungarian historical poems from Cracow dedicated to István Báthory, 
Márton Berzeviczy and János Gálffy.888 Illésházy understandably was in-
terested in Polish political events (Leonardus Goretius, Reinhold Heiden-
stein (De bello Moscovitico). He also owned three books on Cosmographia. 
Two of these were Sebastian Münster editions and there was a recently 
published modern Ptolemi edition with engravings by Gieronimo Porro 
which came out in Latin several times in the 1590s published by Giovan-
ni Antonio Magini.889 Popular writings by Damiano de Goez and Pietro 
Martire d’Anghiera may have served as entertainment although it can 
be considered history as well.890 There are three publications that can 
be termed as history that may have been disregarded by Péter Ötvös. 
György Thurzó also owned one of the books, Hartmann Schopper’s popu-
lar Speculum vitae aulicae. I hope I am not going too far but I imagine that 
Illésházy may have read the truths of this writing rather bitterly since he 
also had his share of court intrigues that cost him dearly. The other book 
I mentioned above was less well-known in Hungary and it was about eth-
ics in governance and its possible forms. This book could also be classi-
fied in the Humanist section since its author was Sebastian Fox Morcillo, 
Philip II of Spain’s councillor from the Lower Countries, editor of several 
texts by Plato and Aristotle. The Humanist from Leuven was represented 
by his writing entitled De regni regisque institutione in the library in Trenc-
sén.891 The third book was written by Marcello Palingènio Stellato and 
dedicated to Duke Hercole d’Este. I would have expected king’s mirrors 
among Illésházy’s readings. Epiktetus whom IIlésházy read in Poland as a 
way of consolation could have been a forerunner to these but the above 
mentioned three books were also about the morals of those in power, the 
norms of behaviour and virtues.892
Ötvös presents with great erudition the Lutheran intellectual trends of 
Wittenberg and Rostock in his study emphasizing the fact that Illésházy 
had books from Lutheran orthodox authors (Aegidius Hunnius), writers 
from Rostock (David Chytraeus,893 Jacobus Andreae, Simon Pauli), as well 
as Philippians.894 There were also books by Helvetian authors from Hei-
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delberg (Philippe de Mornay). A collection of sermons written by the con-
verted Georg Wicel that was calling for reconciliation was also there in 
the library to assist Illésházy.
The library was undoubtedly Humanist in nature. Names from among 
the theologists such as Melanchthon or Bullinger, or even Thomas Sta-
pleton, the Catholic debater from Leuven recalls Humanist thoroughness 
and tolerance built on it. On the other hand, Humanist authors in litera-
ture and philosophy could also widen Illésházy’s horizon. Most libraries 
had books by Aeneas Sylvius Piccolomini, Leonardo Bruni, Erasmus, or 
Leonhard Culmann but their environment was also important. We have 
seen above the theological origin of this Humanism based on philologi-
cal studies. However, there is another phenomenon regarding the book 
collection Péter Ötvös touched upon in passing when he wrote that it is 
not known which of Johannes Gerson’s books was there in Trencsén. He is 
right but let me refer to a previous line of thought: at the starting point of 
Humanism beside theology devotio moderna was already present and kept 
appearing in meditation literature and in prayers. Péter Ötvös described 
Johannes Habermann, the theologian from Wittenberg whose prayer 
book Illésházy acquired. I believe the attention paid to the Czech Broth-
ers also regards this section.895 Raimundus de Sabunda’s essays written 
about human nature in a dialogue form are from this thematic section.896 
The theologia naturalis of the thinker from the 15th century had an influ-
ence on Michel de Montaigne who created the philosophy of scepticism 
of the modern period.897 Illésházy, of course, was not aware of this but a 
magnate in Hungary in the 16th and 17th century who felt responsible for 
his country’s future, who followed the religious disputations among the 
different churches and who was politically persecuted may have enjoyed 
reading, beside Epictetus, the writings of Johann Gerson or Raimundus 
de Sabunda. If we consider the sources of meditation for István Ecsedi 
Báthory,898 then the same texts must be listed and we do not believe that 
Báthory’s frame of mind was very different from that of Illésházy espe-
cially if we consider the fact that François de Saillans’ popular book of ill 
repute, De verbo Domini et de coena Domini, placed on index by the Roman 
Curia, was there on the shelf in Trencsén. In this book François de Sail-
lans rejected the theses of the Lutheran Paulus Kemerius (Keimerius) also 
prohibited by the Roman Curia.899 The person who prepared the inventory 
misspelt the name of the author as „Pauli Comerii”, therefore Péter Ötvös 
did not notice it. The French Huguenot writing under a pseudonym wrote 
in the genre of ars bene vivendi et moriendi in the early modern period. He 
dedicated several such writings to King Henry IV.900
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It is to be regretted that there is no inventory of all István Illésházy’s 
books because most probably his erudition was like that of György Thurzó. 
From a complete book list, the profile of a politician could emerge who 
may have had a deep knowledge and understanding of Humanist and de-
votional literature.
Katalin Péter reminded me not to get too enthusiastic about Illésházy’s 
erudition because along with János Krusith’s wife (Kata Pálffy) he may 
have inherited not just his wealth and titles but perhaps his books as well. 
Krusith was Catholic so these books may have come from his heritage. 
Katalin Péter is right in this regard.
The library was inherited by István Ilésházy’s nephew, Gáspár Illésházy 
(1593–1648) who enlarged it with new books. He also belonged to the 
most prominent representatives of the Hungarian Lutheran Church. He 
was also a writer and translated Joachim Beust’s tract on Good and happy 
death for his children901 and we do not think it is an exaggeration to allude 
to István Illésházy’s readings. Gáspár also published a collection of Latin 
maxims.902 He helped publish Hungarian, German and Slovakian Lutheran 
authors’ books who dedicated their writings to him. Helena Saktorová 
collected the publications Gáspár Illésházy financed: calendars mainly in 
Latin, Hungarian and Czech languages (by David Frölich and János Ban-
dorkovicz),903 occasional poems, funeral sermons (by Ján Kalinka, Adam 
Wolfius, Daniel Remeň).904 It was much more important that he financed 
the publication of exam theses of Lutheran schools in Lőcse, Bártfa and 
Trencsén (Alexander Hadik, Ján Kučera, David Láni, Elias Splenius, Jo-
hannes Gracza)905 as well as a prayer book in Czech.906 When publishing 
the tracts of the religious dedisputations of contemporary Lutheran 
(Zachariáš Láni, Jan Hodik, Florián Duchoň)907 and Catholic (Peter Pázmá-
ny, Mihály Kopcsányi)908 authors both groups dedicated their writings to 
him, although he supported the Lutheran side. Most books published by 
the Czech exile Václáv Vokál and his widow, Dorothea came out at Gáspár 
Illésházy’s costs.909 It is hard to believe the family library would not have 
copies of these publications.
Caspar Illéshézy inherited books from György Thurzó’s library through 
his wife, Ilona Thurzó. The Ransanus corvina is the most famous piece 
of this heritage. It is not surprising that Gáspár Illésházy treated it with 
bibliophilic care. He inserted on the binding his supralibros as a possess-
or mark: CCI PDT M DC XLII (Comes Casparus Illesházy Perpetuus Dominus a 
Trenchin).
Caspar’s son, György Illésházy (1625?–1689) further developed the li-
brary. He studied at Rózsahegy and was appointed Lord Lieutenant of 
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Counties Trencsén and Liptó, Imperial and Royal Councillor, Lord of the 
Bedchamber and Royal Chief Naperer. He was Lutheran910 but then he 
converted to Catholicism and became an ardent supporter of Counter-
Reformation. The date of his conversion is not known since Lutheran the-
ses in Trencsén and Lőcse dedicated to him as well as prayer books came 
out even in 1658.911 After his conversion he supported the Jesuits of Trenc-
sén and donated several books to their secondary school. We can find his 
name in the book on György Thurzó’s reconstructed library since a book 
(Plini’ Historia mundi) survived into which he wrote his name and not his 
father so this volume was in György’s hands.
This is what we know of the Illésházy library until the end of the 17th 
century. During the 18th century the library grew considerably, and this 
collection is available to the public now thanks to the family that followed 
Ferenc Széchényi’s example and donated their collection to the National 
Library.
The Books of the Czobor Family
Annoyingly few documents are known of the books of the Czobor family. 
In cultural history the book, translated by Mihály Czobor entitled Chari­
clia912 and copied by Adam Loós in 1646, survived in Nicholas Zrínyi’s li-
brary (therefore it was attributed to him for a long time913).
The modern editor of the Chariclia translator, Péter Kőszeghy drew at-
tention to how underrated the role the Czobor family played in Hungar-
ian cultural history was. Kőszeghy also analysed the book and reading 
history sources to depict the cultural horizon of the translator. 914 The 
other Czobor, Ádám († 1691),915 known as a poet and an outstanding mili-
tary man, was the son of Bálint Czobor who was granted the title of count. 
Undoubtedly Ádám could become an author in an environment where 
culture, education and reading carried weight and were part of the family 
tradition. The printed cotes of arms they used as ex libris916 shows their 
bibliophile intentions.
The genealogy of the family indicates that the members of this aristo-
cratic family were present in all the important aristocratic households. 
To illustrate this, let me refer to both the husband and the wife’s families. 
Many of the children born out of the three marriages of Imre Czobor († 
1581) (with Angelina Bakits, Katalin Frangepán, Orsolya Nádasdy) lived 
to adulthood. His son Pál († 1591) acquired the baron title. His other son, 
Imre († 1640) became Master of Treasury (his wives were Éva Révay and 
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Zsófia Bánffy), his daughter married Szaniszló Thurzó III (1576–1625), the 
future palatine, while his son, Bálint became a count.
The Czobors were related to the Thurzós since Imre Czobor’s daughter, 
Erzsébet married György Thurzó, the other one in the Thurzó family who 
became a palatine.917 Imre’s son, Mihály Czobor (1575–1616),918 who trans-
lated the Chariclia, married another Thurzó daughter, Zsuzsanna (1587–
1610). They had two children. János († 1628) married a Barkóczy girl while 
Imre († 1677) chose someone from the Apponyi family. The daughters of 
this latter Imre and Éva Apponyi married Csáky men; Erzsébet married 
Ferenc Csáky (1630–1670) while Mária Regina Pál Csáky († 1655). This is 
how Mihály Czobor’s copy of the Kalauz of Pázmány must have got to István 
Csáky (1635–1699)’s library in Szepesvár. 919
Mihály Czobor (1575–1616)’s books in Sassin (Sasvár) were inventoried and 
divided up between his sons, János and Imre.920 Based on this inventory, 
we can follow the books to see which son received which books from their 
father’s heritage. The language constitution of the books suggests that 
Ex libris of the Czobor Family, cca. 1620
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Mihály may have spoken Italian. Unfortunately, the inventory termed 
these as Italici libri only. Beside Latin and Greek text editions, he also had 
a few books in German and Hungarian.
Catholic theological books as well as books for daily religious practice 
imply the Czobor family that financially supported the Paulines in Sassin. 
They must have owned the Officium Beatae Mariae in an edition published 
after the Council of Trent. The other book that may have been needed by a 
parish priest was Thomas Sailly’s Thesaurus Litaniarum ac Orationum which 
came out in many editions in those times. The other Thesaurus, which was 
written by the Jesuit Jodocus Coccius, detailed the history of theological 
controversies and offered arguments for the Catholic party from the text 
of church authorities (church fathers and decrees at synods). This book 
was also published in several editions. Daniel Agricola’s Passio Christi was 
an older edition (because typically it was published in the first half of 
the 16th century). These books as well as Conrad Gesner’s manual entitled 
Bibliotheca, that provided guiding and orientation in the first century of 
printed books, may have remained from the 16th generation of the family, 
maybe from Imre Czobor himself. The prints containing the polemics in 
the first half of the 17th century between Péter Pázmány and the teachers 
of the secondary school in Csepreg constitute a nice group in the small 
collection. Georg AmEnde’s pamphlet entitled Funiculus Triplex concern-
ing the spread of the Confessio Augustana in Austrian territory belongs 
to the above-mentioned group. 921 The Czobors may have received Imre 
Thurzó’s speeches in Wittenberg and maybe also the collection of legal 
disputation booklets due to their family ties. History is meagre. Apart 
from Péter Révay’s treatise on the crown, there were acts of one of the 
peace treaties signed with the Ottoman Turks and a textbook on the his-
tory of Venice that may have been edited by Pietro Bembo. Reading about 
the history of Japan in Sassin obviously was for entertainment. This could 
have been the book written by either Luis Fröes or John Hay since both 
had many editions at the turn of the 16th and 17th centuries. Acquiring the 
manual written by Dominicus Marius Niger indicates an interest in ge-
ography.922 Simon Maioli’s 4-volumed book entitled Dies Caniculares923 was 
divided between the two brothers, each receiving 2 volumes. Leonhard 
Fuchs’ Historia Stirpium that came out almost every year since the middle 
of the 16th century was also available in the Sassin household. 
Beside antique authors (Epictetus, Esopus, Plutarchus), two Humanist 
rhetorics, Georgius Trapezuntius’ and Lucas Lossius’, were also part of the 
library. These books could be regarded as school books although Epicte-
tus was not an author taught at schools. We would rather link this book 
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with the Horologium Principum which the Sassin library had both in Ger-
man and Latin. Although it is not indicated in the inventory, these were 
most probably written by Antonio Guevara (although many authors used 
this title). Let us mention here that the Czobors had an edition of Janus 
Pannonius we do not know much about. Unortunately owning a book by 
Janus Pannonius was not common.
Among the medical books, let us mention the Walloon Gualther Bruele’s 
Praxis Medicinae that had had 22 editions until the inventory was made924 
and a textbook containing writings by Gasto de Claveus, Cornelius Suto-
rius and Bernardus G. Penotus in which they opposed Thomas Erastus’ 
view in certain medical questions. 925 This last book (see the tract De tri­
plici auri et argenti præparatione ) leads us to the topic of alchemy: there 
were surprisingly many writings about this in the small collection. These 
were textbooks, typical for the period, presenting writings of antique and 
medieval authors: Janus Lacinius’ selection of texts written by Arnoldus 
de Villa Nova, Raimundus Lullus, Michael Scotus and Muạmmed Ibn-
Zakarīyā,926 Giovanni Baccesco’s anthology from the writings of the 8th 
century Arabic writer Geberus (Jabir ibn Hayyan) and texts from Raimun-
dus Lullus,927 as well as a third from the end of the 16th century. 928
Imre Czobor, 1652
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It would be difficult to decide which Czobor was characterised by this 
openness in their interests. Looking at the publication dates of the books, 
our impression is that it was Imre Czobor († 1581) who started to collect 
them while his son, Mihály was also receptive and interested in these is-
sues. Mihály’ son, Imre († 1677) partly inherited his father’s library but 
collected books himself, too. Out of these, somehow almost a hundred 
got to the Mnichově Hradište (Münchengrätz) Castle and were owned by 
the Walstein (Wallestein) family. Among these books, there was only one 
incunabulum, the rest were books from the 16th century so this must have 
been the inheritance from the father, Mihály Czobor. Reviewing the titles 
of the books, this Humanist collection was of a good quality library. 929
György Majthényi’s books in Kesselkő
György Majthényi became a Baron in 1631 for his military service (he was 
also Lord Lieutenant of Érsekújvár).930 Nothing is known of his life. Arthur 
Odescalchi, when publishing the baron’s book list of 102 items in 145 vol-
umes (we do not know in which of his households he kept these),931 drew 
attention to his Italian books which, according to Odescalchi, György 
Majthényi may have inherited from László Majthényi (1576–1623), Bishop 
of Szerém, Prebendary of Eger and Ság.932 We would even go further and 
say that all the books belonged to László Majthényi, Captain of Zólyom’s 
son, who converted in 1601 and rose in church hierarchy until he became 
a bishop who at the end of his life in 1622 denounced to all his belong-
ings and retired to his place of birth, Kesselkő in County Nyitra. Since 
his brother György and his son Mihály became a baron in 1634 the book 
collection of László Majthényi should be listed among the magnates’ li-
braries. Nevertheless, I shall describe the books of his library in my study 
on the book collections of church officials. In fact, it is hard to believe 
of Baron György Majthényi, the brave soldier that he kept three Bibles, 
four breviaries and an Official B. Mariae at home to leaf through them. The 
whole character of the library suggests a clergyman. Several collections of 
sermons from the 16th century appear in this library from Pelbárt Temes-
vári, the most modern among them in this section were the four volumes 
written by Petrus Bessaeus. The books of Roberto Bellarmino were in ten 
volumes. There were three Legenda Sanctorum and publication to help a 
clergyman in his daily work (Promptuarium morale, Tabula christianae re­
ligionis, etc.). Among the church fathers we can find writings by Bernard, 
Ambrose, Gregory the Great and Cyril. There were few medieval pieces, 
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the most noteworthy among them was a writing by Johann Gerson. The 
most important books in church history were the eight volumes of Cesare 
Baronio’s historia.
Non-religious manuals are represented by a Greek dictionary, a Cale-
pinus and a Dictionarium Historicum. May be György Majthényi read an-
tique literature since beyond school authors such as Cicero, Horace, Ovid, 
Aristotle’s logica, antique historians (Plutarch, Thucydides, Josephus 
Flavius and a Historia Troiana) can also be found in the book list. Galenus 
and Euclid were represented with one book each on the book shelves. 
There were three more books in history which were there in almost all 
contemporary Hungarian libraries: Antonio Bonfini (Hungaria), Johannes 
Dubravius (Bohemia), and Martin Cormer (Polonia).
The Books of the Révays
Klára Komorová wrote monographies about the books of the Szklabinya 
branch of the Révays in Hungarian933 and later in Slovakian934 summing up 
the complete cultural patronage and work regarding the church organ-
isation of the family. Before portraying the well-documented history of 
their libraries, let us make a short detour and describe the book history of 
the Trebosztó branch of the family.
Márton Révay (1565–1630), the son of László Révay († 1592) and Erzsébet 
Pálffy married the then Lutheran daughter of Ferenc Esterházy, Erzsébet 
(1578–1620) whose interest in books is proved by her two surviving books 
that were bound very nicely.935 Their son, László Révay (1600–1667), Bar-
on from 1635, inherited these books and left them to his son Elek (1636– 
after 1691), whose mother was Erzsébet Homonnai Drugeth. 
The nine books we know of László Révay’s library indicate a nice book 
collection. Beyond the Isocrates and Josephus Flavius he inherited from 
his mother he owned a chronicle written by Hartmann Schedel, a book on 
moral philosophy by Johann Lauterbach, Bernard Moller’s portrayal of the 
River Rhine as well as a Pandectae commentary by Dionysius Gothofredus. 
His Bible also survived as well as a Baptista Mantuanus book in Jodocus Ba-
dius’ edition (Parthenice prima sive mariana), Simon de Cassia’s gospel com-
mentaries and a collection of sermons Sermones thesauri novi de tempore.
His son, Elek Révay donated several books to the Franciscans of Beckó. 
Research is underway to map the old books in Slovakian libraries, there-
fore it is to be expected that further books with a possessor mark by a 
member of the Révay family’s Trebosztó branch will surface.936
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The Szklabinya branch of the Révays originated with Ferenc Révay 
(1489–1553), Lord Lieutenant of Turóc.937 The king raised his sons Ferenc 
(† 1588), Mihály (about 1531–about 1583), Lőrinc (?-?) and János († before 
1580) to the rank of barons in 1557. The most well-known of Mihály’s chil-
dren was Péter Révay (1568–1622) who wrote the history of the Hungari-
an crown and described its importance in public law and as a symbol. On 
Ferenc Révay’s line who was the uncle of Péter Révay, his grandson, Fer-
enc († 1657) is the most interesting for us since due to his disagreement 
with his sons, his children asked the king to prepare an inventory of the 
wealth of the family, among other things the library in Szklabinya in 1651 
All members of the Révay family were active supporters of the Lutheran 
church.938 Since they went on study trips and knew the difficulties them-
selves they helped a lot of students in their career and published their 
books and booklets on religious disputations. These books must have 
been present in the family library even if not all of them can be found 
in the inventory. Now let us turn back to the founder of the Szklabinya 
branch of the family.
Ferenc Révay became Lord Lieutenant of County Turóc for life in 1535 
but he held other offices as well. The Hungarian Lutheran Church owes a 
lot to him for his patronage at the beginning of Reformation. Apart from 
Lutheranism he was also interested in the newer Helvetian faith too. 
Martin Luther himself wrote to him regarding this matter, later the let-
ter was published in Bártfa.939 Ferenc Révay’s sons (Mihály, János, Lőrinc 
and Ferenc) were educated in Bártfa between 1539 and 1544 in Leonard 
Stöckel’s (1510–1560) Humanist school.940 Révay sent them to peregrinatio 
Italica, a very useful but not inexpensive venture. In Italy they had ex-
cellent professors such as Lazaro Buonamico, or the legal specialist Mat-
teo Gribaldi.941 Ferenc later became the patron of Jakob Klöss’ publishing 
house in Bártfa where Eliáš Láni’s Lutheran polemical tract942 as well as 
Paulus Malus’ eulogies came out.943 He was undoubtedly the author of a 
manuscript copy of Bonfini’s Hungarian Chronicle used by János Zsám-
boky when preparing the edition in Basel in 1568.944
As mentioned above, the most well-known member of the Révays in the 
early modern period was Péter Révay (1568–1622).945 He started his schools 
in Bártfa at Thomas Faber’s, and then went to Igló to Johannes Ursinus’. 
Then he and his brothers, Ferenc and Mihály, were enrolled in Vienna 
at Johanes Molensis’ and later to Strassbourg where Johann Sturm and 
Melchior Junius made an influence on him.946 He turned to Justus Lipsius 
in letters, in Hungary he joined „the Hungarian descendants of Pallas”, an 
intellectual circle of nobles whose members saw the future of their coun-
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try under the influence of the Christian neo-stoicism of Justus Lipsius 
of Leiden.947 After returning home he visited several towns in the Holy 
Roman Empire and broadened his horizon. In Hungary he became Lord 
Lieutenant of County Turóc for life, and held high offices such as Crown 
Guard, Royal Councillor, Royal Court master, and Chief Door Master. In 
1608 he went to Prague to the court which was one of the most cultured 
and intellectual courts in Europe then.948 This is where his friendship with 
Johannes Jessenius started. He wrote his above-mentioned book entitled 
De sacrae coronae Regni Hungariae ortu, virtute, victoria, fortuna.949 He further 
developed these thoughts and made a historical piece De monarchia et sa­
cra corona Regni Hungariae centuriae septem.950 Since we do not know the in-
ventory of the library of Péter Révay therefore the long list of books pub-
lished under the patronage of the Révays, the books written by his pro-
fessors in Vienna and Strassburg and the literature he used to write his 
own books give us clues when characterizing his erudition. György Bones 
analysed these sources in his monography.951 We shall, however, see that 
in the inventory of the Szklabinya library of his nephew, Ferenc Révay, 
the features of Péter Révay’s collection can be recognized, his books may 
even have remained in Szklabinya. Péter was Lord Lieutenant of Turóc as 
well as his nephew and lived in Szklabinya, although he died in Trencsén.
Dénes Mednyánszky published the inventory of the Szklabinya library 
of Ferenc Révay which was prepared, according to Mednyánszky,952 for 
the will of the magnate during the probate in Turóc. Klára Komorová sug-
gests that Ferenc Révay studied in Cracow and became Lord Lieutenant 
of county Turóc after returning home. The estate in Szklabinya was mod-
ernized and flourished under his inspection. According to Komorová, „the 
book list was prepared because most probably Ferenc’ sons were worried 
about the library since their father was unhappy with their behaviour 
and in 1649 he sent an appeal to County Turóc requesting that neither 
of his sons be made Lord Lieutenant of Turóc after his death. In the end, 
in 1657 Ferenc Révay changed his mind and asked that one of his sons be 
appointed Lord Lieutenant.953
Several of the 321 books survived in several book collections. These 
volumes prove that Révay wrote his name into his books sometimes. At 
the same time, nothing indicates that he wanted to create a bibliophil-
ic collection with a uniform binding, supralibros or printed ex libris. The 
clerks making the inventory were not well educated who spoke only in 
Hungarian and Slovakian although they may have known some Latin. The 
descriptions of an item were terrible even compared to contemporary in-
ventories. The 20 German books were almost all just liber Germanicus, edi-
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tions considered Italian marked simply as Italicus liber. Latin titles were 
summed up in one or two words referring to their subject matter, the 
unknown authors’ names (most of the authors were unknown to them) 
and the titles were misspelt therefore sometimes it is hard to imagine 
who or what they were thinking of. Where they put the authors’ name 
right they did not write anything else so it is difficult to identify an item 
Joachim Camerarius, or Matthiae Dresserij. 
The most striking phenomenon of the inventory is its Catholic nature. 
As if the books were brought from a monastery at the middle of the 16th 
century. Klára Komorová remarked on the great number of the editions 
of the church fathers, especially Augustine, Epiphanius, Jerome and the 
dominance of the medieval masterpieces (11 items of Thomas Aquinas, 
Petrus Lombardus, Bonaventura, and Johannes Gerson). 20% of all the 
books belonged to this group. 
Catholic theology and religious pamphlets were of similar percentage. 
Theological masterpieces, however, were few. It is hard to imagine why 
the Révays needed two missales. They either acquired it for bibliophilic 
reasons as an old book (which was rare in this period) or these books were 
acquired accidently. Some of the items can be identified in the catalogue 
of incunabula within the territory of Slovakia today. These items suggest 
that the books were from a church official or an institution. We do not 
know which member of the Révays converted to Catholicism and when. 
However, there is a note in one of the incunabula of Thomas Aquinas954 
from a Bernardinus Sartorius in 1619 who wrote the following about him-
self: „Bernardus Sartorius Artium ac philosophiae Magister et pro tempore 
Spectabilis ac Magnifici Domini Francisci de Reva junioris Domini Catholicj 
et Sancta Romana Ecclesiae filj fidelissimi Concionator. 1619. Mensis Maij die 
Secunda.” Sartorius claimed to be the preacher of Ferenc Révay Junior 
(in 1619 he was the owner of the library), a loyal son of the Holy Roman 
Catholic Church. The volume of Thomas Aquinas belonged to Sartorius 
then and we do not know when the mark Ecclesiae Nouak was inserted 
and which Novak it referred to. Probably it was the village called Nováky 
today near Privigye. It is also out of the ordinary that a Magister in the 
17th century would use an incunabulum to prepare from. It is not to be 
excluded that the many volumes of Catholic literature belonged to this 
preacher and Ferenc Révay bought his books later. He may have com-
pleted his library with Catholic books when he converted to Catholicism.
Therefore, I do not agree with the hypothesis of mainly Slovakian re-
searchers that this library was a one generation book collection. The 
books are few for that and the readings of the most erudite generations, 
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those who studied at universities at the middle of the 16th century, are 
missing. There are names and books written by the professors who taught 
the members of the Révay family in the 16th century such as Johann Sturm. 
Furthermore, the legal section of the library is strong in Roman law, so 
this could be attributed to the influence of Professor Matteo Gribaldi of 
Padua but these books were very popular in Hungarian libraries at the 
time therefore it is far from certain that these books were memories of a 
study trip in Padua or Strassburg. On the other hand, it is hard to imag-
ine in a family where so many children were born that the family library 
would remain at the same place at the central household in Szklabinya 
from generation to generation.
Considering the fact that the Révay boys studied with Lazzaro Buon-
amico in Padua, interestingly the Humanist section in the Szklabinya 
book collection was rather weak. Under the recurring term grammaticae 
institutiones there may have been important books but also school books. 
The editions of Aldo Manuzio, Angelo Pontano and aliorum, epistolae, as 
well as some of the writings by Angelo Poliziano, Filippo Beroaldos and 
Francesco Patrizi were there in the library but apart from these books 
only 10 % was from first class antique authors such as Ovid (which is one 
of the surviving books with Révay’s possessor mark).
Since Ferenc Révay converted to Catholicism it is not surprising that 
Protestant theology was missing. In the inventory there are two volumes 
by Philipp Melanchthon but the clerk did not specify which. Apart from 
these, there is a Historia Augustanae Confessionis. There are several authors 
who wrote their books with this title but only David Chytraeus started 
his Latin title like this and his book that came out in several editions was 
very popular. Maybe the non-identified volume published for the jubilee 
of Reformation in Wittenberg belongs here as well and that would be all 
for the Protestant side. In the history section, there are some Lutheran 
authors such as Matthaeus Dresser although not often.
The remaining 40 % of the books is law or history, this latter including 
political theory. These books do look like the readings of a magnate man-
aging his estate as well as the county and at the same time watching what 
was going on in the neighbouring countries and in local politics. These 
books can be considered as the Péter Révay’s heritage.
A part of the legal books (12 volumes) commentaries of the Institutio­
nes Justiniani and the Pandectae, concentrate on Roman law. Most of these 
seem to be 16th century editions based on their descriptions. Two books by 
Jacques Cujas, a French authority in law, Novella955 and De feudis956 belonged 
to the most modern books of the collection; these were useful manuals 
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from the 1560s. These may have been acquired by the Révays who studied 
in Padua. The attention paid by the magnates of Upper Hungary to events 
in Bohemia and Poland therefore it is not surprising that among the books 
of Ferenc Révay there were four Czech law books and decrees of their diet 
while there were two from Poland. The magnate certainly spoke Slovakian 
so the Czech language would not have been very difficult for him.
The history section is not poor although traditional in a sense that 
these books were from the 16th century (it cannot be decided which edi-
tion they were). Antique historians are also listed with their names only 
and almost all well-known names are represented on the list. Besides 
these, Antonio Bonfini, Johannes Dubravius, Martin Cromer, the collec-
tion of letters regarding Ottoman history of Nicolas Reusner, Johannes 
Sleidanus’ description of the state of religions under the rule of Charles V, 
the manual on contemporary history written by Paolo Giovio, Sebastian 
Münster’s Cosmographia, or an atlas by Abraham Ortelius were all not just 
excellent readings but bibliophilic books. A well-known book about the 
history of a town written by Georg Braun survived which was offered as a 
gift to Pál Esterházy by Ferenc Révay, so he had bibliophilic books as well.
The six volumes of the Latin journal Mercurius Gallobelgicus launched at 
the turn of the 16th and 17th century presented the events of the centu-
ry during Ferenc Révay’s lifetime. As far as one can determine from the 
inventory entries, no books dealt with history from the period after the 
death of Péter Révay in 1622. He seems to be the one who was interested in 
books on politics and political theory. The entry De optimo statu reipublicae 
is there twice. The most well-known book with this title is Thomas More’s 
Utopia which was published almost in every five years in the 16th century 
and the first half of the 17th century. Another British author, Robert Breton 
also wrote a book with the same title and it is not to be excluded that one 
of these was a volume that contained commentaries written to Johannes 
Caselius’ Aristotle book on the theory of state. No matter which of these 
this book was we went back by a century. Antonio Guevara’s Horologium 
principum and Justus Lipsius’ writings (his name occurs three times in the 
inventory) were favourite readings of the above mentioned intellectual 
circle called „the Hungarian descendants of Pallas”. Sebastian Fox Mor-
cillo, Professor in Leuven, was mentioned regarding the Trencsén library 
of Illésházy and his book entitled De regni regisque institutione957 was there 
in the Révay library. Ammirato Scipione’s name was mentioned in the in-
ventory but nothing else. It may have been his writing about the Otto-
man or his piece about the Kingdom of Naples. In any case, at the end of 
the 16th century these were modern political thoughts. The title Thesaurus 
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politicus may refer to Caspar Ens or, following our assumption that no his-
tory books were acquired after the death of Péter Révay, it could be Giulio 
Belli’s book that was published in Frankfurt am Main several times before 
1622. We know Daniel Meisner’s book with the same title only from 1623. 
Concerning the book entitled De magistratu, several authors can be consid-
ered. Théodore de Bèze’s writing of the same title is the one that appears 
the most, its theory of the right to resistance inspired a lot of debates in 
the period. This volume may have also been Martinus Rakovszky’s (1535 
k.–1579) writing that came out in Lepizig in 1574. Rakovszky originally 
was from Upper Hungary, although it is not known from where exactly. 
Besides, ten more names can be cited who published their writings with a 
similar title. Niccolò Machiavelli’s De republica was probably used by Péter 
Révay when writing his historical book.
After reviewing the items on the book list, we can safely say that the li-
brary in Szklabinya included in part the books of Royal Court Master Péter 
Révay as well as the books Ferenc Révay purchased after his conversion 
to Catholicism. Both parts contained older books, especially the Catholic 
side. This does not mean, however, that the editions of the church fathers 
could not have belonged to a Révay from a former generation.
István Révay, 1649
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The notes entered by István Révay, Ferenc’ son, survived sporadically in 
some books. These are incunabula such as Expositio hymnorum cum notabili 
commento.958 In the above-mentioned incunabulum edition of the Thomas 
Aquinas959 we can find the trace of an interesting phenomenon. After the 
note made by the Catholic preacher the following is written: Sum Stephani 
de Reva et Amicorum ejus. The history of such a note is known,960 it is the 
manifestation of Humanist friendship although in the Central European 
region in general it refers to a shared use of books.961 It would suggest 
that in the Szklabinya household friendly meetings were held to discuss 
events and matters of religion based on their readings. This matches 
the portrayal of active cultural activities and extensive patronage of the 
Révay household Klára Komorová depicted in her book.
The Révay family in the 17th century had several branches and had fam-
ily ties to several aristocratic families. The family continued patronage 
although it is not known which Révay of what faith financed a book where 
the patron was indicated as a „Révay”. Pál Révay’s daughter, Katalin be-
came the wife of Mátyás Ostrosith and in 1654 she was supposedly still a 
Lutheran since she financed the publication of Andreas Sartorius’ school 
play (Trenchenii, 1654).962 Mihály Révay surely followed Luther’s faith in 
1683 when he contributed to the schooling of Johannes Keweri in Witten-
berg.963 Gábor Elek Révay in the 1650s is Catholic since he was the patron 
of the Jesuit publications in Nagyszombat.964
The Ostrosith library in Illava
When reviewing the Révays, Katalin Révay, Mátyás Ostrosith’s wife († 
1702) who could be considered a Lutheran patron was brought up.965 The 
Ostrosiths966 founded their wealth when Mihály Ostrosith took the side of 
Ferdinand I, Holy Roman Emperor and Hungarian King after the lost bat-
tle at Mohács. The estate at Illava became one of their central households. 
In 1560 a Lutheran secondary school opened in Illava and they made do-
nations to it. In 1606 they were made aristocrats with András and István 
becoming Barons. András’s son, János Ostrosith († 1637) participated in a 
religious disputation in Wittenberg in 1616 (Oratio de maiestate)967 which 
suggests that at the beginning of the 17th century there was a family mem-
ber who could potentially participate at a hypothetical „et amicorum” 
reading club in one of the households of the Révay’s, maybe even in Sz-
klabinya although it is possible that similar meetings may have been held 
in the Illava residence. Miklós Ostrosith († 1660), the son of Baron Ist-
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ván Ostrosith and his wife Anna Thököly resided in Illava. His daughter, 
Borbála Ghiletinczi Ostrosith († 1681) married historian Farkas Bethlen.968 
After the death of Miklós, his brother and his wife, Katalin Révay moved 
in.969 After the Wesselényi–Nádasdy conspiracy (1664–1671) the Illava es-
tate was confiscated although the members of the family did not partici-
pate in the conspiracy but it was only in 1701 that Commissioner in Chief 
Graf Christoph Siegfried Breuner could acquire it.970
Besides being Lutheran, the Ostrosiths were committed to the 
Habsburgs. In their patronage they supported the Lutheran church in-
stitutions and financed the literary works of their members.971 Several 
calendars survived which contain diary entries from members of the 
family. This means that naturally the annual German, Hungarian, Polish 
or Czech calendars were available in the aristocratic households.972 They 
installed their library in Illava the inventory of which is known from 1647 
and 1677.973 In 1647 the library must have been rearranged because two 
overlapping but different book lists showing differing sections survived. 
The first book list presents the books in 234 items but only the Theologici 
(56 items) and the Juridici (11 items) are separated from the rest of the 
books which are all under the heading of Historici. In the second inventory 
the sections are more precise although the job to define all the sections 
was not completed entirely since they classified only 126 books. Apart 
from Theologici (43), Politici (22), Historici (22), Scholastici (33), Poetici (5) 
there was a section called Medici but only one book was classified here. In 
1677 the number of the books was smaller, only 157 items and the sections 
were more generalised: Politici (18), Theologici (42), Medici (7), Historici (21), 
Scholastici (69). At first sight, one would say these are two separate librar-
ies; about half of the 1677 book list corresponds to books in the inventory 
from 1647. 
We can state that these were the libraries of Miklós and Mátyás Os-
trosith although the books of former generations of the Ostrosiths also 
appear in the list. If it was not for the notes taken by János Ostrosith at 
university and his album the strong political theory character of the li-
brary would indicate the owner to be the one who studied in Wittenberg 
and wrote tracts in this discipline.974
The first thematic section in the readings of Miklós Ostrosith is theology. 
Let us highlight here right away that besides the fundamental Lutheran 
profile there are a significant number of tracts on religious disputations 
with the Calvinists and the Catholics in this section. Let us present five 
here to show how many different views the reader could get to know from 
a tract like this. The title of the writing of Heinricus Eckhardi, Professor in 
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Giessen „Fasciculus controversiarum theologicarum” suggests that basically 
it is a controversist manual: … de quibus inter Augustanae Confessionis the­
ologos et calvinianos disceptatur, continens, et praeter adversariorum sententias 
propriis ipsorum verbis in quaestionibus singulis descriptas, eorundem argumen­
ta ex Zvvinglii, Oecolampadii, Calvini, Martyris, Musculi, Aretii, Danaei, Bezae, 
Ursini, Zanchii, Sohnii, Sadeelis, Junii, Polani, Bucani, Piscatoris, Trelcatii, Keck­
ermanni, Perkinsii, Nahumi, aliorumq́ue libris annotata, unà cum... refutatione, 
et sententiae orthodoxae confirmatione exhibens….975 The other two authors, 
Balthasar Meisner976 and Albert Grawer977 rejected the views of Jesuit 
preachers regarding Jesus’ church and the office of the Pope in the Holy 
Scriptures. Albert Grawer’s famous tract against the Calvinists is also in-
cluded in the inventory in two copies. Let us mention here that this writ-
ing has a Hungarian connection since both Johannes Bocatius and Meny-
hért Veres greeted its publication with a poem, and the author was active 
in Hungary too. The fifth tract we would like to mention here is also a 
hungaricum since Friedrich Balduin, Professor in Wittenberg refuted Páz-
mány’s arguments and dedicated his book to Erzsébet Czobor.978 Let us 
note here that most authors are Lutheran authorities from the 16th cen-
tury (Martin Luther, Aegidius Hunnius) or from the first half of the 17th 
century that is a modern Lutheran theological literature was at disposal 
for those serving in the Illava residence not only in theological questions 
but also in issues in daily life such as the Danish Niels Hemmingsen’s book 
on marriage and divorce.979
Miklós Ostrosith made sure that Hungarian religious debates be present 
in his library in tracts written by Hungarian authors. He owned two writ-
ings by Pázmány, the story of the conversion of Mihály Vörösmarti, col-
lections of sermons by Leonard Stöckel and Péter Bornemisza, Zacharias 
Láni’s exciting writing regarding the origin of the Lutheran church where 
he contradicted Athanasius Kircher980 as well as Pseudo Spiritus Posoniensis 
written against Mihály Kopcsányi.981 It is not surprising in a library in 
Upper Hungary that Ostrosith owned Georgius Tranoscius’ psalms in a 
Latin edition.982
Among legal books nothing unusual can be seen. These are mainly Hun-
garian law books: Tripartitum, hand-written articuli of four kinds as well 
as legal formulas and an unidentified book by Johannes Kitonich. Apart 
from these, Ostrosith had Henningius Arnisaeus’s book entitled De jure 
majestatis that first came out in 1610 which was published every second 
year until the second half of the century. This could have been classified 
as political theory ad it is here that it is mentioned in the second list along 
with another book by the same author entitled de Republica.
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The section politici is interesting. It is not unusual that the title Horolo­
gium principum occurs three times, these are Guevara’s book in two Latin 
editions and a Hungarian one. Justus Lipsius is present with two books 
and his correspondence although in the history section. The title Ethica 
Practica Politica is a telling title but we do not know anything else about 
it. However, it is interesting to point out that all the authors who wrote 
a book with the same title would be unusual in the Illava library. Johann 
August Vogel from Utrecht, Hieronimus Praetorius from Nuremberg, or 
Michael Wendeler from Wittenberg could all be the author in question as 
well as the fourth volume of the encyclopaedia of Johann Heinrich Alsted. 
The book entitled Ethica et Speculum moralium quaestionum was undoubted-
ly written by John Case of Oxford which came out in 12 editions between 
1585 and 1647. The clerk preparing the inventory did not read it because it 
is more a book in classical philology, the commentary of Aristotle’s moral 
philosophy as it is indicated on its cover page although among the schools 
of political theory there have always been those in each period who based 
their arguments on antique ethics concerning daily politics. The best ex-
ample for this is Georg Gutke who presided over János Ostrosith’s reli-
gious disputation in Wittenberg where the magnate of Upper Hungary 
defended his thesis. However, Gutke’s work was centred, especially in the 
Berlin years, more on logic and Aristotle commentaries. Coming back to 
the library of Miklós Ostrosith, the term Emporium Emporiorum refers to 
Tommaso Garzoni, a member of the Lateran Canonry who prepared an 
encyclopaedia in politology at the end of the 16th century. It came out in 
many languages and in many editions, revised and published at the begin-
ning of the 17th century by Michael Caspar Lundorp.983
The history thematic section is rich in antique authors and books on 
Hungarian history. There are two Bonfini books, two writings by Elias 
Berger, a Wittenberg album De Sigetho propugnaculo, Istvánffy’s book on 
Hungarian history, Péter Révay’s book on the Hungarian crown and a 
Chronica Hungarorum. There were also manuals about the history of the 
neighbouring regions which were popular in all other libraries (books by 
Dubravius, Cromer, Reusner, Herbenstein), Johannes Sleidanus, writings 
by Paolo Giovio and the Carion Chronicle.
These books as well as the ones in political theory could all serve as 
the basis for János Ostrosith thesis in 1616. However, most of these books 
were published in the first half of the 17th century that is even if Miklós 
inherited books he further developed it considerably.
The most striking feature is the great number of Hungarian publica-
tions, for example János Draskovich’ Guevara translation, Miklós Telegdis 
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books, the „Precationes”: such as the one written by István Kürty, Györ-
gy Szalaszegi’s translated Avenarius, Hungaricae Ferenczfy, books writ-
ten by Bálint Mantskovith, Gergely Vámosi, János Kanizsai Pálfi, János 
Kecskeméti’s Musculus, Boldizsár Zólyomi Perinna’s Gerhardus, János 
Mihalkó’s writing and other authors whose books were published abroad.
The sections on poetae and humanistae of the library are also rich al-
though here, besides the antique authors (primarily orationes), it is mainly 
the great Humanists who are dominant. There are also rhetoricae et dialec­
ticae (from several authors) and grammars.
In Miklós Ostrosith’ nice book collection there was books in Latin, 
Hungarian and Czech languages. We find it interesting that no German 
books are mentioned in the inventory. The whole collection portrays an 
intellectually vivid owner who must have been in touch with the profes-
sors of the local Lutheran school and the ministers nearby. When he died 
in 1660 Márton Tarnóczi wrote a eulogy for him that was published in 
Trencsén.984 A part of his books appears in his brother’s later inventory of 
1677, the rest of them may have been inherited by his daughter, Borbála 
who married Farkas Bethlen and lived in Transylvania.
Mátyás Ostrosith, 1649
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Due to his involvement in the Wesselényi conspiracy, Mátyás Ostrosith’s 
belongings were confiscated. Nevertheless, Mátyás further developed the 
library he inherited partly from his brother Miklós and, as we shall see 
later, partly from his cousin János. We are luckier with his book inven-
tories because the clerks usually wrote down the name of the author too. 
He inherited two of Henningius Arsinaeus’ books from Miklós as well as 
many Hungarian legal books. In 1662 he purchased Johann Weber’s Spec­
ulum Physico­politicum that was published in Lőcse985 as well as a book 
about a Polish litigation that appeared in Poland in 1664.986 It is unusual 
to combine the Hungarian constitution with Francesco Guicciardini and it 
is hard to imagine it in a colligation but otherwise it would not have been 
accounted for the following way: 17. Decreta et Constitutiones Regni Hungar­
iae Francisci Guiciardini Hippomneses Politicae liber 1.987
He owned three Carion Chronicles from among the historical books. The 
books by Dubravius, Sleidanus and Giovio must have been inherited as 
well as Elias Berger’s book which was listed in Miklós Ostrosith book in-
ventory. Mátyás, however, bought several freshly published books such 
as Elias Widemann’s engravings about Hungarian nobility (Icones comitum 
gloriae centum) that came out in 1652, the Nuremberg edition of Mauso­
leum (1664) that was published under the patronage of Ferenc Nádasdy, 
a Jesuit College publication dedicated to László Esterházy, Wolfgang Kil-
ian’s Habsburg genealogy in Latin illustrated with several engravings that 
came out in Graz in 1666, Michael Gaspar Lundorp’s book on the first six 
years of the Thirty-Year War.988 And there is yet another mysterious col-
ligation: 6. Historia Germanica Joannis Baptistae Fikler in folio liber 1. Johann 
Baptist Fikler, Théodore de Bèze’s opponent in the disputations about the 
right to resistance, was a known figure of German Counter Reformation. 
He wrote several historical books on Regensburg in German but the title 
Historia Germanica appears neither in Latin, nor in German in his oeuvres. 
There is a curiosity among the historical pieces that came out in 1662, 
Johann Bruno’s world history.989 It is not only another book on cyclical 
world view and the theory of four empires990 but one of the nicest exam-
ples of Baroque emblem books.991 The author’s brother, Conrad Bruno was 
one of the best engravers in the 17th century, worked in Herzog August’s 
court in Wolfenbüttel and was the artist who made the contemporary de-
piction of Bibliotheca Guelpherbytana.
Mátyás Ostrosith purchased a significant part of the medical books. Be-
sides János Zsámboky’s emblem book about physicians he bought Jean 
Fernel’s Universa medicina, Levinus Lemnius and Leonhard Fuchs or The-
ophrastus’ Historia plantarum, as well as a Czech home chemistry (Apathec 
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Domestica Sclauonico idiomate). Let us mention two books. One of them is 
Johann David Ruland’s Pharmacopaea nova that came out in 1644992 while 
the other one is the book of a physician from Bergamo, Guilielmo Gratar-
oli about the influence wine has on health.993
In section scholastici many books were classified. It seems that Mátyás had 
little more antique authors that came out in the second half of the 16th 
century but it looks as if the books of János Ostrosith, the Wittenberg stu-
dent were inherited by his two nephews. In this thematic section there 
are several items which are his manuscripts such as his study tour album 
(Stammbuch): Album Magistri Domini Joannis Osztrozith in quarto liber, then 
Praeloquium de constitutione rhetoricae conscriptum a Joanne Osztrozith. Má-
tyás Ostrosith’s school notes were also inventoried in several volumes. 
This whole section is, in general, school dominated. Hungarian publica-
tions were also classified here, partly the ones we have mentioned above 
when presenting Miklós’ library but Ádám Forgách’s Vienna Fasciculum 
sententiaruma (1657) that was a more recent acquisition.994
There was a good collection of dictionaries in Illava. The generation of 
Mátyás may have learnt Italian or French because besides several Cale-
pinus editions they also bought Czech, Italian, and French and Spanish 
dictionaries. The Ostrosith family ended with Mátyás, we do not know 
what happened to their books.
The culture that radiated from the Illava household meant that a rela-
tive living in the neighbourhood, Baron András Ostrosith’s daughter, Ju-
dit’s husband, Pál Petróczy († 1652) also owned a small collection995 out 
of which his widow left 23 to the Lutheran congregation in Kasza that 
matched the interest of the congregation. These were mainly Lutheran 
theologies, books by primarily Lutheran Orthodox theologians from the 
16th century and several religious disputation tracts from the University 
of Wittenberg from the beginning of the 17th century. Several Catholic 
tracts were also part of the donation, books by two Jesuits, Fulvius An-
dronicus and Roberto Bellarmino.
We also know the books of Matej Gažur (1588– after 1657), the minister at 
the Miklós and Mátyás Ostrosith’ household,996 who greeted the wedding 
of Pál Ostrosith in 1649 with a small publication.997 Judging by the 35 items 
on the book list, the minister missed his vocation because it is the library 
of an intellectual who read theology as well. The Bibliothecula as it was 
called by the clerk who made the inventory made a section for Poetici, 
Graeci, classified the hand-written notes Gažur took at school separately. 
These were mainly notes on logic following Petrus Ramus’s system but 
he also had notes about theological issues. Out of the 35 books, nine were 
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in theology, there were two Paul Eber calendars, the rest grammars (Lat-
in, Greek and a separate Greek syntax), dictionaries (several Greek ones), 
school books in rhetoric, analyses and Humanist samples for orationes. 
Thanks to the surviving sources and documents, the book culture of the 
Illava household of the Ostrosits can be described on several levels. The 
readings of the magnate’s family through generations were available for 
the intellectuals living and working on the estate. We could also learn 
about the erudition of the nobles around the household and that of a 
household minister. Although we do not have data regarding the shared 
use of books but we could gain a general impression about the level of the 
discussion at family and church or local political events. 
The Berényi Library in Karancsberény(?) and their 
Books in Temetvény 
Ferenc Berényi was a nobleman who stood on Ferdinand I’s side in the 
power struggle at the middle of the 16th century and this decision proved 
to bring success and rise to the family. From among his great grand-
children, András († 1653) had a good education and became a lawyer in 
County Pozsony one of whose daughters married a Révay. His brother, 
György I (1601–1677)998 became a peer and received the title of Baron for 
himself and for his descendants in 1655. He was appointed Deputy Lord 
Lieutenant of County Nyitra, an envoy of Leopold I to Transylvania. His 
second wife was an Esterházy. There are scarcely any data of the books of 
his sons (Ferenc, György and Pál) but his grandson, György III Berényi’s 
library is known. György III became a Count in 1700. In the next genera-
tion of the family we have information about members of the family who 
studied at universities. His son, Ferenc chose the military career and died 
in 1710. Ferenc’ two brothers (András and Zsigmond) chose the clergy. 
Tamás (1689–1747) studied at the University of Utrecht and was known as 
a polyglot while his son, Tamás II Berényi (1721–1775) was known as one 
of the most educated Hungarian noblemen.999
On the estates of Baron György, a series of inventories were made start-
ing in 1650.The castle of Temetvény in County Trencsén was theirs by 
then (and later the Bercsényis’). Their books in Temetvény were listed 
in a small book list.1000 The nine items show a mixed profile. There were 
antique authors (Phaedrus, Dio Cassius, Herodotus, Tacitus), writings by 
Ambrosius and Jerome, a book on arithmetic, a book by Aegidius Hun-
nius and a volume of an unidentified author about the virtues of mon-
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archs. The readings suggest a Lutheran owner (that was typical in County 
Trencsén) who inherited books and who was interested in moral issues. 
Let me add here that all these books were listed in the inventory of the 
Karancsberény library even the book on arithmetic so they were probably 
taken to the family library to Karancsberény after being inventoried.
In the inventory of the Karancsberény residence1001 159 items were list-
ed as books in thematic classification and according to their sizes: Theo­
logici (75), Historici (43), Medici (8), Philosophici (27), Juridici (7). The person 
preparing the inventory must have been a person who spoke Hungarian 
and Latin and may have been bilingual in Slovakian/Czech and Hungarian. 
Items such as Jacobi Fabri pri Misza indicate this.1002 Jacques Lefèvre d’Éta-
ples’ book on the mass was published in the 16th century several times 
but no Czech edition is known, therefore the note „pri Misza” must be the 
description of the subject matter of the Latin book. Farkas Deák claims 
that the inventory was prepared by György Berényi himself1003 indicated 
by the item Controversiae manu mea scriptae. At other places, however, the 
knowledge of Hungarian seems to have dominated when he wrote down 
the name of Petrus Bessaeus as Petri Beszszey. The title of Czech books was 
never written in Czech although he owned 12 books in Czech: A Bible edi-
tion in six volumes, a Graduale, a collection of sermons, a commentarius, 
a medical book, a cook book and a book on interpreting dreams. From a 
language point of view, the most interesting item is the Liber Bohemicus 
Konyha mesternek valo, és a Ceh Almos kenv. The Hungarian books (24 books 
in total) were often written down in Hungarian although sometimes with 
the title in Latin. An example for this is Az Papistának szabad­e az Evageli­
cust a vallásra eőrüvel kinszeriteni, tractatus Ungaricus; Füves kerteczke.1004 On 
the other hand, there is an item Vita Elisabethae Hungarice manu scripta 
(which is also interesting for its contents) or Joachimus Beyst versio Illicz(-
hazy), Joachimus Beyst versio St(ephani) Magiar(y). He did not know German 
because out of the two German books the manuscript on arithmetic was 
written down in Latin while a Hungarian Chronicle as Ungarisz Cronik.
The books are varied according to their subject matter. Apparently, he 
kept the books which had been passed down in the family and the books 
of a church institution were also acquired somehow. Otherwise it would 
be hard to explain the great number of books that seem to be incunabula 
or printed at the beginning of the 16th century as well as the 12 Bibles 
(Latin 3 pcs, Czech 6 pcs, Hungarian (Bibles translated by János Sylvester, 
Gáspár Károlyi, György Káldi), five Breviari, three Graduales and an Offi­
cium Beatae Mariae.
Books in theology are mixed but, all in all, seem Lutheran. The Catholic 
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books in theology are mainly from the 16th century, for example there 
are writings by Jeremias Drexel, Petrus Bessaeus, Martinus Becanus, and 
by Hungarian authors such as Miklós Telegdi, András Monoszlay, Péter 
Pázmány or György Káldi. There are writings by the church fathers (Am-
brosius and Jerome), vetus prayer books as the person preparing the in-
ventory put it: Paradisus praecum, Institutio pietatis, Farrago praecum, Med­
itations de passione Domini, and writing by Jan Hus. These latter ones may 
also have been written by Lutheran authors but there are certainly very 
many Lutheran collections of sermons and theological writings among 
the 75 items classified in this thematic section. Authors such as Aegidius 
Hunnius, Lucas Osiander, Abraham Scultetus, Mathias Hafenreffer, Jacob 
Heerbrand, Joachim Beust, Johannes Avenarius, and the Calvinist Wolf-
gangus Musculus are among them.
Books in Hungarian or related to Hungary in their subject matter are in 
a surprising proportion within the library. Apart from the authors men-
tioned above, there were books by Péter Bornemisza, György Kulcsár, Ist-
ván Kürthy, Boldizsár Zólyomi Perinna, Imre Lósy, János Draskovich in 
Hungarian, the Hungarian Credo, an herbarium, sermons in manuscript, 
Zacharias Láni’s two books and the Latin historians: Antonio Bonfini, 
Miklós Istvánffy, the German Chronicle and Hungarian legal books (Tri­
partitum, dietalia, decretalia, Johannes Kithonicz).
There were only 7 legal books this library and they were mentioned 
above for their Hungarian connection. György Berényi also had a Justin-
ianus, a modern book, Christoph Besold’s Farrago juris,1005 and an old one, 
Johannes Oldendorp’s Practica actionum forensium.1006
The historical section is worth paying attention to. Beyond the antique 
authors (Tacitus, Herodotus, Plutarchus, Livius, Dionysus Siculus, Zo-
naras, Eusebius) and the above-mentioned books on Hungarian history, 
the following books are worth mentioning: the item Vita Esterházy palatini 
and an unidentified book (maybe a manuscript) the description of which 
(Lamormany Praelatus) may indicate the biography of Ferdinand II.1007 
Czech history is represented by one book: Prokop Lupáč z Hlavačova Cal­
endarium historicum.1008 Berényi owned Paul Eber’s Calendarium historicum, 
Münster’s Cosmographia, Abraham Ortelius’s Theatrum obris terraruma, and 
probably Andreas Hondorff’s Theatrum historicum, as well as manuals by 
Paolo Giovio and Johannes Sleidanus, Giovanni Battista Contarini’s his-
tory of Venice and „an old” world history.1009 There was a colligation in 
which Georg Richter’s Axiomata politica was bound together with Martinus 
Crusius’ sermons about three Biblical female figures (which may not qual-
ify as history)1010 and a tract about the Waldensians.
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There are other books mixed in with the Historici section, for example 
the one about the education and virtues of monarchs, the book written by 
an unidentified author mentioned above relating to the Temetvény book 
list, understandably since there are no separate Politici or Ethici sections. 
The same goes for Nicolas Caussin’s Eques christianus translated into Lat-
in by Guillaume Germé de Lamormain and a biography of Constantine 
the Great which is, in a sense, a king’s mirror.1011 The dialogus written by 
Nicolas Barnaud which analyses the relationship between power and eth-
ics about the French Wars of Religion as well as religious matters and 
the anomalies of conduct of the churches.1012 The author drew a parallel 
between Hungarian and French history since the participants of the di-
alogue are a Lutheran minister Philalethus, a refugee Huguenot and his 
love, Alethia who fled Hungary occupied by the Ottoman Turks. Barnaud 
spent several years in Prague from the 1580s, and presumably he gained 
his information on Hungarian matters there. György Berényi must have 
enjoyed reading his book.
Berényi (provided he was the one who made the inventory and let us 
stay with this hypothesis) classified under historici a late book written by 
Justus Lipsius entitled De cruce that is hard to justify and a volume con-
taining funeral sermons which would be the right section only if Berényi 
read these sermons as a source of biographical information which was 
not the case.
The Philosophici in the Berényi library was very mixed. There were dic-
tionaries, several grammars (Latin and Greek), Horace, Strabon, Melanch-
thon’s Physica and other titles like these. Adding arithmetic and the book 
on interpreting dream there was a wide range of topics. Berényi classified 
Theatrum Mulierum under History but let us mention it here. It is interest-
ing because very few fashion albums reached Hungary during this period. 
The poems accompanying the pictures detail the morals of the women of 
each nation which can be read in Hungarian today.1013
Among the medical books, we can find Avicenna and Andrea Matthioli’s 
Herbarium as well as Henrik Rantzau’s De conservanda bona valetudine that 
came out in many editions, the Medicina Salernitana and a Czech medical 
book and a Czech cook book. 
To sum it up we can say that The György Berényi’s library was a diverse 
book collection which satisfied the interests of the Lutheran magnate not 
just in the field of history and religion but offered entertaining and pic-
turesque pieces (atlases, herbaria, fashion albums) as well.
No inventory is known of the books of the next generation of the family. 
On the other hand, there is a book on rhetoric by Simon Pauli that came 
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out in Magdeburg in 1572 and was acquired by the Berényis after 1654. 
It may have been brought to Hungary by Johannes Frölich. Pál Berényi, 
György’s son wrote his name into it in 1687. In this book there is a note 
that signals a shared use of the book but unfortunately without a date: 
Possessio legitima Martini Berényi et amicorum.1014 Since Márton is known in 
genealogy we cannot say in which of heir households these „book club” 
conversations were held.
On October 1, 1690 György III Berényi’s books were inventoried once 
again.1015 Unfortunately, it is not clear from the document where the in-
ventory was prepared and it is also unknown where György III Berényi 
stayed for the most part. Maybe in Karancsberény but maybe elsewhere. 
There were 214 items listed in the inventory. It is for sure that someone 
took care of the installation of the books since this book list is in alpha-
betic order (by the first name of the author) which cannot be set up with-
out a preliminary list. His grandfather’s books must have been inherited 
by several people since about 10 % of the former inventory matches this 
book list. The person making the inventory copied the authors’ names 
and the short, few-words version of the titles with precision.
It is not known when but one of the sons of György Berényi who died in 
1677 converted to Catholicism. It may have been György III Berényi who 
was made Count because he was certainly Catholic by then. His library 
has a new feature. He bought older series like the church history of Ce-
sare Baronio, the history of several religious orders in Hungary and Aus-
tria and comprehensive hand books by mainly Jesuit authors that were 
published between 1660 and 1740 in many editions. He had no books on 
specific theological issues nor did he keep the old Lutheran books of the 
family but purchased modern Catholic literature, mainly comprehensive 
books such as Michael Pexenfelder’s Flores biblicuma, Wilhelm Nakatenus’s 
Coeleste Palmetumja (Himmlischer Palmgarten as was the usual title although 
Berényi did not read in German) were typical for his library.
Berényi paid special attention to Hungarian publications and the books 
written by Hungarian authors. But comparing the list of authors with the 
book list of his grandfather’s library there are few matches (except for 
legal books). Here instead there are Gábor Hevenesi’s Ars bonae mortis, 
Márton Szentiványi’s three books, Ferenc Otrokócsi Fóris’s book written 
after converting to Catholicism, György Náray’s Lyra coelestise, Gábor Sze-
rdahelyi’s meterologia, György Lippay’s Posoni kert as well as the Catholic 
authors of this generation.
Let us mention here Berényi’s cult of Virgin Mary collection which 
came, for the most part, from Pál Esterházy. All Esterházy’s publications 
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were acquired for the library. Berényi was interested in the Esterházy 
family in other matters as well. He owned Miklós Esterházy’s Fasciculus 
praecum or his engraving album with the family portraits. Berényi also 
had Wilhelm Gumppenberg’s Atlas Marianus, one of Pál Esterházy’s sourc-
es and a book about the Black Madonna of Częstochova (Poland).1016
His legal erudition included, besides the Hungarian sources of law, the 
big handbooks only. Among the Hungarian authors here he names Zacha-
ry Mossóczy, Bishop of Nyitra, Johannes Kithonich, Gábor Erdődy’s index 
to the Tripartitum as well as Cardinal Kollonich’s Forma processis criminalis. 
All the collections mentioned in his grandfather’s inventory are listed in 
his book list as well. New acquisitions are Benedictus Carpzov with sever-
al books, Caspar Manz’s legal Bibliotheca1017 and the handbook written by 
Andreas von Gaill presenting Imperial legal procedures including many 
legal cases.1018 And there are other new authors but here let us present the 
type of the books only.
In history he preferred the comprehensive editions but not only world 
history. Among the older authors he chose Münster’s Cosmography, Pao-
lo Giovio’s contemporary history, and Jacques August de Thou’s similar 
historia sui temporis. Berényi also owned a copy of the book written by 
Barthélemy de Chasseneuz entitled Catalogus gloriae mundi that had more 
than 40 editions since 1612, and Johann Ludwig Gottfried’s Archontolo­
gia cosmica (they started to publish it in 1635). Johannes Bruno wrote a 
new summary book entitled Universae historiae in 1675 that Berényi pur-
chased as well.1019 He may have been led by bibliophilic intentions when 
he bought Hartmann Schedel’s world chronicle and Gerard Marcator’s 
atlases.
Berényi also had classic books about the neighbouring countries and 
bought newer ones as well. For example, he owned Sigmund Herben-
stein’s book on the Russians but also Johann Georg Korb’s new history 
book. As for Poland, he chose well when he purchased books to widen his 
knowledge since he selected books to show Polish political events in the 
European context through the lenses of Paweł Piasecki’s Chronica gestorum 
in Europa in which the author described the history of the Thirty-Year 
War. He acquired several emblem books of the imperial dynasty such as 
Johann Adam Weber’s Adamus Austriacus. Berényi bought almost all his 
many books.
His grandfather had the historical classics to which Berényi added more 
modern pieces. Jacques Bongars’s historical anthology published in 1600 
in Franfurt-am-Main was read in almost all-important libraries in Hun-
gary. Berényi also purchased Miklós Istvánffy, György Ráttkay, Martin 
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Schödel, Matthias Bernegger (Disqusitio historico politica de regno Hungar­
iae) and a few other books, such as Achille Tarducci’s,1020 which were also 
theoretical and discussed in connection with the Battle of Szentgotthárd 
if the Ottoman Turks were defeatable. Let me mention here Laurenz Töp-
pelt’s book about the origin of the nations in Transylvania since it is rath-
er forgotten.1021
While Hungarian nobleman at the beginning and middle of the 17th cen-
tury read political theory that grew out of moral philosophy (king’s mir-
rors) Berényi chose from among the Catholic writings on ethics-theology 
besides politology-type hand books. He also owned Machiavelli as well 
as Machiavelli’s critic Hermann Conring or Georg Horn’s Orbis politicus1022 
and from among the more modern ones Johann Riemer’s Centum arcana 
politica.1023 Berényi also had Charles Vialart’s book about Richelieu and 
Mazarin in Latin translation as well as Jules Mazarin’s incredibly popular 
Breviarium politicorum.1024 Let me present here a few of his Catholic moral 
theology books. The above-mentioned Johann Adam Weber’s Ars regendi 
is such a book as well as his less known Annulus memoriae.1025 Guillaume 
Stanyhurst’s Christiani militis tessera1026 can also be classified under this 
section as well as Johann Adolph Walpott’s Speculum christianum politico 
morale.1027
The writings of Didacus de Saavedra were1028 in between the previous 
section and emblem books which are very much present in Berényi’s 
book collection. The album of Johann Michael von der Ketten entitled 
Apelles symbolicus had many editions so no wonder Berényi noticed and 
purchased it as well as Hieronymus Megiser’s very well-known Theatrum 
Caesarum.1029 He had several collections of engravings depicting the em-
perors accompanied by a poem that described the virtues of the monarch. 
Berényi also acquired the Nuremberg edition of Mausoleum that came out 
under Nádasdy’s patronage and Johann Adam Xavier Schad’s album of 
portraits entitled Effigies Ducum et Regum Hungariae. From among older 
publications of the genre emblemata, Berényi owned Andrea Alciati’s clas-
sic piece and Joachim Camerarius’s handbook entitled Symbolorum et 
emblematum centuriae. Emblems and allegories cannot just be interpreted 
historically or politically. The book by the Jesuit Pierre-Juste Sautel en-
titled Lusus poetici allegorici represents well this type of publications in 
harmony with Berényi’s religious faith.
The sections called poetici and humanistae in this period is practically 
missing from this library. Berényi did have two books written by Eras-
mus, and Joseph Lang’s Florilegium Magnuma, but John Owen’s Latin book 
of poems is already the „curiositiy” category in our presentation as well as 
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a rare example of science such as Conrad Gessner’s Historia animalium. Lu-
cas Janszoon Waghenaer’s Speculum nauticum1030 is a real gem which takes 
the reader into a world that a Hungarian can hardly imagine. In the end 
let me mention that, similarly to his grandfather, he had a book about 
female figures in the Bible, Philippo Picinelli’s book1031 that had several 
editions.
The inventory prepared in 1690 of György Berényi’s books indicates a 
modern library. Even if the owner did not speak languages, he collected 
the books that were published during his life according to his religous and 
political views. His book collection also showed signs of bibliophilic ten-
dencies; he made efforts to acquire richly illustrated books with engrav-
ings. It looks as if, after his conversion to Catholicism, he built his library 
to match his convictions, accepting the importance of the Virgin Mary 
cult supported by Pál Esterházy to shape the intellectual profile of the 
new Hungarian Kingdom within the Habsburg Empire. His legal, political 
and historical erudition was up to the standards of the second half of the 
17th century with a definite German orientation with the restriction that 
he did not speak German. Therefore, he could only read literature trans-
lated into Latin. He could read in Latin translation several French and 
some Italian authors. This political mentality was too close to the Catholic 
Church. It is striking how few books he had from antique authors or the 
great Humanist philologists. Berényi continued the family traditions in 
buying many contemporary Hungarian publications.
The Forgách Libraries
Although there was an important historian in the 16th century from the 
Forgách family and some of the other members went to universities and 
became academics, very little is known of their readings before the end of 
the century. The ancestors of the two main branches of the family were 
Péter Forgách († 1519)1032 and Gergely († 1514). Among their descend-
ants1033 there were a lot of politicians, high clergy and high officials of 
the country. Here we are interested in the Gergely line since this is where 
we have data. Zsigmond Forgách († 1563), Lord Chamberlain and Luther-
an magnate and his sons, Pál († 1578), Simon (1526–1598), Imre (1539 
k.–1599) and Ferenc (1535–1577), the historian and Bishop of Várad, were 
awarded the Baron title in 1560. Similarly, to the Balassa family where 
we can hardly say anything about the readings of the poet Bálint Bal-
assi, the same manner we know little of the erudition of the historians 
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Forgách (Ádám, Imre, Mihály, Simon, Zsigmond)1034, „the Hungarian Tac-
itus” (Ferenc Forgách), and his readings, can be outlined only through 
analysing the sources he used for his historical writing.1035 These studies 
center mainly on antique texts, historical literature and his sources. Imre 
Forgách, Lord Lieutenant of County Trencsén, married three times (from 
the Perényi, the Zrínyi and the Sachsen-Lauenburg families). His sons all 
died before adulthood while his daughters married into the Ostrosith, the 
Révay and the Nádasy families. Imre remained Lutheran until his death. 
He donated books to the secondary school in Trencsén in 1588.1036
Some of the children of Simon Forgách, Royal Cup-bearer had out-
standing careers. Ferenc (1566–1615) became Archbishop of Esztergom, 
we know his books from several inventories.1037 The Lutheran Mihály († 
1603), corresponded with Justus Lipsius1038 and was a remarkable member 
of the late Humanist intellectual circle in Hungary. He participated at a 
disputation at the University of Wittenberg (De peregrinatione) where he 
imitated Lipsius.1039 Personalities defining intellectual trends in Hungary 
at the end of the 16th and the beginning of the 17th centuries such as Péter 
Révay, János Rimay encountered the modern theory of neo-Stoicism in 
part through him.1040
Among Simon’s children, Zsigmond Forgách (1560–1621) rose to the 
highest position since he became a palatine. He married three times; his 
wives were Anna Losonczy, Zsuzsanna Thurzó and later István Illésházy’s 
widow, Katalin Pálffy.
The inventories of Zsigmond Forgách’ two sons survived. Ádám (1601–
1681) became Lords Justice and count in 1640. He married first a Széchy, 
then a Révay while his third wife was Anna Katharina von Rechberg. He 
took with him some of his books during a journey and these were inven-
toried in Kassa in 1644. The other son of the palatine, Zsigmond Ádám 
(1605–1645) died young in the Thirty-Year War near Brünn. He was al-
legedly poisoned because he encouraged Zsigmond Rákóczy’s soldiers to 
desert the army. His books in Szalánc were inventoried in 16521041 while 
the ones at his household in Garany were listed at the death of his widow, 
Borbála Batthyány († 1680).1042
The Lord Justice’ son, Ádám (1663–1716) who was Lord Lieutenant of 
County Nógrád also married someone from abroad, Eva Kathariana von 
Breuner, whose family acquired the Illava estate of the Ostrosith fami-
ly.1043 Their son, Simon Forgách (1669–1739) was an excellent soldier who 
participated in several battles, sided with Prince Rákóczi in 1704, but the 
prince ordered his arrest in 1706 and kept him in prison in Krasznahorka 
and later at Szepesvár. His relationship with Ferenc Rákóczi II must have 
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been ambiguous. He followed Rákóczi in exile since he was not pardoned 
by the emperor but after a row he moved to Lemberg where he later died.
In the brief family history above we have mentioned the members of 
the Forgách family whose readings can be described from a surviving re-
cord. We added the names of the wives so that the family relations and 
a potentially different taste in reading accompanying the bride could 
be accounted for. Each generation of the family was a patron of either 
the Lutheran or later the Catholic Church as well as sponsors of various 
publications. We have decided to describe the erudition of the scholarly 
historian bishop and the Archbishop of Esztergom in a study devoted to 
high clergy. Let us also add here that a printed Forgách coat-of-arms also 
survived which was catalogued as ex libris.1044 It is unknown who made it.
Imre Forgách acquired the estate in Trencsén and the title of Lord Lieu-
tenant in 1583. He became the patron of the Lutheran Church. He spon-
sored the publication of Petrus Albinus’ De Sigetho propugnaculo1045 that was 
dedicated to him. In 1588, he deposited huge sums of money to fund the 
studies of Hungarian students in Wittenberg. He also donated 174 books 
to the school in Trencsén.1046 According to the protocollum recorded by 
Ádám Forgách, 1651
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the town administration, Forgách demanded the books to be inventoried 
each year by a clerk from the town council, someone among his own staff 
as well as the rector of the school. He also required the books to be safe-
guarded and made available for everyone. The inventory of the books was 
made by an expert with, in most cases, complete title descriptions, indi-
cating the place and the date of publication.
The first 39 folio volumes were collections of commentaries of Aristo-
tle’s writings sometimes with a book written by a church father in the 
same field, for example De coelo, De anima, etc. Among the commentaries 
we can see Thomas de Aquino, Johannes Grammaticus, Augustinus Ny-
phus, and Simplicius Philosophus of Cilicia. All of these were published 
between 1545 and 1560. Two critical and complete editions of Aristotle 
were prepared then, one of them was published by Johannes Oporinus in 
Basel while the other one by Luca Antonio Giunta of Venice. Both are still 
noteworthy text versions. The rest of the books is just as valuable: the 
Cologne edition of the Synods of the Christian churches (1551), Bishop 
Thomas Caietanus’ New Testament commentaries.
Almost all antique authors used at schools are included in the inventory 
in first rate Humanist editions published in Basel or Paris and not just in 
ad usum delphini publications. There are several Humanist authors as well 
such as several small editions of Erasmus’ writings, Conrad Celtis, Hein-
rich Bebel, the 1582 Bologna edition of Callimachus Experiens’ biography of 
Władysław III Warneńczyk, King of Poland and Hungary, János Zsámboky’s 
book on following Cicero. Imre Forgách also helped school work and prepa-
ration for higher education by donating several multilingual dictionaries.
The great authors of Reformation are included in the inventory with 
their complete books such as Martin Luther’s complete works in Latin, the 
Wittenberg series from the 1530s, several writings by Philipp Melanch-
thon as well as the Bible commentaries of Johann Brenz. It is interesting 
to note that there were few religious disputation tracts there (Laurentius 
Tuppius’ Trident Chronicle published in Strasbourg in 1563 and a book by 
Luther published by John Fisher).1047 Apart from these, tracts about free 
will written by Luther and Erasmus as part of their essentially Humanist 
debate could be found among the books donated to the school by Forgách.
Beside antique authors, history is represented only in Humanist carmen. 
Along with Paolo Giovio’s history and his book about famous men there 
was also Andrea Alciati’s Emblemata, as well as Denis the Carthusian’s 
book presenting and arguing with the Quran. Forgách may have included 
Aulus Gellius’ Noctes Attica and Ovid’s Ars amatoria among the Humanist 
folios as entertainment.
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As a conclusion we can say that if Imre Forgách donated the school this 
specialized Humanist collection of books from his own library then first of 
all, he was an expert on books, he knew what a school needed and also, he 
was very generous. These books were almost all published between 1540 
and 1565, there is also one incunabulum and one volume that came out in 
1582. This makes us believe that he did not start to build his library from 
scratch since it would be hard to imagine that either in Vienna, Prague, 
Cracow or Wittenberg such complete series would have been available at 
the same time.
Count Ádám Forgách, Lord Justice, left six of his books in Kassa at Mihály 
Vas’ where these were listed in an inventory for unknown reasons.1048 
These were not pocket books one would read while travelling, therefore 
the fact that he parted with them temporarily needs more reflection. 
Among the six books there was an Atlas maior in two volumes, inconven-
ient to use even in a carriage. This could not have been Willem Janszoon 
Blaeu’s Atlas since it came out in 1646, but most probably the less famous 
but excellent one made by Johann Baptist Homann.1049 The description 
of the item „a book entitled Peribola” must be Wilhelm Dilich’s writing 
Ex libris of the Forgách Family, cca. 1650
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on fortification1050 beside which Istvánffy’s Hungarian history must have 
been among the smaller volumes although it was of folio size. The sixth 
piece was rather small, it was Péter Pázmány’s satirical treatise written 
under the pseudo name Johannes Jemicius1051 in which he made fun of the 
decrees of the Synod in Zsolna.
Ádám Forgách died in 1681. His widow, Anna Katharina von Rechberg, 
whom he married in Vienna on November 22, 1648, remained at their 
estates in Szepes and had her residence in Eperjes. His belongings in that 
house were conscripted upon the order of Imre Thököly in 1683.1052 Some 
books, not all were listed negligently; the last item mentions „some books” 
(“holmi könyvek”). The items listed are, however, interesting. There was 
some Chronica Polonorum, a German edition of Bonfini,1053 these may have 
been read by the widow who had come from abroad to get to know her 
environment better. Only the name of Carolus Sigonius is mentioned in 
the inventory although there are more on him in the book list of Szalánc 
(see later). There was a De regno Italiae which was known in many edi-
tions. There were two Bergordnungs, one of the silver mines in Joachimst-
hal while the other one was for the mining towns of Upper Hungary.1054 
Lastly, there was Antoine d’Averoult’s Cathechismus historialis.1055
All in all, there were 11 items on the two small book lists which sug-
gests that Lord Justice Forgách was a well-informed man. He must have 
spoken German and he could speak to his wife on this language. Know-
ing the legal background of mining and fortification surpass the average 
knowledge of history. At the same time, besides being familiar with the 
fundamental pieces of Hungarian history and the events taken place in 
neighbouring countries, Forgách was also interested in books published 
locally about church and political life. It is possible that these books be-
longed to the library of his brother Ádám Zsigmond Forgách since they 
were also listed in his inventory.
The books of the short-lived Count Ádám Zsigmond were inventoried in 
Szalánc in 16521056 in 132 items in a long narrative manner with the begin-
ning of the titles copied with mistakes: there was a German book in which 
the Preambulum with the words Siben Bucher Von dem etc. (“Wagyon Német 
könju, kiben az praeambulum ez szokkal Siben Bucher Von dem etc.) or 
There were other books in the thin compact in which there are no writings but 
some forms and figures (“Wagjon azon wekonj Compactioba mas könjuis, de 
abba semi egjeb iras ninczen hanem holmi formak es figurak,”). One of 
the best ones is the following: ”a small book bound in one pile, who could it be I 
do not know…” (“Wagjon egj Csomocskaba köteztetve iratot könjueczke, ki 
micsoda lehet nem tudom, nemis odottam. “). My favourite one is the fol-
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lowing: „There are two German books, one of them has these words: Des zunges 
Schlisses. The other one has the same words but the author of one of them is An­
der Tail etc. while the author of the other is Dritten Thail” (“Wagjon ket könju 
Német: Az edgjiknek ez szok wadnak: Des zunges Schlisses Az masiknak 
ez szok wadnak az mint az elsönek czak hogj az Auctor az edgjik Ander 
Tail etc. Az masiknak Auctor Dritten Thail”).
The count’s widow, Borbála Batthyány, sued Ádám Forgách, Lord Jus-
tice and moved from Szalánc to Garany and lived the last years of her 
life in Sopron. It was around her death that the books in 113 items were 
inventoried in Garany.1057 62 items are identical with items on the Szalánc 
book list but the German books are missing entirely (if his brother took 
these with him then probably he used them). Three books appeared in the 
inventory prepared in 1683 in Eperjes of the belongings of the widow of 
Ádám Forgách.
When considering Ádám Zsigmond Forgách’s readings, let us point out 
how well-educated he was which is not only proved by his own notes on 
dialectica but the various languages his books were written in. Out of the 
113 books 31 were German, 3 Italian, 4 Hungarian, 1 Polish (Constitucie 
Soymuwalne gekoronnye, go w Warszawie Roku 1613), 1 Greek (Isocrates), and 
„there were some thin Slovakian books” (“Wagjon ennehanj Arkusra Vikonj 
Toth könjueczke”) while the rest were in Latin. The three Italian ones are 
especially noteworthy: Orlando Furioso, Citta di Roma and a book on forti-
fication. Among the Hungarian books there are two prayer books one of 
which was written by Péter Pázmány, the third one was a book entitled 
„a small mirror in which one can see the ugly and the beautiful side of himself” 
(“Tiükrecske, melben az ember maga Lelki rutsagat, s mind szépsegét 
megh latja”), the fourth one was translated from Italian and was about 
„salvation after death” while the fifth one was about „our mind uplifting 
in God” (“elminknek istenben fel Meneterirul” – Roberto Bellarmino ’s De 
ascensione mentis ad Deum).
Let us say a few words about the complexity of the German books based 
on what can be found out from the not too simple descriptions. Prayer 
books, spiritual leaders (Geistliche Andachten), collection of sermons, Ber­
gordnungen, a book on fortification (Festung Bawung, writings about mili-
tary art, arithmetica, calendar and Ovid, then three volumes from the novel 
Amadis. A few items have been identified. Zodiacus Christianus is the book 
written by Johann Leib.1058 The book entitled Scharsprinnigekluge Spruch 
was more difficult to identify but finally it turned out to be Julius Wilhelm 
Zincgref’s Apophtegmata.1059 The most adventurous solution was the above-
mentioned book („Auctor Ander Thai and Auctor Dritter Thail”). This book 
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must have been at least of three parts and the first one was missing. The 
clerk preparing the inventory wrote down the keywords of the first book 
previously: Brinnende Weltkugel, which is it was the German translation of 
Jeremias Drexel’s Orbis Phaeton. The moral teachings of the Jesuit of Mainz 
made this edition a real bestseller in the 17th century.1060
There are interesting elements among the Latin books as well. The num-
ber of Jesuit authors (8) is worth noting although there was the history of 
the Dominicans as well as the Carmelites. There were also three volumes 
from the series Theatrum vitae humanae written by Theodor Zwinger, a 
few dictionaries, antique classical authors such as Euclid, Xenophon, Plu-
tarch, Aristotle with Jesuit commentaries, a book on geometry, a medical 
book and one on herbs, few books on law (decrees and a writing by an un-
known author about the right to resistance of subjects). There were few 
Hungarian authors except György Rákóczy I’s Admonitions to his sons (2 
copies) and a book written by Ferenc Forgách: Morbus supremus ac obitus 
in viginti capita distinctus.
The section on history concentrated on the Ottoman Turks besides 
Hungarian history. There were books by Bonfini, Istvánffy, Bongars, two 
Polish chronicles, one book about the war between the Polish and the 
Russians (Heidenstein), another one on the Polish-Ottoman war, one on 
the Venetian-Ottoman battles, one on the history of Venice and Sigonius’ 
history of Italy and a volume of the Mercurius Gallobelgicus.
The clerk preparing the Garany inventory in 1680 was well-versed in 
Latin and assessed the Hungarian titles in Latin as well. Similarly, the 
German books that had remained in the library were also listed in Latin. 
What is new compared to the former inventories? There are more books 
in Catholic theology and spirituality in Latin. A Petrarca in German is a 
new item as well as a book by John Owen in Latin. There are somewhat 
more books in school rhetoric’s and poesis. It seems that it was not Bor-
bála Batthyány who acquired the books that make up for the difference 
between the two inventories, but the inventory made in Szalánc may be 
incomplete. Among the new items we have not found any that would have 
been published after 1645 after the death of Ádám Zsigmond Forgách.
Our impression is that it is a book collection of a well-educated practic-
ing Catholic magnate. Moral topics concerned him on an everyday level. 
If he wanted to do some reading about these he had a few handbooks 
on the topic. During his studies he must have enjoyed reading antique 
authors since he owned books authored by writers outside of school cur-
riculum. As for history, he concentrated on books on recent events during 
his life or not long before he was born. He was a military man therefore he 
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needed the books on fortifications he may have come by. His entertain-
ing books were in German, so he must have had a good command of this 
language.
Ádám Zsigmond Forgách died young without an issue. His brother, Lord 
Justice Ádám Forgách had many children with his three wives. His son 
Ádám (1663–1716) was Lord Lieutenant in Nógrád, also married a German 
lady. Their son, Simon Forgách, Lord Lieutenant in Borsod later became a 
general in the rebellious army of the Kuruc. He was successful as a mili-
tary man but not so much as a politician. To help propagate Prince Ferenc 
Rákóczi II’s endeavours, Forgách formed the publication policy of the 
press in Kolozsvár directed by Sámuel Telegdi Pap. Forgách apparently 
had a copy of Miklós Zrínyi’s Áfium.1061 The inventory of his 60 books sur-
vived. The historian Kálmán Thaly claimed1062 that a person called Bertóti 
took these books to him while he was imprisoned in the Castle of Kraszna-
horka in 1706 by Ferenc Rákóczi II. I have a hard time believing this look-
ing at the titles of these books. Forgách must have suffered in captivity 
but I do not believe he needed a Missale, two Rituales and two Officium even 
if he was a bigot Catholic as Thaly described him in his above-mentioned 
study. I also find it hard to imagine that he would look for consolation in 
Eusebius’ church history or in a German Geometry book. It is more likely 
that the undated inventory was prepared in one of his castles including 
the books in the castle chapel as well. Beyond the religious books, this 
collection contained a wide range of books. First, it is worth noting that 
the books were in several languages. Forgách studied French and had Ger-
man books to help him therefore he must have spoken German. There 
are also a French grammar and a French-German dictionary on the book 
list. There are also a few legal books, Hungarian decrees, Corpus Juris, and 
Institutiones Justiniani. The Trophaeum of the Esterházy family (Trophaeum 
domus Estorasianae) and a Holy Mary publication in Hungarian of Palatine 
Esterházy can also be found in the inventory. Hungarian authors and edi-
tions are represented there by János Nadányi’s Florus Hungaricus, Péter 
Pázmány’s Vade mecum, István Illyés’ catechishm, György Ráttkay’s his-
tory of Croatia, Mausoleum published under the patronage of Nádasdy, Já-
nos Draskovith’s Guevara translation, Péter Pázmány’s Thomas à Kempis 
translation, Hungarian psalteries, Fóris Otrokócsi’s Theologia prophetica, 
and an edition of Péter Révay’s book on the Hungarian crown.
The history section is also not what one would expect among the read-
ings of a prisoner. In the inventory the following books are listed: Carion’s 
Chronicle, the history of the Thirty-Year War in German, and Famiano 
Strada’s book about the Dutch War of Independence. There is also a book 
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in the inventory on military training „illustrated with engravings” and 
several important books in political theory. The Theatrum politicum listed 
may be the book of several authors, Orbis Politicus was written by Georg 
Horn while Centum arcana politica is the sequel to Johannes Riemer Box-
horn’s book.1063 It is interesting to see in this small collection Leonhart 
Hutter’s account of the debates and agreements among the Protestant 
churches.1064
Let me start presenting the portraits of rulers in moral philosophy or 
moral theology by mentioning Antonio Guevara and Justus Lipsius’ books 
which were very popular in Hungary as the classics of the genre. They 
were still much read at the end of the 17th century although they could 
not be considered modern. If someone was imprisoned they could have 
got tuned into it though. Forgach, however, had more modern books as 
well such as Johann Adam Weber’s Spiritus principalis about the virtues of 
a good monarch or the one written by Saavedra on Christian rulers.1065
If Simon Forgách had indeed read these books in captivity in Kraszna-
horka or Szepesvár he would have found most consolation in the religious 
books. This small section consists of Roberto Bellarmino’s De ascensione 
mentis ad Deum about the elevation of the soul to God, Jeremias Drexel’s 
Opera omnia and especially his book written about hell (de inferno), as well 
as Francesco Sacchini’s biography of Stanisłas Kostka, a Polish Jesuit 
whose beatification was ratified by the Holy See in 1605.1066
From historical sources it is known that Simon Forgách took his ar-
chives to Lemberg with him who was brought back later. It is possible that 
this inventory was prepared when he fled the country. Unfortunately, we 
do not know where he kept his collection or what other books he had. 
The titles of these books, however, offer the portrait of a well-read and 
educated man, interested in languages and his environment.
The Rákóczi Libraries
Zsigmond Rákóczi (1544–1608), the founder of the ducal branch of the 
family was an exceptional man for several reasons.1067 He elevated his fam-
ily among the aristocratic families while the states in Transylvania were 
impressed by his political wisdom. That is why he was elected Prince of 
Transylvania from February 12, 1607 to March 5, 1608. It shows his moral 
integrity that he resigned from this position and the ducal power to avoid 
civil war. This was a very rare occurrence in his times and it is unthinkable 
today to resign from power for moral reasons. Witnessing the fight for du-
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cal power this is what he wrote to Zsigmond Forgách on August 27, 1607: 
„Not even a hen will die for the position of Prince of Transylvania if I can help 
it” (“Az én részemről az erdélyi vajdaságért csak egy tyúknak sem leszen 
halála”).1068 What gave Rákóczi the moral stance? There may be several ex-
planations. It may have been the Zeitgeist, the moral teaching Rákóczi had 
in his youth or Christian Neo-Stoicism as one of the spiritual supports he 
had. Hungarian noblemen of the Reformed Church in the last decades of 
the 16th century and their entourage read the books written by Justus Lip-
sius, the outstanding moral philosopher of their times from the Low Coun-
tries teaching in Leiden and were trying to contact him.1069 The neighbours 
and relatives of the magnate Zsigmond Rákóczi such as István Ecsedi Bá-
thory, István Homonnai Drugeth, Gáspár Mágócsy, or even István Bocskai 
as well as outstanding intellectuals like János Rimay, Mihály Forgách, Já-
nos Draskovich, András Prágai, Christoph Darholcz, Albert Szenci Molnár 
or Péter Alvinczi to name a few gained moral teachings from the books 
written by the Spanish Franciscan monk, Antonio Guevara that shaped a 
fictive Marcus Aurelius biography into a mirror for princes or the mor-
al philosophy of Justus Lipsius written for monarchs and their subjects. 
They, however, acquired moral foundation in the Bible.1070 The state of the 
health and mental capacity of Zsigmond Rákóczi who was quite old at the 
time of his election was judged differently in his entourage or in the cen-
ter of the empire in Vienna or in Prague, Pozsony or Gyulafehérvár. In 
his letter written to Zsigmond Forgách on August 15, 1607 he reacted to 
these views: „… we are in the hands of God. If you find fault with me, we’ll 
leave it to the Lord. We are slowly moving from this world to the next. Om­
nis potestas a Deo.”1071 The most exquisite literary pieces of contemporary 
Hungarian literature bear witness to this mentality: the poetry of Bálint 
Balassi and János Rimay, the will of István Bocskai1072 and István Ecsedi 
Báthory1073 or István Ecsedi Báthory’s meditation.1074 The unpublished part 
of these meditations, in fact, can be found in the only surviving copy of the 
first edition of Balassi’s translation of Michael Bock (Betegh lelkeknek való 
füves kertecske) that came out in Sárospatak.1075
Zsigmond Rákóczi who was born in 1544 at the Felsővadász residence 
spent his school years in the Protestant and late Humanist household of 
the Perényis in Sárospatak in the Hegyalja region that was a great ex-
ample for the co-habitation of different religions.1076 It is important to 
note, when describing the intellectual atmosphere of this region in the 
16th century that the Lutheran-Humanist Wittenberg played a major role 
in training the ministers and teachers serving in this area even if the Re-
formed Church was the most dominant church.1077
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At Zsigmond Rákóczi’s funeral the Calvinist preacher István Miskolci 
Csulyak remembered the school years of the magnate the following way: 
„His father sent him to school to study. And it was obvious that he did not 
waste time at school. Because until a cruel disease did not take away the 
strength of his hand he not just wrote letters to express his decisions and 
read the letters others sent to him but enjoyed reading the holy Bible and 
other books.”1078 Probably it was not out of politeness required by Human-
ist rhetoric that made Miskolci Csulyak say these words. The way Rákóczi 
wrote to Archduke Ernest of Austria (German: Ernst von Österreich) on 
March 26, 1589 about how necessary it was to translate the complete Bi-
ble into Hungarian1079 and when he defended the press in Vizsoly shows 
that the magnate was fully aware of the importance of this enterprise. 
The officina installed on the magnate’s estate in Vizsoly in the house of 
Gáspár Mágocsy (?–1587?) and the small circle of translators had at their 
disposal the most important Bible translations and commentaries. Let us 
not list these here1080 since we cannot prove that the patron, Zsigmond 
Rákóczi also knew these books and a part of them will later be mentioned 
as part of the book collections of one of the family members. On the other 
hand, it is not unfounded to assume that he owned a copy of the edition 
he sponsored and of the subsequent concordance at his residence.1081
Zsigmond Rákóczi married four times and was left a widower three 
times.1082 Among his three sons, all three born of his third wife Anna Ger-
endi, only Pál and György carried on the family name while Zsigmond 
(1594–1620) died young as well as their sister Erzsébet (?–1604), the wife 
of Bálint Homonnai Drugeth. Pál Rákóczi (1595–1636) did not know his 
mother and was brought up by his father’s fourth wife, the Catholic Bor-
bála Telegdi and represented the Catholic branch of the family in the first 
half of the 17th century. Pál married Anna Hethesi Pethe and they had a 
daughter Anna Maria who became a nun and a son, László (1633–1664). 
The father, Pál Rákóczi, his son László1083 as well as Borbála Telegdi liked 
books.1084 Judging from their surviving books Pál inherited the old books 
of the family with a surprisingly high number of incunabula. He also had a 
lot of Bibles which were kept at the beginning of the 17th century because 
they were old and they preferred to read the more modern editions.
At the end of 1606 (29th December) Pál Rákóczi was elected to the thrne 
of the Pricipality of Transylvania. As a gift somebody offered him an ex-
emplar of the famous chronicle of Hartmann Schedel (1493).1085 In 1619 Pál 
Rákóczi received the 1478 Venice edition of the Bible from János Borne-
misza which used to belong to Imre Nagyvátyi and Gáspár Mágócsy.1086 
The book got to Hungary already in the 15th century proven by the notes 
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(Nagyvátyi glossas)1087 in it that are important pieces of surviving old 
Hungarian language. One of his Bible commentary books was taken to 
Transylvania by a Franciscan friar (he may have been lent this book in the 
monastery in Sebes). The commentaries to the first book of Moses written 
by the Spanish Franciscan friar Benito Pereira and published in Cologne 
was bought by Pál in 1628 when he was adult. This purchase is interesting 
because commentaries of this type were not typically collected by our 
magnates.1088
Pál’s son, László was there when his father died. His uncle, Prince Györ-
gy Rákóczi became his guardian. Let us mention here that there is evi-
dence that the guardian had books taken from the castles (Zboró, Mak-
ovica) owned by Pál and his orphans to Sárospatak.1089 László was an ex-
citing person. If born a century later, he could have become companion to 
Móric Benyovszky in searching adventures although Rákóczi was perhaps 
more intellectual. His studies in Vienna and Graz, his travel in Spain, Italy 
or Poland, discussions with Miklós Zrínyi who was so open to the world 
provided impulses which directed the young man closed in the everyday 
reality of Upper Hungary to the Mediterranean world. Reading his dia-
ry1090 or judging from the way he died he may be called rash. We howev-
er believe that László harmonised landscape art and military art he both 
loved in himself with a will to act. His adventurous nature, his desire to 
go to the Mediterranean countries or his rashness in Várad in 1664 when 
he ran into death was stronger than him. At the same time there was an 
intellectual challenge there too. László did not have a son, this branch of 
the family died with him. His daughter, Erzsébet (1655–1707) is one of the 
first Hungarian women writers who turned bitter at old age and spoilt the 
life of his family and entourage.1091
Few of László’ books are known, and these do not fit his personality. 
The 18 known books are incunabula he donated to the Franciscan friars 
in Sebes in 1651. Perhaps it was not by chance that he gave these books 
away. One of them was the Bible translation of Nicolaus de Lyra, the most 
popular Franciscan of the late Middle Ages.1092 This edition was hardly de-
cipherable at László Rákóczi’s times due to the fonts imitating handwrit-
ing and the abbreviations which looked strange. It is possible that a part 
of the library at the Carthusian monastery in Lechnic that was dissolved 
in the turmoil of Reformation was acquired by the Rákóczis and this is 
how László may have inherited these books. All the books kept today in 
Turócszentmárton at the National Slovakian Library are on medieval the-
ology or schoolbooks in logic.
László Rákóczi’s daughter, Erzsébet lived the last years of her life in Ki­
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stapolcsány. After her death, Prince Ferenc Rákóczi II ordered to take the 
books there to Sárospatak. The inventory made in 1708 listed 26 publica-
tions.1093 A part of these books may have been inherited, for example the 
complete writings of Cyprianus which fit thematically the books donated 
to the Franciscan friars of Sebes. There is also a „Polish chronicle”, a map 
of Silesia, „a few German books”, a grammar, a catechism, and a few re-
ligious readings for spiritual uplifting in Hungarian. The book collection 
consisting of mainly Hungarian books comparable to other libraries of 
contemporary ladies proves that Erzsébet Rákóczi was an active reader. 
Kálmán Thaly, when portraying the poet Erzsébet Rákóczi,1094 pointed 
out that the readings of the active and passionate hunter must have been 
deep religious books. She assisted in popularizing the cult of Virgin Mary 
in Hungary. In the inventory of her books there were also paintings de-
picting saints.
The other son of Zsigmond Rákóczi, György (1593–1648) used well the 
opportunity provided by his father and worked tirelessly and relentlessly 
on growing the wealth of the family.1095 He found a worthy partner in 
László Rákóczi, 1651
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Zsuzsanna Lorántffy (1600–1660) in several aspects whom he married in 
1616.1096 The Princess of Sárospatak and Transylvania was a tough per-
sonality and life with her must have been just as hard. Out of their six 
children two reached adulthood but she outlived them just as she did her 
husband. Without the perseverance (constantia) gained from faith and 
moral teaching she would not have been able to stand these blows. She 
was someone just like her husband who had a need to read the Bible daily 
and to gain strength from it.
György Rákóczi was a passionate collector. His contemporaries and his-
torians emphasized his zeal in collecting estates not without certain mal-
ice. However, it looks as if he also meticulously developed his library. He 
was even charged of overdoing this and taking books he did not have in 
Sárospatak from the library of the Transylvanian Principality in Gyulafe-
hérvár.1097 This is probably not true although books did travel between 
Gyulafehérvár and Sárospatak. If nothing else, György Rákóczi sent the 
publications of the officina of the Principality to Sárospatak.1098 
Researchers tend to agree that the rich book collection in Sárospatak 
was used more by the younger son, Zsigmond than the old prince who 
must have read the historical pieces, the legal books, the most important 
religious books of the Reformed Church as well as the writings for his 
daily religious practice including the Bible. It looks as if he purchased 
all the Bible editions available. We have only fragments of the process 
through which the library was developed, the inventory prepared after 
the death of Zsuzsanna Lorántffy when the books were transported from 
the household to the College of the Reformed Church.
The history of the library development is not known. It is, however, 
certain that the young men who studied abroad funded by the magnate 
and his family brought back books with them in part on the request of one 
of the members of the aristocratic family, in part as a gift. They surely of-
fered their patron a copy of their university disputation booklet since its 
publication was also partially covered by the Rákóczis.
György Rákóczi had a diary (unfortunately this diary has not survived) 
in which he entered the names of the young men under his patronage. 
He, however, did not follow the lives of these young men, István Tolnai 
oversaw that. On October 2, 1634 Tolnai informed the Prince that a young 
man called Szántai died on his way to Basel. He asked Rákóczi to decide 
what to with the deceased’s books.1099 We do not know whether the Prince 
bought these books.
Another important source of acquisition was the purchase of book col-
lections whether it was books the Prince bought when a scholar or a min-
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ister died or if someone needed money and therefore sold his collection. 
In 1627 he bought a book from the parson in Nagysáros1100 while in 1629 
he purchased the books of Samuel Rochotius, a refugee preacher from 
Moravia.1101 His efforts to purchase the remaining volumes of the Biblio­
theca Corvina from the Ottoman Turks were not successful.1102 Apart from 
purchases, books donated by their authors also enriched his library.1103
In the 1630s the Rákóczi library was managed by István Tolnai, the first 
priest of the town. He catalogued the books but unfortunately this cata-
logue has not been found yet. Tolnai also compared the books on sale with 
the copies they had in the library and advised the Prince on a purchase. 
Rákóczi sent him the new acquisitions as it is seen from a letter he sent to 
Tolnai on October 31, 1634 from Szászsebes: ”We are sending hereby a few 
books for you to put among the rest of the books.”1104
The next big acquisition György Rákóczi made was in 1638. Máté Csan-
aki (1594–1636) returned home after a long study trip in Europe and was 
hired to serve the Prince.1105 Besides his studies in Humanities he also at-
tended medical school as can be seen on his diploma from the Univer-
sity of Padova that survived. A part of his books, among others his tract 
written against Jacobus Martinius who attacked Bartholomaeus Kecker-
mann’s logic, stayed behind in Gdańsk.1106 The young doctor died soon 
after returning home and his widow sold his books to Rákóczi who paid 
the costs of the books to be brought back from Gdańsk to Sárospatak 
where Tolnai selected the ones the family already had. These were sent 
to Gyulafehérvár on the Prince’s order to the library of the Principality. 
Unfortunately, the inventory of only these books is known. Since this 
book list contained the books they already had in a Sárospatak (103 items) 
therefore it can be considered its partial catalogue.
This small book collection contained several interesting items beside 
the books of popular and traditional authors. The Bible commentaries 
of Origenes, Ambrosius, and Pope Saint Gregory were canonized texts of 
the Catholic Church often cited and respected by Protestant theologians. 
These authors owed their popularity to the fact that the early printers 
such as Johann Amerbach and later Johann Froben published complete 
series of the church fathers in Basel. Froben’s co-editor was Erasmus of 
Rotterdam who asked the most outstanding Bible philologists of their 
times to edit the commentaries of the church fathers. These two publish-
ers and other officinas inspired by them did a great deal to make Basel 
the headquarters of scholarly publication in the 16th century, the only 
rival Basel had was Paris. If an antique author or an antique or medieval 
church father’s book came out in Basel a rival edition was offered in a few 
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years’ time in Paris. The writings of Nicolaus de Lyra were published in all 
important publication centres.
At the turn of the 16th and 17th centuries important sources for the Hun-
garian translation of psalms were the editions and paraphrases of Ambro-
sius Lobwasser and Georgius Buchananus. These were the most influen-
tial sources of Albert Szenci Molnár and the Hungarian Protestant hymn 
books therefore it is not surprising that they can be found in the libraries 
of magnates. 
It was not with the Csanaki book collection that the first Bible textbooks 
got to the Rákóczi library. The Antwerp edition of Thomas Hybernicus is, 
however, important because it was one of the most wide-spread editions 
which were an excellent philological achievement. The publication of the 
French Old Testament abstract (Petrus Robertus Olivetanus in Geneva is a 
curiosity since we do not know whether there was a serious need for pub-
lications in this language. The fact that the library had a copy shows that 
Bible editions were purchased independent of their actual usefulness.
Continuing the history of the library we should mention the fact that 
in 1644 György Rákóczi acquired the Castle of Regéc from Palatine Miklós 
Esterházy. The goods there were inventoried by János Sáray and Ferenc 
Jármi on between August 22 and 24, 1644 while the bailiff of the Prince, 
Tamás Debreceni authenticated it.1107 They may have taken these books to 
Sárospatak to the family library, but we do not know who this small book 
collection of Protestant theology belonged to. Regéc was acquired after 
the death of Ferenc Mágócsy in 1611 by Menyhért Alaghy († 1630) who 
lived there. After his death his widow, Anna Erdődy had his household 
here between 1630 and 1633. After this Miklós Esterházy acquired both 
the estate and the castle.1108 The books are Protestant, mainly written by 
Calvinist authors on theology. The Mágóchys could have been the own-
ers but one of the books, Johannes Scharpius’ Symphonia prophetarum et 
apostolorum first appeared in Geneva in 1625 when the devout Catholic 
Menyhért Alaghy owned Regéc. Johannes Polyander’s writing came out in 
Leiden in 1640. István Sós reviewed the staff in the castle in an excellent 
study.1109 However, why would the possessions of the staff be inventoried 
when there is a change of the owner? These books could have been the 
core of a library in the first half of the 17th century of an educated Calvin-
ist intellectual. There was a Latin-Greek grammar, Nicolaus Clenardus’ 
Greek linguistic commentaries, a Latin-Greek New Testament, 10 Protes-
tant Bible commentaries or theological writings. In the Esterházy chapter 
of this book we have outlined the problem. Let us repeat here that the 
owner of the book collection most probably was Matthias Szluha, judge 
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of the household (1639) since Miklós Aszalay, who was the judge between 
1621 and 1633 left the place and went to study to Graz in 1633 and then 
became prothonotary for the Palatine.
We do not know whether these books were taken to Sárospatak or not 
but the library there did have the books of the above-mentioned authors. 
It is not surprising since none of them is a rarity. David Paraeus was very 
well known in Hungary at the turn of the 16th and 17th centuries. At the end 
of the 16th century the until then with Hungarian students very popular 
Wittenberg broke away from the tolerant Humanist Philipp Melanchthon 
disciples and sent the professors and students of this view away who in 
general went to Heidelberg. The University of Heidelberg, from the 1570s 
until its closure in 1622, formed one of the most interesting academic 
circles by its constitution in Europe. Refugee Huguenots, nonconform-
ist Italians, English and Dutch, as well as scholars from Central Europe 
gathered there.1110 It is no surprise that David Paraeus, the theoretician of 
theological Irenism who propagated religious tolerance and peace and his 
books became very popular in Hungary along with his disciples.
We have mentioned above the sources documenting how the Rákóczi li-
brary in Sárospatak developed. Unfortunately, no more documents of this 
kind are available and only a catalogue in fragments was found which was 
prepared after the death of Zsuzsanna Lorántffy when the books were do-
nated to the College of the Reformed Church in Sárospatak according to 
her last will.1111 The family library was inventoried as the book collection 
of Zsigmond Rákóczi (1622–1652) which refers to the care with which the 
young Zsigmond enlarged his parents’ library of which he was an expert 
user in the eyes of his contemporaries. The books dedicated to the older son, 
György Rákóczi II (1621–1660) as well as to Zsuzsanna Lorántffy, the older 
prince’s wife, are also considered to behave been a part of the collection.1112
Since the inventory fragment allows us to reconstruct the process of 
preparing the inventory and since there are books which are not listed 
in the inventory but are known to have been represent in the Rákóczi 
library we can safely say that we do indeed have a fragment source. The 
letter marks on the gathering (A, B, D, F, G but no J) are incomplete there-
fore there must have been at least twice as many books in Sárospatak 
than the items on the list. Researchers have had different estimates as to 
the number of books in the former Rákóczi library while we consider that 
2,000 volumes would be a realistic bet.1113
From 1660 on the history of the Rákóczi library has merged with that 
of the Reformed College of the forming one of the largest collections in 
the Carpathian Basin.1114 The family library of the patron thus provided 
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more access to the public and with its rich collection updated the school 
library. Between 1660 and 1671 the school library was reordered, and a 
unified system of markings was applied to all the books.1115 Teachers and 
students could rejoice in the library not for long because Zsófia Báthory, 
the wife of György Rákóczi II who converted to Calvinism only for the 
sake of her marriage reconverted to Catholicism after the death of the 
prince. In 1660 the Jesuits settled down in the town and founded a high-
quality school thus offering competition to the Reformed College of long 
tradition. On October 20, 1671 the College was shut down in Sárospatak 
by military force for several reasons which were the start of disintegra-
tion and the ordeals of the library. The professors and the students took 
most of the books with them to Debrecen and in 1672 to Gyulafehérvár. 
The College and its library stayed there until 1718 when it was moved to 
Marosvásárhely.
The books left behind were donated to the Jesuits. Imre Thököly took 
Sárospatak on October 12, 1682 and after some of the professors returned, 
teaching started in September 1683. The Jesuits returned a part of the 
books to the College1116 which yet again had to leave Sárospatak on April 
24, 1687 and moved first to Vizsoly, then to Gönc and finally to Kassa.
Ferenc Rákóczi II, György Rákóczi II’s grandson, although he was raised 
in Catholic faith, returned the building of the college to the Reformed 
Church in 1703 but the College acquired all their property only in 1706. 
Then they started to collect the scattered books and start new acquisi-
tions.1117 The school in Marosvásárhely kept returning the books the flee-
ing professors had left there as even in the 19th century.
The volumes which remained in the library of the Jesuit school were 
taken to the Piarist monastery in Tokaj in 1773 after the dissolution of 
the order. The Piarist of Tokaj moved to Sátoraljaújhely in 1789 into the 
monastery of the Pauline Order who had been expelled three years be-
fore. In 1910 in the Piarist monastery János Visegrádi recorded 120 books 
which included a 17th century Sárospatak library marking.1118 During the 
communist secularization of the period between 1948 and 1952 all these 
books disappeared, and nothing is known about them. 
At the end of World War II, the most valuable volumes of the Sárospatak 
Library including few books that belonged to the Rákóczis, were taken to 
the vaults of the Ministry of Finance for safeguarding. From there they 
were transported to Nizhny Novgorod where they were held until re-
cently. The Hungarian and Russian governments signed the agreement to 
return these books to the still functioning Sárospatak Reformed College 
named after György Rákóczi I in 2006.1119
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We have characterized above the library when describing its history 
from the point of view of the biblical tradition and the different trends of 
Reformed theology. We have also noted that the historical view of Witten-
berg and Philippist approach to Humanist intellectual trends were more 
in line with the Sárospatak household than with other Calvinist com-
munities. In general, as was stated by Katalin Péter, the Rákóczi house-
hold took a stance closer to the Transylvanian approach than to the one 
taken in Hungary concerning Reformation and the case of the Reformed 
Church.1120 The library was the result of a planned and responsible church 
and educational policy. It does not, however, show the individual tastes 
of the family members except the above-mentioned readings and a few 
volumes.
According to the catalogue fragment of the library in Sárospatak, the 
historical and geographical sections were considerable. It means that the 
family members who hardly travelled and did not go on study tours were 
open to this information. Political decisions were made by the councillors 
together with the Prince, however, the head of the families most probably 
wanted to be informed about the issue of political alliances. Another thing 
to bear in mind in my view is that György Rákóczi I was the true heir to 
the politics Gábor Bethlen led at the end of his life.1121 It is not by chance 
that he waited to join in the Thirty-Year War only until 1644, even after 
the attack led by István Bethlen in 1636 he applied delaying tactics.1122 I 
believe that the success György Rákóczi I (along with Johann Heinrich 
Bisterfeld, and Johannes Amos Comenius) achieved was that the Peace of 
Westphalia ended favourably for Transylvania. It did stay within the Ot-
toman Turk Empire but in the text of an international peace agreement it 
had a separate and independent section to itself. For this kind of politics, 
the prince must have had to get information beyond the books he owned 
according to the fragmented inventory. Emil Hargittay’s telling chapter 
title „The ideal of a medieval monarch in the 17th century”1123 in his book 
on György Rákóczi I ­ A Princely Parainesis. At the end of his study Hargittay 
pointed out the Christian Neo-Stoic views the Prince held which could be 
termed modern.
His cultural policy1124 mentioned above was in harmony with the fact 
that the Rákóczi library was one of the richest collections of Hungarica 
known from this period. The inventory listed Hungarian and Transylva-
nian publications in a great number. The theology section disregarding 
the local books was not the most up-to-date, but the major books of all 
religious trends could be found on the shelves. Knowing how committed 
the prince’s family was to the Reformed Church it is worth noting that 
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there were Catholic authors as well although these books may have come 
from the Catholic branch of the family, from Pál Rákóczi’s library. 
The diversity of the philosophy section may have been the result of the 
in corpore acquisition of several private collections, but it may refer to 
the advices Johann Heinrich Bisterfeld or Johannes Amos Comenius might 
have given to the Prince. When interpreting the philosophy section of the 
library, some researchers suggest that in the personality of and politics 
led by Zsigmond Rákóczi „pansofism, chiliastic religious ideals and politi-
cal unity” forged into one.1125 No doubt this view comes up in connection 
with Comenius’ oeuvres, but one must be very careful when one transfers 
this on to the young Zsigmond. In any case, the philosophical books of the 
library we know of do not support this idea.1126
It would be great to know of the readings György Rákóczi II had. Unfor-
tunately, apart from the dedications to him that prove his patronage we 
have no more direct sources. Several researchers wrote about his politi-
cal views, unfortunately our historiography stigmatized him because of 
the unsuccessful adventure in Poland. Katalin Péter warned as early as 
19851127 that few rulers would have acted differently in his shoes at the 
time he started the campaign. Recently studies have come out analys-
ing his personality, his political advisors at his court, sources and stud-
ies, however, said nothing about his readings.1128 The Rákóczi boys were 
brought up and educated together and the library in Sárospatak was at 
the disposal of both of them. The father’s admonitions were to both of 
his sons.1129
As a summary we can say that the Rákóczi library in Sárospatak at the 
middle of the 17th century fulfilled the traditional needs of a magnate’s 
household book collection. The library developed and used according to 
György Rákóczi I’s cultural and educational policy and practice. When this 
library was merged with the Reformed College library maybe the most 
up-to-date school collection was created. The books were more available 
for the public and, although only for a short while, it helped form the 
mentality of generations.
The formerly Catholic Zsófia Báthory converted and became and remained 
a member of the Reformed Church until her husband György Rákóczi II 
(1621–1660). However, she brought up their son, Ferenc Rákóczi I (1645–
1676) a Catholic. This is why Ferenc Rákóczi II (1676–1735) also followed 
this religion. There is a whole library of studies concerning the childhood, 
the studies and the character of Ferenc Rákóczi II starting with Kálmán 
Thaly’s romantic piece.1130 Thaly also described in a separate paper the 
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Princely household, the language they used, the celebrations they had 
as well as the furniture and decorations of the residences Ferenc Rákóczi 
II had.1131 Let us mention here briefly the libraries we know existed after 
1660 and have an inventory for: the library in Kistapolcsány mentioned 
above, the book collections Ferenc Rákóczi II had in Sárospatak, Munkács 
and Rodostó as well as his readings in Wiener Neustadt.1132
Several monographies detail the erudition of Ferenc Rákóczi II.1133 He is 
indeed a special case since almost always there were books in the castles 
he had when an inventory was drawn up (Sárospatak, Munkács). The in-
ventory prepared in Sárospatak by the preceptor György Kőrösy of the 
young Rákóczi who served as chamberlain in Wiener Neustadt. The in-
ventory listed seven items, prayer books and, using a modern phrase, 
publications on „how to lead your life” (Job or the life of Saint Francis). 
It is interesting that it mentioned two books in Croatian and two books 
in German. The ones in Croatian must have got to Sárospatak with his 
mother, Ilona Zrínyi. 
The books Rákóczi read in his captivity in Wiener Neustadt were in-
ventoried in 1701. Before the book written by Béla Köpeczi, Béla Zolnai 
analysed it1134 and Köpeczi identified the items unknown until then. The 
nineteen books were all in French or German, literature, the translations 
of antique authors, travel books, historical epics and a book on architec-
ture. The same year the books in Sárospatak were also inventoried. The 
Heckenast publication included only the inventory of 168 items.1135 When 
going through the original documents, however, with different dates we 
do find data mentioning the library. These data refer to the quantity of 
books and this is how we know that the inventory was only a partial book 
list. On July 28, 1701: Cista 5. In hac comprehenduntur diversi majores et mi­
nores et viliores libri in universum 265. The same place: Duo libri chartae regalis 
(beside which: deest, that is the inventory was checked by then and the 
big size volumes, maybe the atlases, were not at their place any more. 
On 23 February 1703: Nr. 50. Bücher grosse vnnd Kleine, Ainhundert Sechs 
vnnd Fünfzig Stueck. I do not think that these figures should be added but 
it looks like there was a library of about 300 volumes in Sárospatak by 
the beginning of the 18th century.1136 The 22 books in the Munkács inven-
tory do seem to have remained there since the dictionaries, legal books, 
prayer books and German books were termed as „scattered books”. It 
points also to the fact that Ferenc Rákóczi II kept his readings mainly in 
Sárospatak. The gospel commentary written by Antonius de Escobar et 
Mendoza may have been originally in the Castle of Munkács from where 
it was taken to the Jesuits of Homonna and is today kept at the parish 
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church in Mindszent.1137 Béla Köpeczi added to these archival and library 
sources the authors and books mentioned in Rákóczi’s Confessions.1138 This 
is how the list of books that helped the prince in preparing for gover-
nance and political life was reconstructed. This list suggests a Catholic 
reader with a daily Jesuit religious practice whose readings on politics 
and theory of the state were typically in French and German. Researchers 
point out that with this erudition the young Rákóczi was ready to serve, 
not to rebel. He was thoroughly educated in history by his instructors 
and readings and knew the history of Hungary not just from books but 
also from his acquaintances’ personal accounts. He also meant to become 
a courtier and therefore concentrated on French in his readings as well. 
Being an Imperial prince, he did not intwend to break with the emperor 
but the politics carried out by the emperor made him turn against him. 
The grievances inflicted upon his family, the difference in political views 
as well as the political mistakes the emperor made towards him led him 
to resistance. Béla Köpeczi pointed out the modernity of the readings of 
the young Rákóczi, the marginality of history and legal studies and the 
dominance of contemporary German and especially French philosophy 
and theory of the state. There are 168 items on the Sárospatak inventory 
out of which 80 were in French, 13 German, 5 Italian while the rest is in 
Latin. Thematically these were readings for an active politician: political 
science, military science, history and geography.
The inventory prepared after his death has a French title: Catalogue des 
livres de la Bibliotheque.1139 The about 150 books he kept in Rodostó on his-
tory, moral philosophy, meditation were mainly in French. The Janzenist 
nature of these readings is striking although there were a number of trav-
el books, history and literature as well. On the whole, Ferenc Rákóczi II 
occupies a very special place in the history of the Hungarian reception 
of French books. His French erudition and his command of the French 
language (he wrote a part of his books in French) was an exceptional phe-
nomenon even in the 18th century.1140
Miklós Pázmány’s books
Similarly to his uncle, Péter Pázmány, Miklós Pázmány (1622–1667)1141 
was born into a Protestant family in County Bihar but his father (the 
Cardinal-to-be’s brother) died in 1627 when Miklós was only five years 
old. His uncle took care of his education and career and would have pro-
vided for his family if Miklós Pázmány had had any children. He studied 
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in several Jesuit schools (Graz, Nagyszombat, Vienna, Olmütz and Rome), 
then in Rome he entered the Jesuit order in 1639. He was active in Graz 
and Judenburg. In Olmütz he was allegedly in a good relationship with 
Bishop Franz Dietrichstein who may have provided for him an example 
in book collection. In 1627 Péter Pázmány donated his estates in Moravia 
to his nephew while in 1639 Miklós Pázmány was awarded the tile of a 
Czech and a Moravian count. In 1642 his request to leave the Jesuit order 
was accepted. He travelled to Paris and this city made a great impression 
on him and offered an excellent opportunity to enrich his library. After 
returning home he married Rosina Hetesi Pethe († 1650),1142 the widow of 
György Jakusits. He became Lord Lieutenant of Pápa and later Veszprém 
and in 1650 he was offered the title of a Hungarian count as well. At the 
end of his life he resided in Lišeň near Brünn and it is unknown whether 
he ever had a library in Hungary. 
He is known as a writer; his school poetry exercise book was published 
and with a poem1143 he wrote about Miklós Zrínyi he is among the Hun-
garian poets. His book entitled Praxis et usus schedae menstruae is reported 
to have been published in Cologne in 1639 although no one has ever seen 
a copy of it. His treatise on Arbor scientiae boni et mali is not known. His 
readings may have served the most for this piece because he incorporated 
his writing entitled Alphabetum politicum as well. He was also a patron 
since János Nadányi dedicated his legal disputation he wrote in Utrecht 
in 1658 to him.1144
There was an inventory prepared of his books after his death when he 
left these to the Jesuits of Olmütz.1145 Jesuit libraries got dispersed both 
in Moravia and Hungary first after Maria Theresa’s decree to dissolve the 
Jesuit order in 1773 and during the nationalisation after World War II. 
That is why Eszter Kovács could identify only twenty books out of the 386 
items.1146 Another ten books are supposed to have belonged to Pázmány’s 
collection with a good reason. Based on the inventory and the surviv-
ing books there is evidence to believe that he spoke several languages 
since beside Hungarian, Czech and Latin he studied Greek, spoke German, 
French and most probably some Italian. An Italian-Spanish bilingual book 
of his also shows this interest in Italian and he also studied in Italy. The 
content analyses of Péter Ötvös, and later Eszter Kovács determined of his 
library the linguistic and the thematic proportions of the book collection. 
Besides the 55% Latin, the 20% of French and the 11% of Italian books are 
definitely rare in contemporary Hungarian collections. He did not enjoy 
reading in German and had few books in this language (it is true even if 
the item description in Latin put down by the clerk making the inventory 
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turned out to be the two Latin words on the cover page of a book in Ger-
man1147). Besides the dominance of books on theology, the number of 
military writings is considerable; these books must have interesting for 
the former Jesuit Lord Lieutenant. The contemporary theology books, not 
surprisingly, were written by Jesuits. A poet needed literature for enjoy-
ment and as a model. To satisfy his historical and geographical interest 
Pázmány acquired the big contemporary European atlas editions. He was 
really interested in contemporary history and political science, his un-
published and unknown writing was also in political theory with an edge 
in ethics of religion. 
The books Eszter Kovács leafed through show marks he made on the 
margins to draw attention to a section. One time he noted the date when 
he completed the reading of that book. Let us come closer to these books.
What immediately draws our attention is a few great oeuvres, many-vol-
ume series. The atlases of Gerhard Mercator and Abraham Ortelius, the 
church history written by Cesare Baronio, Johann Philipp Abelius’ Thea-
trum Europaeum, from among the Jesuits the complete writings of the Cal-
abrese Francesco Amico, the Bavarian Georg Stengel and Jeremias Drexel 
and the Spanish Diego de Celada made up almost a hundred volumes. The 
books in theology were contemporary and primarily Jesuit but Pázmány 
was also interested in the church history of nearby regions and the books 
written by local (Moravian) authors. It is not to be excluded that he re-
ceived these volumes as gifts. It is worth noting that in his field of interest 
in terms of theology Mary, Jesus’ mother had a special role. It is perhaps 
not going too far to make the connection with the renaissance of the cult 
of saints in Hungary at the beginning of the 17th century (the Virgin Mary 
as the patrona of Hungary and the adoration of Hungarian saints).1148 A 
book of this kind is the one on the desecration of the Madonna shrine in 
Częstochowa1149 or the volume about the Virgin Mary written by Martinus 
Alexander Vigsius, a Premonstratensian theologian from Brünn.1150 At the 
same time, although Miklós Pázmány was educated entirely by the Jesu-
its, entered this order and thus passed an exam in Spiritual Exercises he 
owned rather modern books which provided solutions to practical issues.
Let us point out here Charles Estienne and Jean Liébaults manual on 
L’Agriculture et maison rustique which was translated from the middle of 
the 16th century into many languages. The first thoroughly revised Ger-
man edition came out in 1588 translated by Melchior Sebitz which was 
revised several times.1151 Miklós Pázmány owned it in German but we do 
not know which edition he had. Since there is another Feldbaw büch in the 
inventory we believe that it was preparing to manage his estate. Pázmány 
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also had Johann Coler’s Oeconomia ruralis et domestica in German. In the 
period between 1550 and 1660 Johann Coler and Charles Estienne’s books 
were the two bestsellers in the field. Among the Latin manuals, he owned 
one of the editions of Gregor Richter’s Axiomata Oeconomica. He had sev-
eral books on plants such as Carolus Clusius’ booklet on the Flora of Pan-
nonia and several manuals like the one written by Jacques Dalechamps.1152 
He also acquired György Lippay’s Posoni kert. 
Pázmány was interstate in the lands beyond Europe and enjoyed read-
ing books such as Athanasius Kircher’s book on the history of Chinese 
culture or one of the volumes of Levinus Hulsius’ Schiffahrten István Pálffy 
also had volumes of this series). When travelling in Italy he was not just 
concerned with building connections and visiting religious institutions. 
Jacobus Laurus’ book presented the antique ruins in Rome in a historical 
book that is also a most intelligent guide book.1153 Péter Ötvös pointed 
out the diversity of Pázmány’s literary readings. Besides classical authors, 
he read the contemporary or near contemporary Italians such as Pietro 
Bembo, Traiano Boccalini, Sebastiano Fausto da Longiano, Battista Gua-
rini, Ludovico Guicciardini, etc., French authors like Jean Desmarets de 
Saint Sorlin as well as Miklós Zrínyi’s Syréna.
Miklós Pázmány, 1650
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Hungarian history is underrepresented in the collection (Istvánffy, 
Widemann engravings, Tripartitum, dietalia) as history itself. European 
history is present sporadically, especially the lands he visited (Italy, 
France, the Lower Countries, a few German Principalities), especially 
the ones which, in connection with wars, raised issues concerning the 
theory of the state (Hugo Grotius’ major book in legal studies entitled 
De jure belli et pacis, or Ebenhard Wassenberg’s history of the Thirty-Year 
War1154). Military science was represented by mainly Italian, French and 
German authors.1155 Pázmány was mainly interested in military architec-
ture,1156 the types of sieges,1157 infantry1158 and the installation and provi-
sion of troops.1159 We have picked here a few examples only but Pázmány 
acquired several other primarily contemporary books in these fields in 
his small collection.
Undoubtedly, the most exciting part of Miklós Pázmány’s readings was 
books in political science. Due to his education he acquired strong classi-
cal foundations in this field but it is surprising that a part of the theories 
of the early modern period were commentaries to the questions raised 
in the writings of antique authors. Pázmány purchased the Tacitus com-
mentaries of Scipione Ammirato both in Italian1160 and in French1161 and 
in connection with Tacitus he also bought Filippo Cauriana’s Discorsi.1162 
Pázmány acquired Iulius Caesar De bello Gallico with Lelio Brancaccio’ 
commentaries in German.1163 Scipione Ammirato from Naples compiled 
in Florence 143 questions concerning politics, military strategy and 
economics relating to Tacitus which became a manual for late Human-
ist anti-Machiavellian theories of governance. Three years later, Filippo 
Cauriana of Mantua wrote under his influence his political thesis in con-
nection with Tacitus. The Naples born Fra Lelio Brancaccio, the Maltese 
knight in the service of the Spanish Habsburgs closed his military career 
(he fought in Savoy, Piemonte and mainly in Flanders) in diplomatic ser-
vice. He knew the political movements in Europe at the turn of the 16th 
and 17th centuries. In his commentaries, however, the military point of 
view is always the key. His moral sketches depicting a personality fit well 
with the views on limiting the power of a prince or a monarch. In this 
regard he held similar views to his compatriot Ammirato. Another anti-
Machiavellian intellectual trend at the turn of the century was Christian 
Neo-Stoicism the most important books of which Miklós Pázmány had in 
his library: he owned Guevara’s Horologium principium in Latin and also in 
an edition translated by René Berthault de La Grise into French.1164
The other main trend of the modern theory of state section among his 
readings beside the antique authors was the reinterpretation of medi-
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cal chivalric ethics. Francesco Fausto’s Duello del Fausto1165 was such a Pe-
trarkist literary piece as well as the descriptions of „Christian chivalric” 
virtues harmonized with Christian philosophy (Erasmus, Vives). It is in-
teresting to note the literary line in another case as well. Ludovico Guic-
ciardini’s par exellence literary piece1166 pointed beyond its genre. Jakob 
Bidermann, a Jesuit from Munich wrote Utopia… sive Sales musici that had 
many editions and belonged to a tradition of works of art when writing 
about the formation of the ethics of monarchs which went back to the 
concept of melancholia of Ludovicus Vives. When at the beginning of the 
17th century Robert Burton’s The Anathomy of Melancholy was published in 
many editions, Bidermann’s writing became popular again and analysed 
by many.1167
Pázmány became interested in several French books on history and the 
theory of the state at the beginning of the 17th century as well as the idea 
of raison d’état. It is such a pity his unknown tract Arbor scientiae boni et 
mali has not been found yet. The title is promising since on the side of the 
theory of the state (we know that Alphabetum politicum was part of this 
essay) from antiquity readings show his train of thought. On the other 
hand, we cannot find among his readings the representatives of the 17th 
century scientific scepticism suggested by the title. Of course, in eo ipso 
theology books written by Jesuits there is often a Baroque answer to the 
sceptic’s question: everything that man cannot see is not governed by the 
human mind. We certainly must acquaint ourselves with these authors 
so that the train of thoughts in Miklós Pázmány writing can be outlined. 
At the end of the line of the scholars of political theory starting from 
the times of Henry III of France there are French authors who formed the 
economic and governance models in the spirit of the raison d’état. Ber-
nard de Girard du Haillan, Henry III’s chronicler and financier summed 
up the conclusions of the war of religions and approved of the Edict of 
Nantes.1168 Nicolas Caussin’s La cour Sainte was very well known in this 
period and had many editions (it was translated into Italian by Muzio Zic-
cata, the regular translator of the French school of the theory of state). It 
contained broader arguments than the one suggested by its title. Pázmá-
ny also purchased some of the most influential books of the mid-17th cen-
tury on political theory, books analysing the work of Archbishops Riche-
lieu and Mazarin (also read by other Hungarian aristocrats) as well as 
the book written by Jean de Silhon.1169 Georges de Scudéry, originally a 
writer, was a special political thinker (here the literary and the political 
thinking merge again) was favoured by Richelieu. He got involved in the 
Fronde that opposed King Louis XIV’s Spanish war and stayed away from 
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the court and lived in Normandy until the end of his life. This is when 
he wrote his book entitled Discours politiques des Roys which makes allu-
sions also to the Easter politics of the Sun King.1170 If someone purchased 
it at the times of the Peace of Vasvár, he must have been thinking about 
questions that later led to the Wesselényi conspiracy. However, Miklós 
Pázmány by then left the Hungarian political arena. 
Péter Ötvös raised the question if Péter Pázmány had anything to do 
with this library and if so to what extent since it would have been logical 
for him to leave his books to his nephew as well as his other possessions. 
Lacking any documents to think otherwise, I agree with him and István 
Bitskey when they doubt it.1171 It does not, however, exclude the fact that 
in his political thinking or in choosing his readings in this field the arch-
bishop would have played a role.1172
The Books of the Balassa Family
From the Balassa family Ferenc († 1526) became Croatian Viceroy for a 
short time at the beginning of the 16th century. His son Imre († 1550) was 
appointed Voivode of Transylvania by King János Szapolyai. János ((† af-
ter 1574)’s son married Anna Sulyok and their son was the poet, Bálint 
Balassi (1554–1594). The sons of András, Bálint’s uncle (the third son of 
Ferenc, Croatian Viceroy), Lord Lieutenant of Nógrád, built serious politi-
cal careers. Emeric, one of his two sons had a son also called Imre († 1683) 
who received the title of a count in 1653 for himself and for his children 
born out of his marriage to Borbála Lippay. A short inventory remained 
of the books of this Emeric.
András’s other son, Zsigmond († 1623) through his son, Gábor had a 
grandson called Pál Balassa († 1770). An inventory of his books also sur-
vived. Unfortunately, other members of the family are not known for the 
researcher in reading history.
Sándor Eckhardt wrote about the childhood readings of the poet Bálint 
Balassi as well1173 as the studies he had with Péter Bornemisza. Eckhardt 
also offered a detailed analysis of the book written by Volaterranus 
with Balassi’s notes in it and suggested its concordances with Balassi’s 
poems. Balassi’s Füves kertecske, a school exercise in translation,1174 has 
been looked at the same way and there are many studies on the European 
intellectual sources of certain aspects of the Balassi oeuvre.1175 All this, 
however, does not replace the inventory of his book collection which is 
still unknown.
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Imre Balassa’s castle in Divény is known almost as a robber castle. Pala-
tine Ferenc Wesselényi took up arms against him. Imre was also known 
as a follower of Thököly’s and his plunders made a good excuse for the 
Habsburg troops to occupy Divény and to confiscate his possessions. His 
assets were inventoried before December 31, 1670.1176 In this inventory, 37 
books are listed but only one Bible, one biblical concordance, and three 
prayer books (one of which used to belong to Pázmány).
The second inventory in Divény was prepared when Judit Barcsai, Imre 
Balassa’s second wife died in 1676.1177 The possessions they handed over 
to Péter Barcsai were listed then. They mentioned six books which shows 
very modest reading: calendars, prayer books, Pázmány is mentioned 
again, it must have been the prayer book, and a new item, a book on arith-
metic. There were also a few hand-written books along with some docu-
ments concerning the estate (urbarium, conventio).
Pál Balassa, Royal Cup bearer belonged to another branch of the fami-
ly. He became a count in 1721. His books were inventoried when he was 
young in 1739 which listed the books left to this young aristocrat.1178 We 
assume that until his death in 1770 he collected different kind of books 
because there is a German book he received from his wife, Katalin Zichy 
about management and the way of life of a nobleman (Aderliche Land undt 
Feld Leben T. 2 in fol.) that must have been written by Wolfgang Helmhard 
von Hohberg.1179
Among the 37 items of the inventory from the 18th century there is Má-
tyás Bél’s Notitia, acts of the diet, list and inventories concerning man-
agement and the estate. The rest of the books must have been inherited 
from older generations. With eight items the clerk preparing the inven-
tory made a note that Pál Balassa inherited them from his uncle, Pál Ba-
lassa, Titular Bishop of Boson1180 († 1705). These were Hungarian chron-
icles (Bonfini, Istvánffy). There were all the propaganda publications of 
the court concerning the Nádasdy–Zrínyi– Frankopan trial along with a 
description of the trial itself, Georg Braun’s album with engravings enti-
tled Civitates orbis terrarum, a Calepinus, and a few books on theology by 
Jesuit authors. The rest of the books, Antal Erdődy’s thesis in philosophy, 
a few antique authors, Nádasdy Mausoleum, János Draskovich’s translation 
of Guevara, Péter Pázmány’s Vade mecum, legal manuals, and books written 
by a few Franciscans and Jesuits. This small collection was left to him by 
different members of his family, had no special profile and must have 
changed during his lifetime.
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István Csáky’s Library
The only library we know that belonged to a member of the Csáky fam-
ily1181 was István Csáky’s book collection who was the most important 
member of the family from the point of view of cultural history in the 
early modern period. Therefore, let us not go into detail about the family 
history. István Csáky (1569–1605) and his wife Anna Wesselényi of Hadad 
had two sons who became aristocrats. László († 1655) was a Royal Door-
keeper between 1643 and 1649, then Lord Justice. He married someone 
from the Batthyánys. The other son, István (1603–1662) was Master of the 
Treasury from 1644 and had three sons with Eve Forgách (1613–1669). 
Ferenc (1630–1670) became Lord Lieutenant of Szepes, László (1640–1708) 
was Lord Lieutenant of Doboka while István (1635–1699) Lord Lieutenant 
of Bereg, count in Szepes and Lord Justice between 1687 and 1699.
Emil Hargittay wrote a detailed account of István Csáky’s schooling and 
education when he edited Csáky’s Politica philosophiai Okoskodás­szerint 
való rendes életnek példája.1182 Csáky studied in Pozsony, Pápa and at the 
university of Vienna and had a fundamentally Jesuit education. Besides 
his school books1183 we have his writing in political theory and the in-
complete index of his library catalogue prepared in Szepesvár in 1671. 
We have information of his readings and intellectual ammunition from 
several sources.1184 Since Hargittay’s study is available,1185 therefore let us 
concentrate here on the interesting points concerning the inventory and 
the major characteristics of Csáky’s erudition.
The books were rearranged in 1671. The fact that the religious books 
were also collected from the castle refers to this. The thematic notes in 
the books, such as Ittem Politica Vernulei sub litera B; Ferdinandus ab Effern 
Manuale Politicum sub litera A, make us believe that there must have been 
a catalogue which listed the books in alphabetical order. This thematic 
catalogue listed 294 items and although it does not look complete it shows 
an average number of readings for a magnate in Hungary around that 
time. This inventory was made by thematic sections which, however, do 
not show real thematic proportions. Auctores Theologi (64), Libri Juridici 
(12), Libri Medici (4) Libri Historici et Politici (62), Auctores Philosophi (11), 
Libri Miscellani (9), Libri Scholares (132). One cannot take these numbers as 
a starting point when assessing the knowledge Csáky had in the different 
fields for several reasons. The section scholares is more like miscellanea 
since the books classified here are of mixed themes. We believe that the 
clerk who prepared the inventory got tired of and bored with thematic 
classification, this is why I believe that the inventory is incomplete. Let 
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us take a few examples. In the theology section all the Bibles and reli-
gious books, which may have been the books kept at the Castle chapel, are 
listed. There were two Latin two Hungarian Bibles, a concordance book, 
two Missales, two Breviaries, a Rituale and an Officium. These are no books 
on theology, and neither is the French Jesuit Nicolas Caussin, King Louis 
XIII’s confessor’s book entitled Eques Christianus a book on theology. It is 
rather a book containing admonitions based on religious ethics about the 
fundamental virtues of a monarch that other libraries would have rightly 
classified as politici. Emil Hargittay analysed István Csáky’s speculum prin­
cipis (Politica philosophiai Okoskodás­szerint való rendes életnek példája). Re-
viewing the citations in it Hargittay outlined Csáky’s scope. However, in 
this citation index Nicolas Caussin is not mentioned but maybe reading 
the books one would find parallels. In the section scholares, there are the 
following books: two more Hungarian Bibles, Hungarian psalms, anoth-
er officium, decrees of Hungarian synods, a Manuale from Nagyszombat, 
prayer books, the meditations of Saint Augustine, several books on theol-
ogy namely one about the words Christ uttered on the cross and Jerónimo 
Osório’s De iustitiae caelesti that would have been interesting in a debate 
István Csáky, 1650
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on free will, and, disregarding their subject matter, almost all Hungarian 
books were classified in this thematic section. I believe that the books on 
philosophy, medicine, school books and the volumes in the miscellaneous 
sections should be reclassified again. From among the books on theology 
we have mentioned above some. However, there a few more, especially 
ones assisting with meditative personal religious practice, credo or vade 
mecum, or the miraculous scenes of the life of Saint Ignatius of Loyola. The 
title Pia desideria does not refer to Jakob Spener but much rather to the Je-
suit Hugo Hermann whose emblem book had almost 30 editions from 1624.
In the scholares section, besides the not necessarily school editions of 
antique authors studied at school, there are books of Humanist or late 
Humanist rhetoric and logic. Not many libraries had the poems written 
by Artemidorus Daldianus1186 from the 2nd century or Anna Maria van 
Schurman, therefore let us point out the female member of the Utrecht 
Academy.1187
As mentioned above, the clerk preparing the inventory classified the 
books written by Hungarian authors or authors working in Hungary un-
der this section therefore the book on pestilence written by Johann We-
ber of Bártfa1188 were not catalogued under medici. It is very rare to see Jo-
hann Honter’s cosmography on book lists but Csáky owned one, although 
it is not known which edition it was. Among Hungarian authors there 
are a few non-Catholic ones such as Pál Medgyesi. The list of Hungarian 
authors is impressive: Bálint Balassi (two books), Péter Beniczky, Ferenc 
Szegedi, Péter Debreceni, István Nánási, István Ceglédi, György Káldi, 
Péter Pázmány so Csáky did pay attention to local book production. Let 
me mention here that a manuscript that contained poems by Balassi was 
also acquired by the Csákys in the 1690s from László Ebergényi.1189 In this 
codex there were also poems by Ádám Czobor and a Pázmány Kalauz (Vade 
mecum) that had belonged to the Czobors later was owned by the Csáky 
family (item 25 in the Csáky inventory). 
A lot of other books were also misclassified in the scholares section. Let 
us look at the medical books first which had a separate section. I have 
mentioned above Johann Weber’s book on what to do when there is pesti-
lence epidemic. The title Vellus aureum can mean several things so it could 
be Salomon Trismonius’s medical text book that had many editions in 
Latin and in German. It could well be Giovanni Aurelio Augurelli’s book 
containing a text in alchemy or Guilielmus Mellerus’ s anthology in phi-
losophy. In the medical section, besides the Giovanni Battista Mantuani 
Galenus edition there is an item called Dispensatorium Cronenburgiij that 
must be a misspelling and could be identified as Valerius Cordus’ book 
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edited by Pierre Coudenberg with his commentaries.1190 It is even more in-
teresting that Csáky bought Sévérin Pinaeu’s manual on female diseases, 
pregnancy and child birth.1191
Csáky’s library was not rich in legal books. Apart from Hungarian le-
gal manuals, he had a German Formula book, Farrago Juridica, that could, 
among other things, be one of Christoph Besold’s books but is otherwise 
unidentifiable just like the item described as Cynosura Juristarum since 
many authors wrote books with this title. Hungarian law was represented 
by the dietalia, János Okolicsányi’s Tripartitum selection, Johannes Kiton-
ich’s Processus Juris and András Székely’s Medulla juridica.
All books in science were also classified under scholares (Gianbattista 
Della Porta, the complete books of Ulisse Aldrovandi, some volumes writ-
ten by Anthasius Kircher while his other books are classified as history). 
There is also an item in this section called Historia Universalis that cannot 
be identified, an opus detailing the genealogy of the Habsburgs and se-
veral very interesting books in political theory about the form of life and 
education of modern aristocrats. 
Let me highlight here two books concerning the training of horses out 
of which one, De arte equitandi, liber Italicus, is unidentifiable. The other 
one is Salomon de La Broue’s book which had many editions in French 
from the end of the 16th century.1192 Books in this genre were not just 
about training horses but also how to be a horseman, how to behave with 
a horse and in general what the virtues were of a chevalier. 
I would have expected to find a richer history section. Nevertheless, 
there was quite a collection in Szepesvár. Antique authors were well rep-
resented, and the Julius Caesar editions are noteworthy. The few but good 
books in church history were classified here such as Ferrarius history of 
the Dominicans in Hungary, a history of the Cistercian Order, Augustinus 
Kordecki’s writing about how the Swedes destroyed the Paulines’s centre 
in Częstochova during the Thirty-Year War.1193 There was also a history 
of European law,1194 Antonius de Sousa de Macedo’s Lusitania Liberata,1195 
Gottfried Hegenitius’s travel book on Frisia and Abraham Ortelius’ on 
Walloon Brabant.1196 About French history Csáky had Gabriel Barthélemy 
de Gramond’s book that other Hungarian magnates also purchased. He 
bought Athanasius Kircher and Martinus Martinius’ books on China; he 
also acquired the book entitled De bello Tartarico of this latter author. 
Csáky had a nice series of Hungarian history. He owned Miklós Ist-
vánffy’s book in two copies, Jacques Bongars’s historical anthology, Mat-
thias Bernegger Disquisitio, György Ráttkay’s book on Croatian viceroys, 
Péter Révay’s on the holy crown, the Mausoleum, the recently published 
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chronicles of János Nadányi, Laurenz Töppelt and Farkas Bethlen. Ludo-
vicus Tubero’s text edition was very rare in Hungarian libraries therefore 
let us mention it here.1197 The document of the Peace of Zsitvatorok was 
published by the Sárospatak Press not long before the inventory was pre-
pared.1198 
The most interesting part of the political thinker István Csáky’s library 
was undoubtedly politics. From the authors cited in Csáky’s writing and 
listed by Emil Hargittay as far as politics goes there are only two in the 
inventory: Justus Lipsius and Adam Contzen. This is yet another reason 
why the inventory matches the original alphabetic catalogue in part only. 
Niccolò Macchiavelli, Jean Bodin, Conti Natale for example are also not 
mentioned in the inventory nor some of the historians and Renaissance 
Humanists such as Francesco Petrarca, Antonio Beccadelli, Enea Silvio 
Piccolomini, Erasmus, Pandolfo Collenuccio, Johannes Dubravius. No 
one of the authors highlighted by Hargittay like the authors of the em-
blem books (Achille Bocchi, Giovanni Piero, Saavedra, Jacobus Typotius) 
or Henri Engelgrave, Cornelis van den Steen, Jacob Masen. One wonders 
whether Csáky did not keep these books in his room and that is why the 
clerk had no access to them.
Politics is still impressive. There are few titles of this kind in the schol­
ares section such as Christoph Forster’s manual,1199 a book by René Herpin 
misspelt as Joannes Veriij that may offer commentaries on Bodin.1200 It is 
worth noting that a book by Johann Adam Weber that was published in 
the year the inventory was prepared1201 is there in the book list.
Wilhelm Ferdinand von Efferhen’s Manuale politicum is considered the 
manual of the genre1202 as is Elias Reusner’s Hortulus.1203 Jean de Marnix, 
William of Orange’s councillor’s son had a book entitled Institutio viri pri­
vati et publici et aulici1204 that compared the morals of people of different 
social strata. This book is often overlooked by experts but not by Csáky. 
He also owned the then popular author; Georg Horn’s book Orbis imperans 
which came out in many editions from the 1660s along with Franco Burg-
ersdijckus’ Idea policica1205 and Nicolaus Vernulaeus’ booklet on wartime 
ethics.1206
Reviewing István Csáky’s readings, the citations in his book, consider-
ing the care he was educated with and assuming that the catalogue of 
his library may one day surface we can say that he looks like one of the 
best educated among the magnates in the second half of the 17th centu-
ry. On the other hand, it is also true that his Italian and French may not 
have been comparable to Miklós Zrínyi’s or Miklós Pázmány. If Csáky had 
had the command of these two languages the way Zrínyi and Pázmány 
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had that would have made him acquire a different political and cultural 
taste. However, during Csáky’s lifetime the most important books were 
still translated into Latin.
The Books of the Thököly Family
Although the Thököly household in Késmárk at the turn of the 16th and 
17th centuries had one of the most dynamic Humanist and Lutheran cul-
tural life it is not known whether the family or Sebestyén Thököly († 1607) 
who received the title of Baron for himself and his descendants had a li-
brary.1207 His son, István (1581–1652)1208 married Katalin Thurzó and had 
a son Zsigmond Thököly (1618–1678) whose books were inventoried at 
his residences in Késmárk and Savnik. István Thököly’s other son, István 
(1623–1670) was the father of the most well-known Thököly in Europe, 
Imre (1657–1705).1209 To assess his erudition, we have the book list of his 
readings Imre took with himself in exile.
In the house of Zsigmond Thököly the clerk preparing the inventory men-
tioned only 17 books.1210 The description of the modest book collection 
does not allow us to identify the authors the owner may have known. The 
only author we know of is Jean Fernel, a Humanist from the beginning 
of the 16th century therefore it is unknown which book, advices offered 
to the king or one of his philological books got to Savnik. The item Liber 
Transsylvanicarum rerum was undoubtedly János Bethlen’s recently pub-
lished book (1664) in which Bethlen described the history of Transylvania 
from the death of Gábor Bethlen to Apafi’s Principality. David Frölich, 
a mathematician in Késmárk published a traveller’s manual (Cynosura 
peregrinantium) in Ulm (1643–1644) which may have been a gift from the 
author to the family since they were his patrons. There was also a diction-
ary by Ambrogio Calepino, a calendar, two German historical books, two 
Hungarian collections of speeches, several manuscripts and management 
documents mentioned in the inventory. Three years before when their 
possessions were assessed in 1670 a theca was also mentioned with books, 
but it is not detailed if it was just a shelf or a whole chest. Only one book 
(Liber de aetatibus mundi vetustis) was mentioned which completes these 
ones so one can only guess how old it was. Ricobaldus Ferrariensis pub-
lished a book in Rome with the same title in 1476 but it did not become 
popular. Charles de Bouelles’s book, on the other hand, that came out 
published by Jodocus Badius in Paris in 1520 had many new editions.1211
The personal effects in the Thököly household in Késmárk were inven-
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toried twice, in 16731212 and in 1677.1213 The first time nine books were 
listed than seven and libri parui Sex (6 small sized books) were added. 
Julius Caesar’s de bello civili was the only antique book on the shelf and 
then a Flores poetarum followed. Jacques Bongars’s well known Hungarian 
history scriptores edition that was published in 1600 as well as Miklós Ist-
vánffy’s manual were there as Hungarian history while other parts of the 
world were represented by Pietro Battista Burgo’s account of the military 
campaigns Gustav Adolphe led and a book on the origins of the Ottoman 
Turks.1214 The item libellus aurora aeternitatis vocatus probably was Israel 
Murschel’s book,1215 a recent purchase, indicates that Zsigmond Thököly 
spoke German. There were also two legal books, the acts of a synod and 
two non-identified Hungarian collections of speeches.
The books from these two households make us believe that the family 
may not have one library installed in a central household. The books were 
left at the residences they were read, therefore the inventories made at 
different times and places recorded a shelf of books only.
On May 28, 1708 the books and documents in the Hungarian house in Con­
stantinople were inventoried.1216 According to Kálmán Thaly1217 who cited 
21 items from this list the inventory was made of the books Imre Thököly 
had before his death in 1705. This is quite probable especially since among 
the documents there is an item, the inventory of the possessions of the 
deceased Prince before 1697 which most certainly refers to Thököly. 
The items are manuscripts which contradicts the idea that the books 
piled up little by little from the second half of the 17th century. These all 
are one way or other linked to Thököly, not just his diary (In 1689 the diary 
of the deceased prince which he wrote with his hand).1218 The manuscripts are 
all interesting in themselves as well as the historical books from the 17th 
century and the copies of smaller writings such as András Prágai’s piece 
(A late helmet for a fast brain – Sebes agynak késő sisak), Farkas Bethlen’s 
chronicle in manuscript, Farkas Kovacsoczi’s history, István Szamosközy 
Rerum Transylvanicarum Pentades. The copies of letters and original pieces 
would be invaluable sources for the history of the 17th century if they had 
survived.
The thematic composition of the printed books suggests a personal col-
lection. If it had been the official library of the Transylvanian diplomatic 
mission then the presence of the antique authors would not make sense 
(Thucydides, Caesar, Livius, Tacitus, Cicero, Plato, Ovid, Hippocrates) as 
well as the nicely represented 15th and 16th century authors of Human-
ist literature such as Angelo Politiano, Erasmus, Melanchthon and a few 
Protestant authors. Five of Hugo Blotius’s books were there in the library. 
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Historia was represented by a few books mainly of Poles, the Cossacks, the 
Ottoman Turks and the emperors described in a vague manner so that 
identification is not possible (e.g.: Historia belli Cozaczi). Paolo Giovio’s 
book is a comprehensive history of a period.
Besides the French Humanist, Marc Antoin Muret’s collections of 
speeches there were school exercises in oratio, a travel book of Italy (by 
an unknown author), a few medical books while a number of Hungarian 
and Transylvanian legal sources and case studies widen the range of the 
books on offer.
Hungarian authors and Hungarian books are there in great number and 
in thematic diversity. István Szamosközy’s Analecta lapidum, Pázmány’s 
Kalauz (Vade mecum), Bálint Lépes’s orations, János Draskovich’s Guevara 
translation, Pál Esterházy’s The Pictures of the Virgin Mary and György Lip-
pay’s Posoni kert sat well on the shelf together with the history of Transyl-
vania written by Farkas Bethlen and with a printed book on the Thököly 
uprising.
All in all, there were six printed books and six manuscripts, letters, 
agreements, management documents which indicate that indeed it was a 
private collection and Kálmán Thaly’s opinion is the most probable one: 
namely that it was an inventory of the books of Imre Thököly. If he only 
read these he can be judged educated, informed of the history of his coun-
try and the neighbouring regions. But at the end of the 17th century it was 
no longer sufficient information for a magnate in Hungary therefore it is 
for sure that Thököly had other books as well.
The Szirmay Libraries
The Szirmays1219 were one of the Lutheran nobleman families of Upper 
Hungary for whom good education was important. This is especially true 
for the sons of Péter Szirmay († 1669) and Anna Keczer among whom Ist-
ván (?–1711) reached the highest position as far as his political career is 
concerned at the price of converting to Catholicism. He was appointed 
Prothonotary to assist the Palatine, became Baron in 1695. Emperor Jo-
seph I made him a count. He did not have a straight career path since he 
was involved with Thököly and later in 1701 he cooperated with Ferenc 
Rákóczi II. Miklós (?–1720), Péter Szirmay († 1669) and Anna Keczer’s sec-
ond son studied in Odera-Frankfurt and became military treasurer un-
der Miklós Bercsényi whom he followed in exile to Poland. Both he and 
his brother András (1656–1729) were imprisoned by the emperor. Ferenc 
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Rákóczi II made András the president of the High Court of Justice.1220 
Miklós and András did not become magnates.
We have data concerning the readings of all three brothers, the least 
we know the erudition of the aristocrat István. Let us describe the family 
itself, their upbringing and education was similar and Lutheran. Let me 
come back to the readings of Miklós and András Szirmay when discussing 
the readings of the gentry since Protestant gentry of excellent education 
played a special part in Hungarian reading history, just think of Pál Ráday.
István Szirmay’s books were mentioned when an inventory was made of 
his possessions in the households in Szentmihály and Kisszeben of County 
Sáros in 1690.1221 In Szentmihály the inventory recorded 13 books and a 
map of Hungary. As for the contents of these 13 books, one cosmograph­
ia and an Authumnus Philosophicus were mentioned. This latter might be 
Martin Herbst, the philosopher from Nürnberg who taught at Jena and 
taking Aristotle’s De anima further he wrote about the difference between 
soul of man and the soul of the animals.1222 Others also wrote about this 
subject.
Among the possessions in Kisszeben only 16 books were mentioned the 
following way: Libri diversorum Authorum partim manu Scripti partim impres­
si 16. Even if he became a magnate we cannot describe his readings. The 
erudition of his brothers was clearer.
Miklós Szirmay’s belongings were confiscated in 1701. In his houses both 
in Eperjes and Bártfa books were found and the inventory of Eperjes listed 
them item by item. In the inventory of Bártfa it is only mentioned that 
there was „Bibliotheca cum 105 libris” with Miklós’ wife, Judith Eisdorffer, 
which would correspond to the collection of a well-read gentry. The clerks 
preparing the inventarium in Eperjes, however, were more patient because 
they described briefly the 14 books there, item by item.1223 At first sight we 
might be happy with it because with several items the year of the publica-
tion was also recorded as well as the name of the author. Unfortunately, 
these data do not correspond to the data in big databases. Miklós had the 
decrees of the Hungarian diet between 1606 and 1682 in a hand-written 
copy but owned 2 printed copies of Tripartitum (the basic work of István 
Werbőczy on the Hungarian law). He also acquired a German-Latin and 
a German-Italian(!) dictionaries (the latter one was prepared by Levinus 
Hulsius), a herbarium, Bonfini in Zsámboky’s edition from 1568, Eusebius’ 
Historia Ecclesiastica, a 1570 edition from Basel, and a school Terentius. It 
shows how „precise” the clerks were that Friedrich Balduin’s De casibus 
conscientiae was recorded as an „Antverpiae, 1654” edition. The same year 
this book was published both in Wittenberg and Odera-Frankfurt, but no 
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edition is known from Antwerp in any year. Beside this last book, Protes-
tant theology was represented by Philippus Camerarius’ book (Rostock, 
1644) and a Hungarian Kegelius (translated by Péter Debreceni).1224 The 
most interesting item may be Wolfgang Heider’s book in political theo-
ry.1225
It is a great pity the volumes of Miklós’ library in Bártfa were not listed 
item by item. From the small collection in Eperjes one can only discern 
that beside Protestant theology, the academic gentry studied languages, 
read books in history and political theory and was well informed of the 
legal system in Hungary which was no small thing. 
Compared to this we know a lot of details about the readings of András 
Szirmay.1226 According to a diary entry he made in 1686 „in this captivity 
I read about 40 books” (“Ezen rabságomban circiter negyven kőnyvet által 
olvastam”). And these were not booklets. András knew Plutarch, Tacitus 
among the Romans, read the period histories of Paolo Giovio and Jacques 
August de Thou, 2 volumes each, The European historical tableau depict-
ed by Gabriel Barthélemy de Gramond from the point of view of French 
foreign politics and Antoine Aubery’s Ministerium Cardinalis Richelii et 
Mazarini which is also excellent as a book in politic al theory. He owned 
the Theatrum Europaeum written by several authors and published by 
Matthias Merian and some more German historians as he put it (ac plures 
Historicos etiam Germanicos). He also read the papers twice a week (the Ger-
man and Latin Avisas) although it is not known how he acquired them.
In 1707 András made a list of his books himself.1227 Ágnes R. Várkonyi 
analysed his erudition based on this list.1228 Out of the 225 volumes 132 
were in history, law or political theory. 26 humanities and philology, 23 
geography and mathematics, while there were 12 medical books and 22 
religious writings. Based on this it is not going too far to say that along 
with Pál Ráday, András Szirmay belonged to the group of the most well-
read gentries. We shall detail his readings when discussing the erudition 
of their group in a separate study.
Miklós Bercsényi’s Library in Ungvár
In the history of the Bercsényi family in the early modern period first 
László Bercsényi (1564 k.–1599), Viceroy of Szörény, had an important 
political career. His son, Miklós (about 1589–1639) became a Baron in the 
year his father died. His son, Miklós (about 1633-1689), Lord Lieutenant 
of the Cisdanudianus region, married a German woman, Maria Elisabeth 
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Katharina von Rechberg-Rothenlöwen so Count Miklós Bercsényi (1665–
1725), Lord Lieutenant of Ung, Royal Councillor, was brought up bilingual. 
His father was also an educated man and had his son study with the Jesu-
its in Nagyszombat.1229
Miklós Bercsényi had to leave the country in 1701 due to the political 
role he played on Ferenc Rákóczi II’s side and went to Poland. After the 
fall of the War of Independence he followed the prince to exile and died 
in Rodostó. His possessions in Ungvár were inventoried in the summer of 
1701. When characterizing the household in Ungvár, Kálmán Thaly high-
lighted Bercsényi’s erudition in political theory and praised his knowl-
edge in medicine and chemistry, his chemistry workshop and the beauty 
of the garden and the plans to further develop it.1230 When publishing the 
list of the books1231 and archival documents, Thaly spoke with enthusi-
asm about the modernity of the count’s erudition and the large scale of 
his readings. The 114 volumes listed, and the 100 above mentioned books 
show a nice almost 300 volume book collection which in its composition 
show the readings of a magnate in the second half of the 17th century. The 
books were in Latin, Hungarian and German therefore nothing proves 
that Bercsényi spoke French, the language of diplomacy at the time. It 
was a sign of modernity that religious books were kept separately in a 
room next to the Castle chapel. These books were not detailed item by 
item but besides the Bible, Miklós Telegdi and Péter Pázmány’s sermons, 
let us mention that there were 88 Latin, Hungarian and German „Vita 
Sanctorum” volumes. Two books on theology can be added to this that 
were Jesuit moral tracts and two publications by Palatine Pál Esterházy on 
the Virgin Mary cult which the clerk preparing the inventory classified 
under family history next to Trophaeum. Pázmány’s Kempis translation 
was also there in one section with the Hungarian books. The inventory 
does not list Protestant theology books. The books of the home dispen-
sary were kept separately too because 12 „libri medici” were found in a 
separate room along with cook books and dream books. Two more books 
were listed in this thematic section, one of them, Paul de Sorbait’s man-
ual published in Nürnberg, can be identified.1232 The clerks preparing the 
inventory found a book on the care of human skin interesting and added 
the following comment: Curiosus liber de pelle humana medici Tobiae Fogl.1233 
Book for entertainment were a very small part of the collection. We can 
hardly mention any literary work; even antique literature was missing. 
The only such items were István Gyöngyösi’s Murányi Vénusz (The Venus 
of Murány), Péter Beniczky’s poems, Zsigmond Megyeri’s collection of 
maxims1234 and two collections of poems in Latin. It is not known whether 
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Bercsényi kept the Hungarian books together or the clerks preparing the 
inventory classified them in one section, but this is where György Lip-
pay’s Posoni kert and the Hungarian csízió (a form of Calender) were. 
I believe Bercsényi purchased many volumes of the famous Elsevir pock-
et book series presenting countries. Unfortunately, the item descriptions 
do not always allow us to identify these since the authors also published 
their books with the same title in a different edition. The book describing 
Turkey, Denmark, Gaul as well as Pierre Gilles’s depiction of Bosporus and 
its neighbourhood were definitely Elsevir editions. There were few books 
in geography mixed with writings in science. Neither was Bercsényi in-
terested in philosophy since there were only three such books listed in 
the inventory written by authors of the 16th century as well as Márton 
Szentiványi.
Bercsényi must have read the history of the Jesuit mission in China and 
Johan-Petrus Langius’ collection of anecdotes entitled Democritus ridens1235 
as curiosities and not as Catholic teachings. A magnate in this period was 
expected to think of horses as not just as military accessories. Antoine de 
Pluvinel’s books on horses were published in almost all languages in a lot 
of editions at the end of the 17th century. Bercsényi had one of these in 
German. Concerning curiosities let me mention here that among the em-
blem books he owned not the usual ones (Sambucus, Alciati) but Aegidius 
Albertinus’ work1236 and Cesare Ripa’s emblem book on ethics (Iconologia) 
that was published in many languages and came out almost every year in 
the 17th century.
It is surprising how few legal books Bercsényi owned which were Hun-
garian dietalia and decreta. The section on history and politics is much 
richer. Among histories written about the Hungarians he owned books by 
Pietro Ransano, Antonio Bonfini, Miklós Istvánffy, György Ráttkay, Farkas 
Bethlen and writing on Delineatio fortalitiorum written after the Ottoman 
Turks were expelled from the country. Bercsényi had few books on Euro-
pean history apart from the Elesevir books. He purchased the prolific Jo-
hann Adam Weber’s four books, the volumes of the Mercurius Gallobelgicus 
series, two books on French history which were rare among Hungarian 
noblemen. Gabriel Barthélemy de Gramond started his book on European 
history with the accession to throne of King Henry IV1237 and depicted 
the history of his country by presenting the French political relationships 
while Benjamin Priolo started his history with King Louis XIII and concen-
trated more on French internal affairs.1238
Bercsényi read about politics from different approaches. Besides An-
toine Aubery’s Ministerium Cardinalis Richelii et Mazarini that was popular 
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with Hungarian magnates of his time, he also had an unidentifiable vol-
ume on Richelieu. He owned manuals of a folio (Theatrum politicum), tracts 
in moral theology (Theatrum virtutis), Wilhelm Ferdinand von Efferhen’s 
book of a legal approach,1239 the in Hungarian very rare Jacob van Zeve-
cote’s political ethical maxims hidden in a Florus edition,1240 and last of 
all, let us mention the bestseller John Barclay’s Argenis. This book that 
offered his political views in an entertaining manner was translated into 
almost all European languages. Barclay who was educated by the Jesuits, 
had an ambiguous relationship with this order. First Barclay had a quar-
rel with them but later in part reconciled with them.
Kálmán Thaly was right that Miklós Bercsényi was more well-read than 
most of the magnates fighting in Rákóczi’s camp. The diversity of his 
books was impressive; however, compared to Palatine Pál Esterházy or 
Ferenc Nádasdy, Bercsényi could not match the modernity of their read-
ings. One of the reasons of this is that a magnate was expected to at least 
read in French if not speak. Many contemporary books on politics were no 
longer translated into Latin and not all of them were rendered in German.
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Ladies as book owners and readers
Although on the apropos of reviewing the reading of aristocratic fami-
lies we have referred to female patronates, their incidentally survived 
reading lists, we would analyse ladies readings in a separate chapter. 
We must immediately highlight a characteristic difference of the Hun-
garian aristocratic families’ readings. This is the difference between 
the readings of the ladies living in the Hungarian Kingdom and ladies 
in Transylvania. In Transylvania, where the official language of the 
princely court was Hungarian, the language of family discussions was 
typically Hungarian as well, even though when a guest arrived, thus 
the usage of the Hungarian language made it ease spreading reading in 
a larger scale. It is not surprising that the first remarkable book collec-
tions containing mainly Hungarian books were formed in Transylvania. 
Transylvanian aristocrats typically married Transylvanian, if not, the 
partner arrived from the Hungarian Kingdom and could speak Hun-
garian. However, the aristocratic families of the Hungarian Kingdom 
choosed partners from Croatian, Slovakian families, but mainly from 
Austrian, Bavarian or from German speaking Bohemian, Moravian, 
Silesian families. So, the language of daily discussions was usually not 
Hungarian. The European lingua franca, the French language was gener-
ations earlier widespread in the Hungarian Kingdom than in Transylva-
nia and this phenomenon is to considered on the apropos of the reading 
habits of the ladies too.
The relationship between women belonging to the aristocracy, high 
aristocracy in particular and the world of books can be examined from 
various perspectives. Female members of such families were able to read. 
At least they received an education that could be traced back to books,1241 
and it originated from there. This may well be a form of knowledge associ-
ated with clothing, since we are aware of books on fashion dating back to 
the 16th century.1242 To date, however, scholarship has only made us aware 
of explicitly women’s libraries, established by the wife of the head of the 
family, starting from the 18th century.1243 Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to 
pay attention to data on women’s book ownership. The latter may have 
simply emerged because a census was carried out due to inheritance on 
the female line, or because, when making a list of the widow’s belongings, 
they also enumerated the books owned by the entire family. Books owned 
by Borbála Telegdi1244 or Borbála Batthyány1245 were only listed as items of 
property, whereas the personal reading materials of Judit Révay,1246 Anna 
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Júlia Esterházy,1247 Judit Veér1248 or Anna Bornemissza1249 were explicitly 
characterised as such by the surveys.
Aristocratic women were in a position to acquire books, partly due to 
their financial possibilities, but also because they travelled more fre-
quently to places where they could choose from the books on offer (such 
as Vienna, Graz or other cities where there were booksellers). Their ser-
vants also often left the court to acquire various goods – clothing, spic-
es, paper, etc. – so they could be tasked with the purchase of books.1250 
Women of the aristocracy could also inherit books, or could end up with a 
significant quantity of books as a result of marriage. There are examples 
of book-loving women who were in possession of libraries of their own 
books or of books inherited from their parents. It is of particular impor-
tance that if the Hungarian aristocrat married a foreign woman, the latter 
had access to very different ways of book acquisition. Wives (or at times 
husbands moving to Hungary) from leading families of the Habsburg Em-
pire, the German principalities or the Italian city states brought more 
modern, almost contemporary publications with them to their new Hun-
garian or Transylvanian courts.1251
Entertainment, civilised life and the reading of books are also interrelated 
phenomena. In the epoch there was a theory of the latter, just as there 
was a theory of organising court life. These theories also emerged in the 
libraries of the Hungarian nobility, although their presence was a rela-
tive rarity. The same could be said about books on fashion or works about 
various games. Entertaining literature typically meant editions of ancient 
Roman authors, and Hungarian and Transylvanian bibliographies seldom 
included German, Italian or at times French literary items. The latter be-
come more frequent towards the end of the 17th century, by which time 
even ancient authors would be read in these three languages, and when 
works describing the rules of courtship and love also emerged. These 
would be read not only by noble men but also by female members of their 
court too. Women’s readings included, in addition to books on the daily 
practice of religion,1252 works detailing self-medication recommended for 
the home,1253 cookery books, publications containing lifestyle advice,1254 
and of course literary works. It is natural therefore that if high-ranking 
women, in their capacity of patrons and Maecenas, supported book pub-
lishing they would want to immortalise their names with works in these 
fields.1255 Let us examine a few examples in chronological order.1256
Orsolya Kanizsai is a favourite figure of most historians of her era, and 
her love affair with and marriage to Tamás Nádasdy is noteworthy in-
deed. The correspondence between the family and their family doctor is 
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a unique source that has survived from the period,1257 wich also offers nu-
merous minor details on the poorly Orsolya Kanizsai’s awareness of book-
related matters. The family had a modern court built at Sárvár for the 
needs of their extended household.1258 Girls living at the court in the im-
mediate surroundings of Orsolya Kanizsai became familiar with numer-
ous behavioural norms (on conversation, dance, eating habits, etc.), in 
addition to practical knowledge they acquired on the basics of overseeing 
farming activities, and, above all, learning to care for flowers, fruit and 
vegetables. The Protestant school founded at Sárvár-Újsziget, the church 
and rectory dedicated to new religion of Lutheranism, and the printing 
press founded in 1539 constitute institutions of Hungarian culture that 
distinguish the Nádasdy court from other centres of contemporary nobil-
ity. We have no information on the Nádasdy library catalogues, but the 
spiritual horizon of works created there are well known, and so are the 
potential cultural influences upon the head of the family’s wife.
A contemporary of Orsolya Kanizsai, Borbála Somy from the nearby Al-
sólendva, is a lesser-known figure of Hungarian historical treatises on the 
16th century. Only six of her letters addressed to her husband are known 
to us,1259 and even documents relating directly to her keep us at bay re-
garding her reading materials. Moreover, we have modest information 
on the Bánffy library too.1260 But the fact that in the dedication to the first 
part of his five volume work (Postilla) Bornemissza acknowledges the sup-
port of László Bánffy and his wife Borbála Somy,1261 and that the second 
volume is dedicated outright to Somy,1262 not to mention that we have ex-
tensive information on the court culture of mid-16th century Alsólendva, 
we can safely assume that she participated in an active fashion in the 
shaping of this work. 
Akin to Orsolya Kanizsai, the letters written by Erzsébet Czobor1263 and 
Éva Lobkowitz Poppel1264 to their respective husbands have also survived. 
Both women were surrounded by doctors and books,1265 but in day-to-day 
medical matters they relied heavily on oral tradition.1266 Both women 
were left with serious tasks in terms of negotiating public life, and both 
cope really well in matters of managing their estates. The relationships 
of Ferenc Batthyány with the intelligentsia of his day are well-known – 
Bálint Balassi, Christoph Lackner, Albert Szenczi Molnár, etc., and his 
court was open to receiving migrants too. His wife and members of the 
court accompanying her to Hungary, have further broadened this cul-
tural horizon, which led to modern concepts emerging at the Batthyány 
estate. Following the outbreak of the Thirty Years’ War numerous Protes-
tant priests arrived from Bohemian and Silesian territories and from the 
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Palatinate, and they were met with warm reception.1267 Éva Poppel was an 
educated woman herself, and although we are only aware of a herbarium 
owned by her,1268 her above correspondence with her husband convinces 
us of her literacy.
Ferenc Esterházy converted to Protestantism, and one of his sons, 
Tamás, became a Lutheran pastor; his daughter (Zsófia Esterházy) learned 
to read and write and, not only that, she also scraped by in Latin and mod-
ern foreign languages.1269 The other son of Ferenc Esterházy, Miklós re-
converted to catolicism, he gained the title count to his family, at the end 
of his life he became the Palatine of Hungary. His daughter, Anna Júlia 
Esterházy (1630–1669) married to Ferenc Nádasdy. Her books found in the 
family castle in Pottendorf were listed in 1669.1270 She kept seven books in 
her bedroom, all in Hungarian, religious books from Thomas Kempis, the 
prayer book of Péter Pázmány, a few items of Virgin Mary cult (including 
St. Bonaventura’s book of hours), the book of Hieronymus Drexel about 
eternal happiness and works or Hungarian translations of Jesuit and 
Franciscan fathers. One of the Jesuits, Mátyás Hajnal compiled a prayer 
book on the palatine’s request for his second wife, Baroness Christina 
Nyáry (1604–1641).1271 The book of herbs of Christina was also mentioned 
in contemporary sources although it is not surprising that there is such a 
book of daily use in a magnate’s household.1272
The Révay family also paid a lot of attention to the nurturing of book-
related aspects in court culture,1273 in addition to the education of girls.1274 
Pál Nádasdy’s widow, Judit Révay remarried in 1638, to Ádám Forgách, 
and passed away in 1643. Noémi Viskolcz discovered a catalogue that in-
cluded the books found in Judit Révay’s room in Galgóc.1275 There are no 
surprising items on the list of five books, which provide confirmation of 
the fact that Révay converted to Catholicism. The authors of the beauti-
fully bound books are Péter Pázmány, Lőrinc Ferenczffy, Thomas Kempis 
(in Pázmány’s translation), and two prayer books in Hungarian. In other 
words, these are books on religious practice, and offer in-depth medita-
tion on religious knowledge.
Now let’s turn to two examples where the wives came from abroad. 
István Pálffy married Eva Susanna, the daughter of Graf Johann Chris-
toph Puchheim von Göllersdorf in 1618. The list of belongings from their 
house, dating from 1644, refers to 16 books.1276 The linguistic division of 
these books is already striking at first sight: there are 9 German, 5 Latin, 
and 2 Hungarian volumes. One Bible out of the two is also in German. It 
is likely that the German books were brought to Hungary by the wife. 
The Hungarian books are collections of sermons by Péter Pázmány and 
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György Káldi, the Latin ones are the works of Johannes Chrysostomus 
and Nicephorus Callixtus, there is a Hungarian history by Istvánffy, and 
an academic publication on the funeral of Charles V. It is not out of the 
question that the wife started to learn Hungarian, or that she was get-
ting acquainted with the history of her new country. The German prayer 
books could have been her own, but it is strange that being a Catholic she 
owned a copy of the psalms with Luther’s comments. In her surroundings 
she must have had German staff too, which explains the German cookery 
book (Kochbuch). A potentially exciting and entertaining read – in Hunga-
ry but also in Austria – was Libri Germanici duo in quarto de Navigatione Hol­
landa, of which there were hundreds of copies circulating at the time.1277
The third wife of judge royal Ádám Forgách became Anna Katharina 
von Rechberg. His son, also named Ádám, prefect of Nógrád County also 
married a foreign woman (1648), Eva Kathariana von Breuner. He passed 
away as a widower in 1681, and he lived in Eperjes. The belongings found 
in their house were surveyed in 1683 on the orders of Imre Thököly.1278 
Unfortunately the books were catalogued very carelessly, without includ-
ing all titles. The last item to be mentioned is some books, although the 
items actually listed are very telling. There is a Chronica Polonorum and a 
German Bonfini edition, which could also be read by the woman living as 
stranger in a foreign land in order to get acquainted with her new envi-
ronment.1279
Let us complement our examples on the ownership of variously themed 
books with the case study of two women whose names can be associated 
with the creation of literary works. Around the time of Miklós Zrínyi’s 
death, his brother, Péter spent extended periods of time at Csáktornya. He 
even brought a selection of books with him, from his library in Ozaly,1280 
not only for his personal use but also for his wife, Katalin Frangepán. She 
was a writer herself,1281 and would have surely found it difficult to get by 
without relying on her books. 
László Rákóczi did not have a male heir, and with him the Catholic 
branch of his family died out. His daughter, Erzsébet is one of the first 
Hungarian women writers,1282 and she lived in Kistapolcsány during the 
final years of her life. After her death Prince Ferenc II Rákóczi had the 
books found in her property transferred to Sárospatak. The catalogue 
dating from 1708 mentions 26 publications in total.1283 Some of the books 
may have been inherited, but this woman with an active lifestyle would 
have favoured readings with a profound and personal devoutness.
Women of the high nobility and noble women more generally, led the 
majority of their lives in the absence of their husbands. One of their most 
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important duties was to deputize for the head of the family, and supervise 
court life and the management of the estate. Such women would have also 
been frequently approached by the various religious communities and 
congregations living on their estates with their problems. They would 
have often been required to take (independent) decisions, and in such 
matters they could not rely exclusively on stewards, the court pastor or 
the schoolmaster. In other words, they needed to prepare for this role 
as well. Neo-romantic historiography made a point of celebrating heroic 
noble women,1284 and rightly so, but over the last thirty years the exami-
nation of sources together with a change of approach has moved on to 
a more layered analysis of these tasks and roles.1285 We know nothing of 
Erzsébet Báthory’s1286 personal reading habits, and can only analyse her 
knowledge per analogiam. Similarly, we can only approach Princess Zsu-
zsanna Lorántffy’s1287 erudition in this manner too, as there are no known 
catalogues detailing the books kept by her for personal use. By the second 
half of the 17th century the libraries of the nobility start stocking books 
on farming and the organisation of courtly life, and those women who 
participated in carrying out these duties would have most probably taken 
advantage of the possibility to learn about these.
In addition to the short catalogue of the books found in Judit Révay’s 
room, we are aware of two 17th century female-owned libraries. The latter 
is understood in the sense it has already been construed by specialist lit-
erature with reference to the 18th century: a collection of books gathered 
separately from the husband’s. One such collection is Judit Veér’s, cata-
logued in 1676.1288 There is mention of 17 books, possibly more. Judit Veér 
was the wife of Chancellor Mihály Teleki, and a mother who followed her 
sons’ education very carefully. She was in communication with profes-
sors at the College of Nagyenyed and tried to be informed about political 
matters too. This small library was briefly characterised by monographer 
Betti Homonnai,1289 but it became the subject of a much more compre-
hensive analysis, in the light of historical sources, by Zsuzsa Font.1290 The 
latter points out that Judit Veér did not read Latin, and cites a source 
as evidence for this claim. Indeed, all of Judit Veér’s books were written 
in Hungarian, and included Bibles, devotional literature, books on daily 
religious practice (catechism, prayer books), gardening books, historical 
songs intended for entertainment. Zsuzsa Font cites an auxiliary source, 
according to which, in 1693, an acquaintance of Judit Veér, by the name 
of Anna Bessenyei borrowed a work by Ferenc Pápai Páriz (‘a medicinal 
book’) from her. Font is also persuasive in her claim that Judit Veér par-
ticipated in the planning of her sons’ foreign study trip. Actual travel in-
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structions were presumably drafted by someone else on her behalf, but 
she supervised the process on an ongoing basis. In my opinion, this ex-
traordinary woman’s portrait could not be any more justifiable even if 
in the room of the mighty Chancellor’s wife there had been found and 
catalogued hundreds of books. 
In the library based at Radnót of Transylvanian Princess Anna Bor-
nemissza, 104 books were found.1291 Almost all in Hungarian. If analysed 
according to thematic patterns, it is certainly broader than the previous 
library. Entertaining literature has progressed to proper literary merit 
(Bálint Balassi, Péter Beniczky, István Gyöngyösi), and there are some 
didactic tales. There are also several cookery books, descriptions of gar-
dens, many volumes of sermons (for various occasions), religious debates, 
and legal manuals. Among the non-Calvinist texts there are some on the 
life of Saint Francis, which – as instances of the imitatio Christi genre – be-
long to the confessionally characterless category of devotional literature. 
János Herepei, who published the catalogue for the first time,1292 empha-
sised that these books must have most certainly belonged to the princess. 
As a final point, I wish to stress that special editions have been produced 
for the princess, with supralibros, a clear indication of bibliophilic interest.
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When assessing the libraries and erudition of the magnates in Hunga-
ry in the 16th and 17th centuries I have been faced with two constraints. 
One of these is sources while the other one is my own professional ca-
pacities. This latter one is important because it is a determining factor 
in approaching and analysing the documents. Since I myself have been 
participating in going through a considerable part of these documents 
during the decades spent in close proximity with the sources I have learnt 
to keep close to data. I have not been trying to find data to justify the 
appearance of an intellectual trend but on the contrary, I have attempted 
to acquire the necessary theoretical knowledge to be able to discern the 
contents of the data with the motto cited at the beginning of this book. 
It is easier to speak about the book and not the text but at the same time 
it is also difficult. There is constant temptation to submerge in getting to 
know and alayse an intellectual trend. However, this road is dangerous, 
there may be favourites among the phenomena encountered or we may 
overestimate their significance if the warning of the data is disregarded.
The available sources are far from being ideal. The personal items of a 
magnate did not carry such importance when an inventory was prepared 
than with people belonging to poorer social strata. Furthermore, state ad-
ministration during the two centuries after Mohács cannot be compared 
to later periods within the Habsburg Empire not to mention the destruc-
tion of archives that can safely be called considerable due the fact that the 
country became military campaign grounds several times during this pe-
riod. Rearrangement of archives from the 18th century, the weeding and 
culling of documents judged superfluous, fires, then World War II and 
the Revolution in 1956 render the sources of the period dealt with in the 
present book uneven, to say the least. It is therefore difficult to present 
sources by families and by geographical regions and periods which would 
allow us to analyse them using unified aspects. 
Medieval Hungary left a rich legacy as far as court culture and eruditon 
of the magnates went. The exemplary model the royal court, its power 
to form and support as well as maintain cultural and educational insti-
tutions such as churches, schools, arts, publication of books by copying 
or printing, libraries had an impact on magnates and high clergy. The 
rich cultural life of the Jagieollian period attest to this claim. The defeat 
at the battle of Mohách, the dividing up of the country, the lack of the 
royal court, the cut off of Transylvania from the body of the Kingdom of 
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Hungary as well as the destruction Hungary suffered in the middle of the 
17th century did not allow the prosperity of cultural and educational life. 
Members of the Hungarian and Transylvanian aristocracy took up roles 
which in part would have been those of the royal court. This showed itself 
in organising and maintaining Protestant churches and then forming and 
supporting the institutions of the Catholic church during Counter-Refor-
mation and in maintaining the educational isnstitutions at their estates.
Books in Court Culture
Acquiring books and building libraries were necessary or useful for every 
element of a magnate’s household so as to play their part in public and 
cultural life, namely for teaching (for praeceptors and schooling in the 
household), religious life (for priests and ministers), for management (for 
bailiffs and castellans, for gardeners and craftsmen), for culture in gener-
al (for artists), for public and everyday life (for lawyers and doctors) and 
last but not the least for their military and political role (for the magnate, 
his family members and his entourage). 
The way books were acquired differed greatly from the habits of the mag-
nates in other countries. An aristocrat may have inherited books or ac-
quired a considerable number of books through his marriage. We have 
seen examples above of women who loved and owned books or were left 
books by their paents. Let me highlight here the importance when a mag-
nate married someone from abroad since this may have provided a new 
opportunity to acquire books in his household. Wives coming from aris-
tocratc families of the Habsburg Empire, German Principalities or Italian 
city states or principalities (or sometimes husbands who moved to Hun-
gary) brought themselves, as we have seen above, modern, near contem-
porary books to their residence in Hungary.
First let us mention here books that enlarged a library thanks to the 
patronage of the magnate. The press which may have operated on the mag-
nate’s estate or the patronage of the books written by the intelectuals liv-
ing on the estate were all steps to acquire books. Magnates also used the 
little opportunity they had for purchasing books. Since there was no organ-
ised book trade in this period in Hungary magnates or rather their bailiffs 
and agents visiting a town bought some books home from the meagre 
offer. Purchasing books depended on the location of the household. From 
Croatian counties, from the Western part of the country or from Upper 
Hungary bailiffs regularly went to Venice, Graz or Vienna. From North-
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ern area Cracow, Brno, Olmütz were accessible. This was no option for 
the magnates of the areas next to the River Tisza (Tiszahát), Partium or 
Transylvania. Sometimes the magnate purchased the books of a diceased 
bailiff or other employee but there were cases when the chaplain living in 
the household left his books to the magnate.
Study trips of the young men under the magnate’s patronage (alumni) meant 
a more important opportunity for purchasing books. The students who 
travelled abroad with the financial help of the aristocratic family stayed 
in touch with the household so the students could be asked to purchase 
books which they took home either at the end of their studies or sent 
home with merchants. Sometimes these students sent home catalogues of 
book fairs or of publishing houses. This helped the magnate to choose the 
titles he liked.
Selecting personally in a bookshop abroad, however, was the best way 
which would also indicate the magnate’s taste in reading. The members 
of the Hungarian and Transylvanian aristocracy also went on study trips 
or Grand Tours (Kavalierstour). These trips abroad had different reasons. 
Besides peregrinatio academica and experiencing the Grand Tour they were 
sent on diplomatic mission (legatio), participated at coronation ceremo-
nies or military campaigns abroad. 
A few cases are known when an aristocratic family established a person­
al relationship with an important publisher abroad (e.g.: Batthyány – Wechel; 
Nádasdy – Moretus, Blaeu; Esterházy – Blaeu, etc.). In this situation the 
publisher naturally favoured his own publications although it did not 
mean exclusivity.
In general there were few opportunities for book acquisition in the lives 
of the magnates in Hungary when they could pick a book they wanted. 
The libraries of our magnates were book collections shared by the house-
hold not just because they were used by their entourage but also in terms 
of their profile. It is not by chance that the note et amicorum occurs in 
Hungarian household in books more often than in Western Europe.
Book culture of Hungarian magnates show unique features in terms of 
the relationship of cultural taste and books. We have seen that the reading 
culture of a magnate was forced to take an inescapable path and his indi-
vidual taste and preferences were less of a determining factor. Neverthe-
less, forming his taste was influenced by the households of his family rela-
tions as well as the court in Vienna through his political connections. Cu-
riosity about other countries and in the early modern period about other 
worlds (continents) is a natural human feature and following a model was 
expected due by society. Collections of curiosities, later museums started 
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to be established in Europe which offered the model of collection. When a 
magnate got to know the musical, art and theatrical life of a court abroad 
it made their need for culture stronger. The road to this was through 
fashion surrounding activities such as fencing, riding, the art of keeping 
a horse, the art of landscape gardening, the modern style of architecture 
besides the flourishing of the late Renaissance style, the appearance of 
Baroque, these are all phenomena which formed the requirements of cul-
ture based on reading. Politics and military science also changed.
For aristocrats in Hungary and Transylvania religion was stronger than 
for their Western European counterparts. The new religion and the new 
churches that were established after the changes in the new doctrines, 
then the reorganisastion of the Catholic church and their new institu-
tions, the support and the active participation of church life expected 
from magnates, made it necessary for aristocrats to get information on 
religion more than the European average magnate. Direct patronage was 
required by the poor church conditions. In Hungary institutional frame-
work for the participation of magnates in church life was established, 
they presided over synods (even if the magnate himself was of a different 
religion) or the everyday job they were expected to perform in Transylva-
nia at the Main Consistory of the Reformed church. 
The major issue in political governance in the whole period was how to 
reestablish the integrity of the medieval Hungarian Kingdom in its terri-
tory and also as a state and the key question was how to expell the Otto-
man Turks. A lot of things were sacrificed for this objective: it played a 
part even in shaping their religious faith. In Péter Pázmány’s successful 
campaigns for re-converting magnates to Catholicism the argument that 
with the emperor and the Catholic League, keeping Transylvania Hungar-
ian, reconciling with France there was hope for action as was shown in 
the battle of Szentgotthárd. The Peace of Vasvár showed that the Hungar-
ian magnates could calculate with the emperor while he would not count 
on them (my way of putting it). When reviewing the factors shaping the 
taste in reading, this leads us to the question of the use of books. 
The magnates use of books of course differs from family to family and 
there are also individual differences as well. The structure of the pres-
ent book starts wth the Croatian counties and leads through the Western 
Hungarian counties and the Western part of Upper Hungary to Partium 
and then to Transylvania. This narrative following this geographical di-
rection matches more or less a chronological order that is documented 
by sources as far as the period of the first generation who had a library 
in the family went. It is also true that those living on the South-West or 
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West borders acquired the books popular in the court of the emperor in 
Vienna and in general the readings recorded in their households were 
more modern and up-to-date.
With each family we attempted to concentrate on the readings which 
seemed the most important for the owner judging from his biography. It 
is not by chance that I kept refering to the historical, legal and especially 
political theory and military science books. I considered the up-to-dated-
ness of these types of readings the measure for the modernity of a libray.
The other aspect of analysis was the language constitution of a book col-
lection. Latin as the official language was considered normal to know. In 
the Croatian counties it was Italian and then German while in the Western 
part of Hungary German and Italian to a lesser degree were the languages 
in general known. In Upper Hungary a significant number of magnates 
spoke Slovakian and maybe read som Czech and sometimes Polish as well. 
Those visiting Vienna or Prague more often learnt German. Speaking 
French from the middle of the 17th century was one of the measures of be-
ing modern. Boldizsár Batthyány was an exception among the magnates 
in the 16th century with his French education but by the beginning of the 
18th century many families had books in this language. 
The phenomenon that among theories in politics the books written by 
French and Italians, who were under the influence of the French theoreti-
cians, were considered modern was a random one. The German authors of 
military science or engineering, a new discipline, were definitely up-to-
date as well. Knowing languages and modern information and knowledge 
made those living in the Western part of Hungary the most up-to-date.
Entertainment, civilised life and reading are interconnected phenomena. 
In this period it had a theory as the organisation of a houshold also had 
one. These books as well as books on fashion or games appeared in the 
libraries of the magnates although rarely. Books for entertainment in the 
16th century were still the Latin editions of antique authors, it is rare to 
see literary pieces in German, Italian or French. These latter ones were 
growing in number during the 17th century when antique authors were 
also read in these three languages. Books on courtship and and ones de-
scribing the rules of love also appeared by then. These were not just read 
by the magnates but also by the female members of the household. The 
readings of the ladies, besides the book for daily religious practice, were the 
ones offering cure tips, cook books and literature.
The households of the magnates made an influence on the members of 
the genry and formed their educational and cultural habits by showing 
their example. At the same time during the 16th and 17th centuries the 
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stratum of intellectuals living on the estates (bailiffs and castellans, etc.), 
many of these were small holders of gentry who being educated and well-
read may have had an influence on the cultural life of the magnate and 
his family and the building of the library. By the beginning of the 18th cen-
tury religious faith was an important factor in one’s political career, only 
Catholics became aristocrats. A group of educated gentry was formed who 
were just as well-read as the magnates. The two most apparent represent-
ative of this group were Antal Szirmay and Pál Ráday. 
It is difficult to cmpare the erudition of Hungarian magnates to their 
counterparts in Europe since very different cultural institutions sur-
rounded them in Hungary and in these countries. It is true even for the 
countries of the Central European region. In Bohemia the presence of the 
emperor’s court and the intellectuals around it created a different sit-
uation. In Poland the power of organising culture and education at the 
university and in the royal court of the two centres, Cracow and War-
saw made the situation different not to speak of the nobility living in re-
gions where there were important book producing centres and book fairs. 
When examing these phenomena one by one, comparing a magnate’s li-
brary to European cases of similar economic power then Hungarian aris-
tocracy had nothing to be ashamed of. The fundamental difference lays 
in the number of people using books. In Hungary we can cite examples of 
the erudition of an outstanding aristocrat but let us make clear that only 
a tiny proportion of Hungarian population encountered books. Therefore 
the magnates and their families had to devise educational and cultural 
programmes that woiuld raise the level of the general population. For 
which I have shown examples above.
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Abádi, Benedek 94
Abaffy Anna 126
Abelius, Johann Philipp 199
Acher, Abraham 341
Ács, Pál 63, 326, 328, 331, 342
Agnet, Jan 332, 347, 350
Ágoston, Péter 348, 351
Aiud  see  Nagyenyed
Alaghy Menyhért 11, 107, 108, 191
Alane (Alesius), Alexander 135, 136, 343
Alba Iulia  see  Gyulafehrévár
Alberti, Leon Battista 41
Albertinus, Aegidius 216
Albinus, Petrus 177
Albizi, Antonio Florentine 134
Albumasar (Abu Bakr Ibu Al-Khasil, al 
Kharashi) 137
Albutius, Paulus 83
Alciati, Andrea 174, 178, 216
Aldrovandi, Ulisse 208
Alesius lásd Alane
Alsólindva (Lendava) 70, 71, 72, 73
Alsted, Johann Heinrich 137, 164
Altham, Rudolf 41
Alvarez de Paz, Diego 106
Alvinczi, Péter 43, 117, 185, 322, 323
Alvinczi, Péter Borbereki 20, 24
Amade family 126
Amberg 136, 172, 343
Ambrosius Lám Sebestyén see Lám 
Sebestyén, Abrosius
Ambrosius, Sanctus 168, 170, 190
AmEnde, Georg 151, 346
Amerbach, Johann 99, 235
Amesius, Gulielmus 116
Amman, Jost 82
Ammirato, Scipione 159, 201, 356
Amsterdam 60, 68, 97, 34, 342, 356
Andreae, Jacobus 116, 146
Andronicus, Fulvius 167
Andronicus, Tranquilllus Parthemius 53
Anger 18
Angermaier, Andreas 344
Anghiera, Pierto Martire d’ 146
Antal, László 355
Antonín, Luboš 347
Antwerpen (Antverpia, Anvers) 20, 82, 213, 
322, 328, 329, 334, 339, 343, 345, 347, 348, 
351
Apafi, Anna 360
Apafi, family 20, 24, 34, 210, 326
Apafi, Mihály, I. 41
Aperger, Andreas 345
Appianus, Alexandrinus 127,132
Apponyi family 73, 150
Apponyi, Balázs 73
Apponyi, Éva 150
Apponyi, Pál 73
Arad 49
Aranka György 39, 326
Aretius, Benedictus 87,88
Arezzo 320
Ariosto, Ludovico 55, 128
Aristotle 109, 113, 135, 139, 140, 146, 154, 
159, 164, 178, 182, 213, 344
Arnaldus de Villanova 80
Arnisaeus, Henningius 163
Arondeus, Abraham 341
Artemidoros, Contantinos Lascaris 52
Aszalay, Miklós 108, 192
Aubert, Jacques 80
Aubery, Antoine 55, 214, 216
Aubry, David 335 
Aubry, Jean 20, 21, 52, 76, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 
84, 85, 86, 88, 335, 358
Augsburg (Augusta) 52, 107, 125, 126, 127, 
143, 329
Augurelli, Giovanni Aurelio 207
August, Herzog von Braunschweig und 
Lüneburg 166
Augustinus Aurelius Sanctus (St. Augustine) 
106, 206
Aulotte, Robert 346
Aumüller, Stefan 333
Avancius, Florianus 326
Avenarius, Johannes 165, 170
Averoult, Antoine d’ 180
Avicenna 171
Azpilcueta, Martinus 73
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Babičová, Katarina 345
Baccesco, Giovanni 152
Bade, Josse (Jodocus Badius) 87, 154, 210, 
359
Badius, Jodocus see Bade, Josse
Baia Mare  see Nagybánya
Baïf, Jean-Antoine de 18
Baile, Guillaume 105
Bajáki, Rita 322, 323, 324, 325, 327, 335, 337, 
340, 344, 348, 349, 351, 354, 355, 357, 359, 
360
Bajmóc (Bojnice) 125, 142, 144
Bakács, Farkas of Szentgyörgyvölgy 71
Bakits, Angelika 149
Bakócz, Tamás 40
Balásfi, Tamás 10, 116
Balassa (Gyarmathi) family 57, 126, 175, 203
Balassa, András 203
Balassa, Brúnó 343
Balassa, Ferenc 203
Balassa, Imre (I.) 203
Balassa, Imre (II.) 203, 204, 325
Balassa, János 203
Balassa, Menyhárt 42
Balassa, Pál (I.) 35, 36, 203, 204
Balassa, Pál (II.) 204
Balassa, Zsigmond 203
Balassi, Bálint 36, 88, 175, 185, 203, 207, 220, 
224, 350, 353, 357
Balázs, János 336 
Balázs, Mihály 27, 324, 326, 328, 332
Balduin, Friedrich 129, 163, 213, 343, 346, 
349
Balduinus (Baudoin), Franciscus 133
Balinghem, Antonius de 109
Balogh, Judit 321, 324, 335
Balzac, Guez de 122
Bandello, Matteo 82
Bánffy family 24, 33, 70, 71, 72, 73, 220, 360
Bánffy, Gáspár 60
Bánffy, István 70, 71
Bánffy, János 
Bánffy, Kristóf 70, 72, 73
Bánffy, László 71, 72, 220
Bánffy, Miklós 70, 71
Bánffy, Zsófia 150
Banosius, Theophilus 87-88
Baranyai Decsi, János 40, 42
Baranyai, Béláné 339
Barbaro, Francesco 130
Barbin, Claude 340
Barclay, John 217
Barclay, William 330
Barcsai, Judit 204
Barcsai, Péter 204
Bariska, István 320
Barkóczy család 150
Barlay, Ödön Szabolcs 322, 325, 333
Barnaud, Nicolas 171, 350
Baro, Equinarius 133
Baronio, Cesare 133, 154, 172, 199
Bártfa (Bartfeld, Bardejov) 148, 155, 207, 
213, 214, 357, 359
Bártfai Szabó, László 351
Bartók, Ilona 336
Bartók, István 336
Bartoniek, Emma 328
Basel (Basilea) 47, 60, 78, 79, 80, 83, 84, 88, 
119, 133, 137, 155, 178, 189, 190, 213, 322, 
326, 327, 328, 339, 344, 346, 347, 358
Basire, Isaac 44
Bathelt, Kurt 342
Báthory, András 42
Báthory, Erzsébet 95, 223
Báthory, István, Ecsedi 36, 147, 185, 313, 
346, 353
Báthory, István, Somlyai 146
Báthory, Orsolya 316
Báthory, Zsigmond 40, 42, 47, 134
Báthory, Zsófia 193, 195
Batthyány family 16, 20, 24, 26, 34, 57, 70, 
74, 75, 76, 77, 79, 88, 90, 105, 118, 124, 
205, 220, 227, 335, 360
Batthyány, Ádám (1610–1659) 16, 17, 23, 56, 
74, 75, 89, 90, 91, 96, 105
Batthyány, Ádám (1697–1782) 91
Batthyány, Boldizsár (I.) (1452–1519) 74
Batthyány, Boldizsár (II.) (?–after 1525) 74
Batthyány, Boldizsár (III.) (1537–1590) 22, 
23, 24, 25, 27, 35, 37, 48, 49, 50, 58, 63, 74, 
75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 
87, 88, 89, 105, 229, 231, 334
Batthyány, Borbála 25, 34, 176, 181, 182, 218
Batthyány, Ferenc (I.) (1497–1566) 74
Batthyány, Ferenc (II.) (1573–1625) 26, 74, 
75, 88, 89, 90, 91, 220, 320
Batthyány, Kristóf 17, 24, 321
Batthyány, Pál 17, 24
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Baudin, Clément 348
Bauhöfer, Johann Jakob 359
Bayle, Pierre 121
Beatrice, Queen 40
Bebel, Heinrich 178
Becanus, Martinus 170
Beccadelli, Antonio 209
Bechstadius, Johannes 358
Beck, Barbara 125
Beckó (Bolondóc, Beckov) 70, 71, 154
Bél, Mátyás 61, 101, 204
Belec (part of Zlatar, Croatia) 34, 48, 53, 54, 57
Bellarmino, Roberto 56, 116, 135, 153, 167, 
181, 184
Belleforest, François de 81, 82
Beller, Balthasar, 339
Belleri, Petri 339, 357
Belli, Giulio 160
Bello, Nicolao 349
Belloni, Pietro 134
Bem, Urszula 125
Bembo, Pietro 151, 200
Benacci, Vittorio 337
Bence, Lajos 331
Benda, Borbála 339, 354
Benda, Kálmán 354
Bene, Sándor 64, 67, 320, 330, 331, 340, 348, 
355
Benedictis, Cristina de 323
Beniczky, Péter 207, 215, 224
Benzoni, Gieronimo 81
Bényei Farkas, Mária 340
Benyovszky, Móric 187
Bercsényi family 168, 214, 215
Bercsényi, László 214
Bercsényi, Miklós (1589–1639) 212, 214
Bercsényi, Miklós (1633–1689) 214
Bercsényi, Miklós (1665–1725) 215, 216, 217
Berényi family 168, 171, 172
Berényi, András (I.) (1653-ig) 168
Berényi, András (II.) 168
Berényi, Ferenc (I.) 168
Berényi, Ferenc (II.) 168
Berényi, Ferenc (III.) (1710-ig) 168
Berényi, György (I.) (1601–1677) 168, 169, 
170, 171, 175
Berényi, György (II.) 168
Berényi, György (III.) 38, 168, 172, 173, 174, 
175
Berényi, Pál 168, 172
Berényi, Tamás (I.) (1689–1747) 168
Berényi, Tamás (II.) (1721–1775) 168
Berényi, Zsigmond 168
Berger, Elias (Illés) 94, 129, 138, 164, 166
Berkringer, Daniel 55
Berlász, Jenő 14, 48, 49, 50, 53, 128, 321, 324, 
328, 329, 331, 343, 345
Bernegger, Matthias 174, 208
Bernhard, Matthaeus 89
Beroaldo, Filippo 140, 158
Berzeviczy, Márton 146
Besold, Christoph 19, 117, 170, 208, 322
Bessaeus, Petrus 153, 169, 170
Bessenyei, Anna 223
Bessenyei, József 139, 320, 344
Besson, Jacques 356
Beszterce (Bistritz zu Nösen, Bistrița) 40
Bethlen family 17
Bethlen, Alexius 325
Bethlen, Elek 35, 325
Bethlen, Farkas 162, 165, 209, 211, 212, 216, 
325
Bethlen, Gábor 41, 42, 43, 44, 93, 117, 194, 
210, 356
Bethlen, István 194
Bethlen, János 210, 325
Bethlen, Miklós 25, 348
Beust, Joachim 148, 170
Beyer, Johann 359
Beythe family 24, 105
Beythe, András 75
Beythe, Imre 89
Beythe, István 28, 49, 71, 75, 88, 89, 105
Bèze, Théodore de 83, 86, 87,88, 116, 136, 
160, 166
Bibiena, Ferdinando Galli 123, 341
Biccse (Bytča) 31,126, 129, 131, 133, 135, 
136, 138
Bidermann, Jakob 202
Bielck, Johann 327
Bietenholz, Peter G. 344
Bindoni, Gasparo 331, 341
Bion, Nicolas 121
Birckmann family 340
Bircknerus, Matthaeus 351, 353
Bíró Dévai, Mátyás 94
Bíró, Vencel 354
Bisterfeld, Johann Heinrich 194, 195
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Bítov (Vöttau) 69
Bitskey, István 203, 320, 321, 326, 338, 354, 
357
Bizaro, Pietro 82
Blaeu family 227
Blaeu, Jan 20
Blaeu, Johannes 68, 100, 112, 121
Blaeu, Willem Janszoon 179
Blanc, d’Antoine 357
Blanchinis, Johannes de 137, 344
Blotius, Hugo 211
Bobory, Dóra 27, 81, 322, 323, 332, 333
Bocatius (Bock), Johannes 163, 345
Boccalini, Traiano 200
Bocchi, Achille 209
Bock, Johann  see  Bocatius
Bock, Michael 185
Bocskai, István 145, 185, 353
Bod, Péter 61
Boda, Miklós 338
Bodin, Jean 27, 84, 85, 209, 358
Bódog Józsa 42
Boetzerus, Antonius 330
Bogdán, István 321
Bogenšberg (Smartno) 329
Bojnice  see  Bajmóc
Boldogasszonyfalva 341
Bologna 47, 60, 67, 178, 337
Bolondóc  see  Beckó
Bombart, Mathilde 341
Bonaventura de Castello (Thurae) 53
Bonaventura, St. 157, 221
Bonfini, Antonio 40, 47, 55, 100, 118, 127, 
134, 142, 154, 155, 159, 164, 170, 180, 182, 
204, 213, 216, 222, 328, 352
Bongars, Jacques 173, 182, 208, 211
Bónis, Ferenc 35
Bónis, György 348
Boquin, Pierre 87
Borián, Elréd Gellért 331
Bornemisza, Anna 25
Bornemisza, János 186
Bornemisza, Péter 72, 145, 163, 170, 203, 
345
Boross, Klára 50, 323, 328, 329
Borsa, Gedeon 23, 323, 325, 326, 330, 332, 
334, 337, 339
Borvölgyi, Györgyi 322, 325
Borzsák, István 327, 351
Bosquier, Philippe 348
Bóta, Károly 328
Both Bajnai, Erzsébet 47
Both family 8
Both, András 47
Boudor, Jean 340
Bouelles, Charles de 210
Bourbon, House of 38, 85
Boxhorn, Marcus Zuerius 351, 352
Böde 72
Bödeker, Hans Erich 323
Böhme, Johann 127
Böjthe, Miklós 107
Braccesco, Giovanni 347
Brancaccio, Lelio 201, 356
Brandenburg, Catherine of 43
Branik György, of Újhely 60
Brassicanus, Johannes Alexander 39
Bratislava  see  Pozsony
Bratulich, Simon 70
Braun, Georg 134, 159, 204
Braunschweig 335
Bravo, Pierre 357
Brenner, Martin 39, 40, 47, 328
Brenz, Johann 116, 136, 178
Breslau (Vratislavia, Wrocław) 125, 126, 345
Breton, Robert 159
Breuner, Christoph Siegfried 162
Breuner, Eva Kathariana von 176, 222
Brewer, Lorenz 345
Brice, Germain 122
Brieg (Brzeg) 136
Brigitta, Sancta (St. Bridget) 330
Brinati, Giovanni Antonio 340
Brinon, Yves 85
Brno (Brünn) 34, 176, 198, 199, 227, 350
Brochmann, Caspar Erasmus 117
Broncart, J. F. 341
Bruele, Gualther 152, 347
Brugge (Bruges) 24
Brunfels, Otto 128, 342
Bruni, Leonardo 147
Brunn, Philibert 350
Bruno, Conrad 166, 350
Bruno, Johann 166, 173, 350
Brussel (Bruxelles) 69
Bruto, Giovanni Michaele 40
Brünn  see  Brno
Brylinger, Nikolas 84, 339, 346
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Brzeg  see  Brieg
Bubics, Zsigmond 338, 339
Bubryák, Orsolya 351, 352
Bucer, Martin 87
Buchananus, Georgius 191
Buchholzer, Abraham 133
Buda (Budapest) 8, 38, 39, 40, 41, 44, 45, 49, 
58, 73, 98, 125, 326, 328, 329
Buda, Attila 321, 324
Budé, Guillaume 79
Bujdosó, Hajnalka 322, 323, 324, 325, 327, 
335, 337, 340, 344, 348, 349, 351, 354, 355, 
357, 359, 360
Bullinger, Heinrich 136, 147
Buon, Gabriel 329
Buonamico, Lazzaro 155, 158
Buonarotti, Michelangelo 356
Burgersdijck, Franco 209
Burgo, Pietro Battista 211, 359
Burton, Robert 202
Bussemacher, Johann 342
Buzási, Enikő 335, 337
Bytča  see  Biccse
Caesar, Caius Julius 127, 142, 201, 208, 211, 356
Caesarii, Heredum Francisci 350, 358
Caietanus, Thomas 178
Čakovec  see  Csáktornya
Calchus, Franciscus Maximilianus 142
Calepino, Ambrogio 210
Callimachus Experiens 178
Calveto, Urbano 81
Calvin, Jean 87, 88, 89, 93, 116, 136, 163, 348
Camerarius, Joachim 157, 174
Camerarius, Philippus 214
Camotio, Giovanni Francesco 330
Cantiuncula, Claudius 133
Capito, Wolfgang 128, 342
Caracciolo, Battista 331
Caraffa, Carolo 56
Cardano, Geronimo (Hieronymus Cardanus) 
48, 137
Carino, Ludovico 141, 344
Carion, Johann 116, 127, 128, 135, 140, 146, 
164, 166, 183, 349
Carlo, Emmanule, II. duca di Savoia 67
Carmeni, Francesco 120, 340
Carpentier, Pierre 84, 334
Carpzov, Benedictus 173
Cartesius, Renatus see Descartes, René
Cartier, Gabriel 328
Case, John 164
Caselius, Johannes 159
Casimir, Johann 18
Cassia, Simon de 154
Castellion, Sebastien 109
Cátedra, Pedro M. 323
Cauriana, Filippo 201
Caussin, Nicolas 171, 202, 206, 350
Ceglédi, István 207
Ceglédi, Pál 28, 106
Celada, Diego de 199
Cellius, Erhard 350
Celtis, Conrad 178
Cerný, Jirži 350
Červený Kameň  see  Vöröskő
České Budějovice (Budweiss) 46
Chaix, Paul 334
Charles, I. (Stuart) 44
Charles, IX. (Valois) 83
Charles, V. (Habsburg) 44, 143, 159, 222
Chassanion, Jean 80
Chemnitz, Martin 116, 136
Chesneau, Nicolas 82
Cholinus, Caspar 344
Chrysogonus, Laurentius 101
Chrysostomus, Johannes 142, 222
Chytraeus, David 75, 136, 146, 158
Čičaj, Viliam 344, 346
Cicero, Marcus Tullius 35, 66, 78, 109, 128, 
136, 139, 140, 142, 154, 178, 211, 328
çirakman, Asli 341
Clainer, Georgius 142
Claveus, Gasto de 152, 347
Clenardus, Nicolaus 78, 108, 191
Cluj­Napoca  see  Kolozsvár
Clusius, Carolus (Charles de l’Écluse) 24, 48, 
49, 75, 77, 78, 200, 333
Cnobbari, Haeredes Joannis 351
Coccius, Jodocus 151
Colbert, Jean-Baptiste 20
Coler, Johann 199
Coligny, Gaspard de 334
Colines, Simon 78
Collenuccio, Pandolfo 209
Collombat, Jacques 340
Colonia Agrippina  see  Köln
Colta, Elena Rodina 324, 328
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Combi, Sebastiano 341
Comenius, Johannes Amos 27, 194, 195
Commelius, Hieronymus 357
Commines, Philippe de 42, 82
Conrads, Norbert 321
Conring, Hermann 174, 350
Constantinople (Istanbul) 86, 211
Constantinus, Magnus 350
Contarenus, Nicolaus 86
Contarini, Giovanni Battista 170
Conti, Antonino 133
Conti, Natale 209
Contzen, Adam 209
Corbelly, Captain B. 85
Corderius, Boldiszár 106
Cordero, Juan Maria 52
Cordus, Valerius 207
Corneille, Pierre 122, 341, 356
Corras, Jean de 86
Corvinus, Christophorus 358
Corvinus, Elias 75, 81, 86, 87
Cosmerovius, Matthaeus 59, 327, 330, 331, 
345, 348
Costil, Pierre 334
Coudenberg, Pierre 208
Cracow (Krakow) 22, 125, 126, 130, 139, 146, 
156, 179, 227, 230
Crespin, Jean 83
Croco, Cornelio 342
Cromer, Martin 132, 133, 159, 164, 348
Crucaeus, Johannes 133
Crugherus, Johannes 328
Crusius, Martinus 170
Cujas (Cujacius), Jacques 158, 348
Culmann, Leonhard 147
Curtius Rufus, Quintus 42, 58, 66, 127
Cusanus, Nicolaus 26
Cusson, Jean 322
Cyprianus, Sanctus 188
Czegle, Imre 353, 354
Czeglédi, László 335, 336, 360, 361
Czenki, Gergely 336
Częstochova 173, 208
Czobor, Ádám 21, 149, 207
Czobor, Bálint 149
Czobor, Erzsébet 126, 129, 132, 150, 163, 
220, 343
Czobor, family 11, 149, 150, 151, 152, 207, 
360
Czobor, Imre (I.) 149, 153
Czobor, Imre (II.) 149, 150
Czobor, Imre (III.) 150, 151, 152, 153
Czobor, János 150
Czobor, Mária Regina 
Czobor, Mihály 149, 150, 151, 153, 346
Czobor, Pál 149
Czoborszentmihály (Zombor, Sombor) 36
Czvittinger Dávid 61
Csáktornya (Čakovec) 48, 57, 58, 60, 61, 63, 
65, 67, 69, 99, 222
Csáky family 49, 205, 207, 208
Csáky, Ferenc 150, 205
Csáky, György 21
Csáky, István I. (1569–1605) 205
Csáky, István II. (1603–1662) 205
Csáky, István III. (1635–1699) 31, 36, 205, 
206, 207, 208, 209, 210
Csáky, László I. (1655-ig) 205
Csáky, László II. (1640–1708)
Csáky, Mihály 42
Csáky, Pál 150
Csanaki, Máté 21, 44, 190, 191
Csányi family 22 
Csányi, Ákos 72, 93
Csapodi, Csaba 14, 38, 39, 321, 326, 327, 328, 
338
Császár Orsolya 104
Csatkai, André 339
Csepreg 10, 93, 94, 96, 151
Csernyánszky, 339
Csesznegi, Viktória 320
Csulyak István, Miskolci 186
D’Houry, Laurent 340, 341
Daldianus, Artemidorus 207
Dalechamps, Jacques 200
Dalmatini, Giovanni Lucci 3313
Danaeus, Lambertus 87
Dankanits, Ádám 321, 327
Darmstadt 73
Dasypodius, Conrad 137
Daugirdas, Kestutis 343
Daun family 69
Daun, Heinrich Josef 69
David, King 73
Deák Farkas 169, 350
Debrecen 33, 72, 193, 327, 345, 346
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Debreceni, János 117
Debreceni, Péter 207, 214
Debreczeni, Tamás 20, 24, 191
Deccard, Johannes 61
Decimator, Henricus 137
Decker, Paul 123, 341
Deé Nagy, Anikó 323, 360
Della Porta, Gianbattista 208
Den Haag  see  Hague
Dernschwam, Hans 141
Dersffy, Ferenc de Szerdahely 104
Dersffy, Orsolya 102, 360
Descartes, René 65
Desmarets de Saint Sorlin, Jean 200
Detrekő (Plavecké Podhradie) 345
Deutsch Schützen  see  Németlövő
Deutscher, Thomas B. 344
Dézallier d’Argenville, Antoine Joseph 322, 
342
Dictys Cretensis 127
Dienes, Dénes 354
Dietrichstein, Franz 198
Dilich, Wilhelm 179, 352
Dinckel, Johann 137, 344
Dingel, Irene 343
Dinoth, Richard 51
Dio Cassius 168
Diodorus Siculus 127
Dionysius Gothofredus 154
Dionysius Halicarnassaeus 79
Dioscorides 136
Divény (Divín) 203, 204
Dmitrijeva, Karina A. 324, 338
Dobai Székely, András see Székely Dobai, 
András
Dobner, Sebastian Ferdinand 32, 113, 114, 
115, 118
Dobra (Vasdobra, Neuhaus am Klausenbach) 
74
Dobronoki, György 53
Dományházi, Edit 343
Dombai, Nicolas 47
Dominkovits, Péter 335
Domokos, Gyöngyi 328, 348
Domokos, György 331, 336
Dormalius, Philippus 358
Dorschei, Johannis Georgii 359
Douai (Duacum) 79, 109, 339
Dózsa, Katalin 323, 350, 360
Dörnyei, Sándor 325, 326
Dőry, Ferenc 338
Draconus, Johannes Jacobus 358
Drasenovich, Mária 325, 331
Draskovich family 8, 36, 49, 57, 60, 126
Draskovich, Eusebia 60
Draskovich, Ilona 332
Draskovich, János 53, 164, 170, 185, 204, 212
Dresden 321, 345
Drexel, Jeremias 109, 170, 182, 184, 199, 
221, 352
Drugeth Homonnai family 11
Drugeth, Bálint Homonnai 186
Drugeth, Erzsébet Homonnai 154
Drugeth, György Homonnai 95
Drugeth, István Homonnai 185
Du Bellay, Guillaume 83
Du Bellay, Martin 83
Du Bois, Simon 78
Du Chesne, Joseph 80
Du Choul, Guillaume 79
Du Plessis-Mornay, Philippe 88
Du Port, François 84
Dubnic (Máriatölgyes) 40, 144, 145
Dubois, Michel 342
Dubravius, Johannes 133, 142, 154, 159, 164, 
166, 209, 348
Duchoň, Florián 148, 343
Duchoňová, Diana 343
Dudith András (Georgius Ebouff) 84, 334
Dufaur de Pibrac, Guy 83
Dufour, Alain 334
Dukkon, Ágnes 348
Dulcis, Catarinus 19
Dumaeus, Antonius 343
Duncan, Daniel 123
Dümlers, Jeremiae 352
Eber, Paul 71, 135, 168, 170
Eberau  see  Monyorókerék
Ebergényi László 207
Eborensis, Andreas 106
Ebouff, Georgius see Dudith András
Eckhard, Heinrich 162
Eckhardt Sándor 203, 332, 333, 357
Ecsedi Báthory, István see Báthory Ecsedy, 
István
Ecsedy, Judit V. 321, 322, 332, 333, 335, 336, 
337, 339, 342, 346, 354
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Edelmann, Heinrich 359
Edinburgh (Edinburgum) 86
Efferhen, Wilhelm Ferdinand von (Effern, 
Ferdinandus ab) 205, 209, 217
Effmurdt, Jacob 43
Eger (Erlau, Agria) 13, 153
Eisdorffer, Judit 213
Eisenstadt see Kismarton
Elisabeth of Schönau 57
Elisabetha, Sancta (St. Elisabeth) 330
Ellebodius, Nicasius 48, 50, 52
Elsevir family 216, 357
Elvidius, Stanislaus 83
Emotta, Pierre 109
Emőd, Farkas 361
Emődi, András 320
Endter, Johann Friedrick 359
Endter, Wolfgang Moritz 342, 349, 357
Engelgrave, Henri 209
Engelhardt, Georg 18
Ens, Caspar 160
Enyedi, Sámuel 325
Eperjes (Eperiesch, Prešov) 180, 181, 213, 
214, 222
Epictetus 147, 151
Epiphanius 157
Erasmus Roterodamus, Desiderius 38, 52, 
104, 125, 128, 134, 139, 140, 147, 174, 178, 
190, 202, 209, 211
Erastus, Thomas 152
Erdei, Klára 346, 353
Erdélyi, Gabriella 342
Erdődy, Anna  11, 107, 191
Erdődy, Antal (Anthony) 204
Erdődy, family 8, 11
Erdődy, Gábor (Gabriel) 173
Erdődy, György 54
Erdődy, János 138
Erdődy, Miklós 65
Erdődy, Péter 60
Erdődy, Zsuzsanna 125, 342
Ernest of Austria (Habsburg) 186
Érsekújvár (Neuhäusel, Nové Zámky) 129, 
141, 153
Escobar, Antonius de 196
Esopus 151
Este, Hercole d’ 146
Esterházy family 16, 20, 27, 28, 32, 33, 36, 
56, 71, 92, 104, 105, 106, 109, 113, 114, 
117, 119, 122, 123, 126, 172, 173, 183, 321, 
332
Esterházy, Anna Júlia 218-219
Esterházy, Dániel 108
Esterházy, Erzsébet 154
Esterházy, Ferenc 102, 154, 221, 338
Esterházy, István 102, 106, 108
Esterházy, József 102, 340
Esterházy, László 102, 109, 166
Esterházy, László Ignác 102, 113
Esterházy, Mihály 102
Esterházy, Miklós (I.) (1582–1645) 28, 43, 96, 
102, 103, 104, 106, 107, 108, 109, 117, 173, 
191, 221
Esterházy, Miklós (II.) (1714–1790) 102
Esterházy, Orsolya 102
Esterházy, Pál (I.) (1587–1645) 108
Esterházy, Pál (II.) (1635–1713) 16, 20, 24, 
36, 45, 56, 97, 102, 106, 109, 110, 111, 112, 
113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 
122, 123, 159, 172, 173, 175, 212, 215, 217, 
327
Esterházy, Pál Antal 102, 112
Esterházy, Tamás 95, 102, 104, 221
Esterházy, Zsófia 221, 338
Estienne, Charles 199
Estienne, Henri I. 79
Estienne, Henri II. 83, 133
Estienne, Robert 78
Esze, Tamás 352
Esztergom 13, 22, 92, 96, 102, 107, 112, 138, 
176, 177
Eszterházy, János 338, 339
Etényi, Nóra 321, 337
Ettal 19
Euclid 154, 182
Eudaemon-Joannes, Andreas 343
Eusebius Caesariensis 170, 183, 213
Evans, Robert 322, 333, 335
Eyquem, Mathurin 121
Faber, Thomas 155
Fábri, Anna 361
Fabri, Jacob 169
Fabricius Balázs, Szikszai 95
Fabricius, János 95
Fábryová, Lívia 338
Falckner, Nicolas 84
Fallenbüchl, Zoltán 320, 331, 335, 337
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Fanchali Jób, János 129
Farbaky, Péter 326
Farkas, Gábor Farkas 50, 323, 324, 325, 328, 
329, 331, 337, 338, 340, 344, 350, 351, 352, 
354, 355, 357, 359, 360, 361
Farkas, Imre 96
Farkas, Zsuzsanna 337
Fatsar Kristóf 123, 321, 322, 339, 342
Fausto da Longiano, Sebastiano 200, 357
Fausto, Francesco 201
Fazekas, István 321, 323, 327, 328, 337, 339, 
340, 357
Federmayer, Frederic 324, 348
Fejes, Judit 338
Fekete, Csaba 354
Fekete, Márton 108
Félegyházi, Tamás 117
Fendt, Tobias 82
Fenot, Jean-Antoine 80
Ferdinand, I. (Habsburg) 138, 161, 168
Ferdinand, II. (Habsburg) 56, 73, 107, 170, 
330, 356
Ferdinand, III. (Habsburg) 356
Ferdinand, IV. (Habsburg) 97
Ferenczfy, Lőrinc 165
Fernel, Jean 166, 210
Ferrabosco, Pietro 75
Ferrariensis, Ricobaldus 210
Ferrarius, Sigismundus 57, 109, 208
Ferraro, Pirro Antonio 123
Ferrofino, Giovanni Battista 331
Feuraeus, Franciscus 335
Feyerabend, Sigmund 323, 334, 352
Fiaschi, Cesare 123
Fidler, Johannes 89
Fikler, Johannes Baptista 166
Fiľekovo  see  Fülek
Fischart, Johann 334, 355
Fischer, Johann 131
Flavius, Josephus 154, 338
Fleischmann, Peter 329
Fleury, Claude 121
Florence (Fiorenza, Firenze) 201, 356
Fodor, Henrik 36, 325
Fodorik, Menyhért 346
Fogl, Tobias 215
Font, Zsuzsa 325, 343, 361
Fontevraud 38
Forberger, Christian 351, 352
Forcadel, Étienne 134
Forchtenstein  see  Fraknó
Forgách (Ghimesi) family 11, 36, 57, 175, 
176, 177, 179, 340, 361
Forgách, Ádám (I.) 34, 167, 176, 179, 180, 
181, 183, 222
Forgách, Ádám (II.) 221, 336
Forgách, Éva 205
Forgách, Ferenc (I.) (1535–1577) 13, 42, 118, 
176
Forgách, Ferenc (II.) (1566–1615) 138, 176, 
177, 182, 351
Forgách, Gergely 
Forgách, Imre 23, 34, 132, 176, 177, 178, 
179, 344
Forgách, Mihály 134, 176, 185
Forgách, Pál 
Forgách, Péter 
Forgách, Simon (I.) (1526–1598) 120, 176
Forgách, Simon (II.) (1669–1739) 176, 183, 
184
Forgách, Zsigmond (I.) († 1563) 175
Forgách, Zsigmond (II.) (1560–1621) 176, 
185
Forgách, Zsigmond Ádám 34, 180, 181, 182, 
183
Forgách, Zsófia 126, 132
Fóris Ferenc, Otrokócsi 172, 183
Formentini, Aurora 332
Formica, Matthaeus 330, 332, 338, 339, 345
Forró Pál, Háportoni 42
Forstall, Mark 32, 63, 65, 68, 331
Forster, Christoph 209
Forster, Gyula 349
Foulque, Etienne 341
Fox Morcillo, Sebastian 146, 159
Földesi, Ferenc 326
Fradin, François 80
Fraknó (Forchtenstein) 32, 33, 102, 103, 107, 
110, 112, 113
Fraknói, Vilmos 326, 347
Francis, II. (Valois) 83
Franciscus de Assisi, Sanctus (St. Francis) 
196, 224
Franco, Bartholomaeus 327
Francus, Johannes 349
Frangepán family 8, 57
Frangepán Katalin, Czoborné 149
Frangepán Katalin, Zrínyiné 65, 222, 361
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Frangepán, Kristóf 65
Frankfurt am Main 20, 21, 55, 57, 60, 76, 78, 
82, 85, 87, 88, 89, 95, 97, 104, 160, 334, 
336, 339, 345, 361
Frankfurt an der Oder 212
Freising 97
Fricsy, Ádám 326
Frimmová, Eva 141, 142, 344, 345, 347, 348
Frischlin, Nicodemus 75
Frishman, Jean 340
Frobenius, Johannes 78
Froissart, Jean 82
Frommann, Georgi Heinrich 350
Froschover, Christoph 329, 343
Fröes, Luis 151
Frölich, David 148, 210, 337
Frölich, Johannes 172
Fuchs, Leonhard 136, 151, 166
Fugger family 17, 125, 141
Fugger, Anna 125
Fugger, Anton 141, 142
Fugger, Katharina 158
Fugger, Maria 141, 142
Fugger, Markus 141
Fugger, Raymund 126
Fundárková (Fundárek), Anna 327, 344, 345
Furtenbach, Joseph 342
Fülek (Fiľekovo) 33
Gabelmann, Nicolaus 336
Gabriel, Theresia 104, 324, 337, 339
Gagnoli, Girolamo 134
Gail, Andreas von 173
Gajdoš, Všedlav Josef 345
Gál, János 332
Galánta (Galanta) 102, 338
Galavics, Géza 339
Galenus, Giovanni Battista 154, 207
Gálffy János 146
Galgóczi, Miklós 336
Galle, Philippe 127
Gallet, George 342
Gallicius, Josephus 68
Garany (Hraň) 176, 181, 182
Garay family 47
Garnet, Henry (Garneto, Henrico) 135, 343
Garzoni, Tommaso 164, 349
Gaudin, Alexis 121
Gaurico, Luca 137
Gavantus, Bartholomaeus 109
Gažur, Matej 167
Gdańsk 44, 190
Géczi, János 333
Gelbhaar, Gregor 330, 341
Gelehn, Petrus 330
Gelli, Giovanni Battista 136, 343
Gellius, Aulus 178
Genathius, Johannes Jacobus 358
Geneva (Genève) 76, 79, 81, 83, 85, 87, 88, 108, 
191, 334
Gentillet, Innocent 84, 85
Genyijeva, Jekatyerina Jurjevna 354
Georgijević, Bartolomej 127
Gerber, Gregor 95
Gerendi Anna 186
Gerendi Miklós 40
Gerézdi, Rabán 342
Gerhardus, Johannes 165
Gerlach, Stefan 40
Gerson, Johannes 147, 154, 157
Gesner, Conrad 52, 53, 60, 133, 151
Ghillányi family 11
Giessen 163
Gilles, Nicole 84
Gilles, Pierre 216
Ginammi, Marco 59
Giovio, Paolo 132, 133, 146, 159, 164, 166, 
170, 173, 178, 212, 214
Girard du Haillan, Bernard 202
Giuglaris, Luigi 67
Giunta, Luca Antonio 178, 332
Giunti, Filippo 356
Giuntini (Junctinus), Francesco 137
Gledisch, Johann Friedrich 359
Goedart, Jean 342
Goez, Damiano de 146
Gonzaga, Francesco 341
Gorbinus, Egidius 334
Goretius, Leonardus 146
Gormann, Hans 343, 346, 349
Goropius, Johannes 82
Gorris, Pierre de 80
Gorrotius, Andreas 88
Gothofredus, Dionysius 154
Gottfried, Johann Ludwig 173
Gömöri, György 327
Gönc 193
Gracza, Johannes 148
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Gramond, Gabriel Barthélemy de 208, 214, 
216
Granasztói, Olga 341
Grangeus Biturigus, Claudius see Lagrange, 
Claude de
Grataroli, Guilielmo 167
Gratiani, Caspar 326
Grawer, Albert 163, 348
Graz 7, 22, 55, 59, 76, 78, 80, 108, 110, 166, 
187, 192, 198, 219, 226, 329, 333
Greco, Gioachino 122, 341
Gregory, Pope Saint 190
Gribaldi, Matteo 155, 158
Gromadzki, Jan 342
Grossius, Johannes 360
Grotius, Hugo 201
Gruterus, Janus 52, 109
Grüll, Tibor 323, 324, 336, 340
Gründer, Godofredus 349
Grynaeus, Tamás 336, 360
Gryphius, Sebastianus 79, 128, 342
Guadagni, Alessandro see Gvadányi, Sándor
Gualther, Bernard 339
Gualther, Johann 106
Gualtherus, Rudolphus 116
Guarini, Battista 55, 200
Guenther, Ilse 344
Guerra, Domenico 330
Guevara, Antonio 43, 55, 85, 134, 152, 159, 
164, 183, 184, 185, 201, 204, 212
Guglia, Otto 333
Guicciardini, Francesco 133, 166, 349
Guicciardini, Ludovico 200, 202
Guillard, Guillaume 80
Guillon, René 78
Gulyás, Pál 14, 320, 327, 332, 342
Gumppenberg, Wilhelm 173
Gundaker, the Prince of Lichtenstein 123
Gunderson, Catherine F. 344
Gunst, Péter 328
Gutke, Georg 164
Güssing  see  Németújvár
Gvadányi family 11
Gvadányi, János 320
Gvadányi, Sándor (Guadagni, Alessandro) 
36, 320
Gwagnin, Alexander 127
Gymnich, Johann 350
Gyöngyösi István 215, 224
Győr 8, 42, 53, 142
György, Lajos 323
Gyulafehérvár (Alba Iulia) 21, 34, 41, 42, 43, 
44, 51, 185, 189, 190, 193, 353, 354
Gyulai, Éva 355
Gyulai, Márton 345
Gyulai, Pál 42
Gyulay family 8, 9, 36
Gyulay, Hedvig 47
Gyulay, Iván 47
Habermann, Johannes 147
Hábl, Vlastimil 345
Habsburg, Ferdinánd, I. 138, 161, 168
Haczaki Márton 42
Hadik, Alexander 148
Hadrianus Cardinalis 78
Haerne, Richard 358
Hafenreffer, Mathias 170
Hage, Laurentius Benjamin ab 345
Hague (Den Haag, La Haye) 341, 342
Hahn, Johann Eric 350
Hájek, Pavel 347
Hájková, Zuzana 347
Hajnal, István 338
Hajnal, Mátyás 106, 221
Halle an der Saale 106
Halmágyi, Miklós 321
Hamel, Samuel 31, 32, 131, 132, 133, 134, 
136, 137
Hamm, Georg Wolfgang 327
Hampelius, Nikolaus 348
Hanau 89, 335
Hangasius, Georgius 345
Hangay, Zoltán 353
Hapák, József 321, 324, 337, 354
Háportoni Forró, Pál see Forró Pál, Hápor-
toni
Haraszti Szabó, Péter 344
Hargittay, Emil 36, 194, 205, 206, 209, 324, 
337, 343, 351, 353, 354, 357
Harich, Johann 114, 339
Haro, Felicem Lopez de 358
Harsányi, István 326, 337, 354
Hartlieb, Georg 336
Hausner, Gábor 68, 320, 322, 323, 324, 325, 
328, 329, 330, 331, 336, 337, 338, 339, 340, 
346
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Hauttin, Anna Felicitas 340
Hay, John 151
Hayyan, Jabir ibn 152
Heckenast, Gusztáv 196, 340, 355
Heerbrand, Jacob 170
Hegenitius, Gottfried 208
Hegerus, Franciscus 357
Hegyi, Ádám 354
Heidelberg 18, 76, 83, 87, 116, 192, 328, 350, 
357
Heidenstein, Reinhold 133, 146, 182
Heider, Wolfgang 214
Heiligenkreuz im Lafnitztal  see  Keresztúr
Heilsberg (Lidzbark) 42, 327
Heinrich, Herzog von Braunschweig und 
Lüneburg 335
Heinzely family 36, 37
Hellwig, Christoph 341, 342
Helmhard von Hohberg, Wolfgang 204
Helmstedt 135, 327, 350
Heltai, Gáspár 49
Heltai, János 320, 354
Helvetius, Jean-Adrien 341
Hemmingsen, Niels 163, 349
Henricpetri, Sebastianus 328
Henry, II. (Valois) 83
Henry, III. (Valois) 84, 202
Henry, IV. (Bourbon) 52, 134, 147, 216
Herbenstein, Sigmund 164, 173, 344
Herberay, Nicolas de 86
Herberstein, Felizian von 75
Herbst, Martin 213
Herczog, József 353
Herepei, János 224, 323, 327, 354, 361
Hermann, Hugo 207
Hermányi, Dienes 36
Hernals see Wien
Herner, János 322, 323, 324, 325, 328, 329, 
330, 335, 337, 339, 342, 343, 344, 345, 349, 
352, 353, 359, 361
Herodianus 127
Herodotus 79, 127, 168, 170
Herpin, René 209
Hertz, Jobus 342
Hervagius, Johannes 339, 344
Heshusius, Tilemannus 135
Hessen 18
Hessus, Eobanus 128, 136
Hevenesi, Gabriel 172
Hídvéghy, Mihály 325
Hieratus, Antonius 324, 326, 329
Hieronymus, Sanctus (Saint Jerome) 19, 
157, 168, 170
Hildegard, Sancta (St. Hildegard) 330
Hiller, Erhardt 76, 82, 84, 86
Hippocrates 211
Hittorpi, Gottfriedi 351
Hlodil, Ivo 342
Hobson, Geoffrey D. 348
Hocher von Hochengrün, Paul 98
Hoch-Kuhač, Franjo Žaver 320
Hocquard, Bonaventura 143
Hodson, Brian A. 327
Hoffer, Andreas 352
Hoffhalter, Rudolf 71, 72
Hoffmann, Gizella 323
Hoffmann, Nicolaus 361
Hofhout, Jean 341
Holl, Béla 333, 335, 346
Holub, József 327, 328
Homann, Johann Baptist 179, 352
Homer 109
Homonna (Humenné) 95, 196
Homonnai Drugeth see Drugeth
Homonnai, Betti 223, 361
Hondius, Henricus 356
Hondorff, Andreas 170
Honorat, Barthélemy 80, 335
Horace (Horatius) 142, 154, 171
Horányi, Mátyás 321
Horn, Georg 174, 184, 209, 350, 358
Horn, Ildikó 27, 321, 323, 324, 327, 335, 337, 
353
Horváth (Szentgyörgyi) family 36, 37
Horváth, András 336
Horváth, János 321, 337, 353
Horváth, Sándor 331, 332
Hotman, François  83, 133
Hrádok  see  Temetvény
Hraň  see  Garany
Huber, Samuel 135
Hubert, Ildikó 331, 332
Huguetan, Jean Antoine 339
Huillier, Pierre 81
Hulsius, Levinus 143, 200, 213, 361
Humenné  see  Homonna
Hummius, Antonius 356
Hunfredus, Laurentius (Humphrey) 322
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Hunnius, Aegidius 95, 104, 136, 145, 146, 
163, 168, 170
Hunyadi family 38, 40
Hunyadi, János 107
Hunyadi, Mátyás see Mathias, I., King
Hurault, Michel 51
Hus, Jan 170
Husson, Pierre 342
Hutter, Leonhard 
Hutterus, Leonhartus 353
Hübschlin, Johann Baptist 111
Hybernicus, Thomas 191
Igló (Zipser Neudorf, Spišská Nová Ves) 155
Ignatius of Loyola, St. 207
Ila, Bálint 343
Illava (Illau, Ilava) 161, 162, 163, 164, 167, 
168, 176
Illés, György 321
Illésházy family 40, 41, 104, 126, 144, 145, 
146, 147, 148
Illésházy, Gáspár 40, 145, 148, 149, 159
Illésházy, György 145, 148
Illésházy, István (I.) (1540/41–1609) 13, 35, 
104, 144, 145, 146, 148, 176
Illésházy, István (II.) (1762–1838) 144
Illésházy, János 144
Illésházy, József 144
Illésházy, Zsófia 102
Illyés, András 116
Illyés, István 116, 183
Imre, Mihály 353
Ipolynyék  see  Vinica
Ipolyság  see  Ság
Irson, Claude 20
Isocrates 154, 181, 338
Istanbul  see  Constantinople
Istvánffi, Gyula 328, 344
Istvánffy family 7, 17, 36, 47, 49, 50, 51, 70, 
328, 329
Istvánffy, Éva 53
Istvánffy, István 47
Istvánffy, Katalin 53
Istvánffy, Miklós 8, 32, 37, 40, 47, 48, 49, 50, 
51, 52, 53, 60, 75, 97, 100, 118, 124, 143, 
164, 170, 173, 180, 182, 200, 204, 208, 211, 
216, 222, 324, 337, 340
Istvánffy, Orsolya 53
Istvánffy, Pál 40, 47, 49
Istványi, Géza 336
Iványi, Béla 14, 320, 322, 330, 333, 335, 342
Iványi, Emma 339
Izdenczy family 37
Jaeklinus, Johannes 331
Jakó Zsigmond 42, 44, 325, 326, 327, 354
Jakusits György 198
James, I. (Stuart) 134
Jankovich Miklós 40
Jankovics, József 332, 334, 343, 348, 355
Jansenius, Cornelius 120
Janssonius, Johannes 356, 360
Janus Pannonius 152
Jármi, Ferenc 191
Jauk-Pinhak, Milka Ured. 320
Jean de Mandeville see Mandeville, Jean de
Jeanne, III. (of Navarra) 85
Jedlicska, Pál 344
Jemicius, Johannes see Pázmány, Péter
Jena 106, 213
Jenei, Ferenc 355
Jerome see Hieronymus, Sanctus
Jessenius, Johannes 137, 156
Jobin, Bernhardt 334, 355
Johannes Grammaticus 178
Johannes Regiomontanus (Müller) 137
Jóna, István 21, 58, 72
Joseph, I. (Habsburg) 212
Jósika István 42
Jucundus, Johannes 83
Judenburg 198
Junius, Melchior 85, 155
Justinianus, Imp. 133, 170
Justinus, Imp. 127
Kabold 341
Káldi, György 109, 116, 142, 169, 170, 207, 
222
Kalinka, Ján 148
Kalinka, Zachariáš 143
Kállai, Erzsébet M. 322, 336
Kalmár, János 321, 327, 343
Kanizsa (Nagykanizsa) 75, 93
Kanizsai family 17, 92
Kanizsai Pálfi, János lásd Pálfi Kanizsai, 
János
Kanizsai Pálfi, Pál see Pálfi Kanizsai, Pál
Kanizsai, Orsolya 92, 93, 219, 220
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Kaposi, Sámuel 323
Karancsberény 168, 169, 172
Kardos, Gabriel 132
Karlovac  see  Károlyváros
Kármán, Gábor 355
Károlyi, Gáspár 169
Károlyváros (Karlovac) 65
Karsay, Orsolya 326
Kassa (Kaschau, Košice) 9, 11, 35, 43, 126, 
131, 138, 176, 179, 193
Kassel 18, 19
Kathona, Géza 335
Katona, Imre 332
Katona, Tamás
Katona, Tünde 323, 324, 325, 331, 337, 338, 
340, 343, 344, 350, 351, 352, 354, 355, 357, 
359, 360, 361
Keckermann, Bartholomaeus 163, 190, 354
Keczer, Anna 212
Kecskeméti, Gábor 325, 333
Kecskeméti, János 165
Kecskés, András 48
Kegelius, Philippus 214
Keglevich family 8, 54
Keglevich, György 53
Kelecsényi, Gábor 14, 321
Kelenik, József 331
Kelényi, Borbála 344
Kemerius (Keimerius), Paulus 147
Kempis, Thomas a 90, 120, 183, 215, 221, 340
Kende, Samuel 70
Kepler, Johann 75, 333
Keresztúr (Heiligenkreuz im Lafnitztal) 75, 
95, 96
Kéri, Sámuel 75
Kerver, Jacques 349
Kéry, János 113
Keschedt, Peter 345
Keserű, Bálint 12
Keserű, Bálint 12, 353
Keserű, Gizella 343, 353
Késmárk (Kežmarok) 131, 132, 138, 210
Ketten, Johann Michael von der 174
Keveházi, Katalin 320, 323, 324, 336, 340, 
346, 353
Keweri, Johannes 161
Keyser, Martin de 343
Kežmarok  see  Késmárk
Khuen, Ferenc 144
Kilian, Wolfgang 166
Kincki, Johann 339, 343
Kincses, Katalin Mária 321, 325, 335, 359, 
360
Király, Erzsébet 330
Király, Péter 353
Királyfalva 142
Kircher, Athanasius 65, 100, 163, 200, 208
Kircherus, Joannes 349
Kisasszonyfalva 47
Kisdi, Klára 323, 350, 360
Kismarton (Eisenstadt) 20, 27, 32, 33, 102, 
103, 104, 109, 111, 112, 113, 114, 119, 121, 
122, 141, 332, 338, 340
Kiss, B. K. 331
Kiss, Endre József 355
Kiss, Erika 335, 337
Kiss, Farkas Gábor 328, 337, 357
Kiss, Gy. Csaba 320
Kiss, Ilona 354
Kistapolcsány (Malé Topolčianky) 196, 222
Kistorbosztó  see  Trebosztó
Kisszeben (Sabinov) 213
Kitonich, Johannes 163, 170, 173, 208
Kittsee  see  Köpcsény
Kitzschens, Benjamin Christian 341
Kitzschens, Timothei 341
Klaniczay, Tibor 58, 64, 321, 322, 323, 324, 
325, 326, 327, 328, 329, 330, 331, 333, 337, 
338, 340, 346, 348, 351, 353
Klimes, Péter 326, 328, 342
Klöss, Jakob 155, 345
Knapp, Éva 337, 339, 355, 357
Knaus, Johann Jacob 27
Koberger, Antonius 353
Kobiz, Jakob 100
Kochanowski, Jan 136
Kočiš, Josef 343
Koháry István 33
Kohnle, Armin 333
Kókai, György 321
Kokas, Károly 323, 324, 335, 336, 340
Koller, András 343
Kollonich, Cardinal 173
Kolozsvár (Klausenburg, Cluj-Napoca) 42, 
43,141, 183
Koltai, András 90, 321, 323, 332, 333, 335, 
337, 338, 343, 345, 360
Komáromy, András 348, 349
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Komlovszki, Tibor 351, 353
Komorová, Klára 154, 156, 157, 161, 330, 
332, 345, 347, 348, 350
Konstanz 128
Kopcsányi, Mihály 143, 148, 163
Kopeczky, Ferenc 345
Koppány, Tibor 321
Korb, Johann Georg 173
Kordecki, Augustinus 208, 350, 355
Korkmazova, E. A. 114, 340
Kornis család 17
Kornis, Zsigmond 24-25
Kosić, Ivan 330
Košice  see  Kassa
Kostka, Stanisłas184 
Kotrelev, N. V. 340
Kotrenčić, Redegit Marko 331
Kotvan, Imrih 339, 347, 348, 353, 354
Kouřil, Miloš 342
Kovačka, Miloš 361
Kovács, András 326
Kovács, Eszter 198, 199, 324, 338, 355
Kovács, Ilona 341, 355
Kovács, István 344, 357
Kovács, József László 338
Kovács, Máté 14, 320
Kovács, Sándor Iván 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 
327, 328, 329, 330, 331, 337, 338, 340, 343, 
346
Kovács, Sándor V. 351, 353, 357
Kovacsóczy Farkas 42, 211
Köblös, József 320, 326
Köln (Colonia Agrippina) 60, 78, 79, 324, 326, 
329, 330, 339, 340, 342, 343, 344, 345, 350, 
351, 352, 353, 360
Köpcsény (Kittsee) 11, 112, 341
Köpeczi Béla 196, 197, 321, 355, 359
Körber, Ágnes 325
Körmend 74, 91
Körner, Stefan 104, 107, 321, 324, 330, 337, 339
Kőrösi Gáspár, Szegedi 94
Kőrösy György 196
Kőszeg  9, 10, 89
Kőszeghy Péter 149, 346, 350, 353, 357
Kövér, Lajos 321
Krakow  see  Cracow
Kránitz, Zsolt 320
Krasznahorka (Krásna Hôrka) 176, 183, 184
Kremsmünster 19
Kristóf, Ildikó 321, 323
Krizanić, Juraj 63
Kropf, Lajos 327
Kruppa, Tamás 335, 336, 360, 361
Kruse, Holger 322
Krusith János (Ján Krušič) 144, 145, 148
Kubinyi, András 326
Kubinyi, Dániel 132
Kubinyi, Miklós 343
Kučera, Jan 148
Kujovičová, Michaela 344
Kulcsár, György 71, 72, 170, 354
Kulcsár, Péter 38, 326, 327, 348, 351
Kumaniecki, Casimirius 322
Kumorovitz, Bernát L. 322, 336
Kurcz, Ágnes 38, 325, 341
Kurta, József Tibor 321, 354
Kušniráková, Ingrid 324, 348
Küchlerum, Christophorum 360
Kühn, Elias 359
Kürner, Johann Jacob 119
Kürti, István 95
L’Écluse, Charles de see Clusius, Carolus
L’Isle, François de 84
La Broue, Salomon de 208
La Grise, René Berthault de 201
La Haye  see  Hague
La Nou, Giovanni 341
La Noue, François de 18
La Primaudaye, Pierre de 18
La Roque, Gilles André de 20
Lacinius, Janus 152
Lackenbach  see  Lakompak
Lackner, Christoph 58, 88, 95, 220, 355
Ladislaus, I., King of Hungary (Árpád, The 
Knight King) 97
Lagmann, Nikolaus 348
Lagrange, Claude de (Grangeus Biturigus, 
Claudius) 50
Lagus, Conradus 127
Lakompak (Lackenbach) 102, 103, 104, 106, 
107, 109, 112, 341
Lám Sebestyén, Ambrosius 138
Lambeck, Peter 44, 99, 100, 327
Lamberg, Katharina Maria 69
Lambrecht, Karen 342
Lamormain, Guillaume Germé de 171, 329, 
350
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Lancsák, Gabriella 325
Lang, Joseph 109, 174
Langius, Johan-Petrus 216
Láni, Dávid 148
Láni, Eliáš 129, 155
Láni, Zacharias 148, 163, 170, 349
Lapopelinière, Henri Lancelot Voisin de 84
Lascaris, Artemidoros Constantinos 52
Lasché, Jacob 348
László, Zsófia 360
Laszowski, Emilij 54, 68, 329, 331
Latzkovits, Miklós 323, 324, 325, 331, 337, 
338, 340, 343, 344, 350, 351, 352, 354, 355, 
357, 359, 360, 361
Laurus, Jacobus 200
Lausanne 87, 334
Lauter, Éva S. 345
Lauterbach, Johann 154
Lázár, István Dávid 327
Le Goff, Jacques 325
Le Gras, Jacques 357
Le Moyne, Jacques 134
Le Preux, Franciscus 334
Le Preux, Jean 85
Lefèvre d’Étaple, Jacques 169
Lehmann, Paul 141, 344
Leib, Johann 181, 352, 359
Leiden 60, 77, 83, 108, 112, 119, 134, 156, 185, 
191, 335, 354
Leipzig (Lipcse) 21, 22, 35, 38, 46, 79, 106, 
132, 140, 341, 342, 349, 359
Léka (Lockenhaus) 93, 98
Lemberg (Lviv) 177, 184
Lemnius, Levinus 166
Lendava  see  Alsólindva
Lengyel, Tünde (Lengyelová) 342, 343, 361
Leopold, I. (Habsburg) 44, 68, 102, 113, 168
Lépes, Bálint 212
Lepetit, Bernard 320
Lertout, Jean 334
Lestringant, Frank 334
Lethenyei, István 95, 96
Leunclavius, Johannes 134
Leuven 67, 68, 69, 146, 147, 159
Léva (Levice) 33
Levoča  see  Lőcse
Leysserius, Cornelius 352
Libenau, Reinold 40
Lichtenstein, Petrus 73
Lidzbark  see  Heilsberg
Lieb, Johann 352
Liébault, Jean 199
Liège 341
Linacer, Thomas 78
Lindau 128
Linz 69
Lipcsey, János 53
Lippay, Borbála 203
Lippay, György 22, 60, 141, 172, 200, 212, 
216
Lippich, Márton 60
Lippius, Balthasarus 332
Lippus, Brandolinus 40
Lipsius, Justus 78, 85, 134, 155, 156, 159, 164, 
171, 176, 184, 185, 209, 348
Lišeň (today make part of Brno) 33, 198
Listi family 11, 25, 60, 112
Listi János (II.) 60
Listi, János (I.) (–1577)112
Livius, Tacitus 127, 170, 211
Lobwasser, Ambrosius 191
Lockenhaus  see  Léka
Logus, Georgius 92
Lombardus, Petrus 157
London 54, 135
Lónyi, Mihály 75
Loós, Ádám 149
Loque, Bertrand de 346
Lorántffy, Zsuzsanna 27, 189, 192, 223
Loreto (Lorettom) 32, 56, 97, 98
Losonczy, Anna 176
Lossics, István 336
Lossius, Lucas 151
Lósy, Imre 170
Louis, I. The Great (Anjou) 38
Louis, II. (Jagello) 47
Louis, XIII. (Bourbon) 55, 206, 216
Louis, XIV. (Bourbon) 121, 202, 341
Löbl family 68
Löbl, Mary Sophie 68
Lőcse (Leutschau, Levoča) 125, 131, 148, 
149, 166
Löhneysen, Georg Engelhardt von 18
Lőkös, István 361
Lubomirski, Georg Sebastian 349
Lucanus, Marcus Annaeus 128
Lucio, Giovanni 68
Ludányi, Mária 131, 137, 324, 326, 343
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Lukács, László 326, 354
Lukinich, Imre 321, 354
Lullus, Raimundus 152
Lundorp, Michael Caspar 164, 166, 349
Lupáč, Prokop 170
Luther, Martin 93, 104, 116, 136, 143, 155, 
161, 163, 178, 222, 346, 351
Luzern 121
Lüneburg 335
Lützenkirchen, Wilhelm 329
Lviv  see  Lemberg
Lychostenes, Conrad 52
Lyon (Lugdunum, Lione) 19, 58, 6076, 78, 
79, 80, 84, 87, 88, 128, 328, 334, 335, 342, 
356, 357
Lyra, Nicolaus de 187, 191
Macé, Jean 78
Machiavelli, Niccolò 85, 134, 160, 174, 348
Mačuha, Maroš 347
Madas, Edit 14, 321
Mader, Valentinus 72
Maderus, Joachimus Joannes 327
Maffei, Scipio 123
Magić, Vladimir 329
Magini, Giovanni Antonio 146
Magnó, Celio 330
Mágocsy, Ferenc 11, 107, 191
Mágócsy, Gáspár 185, 186
Magyar Borbála, Kassai126 
Magyar, Árpád 320, 324
Magyari István 94, 95, 336
Mainz (Moguntia) 52, 182, 332, 338, 360
Maioli, Simon 151
Maire, Jean 357
Majer, Fidél 351
Major, Johann 345
Majthényi family 153
Majthényi, György 13, 153, 154
Majthényi, László 13, 153
Makkai, László 322, 323, 354
Makovica (Zboró) 33, 187
Malacka (Malacky) 23, 143,144
Malé Topolčianky  see  Kistapolcsány
Malečková, Katarína 344
Malus, Paulus 155
Mályusz, Elemér 332, 336
Mandeville, Jean de 52
Mangelburg, Wolfgang 95
Manger, Michael 329
Mangus, Christoph 348
Manlius, Johannes 75, 95
Mantuani, Giovanni Battista 154, 207
Mantuanus, Philippus Poncius 328
Manuzio, Aldo 116, 158
Manz, Caspar 173, 350
Marburg 136
Marcus Aurelius, Imp. 185
Mareschall, Jean 80, 334
Maria Theresa Queen (Habsburg) 53, 198
Máriássy, Ferenc 33
Máriatölgyes  see  Dubnic
Marino, Barleti 140
Márkusfalva, Markušovce  see  Szentmihály
Marloratus, Augustinus 135
Marne, Jean 20, 79, 358
Marnix, Jean de 209
Marosi, Ernő 325
Marosvásárhely (Târgu Mureş)193
Marsili, Luigi Ferdinando 
Marteau, Pierre 340, 341
Marti, Tibor 320
Martin  see  Turócszentmárton
Martinius, Jacobus 190, 354
Martinius, Martinus 208
Martyr, Petrus 88
Marx, Barbara 321
Mascardi, Vitali 356
Mašek, Petr 347
Masen, Jacob 209
Massoni, Papirio 83
Matagonis de Matagonibus 83
Matharelli, Antonio 83
Mathias, I., King of Hungary (Matthias Cor-
vinus, Hunyadi Mátyás, Mátyás király) 
39, 40, 41, 43, 130, 137, 326
Mathias, II. (Habsburg) 41, 129
Mattersburg  see  Nagymarton
Matthias Corvinus see Mathias, I., King
Matthieu, Pierre 134
Mattioli, Pietro Andrea 57
Mátyás király see Mathias, I., King
Maurice, I. (the Learned, Elector of Hessen) 
18
Maximilian, II. (Habsburg) 71
Mazarin, Jules (Giulio Raimondo Mazarino) 
55, 113, 174, 202, 214, 216
Medgyesi, Pál 207
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Medici, Catherine de’ 83
Mednienski, Nicolaus 72
Mednyánszky, Dénes 156, 324, 348
Megiser, Hieronymus 174, 351
Megyeri, Imre 95
Megyeri, Zsigmond 215
Meichel, Ioachim 352
Meisner, Balthasar 163, 348
Meisner, Daniel 160
Melanchthon, Philipp 87, 93, 94, 104, 116, 
128, 135, 136, 140, 146, 147, 158, 171, 178, 
192, 211, 349
Melegh, Szabolcs 320, 339, 354
Melissus, Paulus 345
Melius Juhász, Péter 94
Mellerus, Guilielmus 207
Melliet, Laurens 356
Memmingen 128
Menalca, Amadaeus 84
Menckenius, Otto 350
Mendoza, Juan Gonzales 196, 329
Menenius, Petrus 78
Mentel, Johann Jakob 360
Mercator, Gerardus 121, 137, 199
Mercuriale, Girolamo 329
Merényi, Lajos 338, 339, 340
Mérey, Anna 332
Merian, Matthias 100, 143, 214
Mészáros, Erzsébet 339
Mészáros, István 326
Meszléni, Márton 43
Michallet, Etienne 322
Michel, Pierre 84
Mihalkó, János 165
Mikó, Árpád 38, 326
Mikulich family 7, 17, 48, 51, 53, 56, 57
Mikulich, István 54
Mikulich, Sándor 34, 54, 55, 56, 57, 60, 97, 
329
Mikulich, Tamás 54, 55
Miletić, Drago 329
Milotai, Nyilas István see Nyilas, István 
Milotai
Minut, Gabriel de 80, 86
Minzelius, Johannes Albertus 348
Miskolc 8
Mliečno  see  Tejfalu
Modrić, Rajka 331
Moeckli, Gustave 334
Moetjens, Adriaan 340, 341
Moffan, Nicolas 52, 329
Moguntia  see  Mainz
Mohács 29, 38, 39, 92, 141, 161, 225
Mokoschinus, Leonard 145
Molensis, Johannes 155
Molière (Jean-Baptiste Poquelin) 122, 341
Moller, Bernard 154
Mollerus, Nicolaus 43
Molnár, Albert, Szenci 88, 89, 129, 185, 191, 
220, 354
Monachii, Johannes Jaeklinus 331
Monluc, Jean 84
Monok, István 320–340, 342–349, 351–355, 
357, 359–361
Monoszlói, András 142
Montaigne, Michel de 147, 346
Montano, Reginaldo Gonsalvio 328
Monti, Paolo 341
Monyorókerék  (Eberau) 11, 58, 75
More, Thomas 159
Morel, Frédéric 83
Moréry, Louis 121
Moretus family 20, 100, 227
Moretus, Balthasar 21
Morillon, Claude 356
Morlot, Claude 341
Mornay (Mornaeus), Philippe de 49, 86, 88, 
147
Moro, Alessandro 59
Moscow 32, 104, 105
Mosellanus, Petrus 135
Mothu, Alain 341
Muammed, Ibn-Zakariya 152
Muguet, Francois H. 341
Munich (München) 97, 202, 352, 355
Munkács (Mukacevo) 196
Muret, Marc-Antoine 78, 79, 212
Murschel, Israel 211
Muschio, Andrea 329, 330
Musculus, Wolfgangus 136, 170
Müller, Henning 350
Müller, Rainer A. 322
Münich, Johann 360
Münster, Sebastian 81, 127, 137, 146, 159, 
170, 173
Mycillus, Jacobus 137
Mylius, Arnold 332, 344
Mylius, Hermann 340
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Mysinger, Joachim 133
Nadányi, János 183, 198, 209
Nádasdy family 12, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 24, 28, 
32, 56, 57, 68, 70, 71, 72, 75, 92, 93, 94, 95, 
97, 98, 100, 101, 110, 118, 119, 174, 204, 
220, 227, 330
Nádasdy, Ferenc (I.) (1565–1604) 94, 95
Nádasdy, Ferenc (II.) (1623–1671) 16, 20, 21, 
32, 37, 59, 65, 71, 96, 97, 98, 99, 101, 119, 
124, 166, 183, 217, 221, 325, 336
Nádasdy, Imre 98
Nádasdy, István 17, 97
Nádasdy, Orsolya 149
Nádasdy, Pál 95, 96, 221
Nádasdy, Tamás 92, 93, 94, 219, 321, 336
Nadilo, Branko 54
Nagy, Antal 75
Nagy, Benedek 336
Nagy, Gyula 327
Nagy, Iván 12, 13, 320, 327, 331, 335, 347, 
348, 349, 359
Nagy, László 336
Nagybánya (Baia Mare) 125
Nagyenyed (Strassburg am Mieresch, Aiud) 
44, 223
Nagykanizsa  see  Kanizsa
Nagymagyar (Zlaté Klasy) 102
Nagymarton (Mattersbrug) 341
Nagyné Piroska, Lilla 336
Nagysáros (Veľký Šariš) 190
Nagyszeben (Hermannstadt, Sibiu) 33, 44
Nagyszombat (Tyrnau, Trnava) 9, 11, 40, 43, 
110, 112, 119, 126, 127, 130,138, 144, 161, 
198, 206, 215, 326, 345
Nagyvárad (Gorsswardein, Oradea) 9, 42
Nagyvátyi, Imre 186, 187
Nakatenus, Wilhelm 172
Nánási, István 207
Nannius, Petrus 92
Nantes 202
Naples (Napoli) 67, 87, 123, 159, 201, 331, 
341
Náprágyi, Demeter 42, 130
Náray, György 172
Nebbiai della Guarda, Donatella 348
Neddermeyer, Uwe 322
Nedelic (Dráva-Vásárhely, Nedelišće) 63, 71
Neményi, László 320
Németh, József 331
Németh, Noémi see Viskolcz, Noémi
Németlövő (Deutsch Schützen) 75
Németújvár (Güssing) 16, 23, 24, 28, 49, 63, 
72, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 
84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 91, 105, 117, 328, 
332, 335
Neugebauer, Solomon 109
Neuhaus am Klausenbach  see  Dobra
Newmayr, Johann Wilhelm 356
Nicephorus Callixtus 143, 222
Niger, Dominicus Marius 151, 347
Nijmegen 120
Nikolsburg 126
Nitra  see  Nyitra
Nizhny Novgorod 193
Nizoli, Mario 109
Norbert, Saint 56
Nováky (Nyitranovák) 157
Nuovo, Angela 348
Nuyts, Martin 329
Nürnberg 213, 215, 336, 341, 342, 345, 352, 
357
Nyphus, Augustinus 178
Nyári, Krisztina 360
Nyáry family 126
Nyáry, Christina (1604–1640) 102, 106, 221
Nyáry, István 107
Nyerges, Judit 343
Nyilas, István Milotai 43
Nyitra (Nitra) 1, 126, 173
Nyomárkay, István 320
Odescalchi, Arthur 153, 347
Odorheiu Secuiesc  see  Székelyudvarhely
Oecolampadii, Johannes 163
Ogier, François 122
Okolicsányi, János 208
Oláh family 25, 112
Oláh, Lukrécia
Oláh, Miklós 13, 39, 48, 59, 92, 104, 112
Oláh, Róbert 354
Oláh-Császár Miklós 104
Oldendorp, Johannes 170
Olivetanus, Casparus 87, 88
Olivetanus, Petrus Robertus 191
Olomouc (Olmütz) 33
Opatovský, Václac 144
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Oporinus, Johannes 178, 322, 344
Oradea  see  Nagyvárad
Orbán, Áron 325, 333, 334
Ordódy, Imre 54, 55
Origenes 190
Orlovszky, Géza 322, 323, 324, 325, 328, 329, 
330, 331, 337, 338, 340, 346
Orsolini family 114
Orsolini, Francesco 24, 113
Országh (Guthi) family 57
Országh, Magdolna Guthi 331
Ortelius, Abraham 43, 121, 127, 134, 159, 
170, 199, 208
Osiander, Andreas 95, 136
Osiander, Lucas 116, 136, 170
Osório, Jerónimo 206
Osorius, Johannes 135
Ostrosith family 161, 162, 163, 167, 176
Ostrosith, András 161, 167
Ostrosith, Borbála 162
Ostrosith, István 161, 162
Ostrosith, János 161, 164, 167
Ostrosith, Judit 
Ostrosith, Mátyás 161, 162, 165, 166, 167
Ostrosith, Mihály 161
Ostrosith, Miklós 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 
166, 167
Ostrosith, Pál 167
Otrokócsi Fóris Ferenc see Fóris, Ferenc 
Otrokócsi
Ovidius, Publius Naso 139,154, 158, 178, 
181, 211
Owen, John 174, 182
Oxford 164
Ozaly (Ozalj) 65, 66, 67, 222
Ötvös, Péter 76, 87, 143, 145, 146, 147, 198, 
200, 203, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 328, 329, 
333, 334, 335, 336, 338, 340, 345, 346, 355, 
357, 359
Őze, Sándor 321, 322, 332, 336
Padeloup, Antoine 330
Padova (Padua) 47, 48, 139, 158, 159, 190, 336
Paganus, Theobaldus 346
Pajeczki, Damian 354
Pajkossy, Györgyné 48, 50, 323, 328
Pakay, Ferenc 97
Pálffy family 17, 25, 141, 142
Pálffy, Erzsébet 154
Pálffy, Ferdinánd 144, 345
Pálffy, Géza 320, 324, 326, 327, 335, 336, 342, 
344, 347
Pálffy, István (1585–1646) 141, 142, 143, 
200, 221
Pálffy, János (I.) 141
Pálffy, János (II.) (1599–1672) 141, 142
Pálffy, Katalin 104, 144, 145, 176, 345
Pálffy, Lőrinc 141
Pálffy, Miklós (I.) (1552–1600) 141, 142, 144, 
145, 345
Pálffy, Miklós (II.) 142
Pálffy, Miklós (III.) (1710–1773) 144
Pálffy, Pál 23, 141, 142, 143, 144, 345
Pálffy, Péter 141
Pálffy, Thomas 141, 144
Pálfi Kanizsai, János 28, 89, 96, 106, 165
Pálfi, József 327
Palmerius, Johannes 88
Paludini, Jan 132,138
Pap Sámuel, Telegdi 183
Pápa 89, 96, 106, 198, 205
Papp, László 321, 332
Papy, Jan 343, 351, 353
Paracelsus, Theophrastus 80
Paraeus, David 116, 192
Paravicini, Werner 322
Paris 18, 60, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 
85, 88, 89, 119, 122, 178, 190, 191, 198, 
210, 322, 329, 330, 334, 335, 338, 339, 340, 
341, 349, 356, 357, 358, 359
Parisiensis, Guilielmus 87
Parma 341
Passau 97
Patak  see  Sárospatak
Pathai, István 75, 96
Patrizi, Francesco 85, 158
Paukovec 47, 48, 53
Paul, III. Pope (Farnese) 94
Pauli, Simon 146, 171
Pázmány, Miklós 33, 56, 103, 197, 198, 199, 
200, 201, 202, 203, 209
Pázmány, Péter (Johannes Jemicius) 51, 
55, 56, 73, 95, 96, 116, 126, 129, 135, 142, 
148, 151, 163, 170, 180, 181, 183, 197, 198, 
203, 204, 207, 212, 215, 221, 228, 346, 352, 
354, 357
Pecham, John 140
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Péchi, Lukács 130, 326
Pellérdi, Péter 72
Penotus, Bernardus G. 152
Pepingue, N. 341
Peraldus, Guilhelmus 19
Pereira, Benito 187, 353
Perényi family 126, 176, 185
Perez, Jacques 87
Perez, Señor Gonçalo 329
Perier, Adrian 341
Perinna Boldizsár, Zólyomi 165, 170
Perna, Petrus 78, 83, 328
Perneszith, György 19, 22, 24, 72, 93
Perrin, François 83
Perschy, Jacob 321, 330, 339
Perugia 134
Pesnot, Charles 322, 334
Pesti, Brigitta 323, 360
Péter, Katalin 12, 27, 148, 194, 195, 321, 323, 
324, 330, 332, 336, 338, 345, 351, 353, 354, 
355, 357, 360, 361
Pethe Anna, Hetési 186
Pethe Rosina, Hetési 198
Petrarca, Francesco (Petrarch, Petrarcha) 
19, 128, 182, 209, 322
Petreius, Johannes 347
Petrenková, Emília 332, 345, 347, 350
Petróczy, Pál 167
Petrů, Eduard 342
Petrus Lombardus 157
Pettau (Ptuj) 63
Peucer, Caspar 146, 349
Peuerbach, Georg 137, 344
Pexenfelder, Michael 172
Pflugk, Julius 45
Phaedrus 168
Philip, II. of Spain (Habsburg) 146
Piasecki, Paweł 173
Piccolomini, Aeneas Sylvius 147, 209
Picinelli, Philippo 175
Pictaviensis, Hilarius 328
Piero, Giovanni 209
Pigrin, Henricus 342
Pinaeu, Sévérin 208
Pindarus 52, 120
Pirnát, Antal 351, 353
Pisanus, Johannes see Pecham, John
Piscator, Johannes 163
Piso, Jacobus 92
Pistorius, Johannes 344
Plantier, Jeremie 341
Plantin, Christoph 82, 347, 351
Plantini, Christophori 347
Plato 52, 146, 211
Plautus, Titus Maccius 78
Plavecké Podhradie  see  Detrekő
Plinius, Caecilius, Caius (Pliny) 123, 139, 149
Plutarch (Plutarchus) 127, 151, 154, 170, 
182, 214
Pluviel, Antoine de 18
Pokoly, József 320
Poliziano, Angelo 158
Pollet, François 79
Pollio, Vitruvius 49
Polyander, Johannes 108, 191
Polybius 127
Poncius, Johannes 113
Ponomarev, A. L. 114, 340
Pontano, Angelo 158
Poppel Lobkowitz, Eva 88, 89, 220, 221, 332, 
360
Porro, Hieronimus 164
Pottendorf 16, 20, 32, 57, 92, 97, 98, 100, 221
Potyondi, István 336
Pozsony (Pressburg, Bratislava) 9, 11, 24, 48, 
49, 50, 58, 83, 109, 112, 119, 141, 142, 143, 
144, 168, 185, 205, 320, 339, 355
Praetorius, Hieronimus 
Praga (Praha) 330, 344, 350
Prágai, András 185, 211, 354
Prati, Fioravante 341
Preda, Alessandra 334
Prickler, Harald 323, 324, 336, 340
Prievidza   see  Privigye
Priolo, Benjamin 216
Priorato, Galeazzo Gualdo 113
Prisbach, Wolfgang 83
Privigye (Priwitz, Prievidza) 144, 157
Prodomico, Iseppo 339
Pruckner, Nicolas 137
Prudhomme, Claude 340
Prugnero, Nicolao 344
Ptolemaeus 127
Ptuj  see  Pettau
Puchheim von Göllersdorf, Eva Susanna 
142, 221
Puchheim von Göllersdorf, Johann Cristoph 
142, 221
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Pukánszky, Béla 320
Purkircher, Georg 48
Quad, Matthias 52
Quecus, Paulus 328
Quentelli, Johannis 345
Quercetanus, Josephus see Du Chesne, Jo-
seph
Quintilianus, Marcus Fabius 78, 139
Raabe, Paul 323
Rabe, Gottfried 95
Rabelais, François 86
Racine, Jean-Baptiste 122
Rácz, Emese 320
Rácz, György, Orbonai 71
Ráday, Gedeon 61
Ráday, Pál 13, 22, 35, 213, 214, 230
Radéczy, István 48
Radvánszky, Béla 321
Radvánszky, László 61
Raffler, Marlies 323
Rákóczi family 20, 21, 23, 24, 27, 34, 38, 118, 
184, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 196, 361
Rákóczi, Anna Mária 186
Rákóczi, Erzsébet (I.) 187, 188
Rákóczi, Erzsébet (II.) 231, 232
Rákóczi, Ferenc, I. 195
Rákóczi, Ferenc, II. 13, 31, 35, 88, 113, 176, 
177, 183, 188, 193, 195, 196, 197, 212, 213, 
215, 222
Rákóczi, György, II. 192, 193, 195, 311
Rákóczi, László 186, 187, 222, 353, 354
Rákóczi, Mária 
Rákóczi, Pál 33, 186, 195, 353
Rákóczi, Zsigmond (I.) (1544–1608) 99, 176, 
184, 185, 186
Rákóczi, Zsigmond (II.) (1622–1652) 27, 34, 
192, 195
Rákóczy, György, I. (1593–1648) 107, 182, 
27, 33, 41, 44, 107, 108, 187, 188, 189, 190, 
191, 193, 194, 195, 322, 323, 354
Rákosy, Anna 321, 339
Rakovszky, Martinus 160
Ramus, Petrus 42, 87, 167
Ransanus, Petrus 130, 134
Rantzau, Henrik 171
Ranum, Orest 322
Raphelengius, Franciscus 351
Rapin, René 120
Ráskai Gáspár 72
Rasle, François 84
Rathgeb, Jakob 18
Rátkay, György 330
Ráttkay György 60, 67, 68, 100, 173, 183, 
208, 216
Rava, Agostino 330
Ravaud, Antoine 339
Raynaud, Théophile 57
Rechberg, Anna Katharina von 176, 180, 222
Rechberg-Rothenlöwen, Maria Elisabeth 
Katharina 215
Rechnitz  see  Rohonc
Regéc 11, 107, 108, 191
Regnier de la Planche, Louis 84
Reiffenberger, Johann 359
Reingrabner, Gustav 335
Remeň, Daniel 148
Renius, Georgius 358
Rétyi, Péter 323
Rétyi, Zsigmond 25
Reuchlin, Johann 137
Reusner, Elias 209
Reusner, Nicolas 49, 134, 159, 164
Révay family 70, 95, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 
159, 161, 176, 221
Révay, Elek 154
Révay, Elek Gabriel 161
Révay, Éva 149
Révay, Ferenc (I.) (1489–1553) 155
Révay, Ferenc (II.) († 1588) 155
Révay, Ferenc (III.) († 1657) 33, 155, 156, 
157, 159, 160
Révay, István 160, 161
Révay, János 155, 158, 331
Révay, Judit 95, 218, 221, 223, 336
Révay, Katalin (Révay, Kata Szidónia) 161, 
162, 348
Révay, László (I.) († 1592) 154
Révay, László (II.) (1600–1667) 95 
120, 128, 192
Révay, Lőrinc 155, 158
Révay, Márton 154, 338
Révay, Mihály 155, 158, 161
Révay, Pál 161
Révay, Péter 40, 97, 130, 134, 151, 155, 156, 
158, 159, 160, 164, 176, 183, 208, 348
Rheda, Pál 345
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Rheda, Peter 327
Rhegius, Urbanus 88
Rhodius, Jonas 329
Ribard, Dinah 322
Riccioli, Giovanni Battista 100
Richelieu, Armand Jean du Plessis, Cardi-
nal-Duc de 18, 122, 174, 202, 217
Richer, Adrien 122
Richter, Gregor 170, 200
Richter, Johannes 338
Riemer, Johannes 174, 184, 351, 352
Riemer, Johannes 184, 351, 352
Rigault, Nicolas 357
Rihel, Josias 78, 349, 352
Rihelius, Josias 349
Rikesz, Mihály 339
Rimay, János 129, 134, 176, 185
Ring, Orsolya 343
Ripa, Cesare 216
Rochotius, Samuel 190
Rodostó (Tekirdağ) 196, 197, 215
Roffensem, Iohannem 351
Rohonc (Rechnitz) 74
Rojnić, Matko 329
Roma (Róma) 181, 325, 341, 347, 356
Romanus, Aegidius 134
Rondelet, Guillaume 80
Roo, Gerardus de 348
Rosa, Jonas 358
Rosenthal, Malachias 330
Roseo, Mambrino 128, 134
Rostock 116, 146, 214
Rotterdam 52, 140, 190, 341
Rovillius, Gulielmus 356
Rudolf, II. (Habsburg) 47, 129
Ruelle, Jean 335
Ruini, Carlo 67, 123
Ruland, Johann David 167, 336, 349, 356
Ruszt (Rust) 9
Rüden, Henning 335
Rybisch, Sigfried 83
Saada, Anne 323
Saar (Mähren, Moravia) 19
Saavedra Faxardo, Didacus de 174, 184, 209, 
351, 353
Sabellicus, Marcus Antonius 42, 133
Sabunda, Raimundus de 147
Sacchini, Francesco 184
Sachsen-Lauenburg family 176
Ság (Ipolyság, Šahy) 13, 153
Šahy  see  Ság
Saillans, François de 147, 346
Sailly, Thomas 151
Saktorová, Helena 148, 324, 332, 342, 343, 
344, 345, 346, 347, 350
Salgó, Ágnes W. 331, 337
Salisburgum  see  Salzburg
Sallustius Crispus, Caius 66, 79, 127, 142
Salmasius, Claudius 100
Salvart, Jean François 87
Salveld, Johannis Friderici 358
Salzburg (Salisburgum) 351
Samarjai, János 89, 117
Sambucus, Johannes see Zsámboky János
Šamorin  see  Somorja
Šamšalović, Miljen 331
Sáray, János 191
Sardi, Alessandro 134
Sárdi, Margit 323, 335, 338, 360, 361
Sárospatak (Patak) 21, 23, 27, 31, 33, 35, 44, 
108, 113, 185, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 
193, 194, 195, 196, 197, 209, 222, 354, 358, 
361
Sartorius, Andreas 161, 353
Sartorius, Bernardinus 157
Sárvár 16, 24, 71, 75, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 104, 
220
Sas, Ágnes 339
Sasvár (Sassin) 150, 151, 152
Sasváry Zoltán 344
Sátoraljaújhely 193
Sautel, Pierre-Justus 174
Savnik (Spišský Štiavnik) 210
Schad, Johann Adam Xavier 174
Schallaburg 38, 326
Scharpius, Johannes 108, 191
Schedel, Hartmann 132, 154, 173, 186
Schilling, Florentinus 355
Schirat, Michel 83, 328, 350
Schmidt, Johann 327, 334
Schmidt, Peter 352
Scholvinius, Christianus 360
Schopper, Hartmann 135, 146
Schott, Kaspar 123
Schödel, Martin 174
Schönwetter, Johann Gottfried 329, 342, 
358, 360
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Schröter, Caspar 341, 342
Schröter, Johann 344
Schultes, Johann 342
Schultz, Daniel 130
Schultze, Jürgen 348
Schump, Wolfgang 347
Schurman, Anna Maria van 207, 357
Schwarz, Karl V. 347
Schweiger, Salomon 40
Scipione, Ammirato 159, 201, 356
Scotus, Michael 152
Scudéry, Georges de 202
Scultetus, Abraham 170
Sebes, Sebeş  see  Szászsebes
Sebitz, Melchior 199
Sebők, Marcell 359
Sebunda, Raimundus de 346
Sedan 18
Sedlčansky, Daniel 344
Selneccer, Nicolaus 116
Séllyei, Elek 331, 332
Semmelweis, Karl 339
Sempte 125,126, 127, 332
Seneca, Lucius Annaeus 19, 66, 127, 321
Serres, Jean de 83
Sessius, Pavel 330
Seyssel, Claude de 82
Sforza, Bona 47
Sforza, Queen Isabella 41
Sibiu  see  Nagyszeben
Sicco, Giovanni Antonio 329
Siemienowicz, Kazimierz 356
Sigismund, I 38, 47
Sigonius, Carolus 133, 180, 182
Siklóssy, László 327
Silhon, Jean de 202
Silva, Feliciano de 128
Simler, Josias 135, 343
Simplicius Philosophus 178
Sinkó, Katalin 337
Sinkovits, István 327
Sipos, Ferenc 353
Sipos, Gábor 324
Sitte Alfréd 97, 337
Sklabiňa  see  Szklabinya
Škoviera, Daniel 347
Slanec  see  Szalánc
Sleidanus, Johannes 82, 127, 159, 164, 170
Smartno see Bogenšberg
Solemne, David de 356
Soltész, Elisabeth 321
Soltész, Zoltánné 323, 338, 347, 361
Sombor  see  Czoborszentmihály
Somi, Éva 343, 351
Somkuti, Gabriella 360
Somnius, Laurentis 338
Somnius, Michael 338, 339
Somorja (Šamorin) 89
Somy, Borbála 72, 220
Sonnius, Michel 81
Sophocles 52
Sopron 8, 9, 50, 53, 63, 72, 95, 181
Sopronkeresztúr 341
Sorbait, Paul de 215
Sorö 18
Sorti, Francesco 331
Sós, István 108, 191, 339, 354
Sousa de Macedo, Antonius de 208
Söptei, István 321, 336
Sörös, Pongrácz 351
Spangenberg, Cyriacus 322
Spangenberg, Johann 136
Spankau, Paris 65
Spekner, Enikő 326
Spelmannum, Apud Gerardum 345, 348
Spener, Jacob 207
Spiegel, Jeremias 132
Spira, Francesco 72
Spišská Nová Ves  see  Igló
Spišské Podhradie  see  Szepesvár
Spišský Štiavnik see  Savnik
Srijem  see  Szerém
Stadtschlaining  see  Szalónak
Stainhofer, Caspar 352
Stancaro Mantuano, Francesco 343
Stancaro, Francesco 135
Stang, Adam a 131
Stangler, Gottfried 326
Stanyhurst, Guillaume (Stanihurstus) 174, 
351
Stapleton, Thomas 147
Stari Slankemen  see  Szalánkemén
Steen, Cornelis van den 209
Štefanec, Nataša 330
Steinmann, Hans 349
Stellato, Marcello Palingèno 146
Stengel, Georg 199
Stohl, Róbert 320
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Stoll, Béla 351, 353, 357
Stöckel, Leonard 155, 163, 347
Strabon 171, 347
Strada, Famiano 183
Strasbourg (Strassburg) 60,78, 85, 88, 128, 
156, 158, 178, 334, 339
Strasser, Gerhard F. 349
Strieder, Jacob 141, 344
Strutius (Strauss), Johannes 94
Stupan, Nicolaus 136, 344
Sturm, Johann 155, 158
Šubić Zrinski see Zrínyi family
Subkov, Nikolaj N. 324, 338
Sulyok, Anna 203
Sulyok, Imre 42
Susanneau, Hubert 78
Sutorius, Cornelius 152, 347
Sybilová, Michaela 344
Sylvester János 94, 169
Sylvius, Franciscus 136
Szabó Ágnes 329
Szabó András 320, 351, 353
Szabó András Péter 355
Szabó Előd 320
Szabó Ferenc 354
Szabó Károly 327
Szabo, Gjuro 329
Szabó, Gyula 
Szabó, Péter 354, 359
Szakály, Ferenc 327, 336, 338, 344
Szalánc (Slanec) 34, 176, 180, 181, 182
Szalánkemén (Zalánkemén, Stari Slankemen) 
69 
Szalárdi, János 43, 327
Szalaszegi, György 165
Szalkai László 92
Szalónak (Stadtschlaining) 16, 74
Szamosközy, István 40, 42, 211, 212, 327
Szapolyai János Zsigmond 42
Szapolyai, János 41, 47, 203
Szászsebes (Mühlbach, Sebeş) 42, 187, 188, 
190
Széchényi, Ferenc 149
Széchenyi, Zsigmond 17, 321
Széchy family 57, 176
Széchy, György 329
Szeged 9, 12, 14, 141
Szegedi Ferenc 207
Szegedi Kőrösi Gáspár see Kőrösi, Gáspár 
Szegedi
Székely Dobai, András 35
Székely, András 208
Székely, István 146
Székely, Júlia 351
Székelyudvarhely (Odorheiu Secuiesc) 34
Szelestei Nagy, László 321, 324, 328, 338
Szenci, Ábrahám Kertész 325
Szenci, Molnár Albert see Molnár, Albert 
Szenci
Szende, Katalin 326
Szendrei, Janka 334
Szentgotthárd 174, 228, 320, 350
Szentgyörgyi, Gabriel 93
Szentimrei, Mihály 327, 354
Szentiványi, Márton 172, 216
Szentmártoni Szabó, Géza 357
Szentmihály (Márkusfalva, Markušovce) 213
Szentpéteri, Márton 344
Szepesvár, Szepesváralja (Spišské Podhradie) 
31, 89, 125, 128, 150, 176, 184, 205, 208
Szerdahelyi, Gabriel, 172
Szerém (Srijem) 13, 153
Szigethy, Gábor 353
Szigetvár 57, 71
Sziklay, László 343
Szikszai, Fabricius Balázs see Fabricius, 
Balázs Szikszai
Szilágyi, András 321, 339
Szilágyi, Sándor 322, 323, 353, 354, 355, 361
Szilasi, Klára 347
Szilasi, László 320, 335
Szinyei, Gerzsony 337, 354
Szirmay András 13, 35, 212, 213, 214, 325, 
359
Szirmay Antal 230
Szirmay family 13, 212
Szirmay István 13, 213
Szirmay Miklós 13, 213, 325
Szirmay Péter 212
Szklabinya (Sklabiňa) 155, 156, 157, 158, 
160, 161
Szluha, Matthias (Mátyás) 108, 191
Szombathi, Johannes 337, 354
Szögi, László 344
Szőnyi, György Endre 323, 354
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Tacitus, Publius Cornelius 66, 127, 168, 170, 
176, 201, 211, 214
Taisnier, Johannes 137
Takács, Emma 347
Takáts, Sándor 344
Tamás, Edit 354, 361
Tantalics, Béla 71, 331, 332, 360
Tarducci, Achille 174, 350
Târgu Mureş  see  Marosvásárhely
Tarnóc, Márton 321, 326, 354
Tarnóczi, Márton 165
Técsi, János 35
Tejfalu (Mliečno) 89
Tekirdağ  see  Rodostó
Telegdi, János 116
Telegdi Pap, Sámuel see Pap Sámuel
Telegdi, Borbála 25, 186, 218
Telegdi, Miklós 126, 164, 170, 215
Teleki family 35
Teleki, Mihály 35, 36, 223, 321, 325
Teleki, Pál 35, 325, 361
Teleki, Sándor 325
Temesvári Pelbárt 153
Temetvény (Hrádok) 168, 171
Terentius, Varro Marcus 78, 213
Teszelszky, Kees 343, 351, 353
Teutsch, Friedrich 321
Thallóczy, Lajos 138, 139, 343, 344
Thaly, Kálmán 183, 188, 195, 211, 212, 215, 
217, 352, 353, 354, 355, 359
Theophrastus 80, 127, 166
Thevet, André 81
Thomas a Jesu 106
Thomas de Aquino, St. 140, 178
Thou, Jacques August de 173, 214
Thököly family 138, 210
Thököly, Anna 162
Thököly, Éva 102
Thököly, Imre 34, 180, 193, 204, 210, 211, 
212, 222
Thököly, István (I.) (1581–1652) 210
Thököly, István (II.) (1623–1670) 210
Thököly, József 102
Thököly, Sebestyén 210
Thököly, Zsigmond 210, 211
Thucydides 154, 211
Thurae, de Castello see Bonaventura, de 
Castello
Thurnmeyer, Michael 358
Thuróczy, János 107, 146
Thury, Etele 320
Thurzó family 17, 57, 70, 107, 125, 126, 127, 
128, 129, 130, 133, 135, 137, 138, 141, 150
Thurzó, Elek (I.) (1490–1543) 125, 126, 127, 
141
Thurzó, Elek (II.) (1540–1594) 125
Thurzó, Erzsébet 103, 106, 346
Thurzó, Ferenc 126, 129
Thurzó, György (I.) 125
Thurzó, György (II.) (1567–1616) 27, 31, 40, 
60, 95, 106, 126, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 
134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 145, 146, 148, 149, 
150, 343, 360
Thurzó, Ilona 148
Thurzó, Imre 106, 126, 132, 138, 151, 343
Thurzó, János (I.) (1437–1508) 125
Thurzó, János (II.) (1466–1520) 125
Thurzó, János (III.) († 1530) 126
Thurzó, Jerzy 125
Thurzó, Katalin 126, 129, 210
Thurzó, Kristóf (I.) († 1540) 125
Thurzó, Kristóf (II.) (1583–1614) 125, 128, 
342
Thurzó, Szaniszló (I.) (1476?–1540) 125
Thurzó, Szaniszló (II.) (1531–1586) 125, 
127, 128
Thurzó, Szaniszló (III.) (1576–1625) 129, 
142, 150
Thurzó, Teofil 126
Thurzó, Zsuzsanna 150, 176
Tibold, Gábor Attila 338
Tinódi, Sebastien Lantos 94
Tokaj 193
Toldy, Ferenc 338, 344
Tolet, François 341
Tollius, Jacobus 61, 63
Tolnai, Gábor 321
Tolnai, István 189, 190
Toma, Katalin 321, 335, 337
Tomaso, Garzoni 349
Tombor, Tibor 327
Tonk, Sándor 323,  325, 327
Topalov, Christian 320
Toppeltinus  see  Töppelt
Torino  see  Turin
Torrez, Hieronymus 106
Tory, Geoffroy 79
Tóth, András 321
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Tóth, Béla 344
Tóth, Gergely 328, 351, 353
Tóth, István György 321, 324, 332, 360
Tóth, Melinda 325
Toulouse 86
Tőke, Ferenc 71, 72, 331, 332
Tőkei, Ferenc 331, 332
Töppelt, Laurenz (Toppeltinus, Laurentis) 
174, 209, 350
Töres, Georg 345
Török, Gyöngyi 326
Török, Pál 327
Trapezuntius, Georgius 140, 151
Trebosztó (Kistorbosztó, Trebostovo) 154
Trencsén (Trenčín) 23, 34, 72, 143, 144, 145, 
146, 147, 148, 149, 156, 159, 165, 176, 177, 
346
Trencsényi-Waldapfel, Imre 326, 342
Trento, Jean-Baptiste (= Escorche-Messes) 
83
Tricaud, Anthèlme de 121
Trino, Borgominerio da 357
Trismonius, Salomon 207
Trnava  see  Nagyszombat
Tubero, Ludovicus 209, 358
Tuppius, Laurentius 178
Turin (Torino) 18, 67, 331
Turnèbe, Adrien 52, 100
Turóczi-Trostler, József 320, 333, 336, 354
Turócszentmárton (Martin) 58, 141, 187
Turrini, Zamamria 59
Tübingen 18, 19, 116, 350
Tüdős, Kinga S. 321, 324
Tüskés, Gábor 337, 339, 355
Tüzes, Gábor 327
Typotius, Jacobus 209
Učniková, Daniela 345
Újváry, J. Zsuzsanna 359
Ulm 97, 210, 359
Uncius, Leonardus 146
Ungnad, David 40
Ungvár (Uzshorod) 214, 215
Uray, Piroska 320, 335
Urban, VII. Pope 59
Urbán, VIII. Pope (Barberini) 99, 107
Ursinus, Johannes 155
Ursuțiu, Maria 323
Utrecht 164, 168, 198, 207
Vadász, Veronika 346, 353
Vadianus, Joachimus see Watt, Joachim
Valach, Július 345
Valentino, Appresso Matthio 356
Valla, Lorenzo 79, 116
Valpó (Valpovo) 8
Valvasor, Johann Weichart 54
Vámosi, Gergely 165
Van Ghelen, Johann 331
Várad  see  Nagyvárad
Váradi, László 354, 361
Varasd  (Varaždin) 7, 8, 47, 53, 68, 75
Várday, Pál 48
Varga, András 320, 323–327, 331, 332, 336, 
337, 338, 340, 344–352, 354, 355, 357, 359, 
360, 361
Varga, János J. 327
Varga, Lívia 325
Varga, Szabolcs 328, 330
Vargha, Anna 343, 351, 353
Varillas, Antoine 340
Varjú, Elemér 101, 325, 328, 337
Várkonyi, Ágnes R. 214, 321, 323, 327, 331, 
354, 359, 360
Várkonyi, Gábor 357, 361
Varro, Marcus Terentius 52, 139
Vas, Mihály 179
Vasdobra  see  Dobra 
Vass, Miklós 321
Vecellio, Cesare 67
Veér Judit 25, 219, 223
Vegetius Renatus, Flavius 79
Végh, András 326
Végh, Gyula 327
Veľký Šariš  see  Nagysáros
Venice (Venezia) 7, 16, 22, 55, 58, 59, 60, 67, 
76, 78, 79, 80, 88, 119, 126, 129, 130, 133, 
151, 170, 178, 182, 186, 226, 321, 329, 330, 
331, 339, 356, 361
Verancsics, Antal 102
Verbiest, Henrici 358
Veres, Menyhért 163
Vergilius Maro, Publius 66
Vernich, Mátyás 75
Vernulaeus, Nicolaus 209
Verona, Eva 329
Verő, Mária 326
Verőce 68
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Vértesy, Miklós 321
Verville, Francois Beroalde de 356
Vesalius, Andreas 136
Veszprémy, László 331, 336
Vialart, Charles 174
Viczián, János 347
Vida, Tivadar 336, 360
Vidriero, María Luisa 323
Viduam, Mariam Rictiam 350, 351, 358
Vienna (Wienn, Wien) 7, 9, 17, 20, 22, 32, 38, 
45, 46, 48, 59, 60, 61, 68, 69, 76, 97, 98, 
100, 101, 107, 109, 112, 119, 125, 126, 142, 
143, 145, 155, 156, 167, 179, 180, 185, 187, 
198, 205, 219, 226, 227, 229, 330, 331, 332, 
338, 339, 340, 341, 345, 347, 348, 350, 352, 
355, 358, 361
Vignola, Giacomo Barocio da 356
Vignon, Eustache 81, 83, 346
Vigsius, Martinus Alexander 199
Vilarmus, Gotthard 84
Ville, Antoine de 356
Villebois, Louis 84
Vincentium, Bartholomaeum 356
Vindelicorum, Augustae 348
Vinglerus, Andreas 345
Vinica (Ipolynyék) 47, 48, 49
Visegrádi, János 193, 354
Viskolcz, Noémi 21, 98, 101, 221, 321, 322, 
323, 324, 325, 326, 327, 330, 331, 335, 337, 
339, 340, 344, 346, 348, 349, 351, 354, 355, 
357, 359, 360, 361
Vita, Zsigmond 321, 325, 327
Vitelleschi, Muzio 326
Vitezović, Pavao Ritter 69
Vitnyédi, István 63
Vives, Ludovicus 202
Vizsoly 186, 193
Vlašime, Jankovský z 69
Vlašime, Maximilian Arnošt z 69
Vogel, Johann August 164
Vogel, Tobias 359
Voglmaier, Franz 113
Vokál, Dorothea 148, 346
Vokál, Václáv 148, 349
Volaterranus, Raphael 203
Vögel, Ernst 343
Vöröskő (Rotenstein, Červený Kameň) 141, 
142, 144
Vörösmarti, Mihály 116, 135, 163, 343
Vöttau  see  Bítov
Vratislavia  see  Breslau
Vredeman, Hans 342
Vukusić, Luka 331
Wachstein, Bernhardt 341
Waesberge, Johannes (Jan) 329, 334
Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon 175, 351
Waldkirch, Konrad 347
Waldman, Louis A. 326
Walpott, Johann Adolph 174
Warsaw (Warszawa) 19, 84, 230
Wassenberg, Ebenhard 201
Watt (Vadianus), Joachim 135
Weber, Johann Adam 166, 173, 174, 184, 
207, 209, 216, 351
Wechel family 86, 227, 322
Wechel, András 89
Wechel, André 20, 21, 78, 80, 81, 82, 87, 88, 
89, 329, 335
Wechel, János Zsigmond 89, 334
Wecheli, Andreae 82, 329
Weigel, Christoph Johann 26, 27, 341
Weisens, Christian 123
Weiss, Johann Friedrich 329, 358
Wendeler, Michael 164
Werbőczy, István 213, 342
Werner, Georg 138
Wesselényi, Anna 205
Wesselényi, Ferenc 34, 162, 166, 203, 204, 
337
Wicel, Georg 147
Widemann, Elias 62, 166, 201
Widmar, Erhardt 76, 78, 80, 82
Wien, Wienn  see  Vienna
Wiener Neustadt 100, 196
Wiesner, Jacob 321
Wild, Leonhardus 353
Winter, Robert 326, 327
Wissenburgum, Wolfgangum 347
Withagen, Johann 345, 348
Wittelsbach 97
Wittenberg 71, 88, 95, 104, 106, 126, 128, 129, 
132, 135, 136, 146, 147, 151, 158, 161, 162, 
163, 164, 167, 176, 177, 178, 179, 185, 192, 
194, 213, 336, 338, 345, 351
Wittmann, Catharina 332
Wolf, Johann 136, 343, 345ben
Wolfenbüttel 90, 166, 335
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Wolfgang, Abraham 340
Wolfius, Adam 148
Wourdanus, Johannes Cornelius 354
Wörster, Peter 342
Wrocław  see  Breslau
Xenophón 127, 182
Zadar  see  Zára
Zagreb 7, 8, 47, 48, 49, 53, 57, 58, 61, 63, 65, 
66, 67, 68
Zalánkemén  see  Szalánkemén
Zanchii, Hieronymus 163
Zára (Zadar) 57
Zátonyi, Sándor 336
Závodszky, György 132
Zay family 138, 139, 344
Zay Ferenc 138, 139, 140, 344
Zay, János 139
Zay, Mátyás 139
Zay, Péter 139
Zboró  see  Makovica
Zebenitz, Johannes 85
Zellinger, Alois 345
Zetter, Jacob de 339
Zetzneri, Lazari 322, 339, 358
Zevecote, Jacon van 217
Žibritová, Gabriela 348
Ziccata, Muzio 202
Zichy, Edmund 343, 360
Zichy, Katain 204
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